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Abstract

An exponential exp on an ordered field (K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <) is an order-preserving

isomorphism from the ordered additive group (K,+, 0, <) to the ordered multiplica-

tive group of positive elements
(
K>0, ·, 1, <

)
. The structure (K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, exp)

is then called an ordered exponential field. A linearly ordered structure (M,<, . . .)

is called o-minimal if every parametrically definable subset of M is a finite union of

points and open intervals of M .

The main subject of this thesis is the algebraic and model theoretic examination

of o-minimal exponential fields (K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, exp) whose exponential satisfies

the differential equation exp′ = exp with initial condition exp(0) = 1. This study is

mainly motivated by the Transfer Conjecture, which states as follows:

Any o-minimal exponential field (K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, exp) whose exponential satis-

fies the differential equation exp′ = exp with initial condition exp(0) = 1 is elemen-

tarily equivalent to Rexp.

Here, Rexp denotes the real exponential field (R,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, exp), where exp

denotes the standard exponential x 7→ ex on R. Moreover, elementary equivalence

means that any first-order sentence in the language Lexp = {+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, exp}
holds for (K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, exp) if and only if it holds for Rexp.

The Transfer Conjecture, and thus the study of o-minimal exponential fields, is

of particular interest in the light of the decidability of Rexp. To the date, it is not

known if Rexp is decidable, i.e. whether there exists a procedure determining for a

given first-order Lexp-sentence whether it is true or false in Rexp. However, under

the assumption of Schanuel’s Conjecture – a famous open conjecture from Transcen-

dental Number Theory – a decision procedure for Rexp exists. Also a positive answer

to the Transfer Conjecture would result in the decidability of Rexp. Thus, we study

o-minimal exponential fields with regard to the Transfer Conjecture, Schanuel’s Con-

jecture and the decidability question of Rexp.

Overall, we shed light on the valuation theoretic invariants of o-minimal exponen-

tial fields – the residue field and the value group – with additional induced struc-

ture. Moreover, we explore elementary substructures and extensions of o-minimal

exponential fields to the maximal ends – the smallest elementary substructures be-

ing prime models and the maximal elementary extensions being contained in the

surreal numbers. Further, we draw connections to models of Peano Arithmetic, in-

teger parts, density in real closure, definable henselian valuations and strongly NIP

ordered fields.

Deutsche Zusammenfassung (German Summary)

Eine Exponentialfunktion exp auf einem angeordneten Körper (K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <)
ist ein ordnungserhaltender Isomorphismus von der angeordneten additiven Gruppe
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(K,+, 0, <) auf die angeordnete multiplikative Gruppe positiver Elemente
(
K>0, ·, 1,

< ). Die Struktur (K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, exp) nennen wir einen angeordneten Exponen-

tialkörper. Eine linear angeordnete Struktur (M,<, . . .) ist o-minimal, falls jede

parametrisch definierbare Teilmenge von M eine endliche Vereinigung von Punkten

und offenen Intervallen in M ist.

Der Fokus dieser Dissertation liegt auf der algebraischen und modelltheoreti-

schen Untersuchung o-minimaler Exponentialkörper (K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, exp), deren
Exponentialfunktion die Differentialgleichung exp′ = exp mit Anfangsbedingung

exp(0) = 1 erfüllt. Diese Untersuchung ist hauptsächlich durch die Transfervermu-

tung motiviert, die wie folgt lautet:

Jeder o-minimale Exponentialkörper (K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, exp), dessen Exponential-

funktion die Differentialgleichung exp′ = exp mit Anfangsbedingung exp(0) = 1

erfüllt, ist zu Rexp elementar äquivalent.

Dabei bezeichnet Rexp den reellen Exponentialkörper (R,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, exp) mit

der Standardexponentialfunktion exp: x 7→ ex auf R. Elementare Äquivalenz

herrscht vor, wenn jede Aussage erststufiger Logik in der Sprache Lexp = {+,−, ·, 0, 1,
<, exp} genau dann in (K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, exp) gilt, wenn sie auch in Rexp gilt.

Die Transfervermutung und daher auch die Untersuchung o-minimaler Exponen-

tialkörper ist insbesondere mit Blick auf die Entscheidbarkeit von Rexp von Interesse.

Bis heute ist nicht bekannt, ob Rexp entscheidbar ist, also ein Algorithmus exis-

tiert, der für jede erststufige Lexp-Aussage bestimmt, ob diese wahr oder falsch in

Rexp ist. Unter Annahme der Vermutung von Schanuel – einer bekannten offenen

Vermutung der transzendenten Zahlentheorie – existiert jedoch ein Entscheidungs-

algorithmus für Rexp. Ebenso würde aus der Richtigkeit der Transfervermutung

die Entscheidbarkeit von Rexp folgen. Daher untersuchen wir o-minimale Expo-

nentialkörper vor dem Hintergrund der Transfervermutung, der Vermutung von

Schanuel und der Entscheidbarkeitsfrage für Rexp.

Wir beleuchten die bewertungstheoretischen Invarianten o-minimaler Exponen-

tialkörper – den Restklassenkörper und die Wertegruppe – mit zusätzlich induzierter

Struktur. Weiterhin erforschen wir minimale elementare Substrukturen und maxi-

male elementare Erweiterungen o-minimaler Exponentialkörper – erstere sind Prim-

modelle, zweitere haben die Klasse der surrealen Zahlen als Träger. Schließlich

stellen wir Beziehungen zu Modellen der Peano-Arithmetik, ganzzahligen Anteilen,

Dichtheit im reellen Abschluss, definierbaren henselschen Bewertungen und stark

NIP angeordneten Körpern her.
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1. Introduction

In his work “A decision method for elementary algebra and geometry” [103], Tarski

proved his remarkable result that the first-order theory of the real numbers R in the

language of ordered rings Lor = {+,−, ·, 0, 1, <} is decidable. He did so by presenting

an explicit quantifier elimination algorithm, that is, a procedure which associates to

any Lor-formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) a quantifier-free Lor-formula ψ(x1, . . . , xn) such that

(R,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <) |= ∀x1, . . . , xn (ϕ(x1, . . . , xn) ↔ ψ(x1, . . . , xn)).

For any Lor-sentence, this quantifier elimination algorithm produces an equivalent

quantifier-free Lor-sentence, which, in turn, is merely a boolean combination of nu-

merical equations and inequations. As a result of Tarski’s quantifier elimination, any

parametrically Lor-definable subset of R is the solution set of a boolean combination

of polynomial equations and inequations over R and thus a finite union of points

and open intervals in R – a property known as o-minimality.

Although Tarski carried out his algorithm only over the ordered field of real num-

bers, the steps he presented apply to any ordered field which has the Intermediate

Value Property for polynomials in one variable.1 Such ordered fields are known as

real closed fields. Hence, the first-order theory of real closed fields Trcf is complete as

well as decidable, admits quantifier-elimination, and any model of Trcf is o-minimal.

Tarski further discussed the decision problem for the first-order theory of Rexp =

(R,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, exp), the ordered field of real numbers expanded by a unary func-

tion symbol exp standing for the standard exponential function x 7→ ex on R
(cf. [103, page 45]). The problem whether the theory of the real exponential field

Texp = Th(Rexp) in the language Lexp = {+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, exp} is decidable is open to

the date and has been under investigation ever since. It also serves as a motivating

question for this thesis.

Great advancement regarding the study of Texp in the spirit of Tarski was made

in the mid-1990s by Macintyre and Wilkie. Although Texp does not admit quantifier

elimination (cf. van den Dries [19, page 99]), Wilkie showed in [105] that this theory

is model complete, i.e. any Lexp-formula is equivalent over Texp to an existential

Lexp-formula. Due to the work of Khovanskii2 [44], Rexp is an o-minimal structure.

1An ordered field (K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <) has the Intermediate Value Property for polynomials in one

variable if for any p(x) ∈ K[x] and any a, b ∈ K with a < b and p(a)p(b) < 0, there exists c ∈ (a, b)

such that p(c) = 0.
2Due to different transliteration from the Cyrillic, different spellings of this name are common in

Latin script.
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1. Introduction

Based on [105], Macintyre and Wilkie proved in [73] that Texp is decidable under the

assumption of Schanuel’s Conjecture for the real numbers3:

Schanuel’s Conjecture. Let n ∈ N and let α1, . . . , αn ∈ R be Q-linearly independ-

ent. Then

tdQ(Q(α1, . . . , αn, e
α1 , . . . , eαn)) ≥ n.

Macintyre and Wilkie’s proof relies on the construction of a recursive Lexp-sub-

theory of Texp which, under the assumption of Schanuel’s Conjecture, is complete

and hence axiomatises Texp.

In [5], Berarducci and Servi present a recursive Lexp-subtheory T0 of Texp such

that any model (K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, exp) of T0 has the following properties:

• (K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <) is a real closed field.

• The unary function exp is an exponential on K, i.e. an order-preserving iso-

morphism from the ordered additive group (K,+, 0, <) to the ordered multi-

plicative group of positive elements
(
K>0, ·, 1, <

)
.

• The exponential exp satisfies the differential equation4 exp′ = exp with initial

condition exp(0) = 1.

• (K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, exp) is o-minimal, i.e. any parametrically Lexp-definable sub-

set of K is a finite union of points and open intervals in K.

We call an Lexp-structure satisfying the properties above an o-minimal EXP-field.

As Berarducci and Servi point out (cf. [5, Theorem 2.8]), if any o-minimal EXP-

field were already elementarily equivalent to the real exponential field Rexp, then T0
would recursively axiomatise the theory Texp and thus imply the decidability of this

theory. This gives rise to the following conjecture.

Transfer Conjecture. Any o-minimal EXP-field is elementarily equivalent to Rexp.

We obtain implications between the conjectures as follows:

Schanuel’s Conjecture Transfer Conjecture

Decidability of Texp

The main subject of this work is the study of o-minimal EXP-fields. In the light of

the Transfer Conjecture, we consider certain algebraic and model theoretic properties

of Rexp and investigate whether these hold true for any o-minimal EXP-field. But

3Here tdQ(K) stands for the transcendence degree of K over Q.
4The expression exp′ = exp stands for the Lexp-sentence stating that the derivative of exp in any

point coincides with exp in that point (see Definition 2.12 for details).
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also beyond their connection to the decidability question of Texp, o-minimal EXP-

fields are of interest in the general study of o-minimal structures.

The notion of o-minimality was introduced in the mid-1980s by Pillay and Stein-

horn [84]. In an attempt to generalise results about well-known classes of ordered

structures, they established a domain of Model Theory which is a widely active area

of research to the date. Several o-minimal algebraic structures have been examined

extensively, as they exhibit tame algebraic, geometric and model theoretic proper-

ties. For instance, any o-minimal ordered group is already a divisible ordered abelian

group and any o-minimal ordered ring is already a real closed field (see page 75 for

details). The operation of exponentiation arises as a natural continuation of addition

and multiplication. While general ordered exponential fields have been explored in

the literature (cf. S. Kuhlmann [68]), the class of o-minimal exponential fields has

so far not been studied systematically. With this work, we wish to fill that gap.

We outline the structure and the main results of this thesis in the following. More

detailed introductions are given at the beginning of each chapter.

We start by gathering some general preliminaries on ordered exponential fields in

Chapter 2. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basics of Model Theory,

Real Algebra and Valuation Theory. However, several notions and results of these

mathematical areas can be found in the corresponding sections of Appendix A, and

we refer to them whenever it is convenient.

In Chapter 3 we study ordered exponential fields without the assumption of o-

minimality. By this, we establish several properties of ordered exponential fields

which do not rely on o-minimality but also show that certain results fail without

the assumption of o-minimality. We mainly focus on v-compatibility and the differ-

entiability of exponentials as well as the growth and the Taylor axiom schemes. In

Theorem 3.3 we give a complete characterisation of archimedean exponential fields.

This is applied throughout the rest of this work, as it is applicable to residue expo-

nential fields, i.e. the archimedean residue fields of v-compatible exponential fields

with induced exponential structure. We show in Theorem 3.33 that there exist

non-differentiable exponentials as well as exponentials exp satisfying the differential

equation exp′ = exp which are not v-compatible. In Theorem 3.40 we show that any

exponential exp satisfying an instance of the Taylor axiom scheme is v-compatible

and satisfies exp′ = exp. Finally, we axiomatise an Lexp-theory Trcer such that any

model of Trcer is a v-compatible real closed exponential field whose residue expo-

nential field is an ordered exponential subfield of Rexp. In Theorem 3.53 we show

that, under the assumption of Schanuel’s Conjecture, Trcer has a prime substructure

which is also a model of Trcer.

Our main investigation of general o-minimal EXP-fields in the light of the Trans-

fer Conjecture, the decidability of Rexp and Schanuel’s Conjecture takes place in

Chapter 4. In Theorem 4.30 we establish a recursive axiomatisation Tdc of the class

of o-minimal EXP-fields. We then show in Theorem 4.40 that the residue exponential

3



1. Introduction

field of any o-minimal EXP-field is an elementary substructure of Rexp. This leads

to a complete characterisation of all archimedean fields which are the residue fields

of models of Texp in Theorem 4.43. We study prime models of o-minimal EXP-fields

and obtain sufficient conditions for the embeddability of the prime model of Texp
into an o-minimal EXP-field (see Theorem 4.88). Finally, we discuss the Schanuel

property in general o-minimal EXP-fields and show that it transfers via the universal

theory (see Theorem 4.99).

In Chapter 5 we study residue fields and value groups (under the natural valuation)

of models of Texp. Both the residue field and the value groups are considered with

additional structure induced by the ordered exponential field. We give a complete

characterisation of pairs of archimedean fields F and divisible ordered abelian groups

G which can be realised as the residue field and the value group of a non-archimedean

model of Texp in the case that G is countable (see Theorem 5.24) and in the case

that G is saturated and of a certain uncountable cardinality (see Theorem 5.45).

Moreover, we present a construction method for uncountable models of Texp with

countable value group (see Theorem 5.34).

In Chapter 6 we consider exponentials on the domain of surreal numbers No. Just

as the standard surreal exponential field serves as a universal domain for models of

Texp, we show in Theorem 6.18 that for any o-minimal EXP-field (K,+,−, 0, 1, ·, <,
exp), we can endow (No,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <) with an exponential such that the re-

sulting ordered exponential field serves as a universal domain for the theory of

(K,+,−, 0, 1, ·, <, exp). In Theorem 6.23 we obtain a characterisation of o-minimal

EXP-fields satisfying the existential theory of real exponentiation in terms of em-

beddability into a surreal exponential field.

In Chapter 7 we consider integer parts of ordered fields. We first discuss an open

question regarding the existence of normal integer parts of real closed fields and

relate this to ordered fields dense in their real closure (see Theorem 7.16). We then

turn to integer parts of ordered exponential fields. Starting with a modelM of Peano

Arithmetic, we construct a v-compatible real closed EXP-field (KM ,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <,
expM ) such that M ∪ (−M) is an integer part of KM and its residue exponential

field is an elementary substructure of Rexp (see Theorem 7.26 and Theorem 7.30).

We show further that if (KM ,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, expM ) is model complete, then it is also

o-minimal (see Theorem 7.32), and that for any model M of true arithmetic the

ordered exponential field (KM ,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, expM ) is a model of Texp (see Theo-

rem 7.35).

Chapter 8 is dedicated to the study of strongly NIP ordered fields and, in this con-

text, definable henselian valuations in ordered fields. Since any o-minimal structure

is strongly NIP, a better understanding of the class of strongly NIP ordered fields,

which has so far not been characterised, paves the way for a future examination

of strongly NIP ordered exponential fields. The theme of definable henselian valu-

ations in ordered fields is connected to the study of strongly NIP ordered fields via

4



a conjecture which motivates our investigation (see Conjecture 8.2). Our first main

result is Theorem 8.34, which shows that for ordered structures in certain languages

(such as ordered abelian groups and ordered fields) the property of being dense in

a particular closure (such as the divisible hull or the real closure, respectively) is

recursively axiomatisable. This is related to our second main result Theorem 8.54

giving sufficient conditions for the definability of henselian valuations in the language

of ordered rings. Our study of strongly NIP ordered fields then leads to a complete

characterisation of strongly NIP almost real closed fields (see Theorem 8.85) as well

as the equivalence of two classification conjectures (see Theorem 8.90) – one in terms

of almost real closed fields, the other in terms of definable henselian valuations.

Finally, in Chapter 9 we list all equivalences to our main conjectures we establish

throughout this work and collect open questions as possible subjects for further

work.

Most results of Chapter 5 and some parts of Subsection 4.1.5 were published in

Krapp [59]. The main results of Section 7.2 and Section 7.3 are part of the preprint

Carl and Krapp [11], which is submitted for publication. Moreover, the majority of

Chapter 8 and Section 7.1 are the main part of the preprint Krapp, S. Kuhlmann

and Lehéricy [60]. This was slightly extended and split into two parts [61, 62], both

of which are submitted for publication.
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2. Preliminaries

In this chapter, we introduce some notions necessary for our study of ordered expo-

nential fields – most importantly v-compatible exponential fields under the natural

valuation v. We mainly set up notation and terminology following S. Kuhlmann

[68, Chapters 0 & 1] but also state some basic analytic results which will be used

throughout later chapters. All other useful background can be found in the cor-

responding sections of Appendix A. A general overview of standard symbols and

notations used throughout this work can be found in Appendix A.1.

Definition 2.1. Let (K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <) be an ordered field. An exponential exp on

K is an order-preserving isomorphism from the ordered additive group (K,+, 0, <) to

the ordered multiplicative group
(
K>0, ·, 1, <

)
. The structure (K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, exp)

is then called an ordered exponential field. We denote the inverse of exp by log

and call it the logarithm on K.

Notation 2.2. Let Log = {+,−, 0, <} be the language of ordered groups, Lor =

{+,−, ·, 0, 1, <} the language of ordered rings and Lexp = {+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, exp} the

language of ordered exponential rings, where exp is a unary function symbol (see

Example A.2.1). We often abbreviate the Log-structure of an ordered abelian group

(G,+,−, 0, <) by (G,+, 0, <) (omitting the subtraction symbol) or simply by G, the

Lor-structure of an ordered field (K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <) by K and the Lexp-structure of

an ordered exponential field (K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, exp) by (K, exp).

Example 2.3. (i) The most prominent example of an ordered exponential field is

the ordered field of real numbers R equipped with its standard exponential

expR : x 7→ ex, where e ∈ R denotes Euler’s number. This structure is called

the real exponential field (R, expR) and denoted by Rexp. If no confusion is

likely to arise, then we also denote the standard exponential function on R by

exp.

(ii) Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential field. Then for any a ∈ K>0,

x 7→ exp(ax)

defines an exponential on K. Note that a cannot be negative, as otherwise we

would obtain an order-reversing isomorphism from (K,+, 0, <) to
(
K>0, ·, 1,

<
)
.
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2. Preliminaries

(iii) Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential field and let b ∈ K>1. The expression

bx stands for base b exponentiation in K and is defined by

bx = exp(log(b)x).

By (ii), the map x 7→ bx defines an exponential on K.

Definition 2.4. Let Toef be the Lexp-theory consisting of the theory of ordered

fields Tof (see Example A.2.2 (viii)) extended by the following axioms:

(i) exp(0) = 1,

(ii) ∀x∀y (exp(x+ y) = exp(x) exp(y)),

(iii) ∀y (y > 0 → ∃x exp(x) = y),

(iv) ∀x∀y (x < y → exp(x) < exp(y)).

Toef is called the theory of ordered exponential fields.

Note that the axioms (i) and (ii) in Definition 2.4 imply that exp is a group homo-

morphism from (K,+, 0) to
(
K>0, ·, 1

)
, axiom (iii) expresses that exp is surjective

onto K>0 and axiom (iv) yields that exp is order-preserving, i.e. strictly increasing,

and thus, in particular, injective.

Definition 2.5. The complete theory Th(Rexp) of the real exponential field is called

the theory of real exponentiation and denoted by Texp. Models of Texp are called

models of real exponentiation. An exponential on an ordered field K is called

Texp-exponential if (K, exp) |= Texp.

We now introduce extensions of ordered exponential fields. Although we can

simply say that an extension of ordered exponential fields is an Lexp-extension of

two ordered exponential fields, we point out the algebraic aspects of this notion.

Definition 2.6. Let (F, exp1) and (K, exp2) be ordered exponential fields. We say

that (F, exp1) is an ordered exponential subfield of (K, exp2) and write

(F, exp1) ⊆ (K, exp2)

if there exists an Lexp-embedding of (F, exp1) into (K, exp2), i.e. an order-preserving

embedding of rings ϕ : F → K such that for any a ∈ F ,

exp2(ϕ(a)) = ϕ(exp1(a)).

We then say that (K, exp2) is an extension of (F, exp1) and call

(F, exp1) ⊆ (K, exp2)

an extension of ordered exponential fields. If the Lexp-embedding is clear from

the context, then we identify F with its image in K and consider F as a subset of

K.

8



Notation 2.7. Let (F, exp1) ⊆ (K, exp2) be an extension of ordered exponential

fields. Since exp1 is the restriction of exp2 to F , by abuse of notation we also write

(F, exp2) ⊆ (K, exp2).

Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential field and let F be a subfield of K. Then

F is contained in a smallest ordered exponential subfield of (K, exp), which we

introduce in the following.

Definition 2.8. Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential field and let F ⊆ K be a

subfield. Define iteratively intermediate field extensions F ⊆ Fk ⊆ K for any k ∈ N0

as follows:

F0 =F,

Fk =Fk−1

(
exp(Fk−1), log

(
F>0
k−1

))
,

where Fk−1

(
exp(Fk−1), log

(
F>0
k−1

))
is the field extension of Fk−1 in K generated by

the image of Fk−1 under exp and F>0
k−1 under log. We define the exponential

closure F exp of F in (K, exp) as

F exp =

∞⋃

k=0

Fk.

If F exp = F , then we call F exponentially closed in (K, exp).

Note that any ordered exponential subfield of an ordered exponential field (K, exp)

is exponentially closed in (K, exp). If, moreover, (K, exp) is a real closed exponential

field, then we can also define the smallest real closed exponential subfield of (K, exp)

containing a given subfield F ⊆ K. For an ordered field F , we denote the real closure

of F by F rc (see Definition A.3.8).

Definition 2.9. Let (K, exp) be a real closed exponential field and let F ⊆ K be an

ordered subfield. Define iteratively the intermediate field extensions F ⊆ Fk ⊆ K

for any k ∈ N0 as follows:

F0 =F
rc,

F ′
k =F

exp
k−1,

Fk =
(
F ′
k

)rc
.

We define the exponential real closure of F in (K, exp) as the countable union

F exprc =
∞⋃

k=0

Fk.

Next we generalise the notions of continuity and differentiability from Real Analy-

sis to general ordered fields and state some basic analytic properties of exponentials

9



2. Preliminaries

on ordered fields. In the context of Real Analysis, notions like continuity and dif-

ferentiability of functions are mainly of interest on the (Dedekind) complete field of

real numbers, as any other ordered field is incomplete and has thus infinitely many

‘gaps’ in which continuity and differentiability become, in some sense, meaningless.

From a model theoretic standpoint, however, these analytic properties are merely

first-order sentences in the language Lor expanded by suitable function symbols.5 In

later chapters, we will impose a geometric tameness condition, namely o-minimality,

on the ordered exponential fields under consideration and thus confer meaning to

the analytic notions of continuity and differentiability of definable functions (see

Chapter 4).

Definition 2.10. A function f : K → K on an ordered field K is continuous in

a point a ∈ K if the following holds in K:

∀(ε > 0)∃(δ > 0)∀x (|x− a| < δ → |f(x)− f(a)| < ε).

If the sentence above is true for all a ∈ K, then we say that f is continuous on

K (or simply that f is continuous).

Note that a function f is continuous on an ordered field K if and only if it is

continuous with respect to the order topology, i.e. the preimage of any open interval6

in K under f is open in K.

Proposition 2.11. Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential field. Then exp is con-

tinuous on K.

Proof. Since exp is an order-preserving surjection from K to K>0, the preimage of

an open interval in K is either the empty set or an open interval in K.

Definition 2.12. A function f : K → K on an ordered field K is differentiable

in a point a ∈ K if the following holds in K:

∃b∀(ε > 0)∃(δ > 0)∀h
(
0 < |h| < δ →

∣∣∣∣
f(a+ h)− f(a)

h
− b

∣∣∣∣ < ε

)
.

The element b is called the derivative of f in a and denoted by

f ′(a) = b.

Moreover, we say that f is differentiable throughout K (or simply that f is

differentiable) if the formula above is true for all a ∈ K.

5To this end, note that expressions of the form x
y
= z and |x| > 0 stand for the respective Lor-

formulas x = yz and ((x ≥ −x → x > 0) ∧ (−x ≥ x → −x > 0)). Throughout this work, if no

confusion is likely to arise, then also other standard expressions which can be written as formulas

in the respective language are used.
6By an open interval in K, we mean intervals of the form (a, b), (−∞, b), (a,∞) or (−∞,∞) = K

where a, b ∈ K with a < b.
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Note that for a function f on an ordered field, its derivative, if it exists, is unique.

This is due to the fact that any ordered field is dense-in-itself. The next result shows

that in order to prove differentiability of an exponential exp, we only have to consider

exp in a small neighbourhood around 0. For non-archimedean exponential fields this

means that the derivative of exp, if it exists, only depends on the behaviour of exp

on the ordered additive group of infinitesimals of the field. This fact will be used in

Section 3.2 (see Lemma 3.17).

Proposition 2.13. Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential field. Suppose that exp

is differentiable in 0 with exp′(0) = a. Then exp is differentiable throughout K with

derivative exp′ = a exp.

Proof. Let x ∈ K and ε ∈ K>0. As exp is differentiable in 0, there exists δ ∈ K>0

such that for any h ∈ K with 0 < |h| < δ, we have
∣∣∣∣
exp(h)− 1

h
− a

∣∣∣∣ < exp(−x)ε.

Thus, for any h ∈ K with 0 < |h| < δ, we also have
∣∣∣∣
exp(x+ h)− exp(x)

h
− a exp(x)

∣∣∣∣ = exp(x)

∣∣∣∣
exp(h)− 1

h
− a

∣∣∣∣ < ε.

Hence, exp′ = a exp.

Corollary 2.14. Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential field. Suppose that there

exists some b ∈ K such that exp is differentiable in b with exp′(b) = c. Then exp is

differentiable throughout K with derivative exp′ = c exp(−b) exp.

Proof. Let ε ∈ K>0. Since exp is differentiable in b, there exists δ ∈ K>0 such that

for any h ∈ K with 0 < |h| < δ, we have

exp(b)

∣∣∣∣
exp(h)− 1

h
− c exp(−b)

∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣
exp(b+ h)− exp(b)

h
− c

∣∣∣∣ < exp(b)ε.

Hence, exp′(0) = c exp(−b). By Proposition 2.13, we obtain exp′ = c exp(−b) exp.

Remark 2.15. (i) Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential field. Then for any a ∈
K<0, ∣∣∣∣

exp(h)− 1

h
− a

∣∣∣∣ > |a|.

Thus, the derivative of a differentiable exponential cannot be negative any-

where.

(ii) Since the derivative of a differentiable exponential exp is always of the form

exp′ = a exp and exp is always continuous by Proposition 2.11, any differenti-

able exponential is already continuously differentiable.
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2. Preliminaries

Proposition 2.11 shows that any exponential on an ordered field is continuous. The

same question can be asked regarding differentiability of a given exponential exp.

By Proposition 2.13, the global differentiablity of exp only depends on its behaviour

on an arbitrarily small (even infinitesimal) neighbourhood around 0. However, with

our näıve translation of differentiability on the real numbers to general ordered fields

via a first-order sentence,7 we lose the tools from Real Analysis to gain control of

differential equations. Even a simple differential equation like f ′ = 0 may have

multiple and non-constant solutions in general non-archimedean fields (see Proposi-

tion 3.22 (ii)). We will see in Theorem 3.33 that there are, indeed, non-archimedean

exponential fields whose exponential is not differentiable and also such where the

derivative of the exponential is 0 everywhere.

Turning back to the real exponential field, we know that its standard exponential

is uniquely determined by the differential equation exp′ = exp with initial condition

exp(0) = 1. In later chapters, we will be interested in ordered exponential fields

which are potentially elementarily equivalent to Rexp and thus consider ordered

exponential fields whose exponential is differentiable and satisfies the differential

equation exp′ = exp.

Notation 2.16. In accordance with Berarducci and Servi [5], we denote by EXP

the first-order Lexp-sentence stating the property exp′ = exp and exp(0) = 1.8 We

call ordered exponential fields which satisfy EXP from now on EXP-fields and

exponentials satisfying this differential equation EXP-exponentials.

By Proposition 2.13, we obtain a useful criterion for an exponential to be an

EXP-exponential.

Lemma 2.17. Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential field. Then exp is an EXP-

exponential if and only if exp′(0) = 1.

Proof. The forward direction follows by definition of EXP. The backward direction

is an application of Proposition 2.13 to a = 1.

Next we introduce the notions of v-compatible exponentials as well as left, middle

and right exponentials. The necessary background on Valuation Theory can be

found in Appendix A.4.

Notation 2.18. Unless stated otherwise, for an ordered field K we denote the

natural valuation on K by v (see Definition A.4.10), its valuation ring by Ov, its

residue field Kv by K, its value group vK by G, the natural valuation on G by vG

7As opposed to notions of continuity and differentiablity from Non-Standard Analysis on non-

archimedean fields as, for instance, done in Keisler [51].
8Note that any exponential exp satisfies the condition exp(0) = 1 by definition. We still include this

condition in the Lexp-sentence EXP, as in later chapters we will consider general Lexp-structures

which are a priori no ordered exponential fields but still satisfy EXP (see Subsection 4.1.3).
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(see Definition A.4.3) and its value set vGG by Γ. We denote by Iv the ordered

group of infinitesimals, i.e. the maximal ideal of Ov, and by Uv the ordered group of

units of K (see Definition A.4.11).

Definition 2.19. Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential field. We say that exp is

v-compatible if it satisfies

exp(Ov) = U>0
v and exp(Iv) = 1 + Iv.

We then call (K, exp) a v-compatible exponential field. Similarly, the logarithm

log on (K, exp) is v-compatible if

log
(
U>0
v

)
= Ov and log(1 + Iv) = Iv.

Since archimedean fields have the trivial group {0} as value group and are iso-

morphic as ordered fields to their residue fields, most of the statements which follow

are trivial in the archimedean case.

Definition 2.20. Let (K, exp) be a v-compatible exponential field. Then the func-

tion

exp: K → K, a 7→ exp(a)

defines an exponential on the residue field K (cf. S. Kuhlmann [68, Lemma1.17])

called the residue exponential. We call the ordered exponential field
(
K, exp

)
the

residue exponential field of (K, exp). The logarithm on
(
K, exp

)
is denoted by

log and has the property log(a) = log(a) for any a ∈ O>0
v \ Iv.

In the following, we introduce the notion of a v-left, v-middle, and v-right exponen-

tial. Recall that any ordered field admits an additive lexicographic decomposition

(see Theorem A.4.17) and that every ordered field which is root-closed for positive

elements admits a multiplicative lexicographic decomposition (see Theorem A.4.19).

Definition 2.21. Let K be an ordered field which is root-closed for positive ele-

ments, and let K = A ∐ A′ ∐ Iv and K>0 = B ∐ B′ ∐ (1 + Iv) be an additive

and a multiplicative lexicographic decomposition as in (A.1) and (A.2). An order-

preserving isomorphism expL : A → B is called a v-left exponential; similarly

order-preserving isomorphisms expM : A′ → B′ and expR : Iv → 1 + Iv are called

v-middle and v-right exponentials, respectively.

Since we only consider valued exponential fields with respect to the natural valu-

ation, we simply say left, middle and right exponential instead of v-left, v-middle and

v-right exponential. Note that the ordered multiplicative group K>0 of an ordered

exponential field (K, exp) is divisible, as it is order-isomorphic to the ordered addi-

tive group K. We can thus apply Theorem A.4.19 in order to obtain exponentials

on the components of an additive lexicographic decomposition.
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Lemma 2.22. Let (K, exp) be a v-compatible exponential field. Let

K>0 = B∐B′ ∐ (1 + Iv)

be a multiplicative lexicographic decomposition as in (A.2). Set A = log(B) and

A′ = log(B′). Then the following hold:

(i) K = A∐A′ ∐ Iv is an additive lexicographic decomposition as in (A.1).

(ii) The restriction of exp to A is denoted by expL, the restriction to A′ by expM
and the restriction to Iv by expR. These define left, middle and right exponen-

tials, respectively.

Proof. S. Kuhlmann [68, Remark 1.20].

Lemma 2.23. Let K be an ordered field, and let

K = A∐A′ ∐ Iv

be an additive lexicographic decomposition as in (A.1). Suppose that expL, expM
and expR define left, middle and right exponentials, respectively, on K. Then

exp = expL∐ expM∐ expR,

given by

exp
(
a+ a′ + ε

)
= expL(a) expM

(
a′
)
expR(ε)

for a ∈ A, a′ ∈ A′ and ε ∈ Iv, defines a v-compatible exponential on K.

Proof. [68, Lemma1.21].
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3. General Ordered Exponential Fields

Although the main subject of this thesis is to examine the class of o-minimal expo-

nential fields, we start by considering general ordered exponential fields without the

condition of o-minimality. On the one hand, these general results will be applicable

in the o-minimal setting and we have a clear overview over the statements which

do not rely on o-minimality. On the other hand, we will see why the condition of

o-minimality is needed to ensure a tame geometric behaviour of the exponential and

other definable functions.

3.1. Archimedean Exponential Fields

We begin our investigation of general ordered exponential fields by considering

ordered exponential fields in the archimedean case. This is a natural starting

point, as in later sections we will relate properties of non-archimedean exponential

fields to properties of their residue exponential fields (see Definition 2.20), which are

archimedean. Due to Theorem A.3.6, any archimedean field uniquely embeds into

R as an ordered field. We can thus consider all archimedean fields as subfields of R.
Hence, for a study of archimedean exponential fields, it suffices to consider ordered

subfields of R. Note that any subfield of R contains Q and is thus dense in R.
We would like to exploit several results from Real Analysis regarding continuity

and differentiability of univariate functions. However, since we work over general

archimedean fields which do not have to be Dedekind complete, we need to be careful

when applying results from Real Analysis. We make this precise in the following

by verifying analytic results on continuous and differentiable functions on general

archimedean fields whenever they are used. We start by showing in Proposition 3.2

that in the archimedean case, an exponential function is uniquely determined by the

image of an arbitrary non-zero element.

Lemma 3.1. Let F ⊆ R be a subfield and let f : F → F be continuous. Then there

exists a unique continuous extension of f to R, i.e. there is a unique continuous

gf : R → R such that gf↾F= f .

Proof. Consider f as a function from F to R. Since F is dense in R, it suffices to

show that f is continuous on F in the sense of Real Analysis, i.e. that the preimage

of any open interval in R is open in F (with respect to the order topology), as then

there exists a unique continuous extension gf of f to R. Let I ⊆ R be an open
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3. General Ordered Exponential Fields

interval in R. Then I ′ = I ∩ F is an open set (not necessarily an interval) in F .

Now f−1(I) = f−1(I ′). Since f is continuous as a function from F to F and I ′ is

an open subset of F , we obtain that f−1(I ′) is open in F , as required.

Proposition 3.2. Let F ⊆ R be a subfield equipped with exponentials exp and ẽxp.

Suppose that there exists a ∈ F \ {0} such that exp(a) = ẽxp(a). Then exp = ẽxp.

Proof. Since exp(−a) = exp(a)−1 = ẽxp(a)−1 = ẽxp(−a), we may assume that

a > 0, as otherwise we can replace it by −a. By Proposition 2.11, any exponential

on an ordered field is continuous. Thus, by Lemma 3.1 we may extend exp and ẽxp

uniquely to continuous maps gexp and gẽxp on R. For any q ∈ Q, we have

gẽxp(aq) = ẽxp(aq) = ẽxp(a)q = exp(a)q = exp(aq) = gexp(aq).

Hence, gẽxp(ax) and gexp(ax) agree on Q. Since gẽxp(ax) and gexp(ax) agree on a

dense subset of R, they must agree on all of R. Hence, for any x ∈ F ,

ẽxp(x) = ẽxp
(
xaa−1

)
= gẽxp

(
axa−1

)
= gexp

(
axa−1

)
= exp

(
xaa−1

)
= exp(x),

as required.

We now come to the main result of this section, which shows that any exponential

on an archimedean field F is obtained by restricting an exponential on R to F .

Theorem 3.3. Let F ⊆ R be a subfield equipped with an exponential exp. Let

a ∈ R>0 such that expR(a) = exp(1). Then the following hold:

(i) For any x ∈ F , we have exp(x) = expR(ax).

(ii) exp is differentiable on F with derivative exp′ = a exp if and only if a ∈ F .

Proof. (i) Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 3.2, we obtain that exp(x) and

expR(ax) agree on Q. Thus, the unqiue continuous extension of exp to R
coincides with expR(ax), as required.

(ii) If exp′ = a exp, then a = a exp(0) ∈ F . Conversely, suppose that a ∈ F . We

show that exp is differentiable in 0 with derivative a and then apply Proposi-

tion 2.13. Let ε ∈ F>0. As expR(ax) is differentiable in R and its derivative in

0 is a, there exists δ ∈ R>0 such that for any h ∈ R with 0 < |h| < δ,
∣∣∣∣
expR(ah)− 1

h
− a

∣∣∣∣ < ε.

Pick δ′ ∈ F>0 with δ′ < δ. Then for any h ∈ F with 0 < |h| < δ′ we also have
∣∣∣∣
exp(h)− 1

h
− a

∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣
expR(ah)− 1

h
− a

∣∣∣∣ < ε.

Hence, exp′(0) = a, and by Proposition 2.13, exp′ = a exp.
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3.2. Differentiability and v-Compatibility

We obtain the following useful characterisation of archimedean EXP-fields.

Corollary 3.4. Let F ⊆ R be a subfield and let exp be an exponential on F . Then

the following are equivalent:

(i) (F, exp) is an EXP-field.

(ii) exp = expR↾F .

Proof. Let a ∈ R>0 such that expR(a) = exp(1). By Theorem 3.3, we have exp(x) =

expR(ax) for any x ∈ F . If (i) holds, then a = 1 and thus exp(x) = expR(x) for any

x ∈ F . Similarly, if (ii) holds, then a = 1 and by the uniqueness of the derivative

we have exp′ = exp.

We can reformulate Corollary 3.4 in terms of Lexp-embeddability, which will be

useful when we consider residue exponential fields of non-archimedean EXP-fields.

Corollary 3.5. Let (F, exp) be an archimedean exponential field. Then (F, exp) is

an EXP-field if and only if (F, exp) ⊆ Rexp.

3.2. Differentiability and v-Compatibility

In Chapter 2, we defined v-compatible exponentials (see Definition 2.19) and the

residue exponential field corresponding to a v-compatible exponential field (see

Definition 2.20). Moreover, we introduced the notion of differentiability (see Defini-

tion 2.12) with particular focus on the differential equation EXP (see Notation 2.16).

We will see in Section 4.1, in which we start studying o-minimal exponential fields,

that the following hold:

• The exponential of an o-minimal exponential field is differentiable (see Corol-

lary 4.13).

• The exponential of an o-minimal EXP-fields is v-compatible and its residue

exponential satisfies EXP (see Proposition 4.33).

The main aim of this section is to show that above results fail in general without

the condition of o-minimality, motivating further why certain tameness assumptions

on non-archimedean exponential fields are desirable. Namely, we show, amongst

other things, the following:

• There is a v-compatible exponential field whose exponential is not differentiable

(see Theorem 3.33 (ii)).

• There is an EXP-field whose exponential is not v-compatible (see Proposi-

tion 3.36).
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• There is a v-compatible EXP-field whose residue exponential does not satisfy

EXP (see Corollary 3.34 (v)).

More generally, we want to explore all connections between the following proper-

ties of exponentials on non-archimedean fields:

• exp is v-compatible,

• exp is differentiable,

• exp satisfies EXP;

and the following for v-compatible exponentials:

• exp is differentiable,

• exp satisfies EXP,

• exp satisfies EXP.

Of course, an EXP-exponential is always differentiable by definition. Between any

of the other properties, however, there are no further dependencies. In this section,

we show the existence of non-archimedean exponential fields with and without the

properties above as follows.9

Non-archimedean exponential fields (K, exp) where exp is not v-compatible:

exp is differentiable exp satisfies EXP see

× × Theorem 3.33 (i)

X × Theorem 3.33 (iii)

X X Proposition 3.36

Non-archimedean exponential fields (K, exp) where exp is v-compatible:

exp is differentiable exp satisfies EXP exp satisfies EXP see

× × × Corollary 3.34 (i)

× × X Corollary 3.34 (ii)

X × × Corollary 3.34 (iii)

X × X Corollary 3.34 (iv)

X X × Corollary 3.34 (v)

X X X Corollary 3.34 (vi)

9The symbol Xstand for “has the property” and the symbol × for “does not have the property”.
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3.2. Differentiability and v-Compatibility

In order to give the required examples, we use the idea that left, middle and

right exponentials on an ordered field can be chosen independently to produce a

v-compatible exponential (see Lemma 2.23). To this end, v-compatibility of an ex-

ponential only depends on the value it takes in 1 (see Lemma 3.9), differentiability of

a v-compatible exponential only depends on its right exponential (see Lemma 3.17)

and the differentiability of its residue exponential only depends on its middle expo-

nential (see Lemma 3.29).

All examples we provide are countable non-archimedean exponential fields, as

these are thoroughly analysed with respect to left, middle and right exponenti-

ation in S. Kuhlmann [68, Section 1.7]. We start by presenting the Countable Case

Characterisation Theorem for v-compatible non-archimedean exponential fields and

a resulting construction method of countable non-archimedean v-compatible expo-

nential fields. We then analyse the property of an exponential to be v-compatible.

By considering isomorphisms between the additive group of infinitesimals Iv and the

multiplicative group 1+Iv, we obtain right exponentials which are not differentiable

as well as differentiable right exponentials which have derivative 0 and such whose

derivative is equal to the right exponential itself. We continue by taking middle

exponentials into considerations, in order to obtain most of the required examples

of non-archimedean exponential fields in the tables on page 18. We conclude by

applying the Compactness Theorem of Model Theory in order to show the existence

of non-archimedean EXP-fields whose exponential is not v-compatible.

Let K be an ordered field. Throughout this section, we fix an additive

lexicographic decomposition

K = A∐A′ ∐ Iv

as in (A.1).

Our first aim is to show the existence of countable non-archimedean exponential

fields, as these will later be used in order to construct exponentials with the required

properties. This can be done by using the Compactness Theorem of Model Theory

(see Theorem A.2.10) as follows.

Proposition 3.6. Any ordered exponential field has a countable non-archimedean

model.

Proof. Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential field. We expand the language Lexp

by an additional constant symbol c and let

Σ = Th(K, exp) ∪ {c > n | n ∈ N}.

Since for any finite subset Σ′ ⊆ Σ we have that (K, exp, c) |= Σ′, where c ∈ K is

a sufficiently large element of K, the Compactness Theorem implies that Σ has a

model (K0, exp0, c0). Moreover, since Σ is a countable theory in the finite language

Lexp, by Theorem A.2.12 we can choose this model to be countable. The Lexp-reduct
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3. General Ordered Exponential Fields

(K0, exp0) is a countable non-archimedean exponential field which is elementarily

equivalent to (K, exp).

In the following we present a more explicit construction method for countable

non-archimedean v-compatible exponential fields which is due to S. Kuhlmann [68,

Example 1.45]. It will be applied to countable archimedean real closed exponential

fields. Such can be obtained by taking the exponential real closure of an arbitrary

countable archimedean field (see Definition 2.9). Recall that for an ordered field

K, we denote the natural valuation on K by v, the value group vK by G and the

residue field by K (see Notation 2.18). Recall further that a symmetric Hahn sum

over an ordered abelian group A and a linearly ordered set Γ is denoted by
∐

ΓA (see

Definition A.4.4) and an ordered Hahn field with coefficient field F and exponent

group H is denoted by F ((H)) (see Definition A.4.12).

Theorem 3.7 (Countable Case Characterisation Theorem). Let K be a countable

non-archimedean field which is root-closed for positive elements such that K admits

an exponential e. Then K admits a v-compatible exponential exp with exp = e

if and only if G ∼=
∐

QK.

Proof. [68, Theorem 1.44].

Construction 3.8. Let L be a countable subfield of R and let F = Lexprc be the

exponential real closure of L in (R, e), where e is an arbitrary exponential on R. Let
G =

∐
Q F and K ′ = F ((G)). Then K ′ is real closed, as it is an ordered Hahn field

with real closed residue field and divisible value group (see Theorem A.3.9). Let

K ⊆ K ′ be the relative algebraic closure of F (tg | g ∈ G) in K ′ (i.e. the real closure

of F (tg | g ∈ G)). Since G and F are countable, also K is countable. Moreover,

vK = G and K = F . As K is real closed, we can apply Theorem 3.7. This implies

that K can be equipped with a v-compatible exponential exp such that exp = e.

We now turn to the property of an exponential to be v-compatible. The following

lemma is helpful to identify v-compatible exponentials.

Lemma 3.9. Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential field. Then exp is v-compatible

if and only if v(exp(1)− 1) = 0.

Proof. [68, Lemma 1.17].

We now deduce from Lemma 3.9 that any non-archimedean field which admits an

exponential also admits both exponentials which are v-compatible and such which

are not v-compatible (see Lemma 3.12 and Lemma 3.13 below).

Definition 3.10. Let K be an ordered field. We say that K is formally expo-

nential if it admits an exponential.
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3.2. Differentiability and v-Compatibility

Lemma 3.11. Let K be a formally exponential field. Then K is root-closed for

positive elements.

Proof. Let a ∈ K>0 and n ∈ N. Moreover, let exp be an exponential on K. Set

b = exp

(
log(a)

n

)
∈ K>0.

Then

bn = exp

(
log(a)

n

)n
= exp(log(a)) = a,

as required.

Lemma 3.12. Let (K, exp) be a non-archimedean exponential field. Then e(x) =

exp(log(2)x) defines a v-compatible exponential. In particular, any formally expo-

nential field admits a v-compatible exponential.

Proof. Since log(2) > 0, the map e defines an exponential onK (see Example 2.3 (ii)).

Moreover,

v(e(1)− 1) = v(exp(log(2))− 1) = v(1) = 0.

Thus, e is v-compatible by Lemma 3.9.

Lemma 3.13. Let (K, exp) be a non-archimedean exponential field. Then there

exists a ∈ K>0 such that e(x) = exp(ax) defines an exponential on K which is not

v-compatible. In particular, any non-archimedean formally exponential field admits

an exponential which is not v-compatible.

Proof. If exp is not v-compatible, then we can simply take a = 1. Otherwise, let

a ∈ log
(
K>0 \ Ov

)
. Then v(exp(a)) < 0. Thus,

v(e(1)− 1) = v(exp(a)− 1) = v(exp(a)) < 0.

By Lemma 3.9, e is not v-compatible.

We now apply Theorem 3.7 in order to characterise all countable non-archimedean

formally exponential fields.

Proposition 3.14. Let K be a countable non-archimedean field. Then K is formally

exponential if and only if K is root-closed for positive elements, G ∼=
∐

QK and K

is exponentially closed in (R, e) for some exponential e on R.

Proof. Suppose that K is formally exponential. By Lemma 3.11 and Lemma 3.12,

we have that K is root-closed for positive elements and admits a v-compatible ex-

ponential exp. Let e = exp. By Theorem 3.3, we obtain that e is of the form

e(x) = expR(ax) for some a ∈ R>0, i.e.K is exponentially closed in (R, e). Moreover,

by Theorem 3.7 we obtain that G ∼=
∐

QK.

Conversely, let e be an exponential on R and suppose that K is root-closed for

positive elements, G ∼=
∐

QK and K is exponentially closed in (R, e). Then Theo-

rem 3.7 implies that K admits a v-compatible exponential exp with exp = e.
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Another interesting consequence of Lemma 3.9 is that v-compatibility, although it

is not defined as a first-order property in the language Lexp, transfers via elementary

equivalence.

Proposition 3.15. Let (K1, exp1) and (K2, exp2) be ordered exponential fields such

that (K1, exp1) ≡ (K2, exp2). Suppose that exp1 is v-compatible. Then also exp2 is

v-compatible.

Proof. Since exp1 is v-compatible, we have v(exp1(1)− 1) = 0. Hence, there are

q1, q2 ∈ Q>0 such that

q1 < exp1(1)− 1 < q2.

Since this is an Lexp-sentence, it transfers to (K2, exp2) via elementary equivalence.

Thus, q1 < exp2(1)− 1 < q2, whence v(exp2(1)− 1) = 0.

Corollary 3.16. Let (K, exp) be an archimedean exponential field. Then any ordered

exponential field elementarily equivalent to (K, exp) is v-compatible.

Proof. This follows directly from Proposition 3.15, as any archimedean exponential

field is v-compatible.

The converse to Corollary 3.16, i.e. that any v-compatible exponential field has

an archimedean model, does not hold, as we will see in Remark 3.35 (iii).

We now analyse the role of right exponentiation with respect to differentiability.

Recall that an exponential exp is differentiable with derivative exp′ = a exp if and

only if it is differentiable in 0 with exp′(0) = a (see Proposition 2.13). This implies

that an exponential exp on a non-archimedean field K is differentiable if and only

if its corresponding right exponential expR = exp ↾Iv is differentiable. We make

this precise in the following lemma. We use the convention that a right exponential

expR can be considered as a function with domain K by setting expR(x) = 0 for

x ∈ K \ Iv.

Lemma 3.17. Let (K, exp) be a non-archimedean exponential field and let a ∈ K.

Then the following are equivalent:

(i) exp is differentiable with exp′ = a exp.

(ii) expR is differentiable with exp′R = a expR.

(iii) expR is differentiable in 0 with exp′R(0) = a.

Proof. The proof of the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) works just as the proof of Prop-

osition 2.13. Hence, we only have to show that (i) and (ii) are equivalent.
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3.2. Differentiability and v-Compatibility

If exp is differentiable with exp′ = a exp, then exp′R = a expR, as expR is the

restriction of exp to the open subset Iv of K. Conversely, if exp′R = a expR, then

for any ε ∈ K>0 there exists δ1 ∈ K>0 such that for any h ∈ K with 0 < |h| < δ1,

∣∣∣∣
expR(h)− 1

h
− a

∣∣∣∣ < ε.

Let δ2 ∈ I>0
v be arbitrary and δ = min{δ1, δ2}. Then for any h ∈ K with 0 < |h| < δ,

∣∣∣∣
exp(h)− 1

h
− a

∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣
expR(h)− 1

h
− a

∣∣∣∣ < ε.

Thus, exp′(0) = a. By Proposition 2.13, we obtain exp′ = a exp.

By [68, Corollary 1.39], any countable non-archimedean field which is root-closed

for positive elements admits a right exponential. This result is due to Brown’s

Theorem. In the following, we state Brown’s Theorem and use it to investigate the

differentiability of right exponentials on countable non-archimedean v-compatible

exponential fields (see Corollary 3.27). For an ordered abelian group H with a

convex valuation w, the component corresponding to γ ∈ wH is denoted by B(H, γ)

(see Definition A.4.5).

Theorem 3.18 (Brown’s Theorem). Let H be a countable divisible ordered abelian

group and let w be a convex valuation on H. Then there exists an order-preserving

isomorphism of groups

α : H →
∐

γ∈wH

B(H, γ)

such that for any h ∈ H,

vmin(α(h)) = w(h).

Proof. Brown [9, page 149 f.].

Remark 3.19. The version of Theorem 3.18 in Brown [9] is actually stated for valued

vector spaces of countable dimension. However, it is pointed out that a special case

of these are countable divisible ordered abelian groups, as these can be considered

as vector spaces over Q (cf. [9, page 150]). Moreover, the statement of the result in

[9] does not specify the isomorphism α. However, in its proof an isomorphism with

the property vmin(α(h)) = w(h) for any h ∈ H is constructed.

We now want to apply Theorem 3.18 to obtain a construction method for right

exponentials. Let K be a countable non-archimedean field which is root-closed for

positive elements. Its additive group of infinitesimals Iv is a valued group under

the natural valuation v with value set G>0 and its archimedean components all

isomorphic to K (see Theorem A.4.17). By S. Kuhlmann [68, Theorem 1.15], the

map

w : 1 + Iv → G>0 ∪ {∞}, a 7→ v(a− 1)
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3. General Ordered Exponential Fields

defines a valuation on the ordered multiplicative group 1+Iv with value set G>0 and

components all isomorphic to K. Since K is root-closed for positive elements, its

value group G is a divisible ordered abelian group and thus, in particular, a densely

ordered set without endpoints. We firstly provide a general construction method of

right exponentials arising from automorphisms on the ordered set G>0 and secondly

apply this construction method to the isomorphisms given by Brown’s Theorem.

Definition 3.20. Let (∆, <) be a linearly ordered set and let A 6= {0} be an ordered

abelian group. Moreover, let ψ be an automorphism on (∆, <). An automorphism

ϕ on the ordered Hahn sum H =
∐

∆A is a lifting of ψ to H if for any h ∈ H,

ψ(vmin(h)) = vmin(ϕ(h)).

The canonical lifting ψ̃ of ψ is given by

ψ̃ :
∑

δ∈∆

sδ1δ 7→
∑

δ∈∆

sδ1ψ(δ).

Construction 3.21. Let K be a non-archimedean field which is root-closed for

positive elements. Let

α : Iv →
∐

G>0

K and β : 1 + Iv →
∐

G>0

K

be isomorphisms of ordered groups. Moreover, let ψ : G>0 → G>0 be an automor-

phism (of ordered sets). Let ψ̃ be the natural lifting of ψ. Then

eψ = β−1 ◦ ψ̃ ◦ α

defines an order-preserving isomorphism from Iv to 1 + Iv and thus a right expo-

nential on K.

Proposition 3.22. Let K be a countable non-archimedean field which is root-closed

for positive elements. Then the following hold:

(i) K admits a right exponential expR which is not differentiable.

(ii) K admits a right exponential expR such that exp′R = 0.

Proof. We apply Construction 3.21 to obtain right exponentials with the required

properties. Let

α : Iv →
∐

G>0

K and β : 1 + Iv →
∐

G>0

K

be isomorphisms of ordered groups such that for any ε ∈ Iv we have

vmin(α(ε)) = v(ε) and vmin(β(1 + ε)) = w(1 + ε).

These exist by Theorem 3.18 and the remarks preceeding Definition 3.20.
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3.2. Differentiability and v-Compatibility

(i) Let

ψ : G>0 → G>0, g 7→ g

2
.

This is an automorphism on G>0, as G is divisible and thus, in particular,

2-divisible. We will show that the right exponential eψ obtained from Con-

struction 3.21 is not differentiable. Let h ∈ Iv \ {0} be arbitrary. We can

express α(h) ∈ ∐
G>0 K as

α(h) =
∑

g∈G>0

sg1g

and obtain

v(eψ(h)− 1) = w(eψ(h)) = w



(
β−1 ◦ ψ̃

)

 ∑

g∈G>0

sg1g






= w


β−1


 ∑

g∈G>0

sg1 g
2




 = vmin


 ∑

g∈G>0

sg1 g
2




=
vmin(α(h))

2
=
v(h)

2
.

Thus,

v

(
eψ(h)− 1

h

)
= v(eψ(h)− 1)− v(h) = −v(h)

2
< −v(h)

3
= v

(
h−

1
3

)
. (3.1)

Let a ∈ K be arbitrary. We will show that the derivative of eψ in 0 cannot be

a. Set ε = 1 and let δ ∈ K>0 be arbitrary. If a = 0, then let h ∈ Iv \ {0} be

arbitrary. By (3.1), we obtain
∣∣∣∣
eψ(h)− 1

h

∣∣∣∣ > |h|− 1
3 > 1.

This shows that the derivative of eψ in 0 cannot be 0. Suppose that a 6= 0.

Then let h ∈ Iv such that 0 < |h| < δ and v(h) > −2v(a). Such h exists, as

G>0 is an ordered set without endpoints. Then by (3.1),

v

(
eψ(h)− 1

h

)
= −v(h)

2
< v(a).

Hence,

v

(
eψ(h)− 1

h
− a

)
= v

(
eψ(h)− 1

h

)
.

We obtain ∣∣∣∣
eψ(h)− 1

h
− a

∣∣∣∣ > |h|− 1
3 > 1,

showing that the derivative of eψ in 0 cannot be a.
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3. General Ordered Exponential Fields

(ii) Let

ψ : G>0 → G>0, g 7→ 2g.

As in (i), ψ is an automorphism on G>0, since G is 2-divisible. We will show

that the right exponential eψ obtained from Construction 3.21 is differentiable

with e′ψ(0) = 0 and thus e′ψ = 0 by Lemma 3.17.

Let ε ∈ K>0, let δ ∈ I>0
v such that v(δ) > v(ε), and let h ∈ K such that

0 < |h| < δ. Then v(h) ≥ v(δ) > v(ε). As in (i), we can express α(h) as

α(h) =
∑

g∈G>0 sg1g. Also arguing as in (i), we obtain

v(eψ(h)− 1) = vmin


 ∑

g∈G>0

sg12g


 = 2vmin(α(h)) = 2v(h) > v(ε) + v(h).

Hence,

v

(
eψ(h)− 1

h

)
> v(ε).

This implies ∣∣∣∣
eψ(h)− 1

h

∣∣∣∣ < ε,

as required.

Proposition 3.22 provides right exponentials which do not satisfy exp′R = expR.

We continue by studying right exponentials expR which do satisfy this differential

equation. For this, we exploit the results of F.-V. Kuhlmann and S. Kuhlmann [63].

Definition 3.23. For an ordered field K and a right exponential expR on K, we

say that expR is a right EXP-exponential if it satisfies exp′R = expR.

Definition 3.24. For any n ∈ N0 we denote by En(x) the n-th Taylor polynomial

of the standard exponential function. That is,

En(x) =
n∑

k=0

xk

k!
.

Theorem 3.25. Let K be a countable non-archimedean field which is root-closed

for positive elements. Then K admits a right exponential expR such that for any

a ∈ Iv \ {0}, we have expR(a) > E1(a).

Proof. F.-V. Kuhlmann and S. Kuhlmann [63, Theorem 3.6].

Dahn and Wolter [14, Theorem 14] show that any exponential exp on an ordered

field K satisfying exp(a) ≥ 1 + a for any a ∈ K is an EXP-exponential. We can

apply a similar argument to obtain from Theorem 3.25 a right EXP-exponential.
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Corollary 3.26. Let K be a countable non-archimedean field which is root-closed

for positive elements. Then K admits a right EXP-exponential expR.

Proof. By Theorem 3.25, we have that K admits a right exponential expR satisfying

expR(a) > E1(a) = 1 + a for any a ∈ Iv \ {0}. Thus,

expR(a) ≥ 1 + a

for any a ∈ Iv.
Let ε ∈ K>0 and let ε′ ∈ I>0

v such that ε′ < ε. Let δ ∈ I>0
v such that expR(δ) =

1 + ε′. Then for any h ∈ K>0 with 0 < h < δ,

1 =
(1 + h)− 1

h
≤ expR(h)− 1

h
= expR(h)

(
1− expR(−h)

h

)

≤ expR(h)

(
1− (1− h)

h

)
= expR(h) < expR(δ) = 1 + ε′.

Similarly, for any h ∈ K<0 with 0 < −h < δ,

1 =
(1 + h)− 1

h
≥ expR(h)− 1

h
= expR(h)

(
1− expR(−h)

h

)

≥ expR(h)

(
1− (1− h)

h

)
= expR(h) > expR(−δ) =

1

1 + ε′
> 1− ε′,

as 1 > 1− (ε′)2 = (1 + ε′)(1− ε′). Hence, for any h ∈ K with 0 < |h| < δ,

1− ε <
expR(h)− 1

h
< 1 + ε.

This shows that exp′R(0) = 1 and thus, by Lemma 3.17, that expR is a right EXP-

exponential.

Corollary 3.27. Let K be a countable non-archimedean field which is root-closed

for positive elements, and let a ∈ K>0 such that v(a) = 0. Then K admits a right

exponential expR with derivative exp′R = a expR.

Proof. By Corollary 3.26, there exists a right EXP-exponential ẽxpR on K. Set

expR(x) = ẽxpR(ax).

Then exp′R = a expR. Moreover, since v(a) = 0, for any ε ∈ Iv we have v(aε) = v(ε),

i.e. aε ∈ Iv. Thus, expR is indeed a map from Iv to 1 + Iv. It is easy to check that

expR is an isomorphism of groups. Moreover, expR is order-preserving, as a > 0.

We now also take middle exponentiation into consideration.

Lemma 3.28. Let (K, exp) be a v-compatible exponential field such that exp is

differentiable. Then exp ′ = a exp, where a = logR(exp(1)).
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Proof. By Theorem 3.3, we have exp ′ = a exp ′ for a ∈ R with expR(a) = exp(1).

Recall that we fixed an additive lexicographic decomposition K = A ∐A′ ∐ Iv.
We obtain that the derivative (if it exists) of the residue exponential is uniquely

determined by the middle exponential.

Lemma 3.29. Let (K, exp) be a v-compatible exponential field such that exp is

differentiable. Moreover, let 1 = (1 + ε) − ε, where 1 + ε ∈ A′ and ε ∈ Iv. Then

exp ′ = a exp, where

a = logR

(
expM(1 + ε)

)
.

Proof. Since 1 + ε ∈ A′ and expM = exp↾A′ , we have

expM(1 + ε) = exp(1 + ε) = exp
(
1 + ε

)
= exp(1).

By Lemma 3.28, we obtain exp ′ = a exp.

We are now ready to show that for countable ordered exponential fields the prop-

erties of an exponential to be v-compatible and to be differentiable are independent

and that the derivative of the residue exponential does not depend on the derivative

of the exponential.

Lemma 3.30. Let (K, exp) be a non-archimedean v-compatible exponential field and

let a ∈ K>0. Let e be the exponential on K given by e(x) = exp(ax). Then e is

v-compatible if and only if v(a) = 0.

Proof. Suppose that v(a) = 0, i.e. a ∈ O>0
v \ Iv. Since exp is v-compatible, we have

exp(a) ∈ Ov and

e(1) = exp(a) = exp(a) .

As a /∈ Iv, we have a 6= 0. Hence, e(1) 6= 1 and thus v(e(1)− 1) ≤ 0. Moreover,

since e(1) = exp(a) ∈ Ov, we obtain v(e(1)− 1) ≥ min{v(exp(a)), 0} = 0. Hence,

v(e(1)− 1) = 0. By Lemma 3.9, this implies that e is v-compatible.

For the converse, first suppose that v(a) > 0. Then

e(1) = exp(a) = exp(a) = exp(0) = 1.

Thus, v(e(1) − 1) > 0, and by Lemma 3.9 we obtain that e is not v-compatible.

Now suppose that v(a) < 0. Then a−1 ∈ Iv. Assume, for a contradiction, that e is

v-compatible. Since e
(
a−1

)
= exp(1), we obtain

1 = e(0) = e
(
a−1

)
= e(a−1) = exp(1) = exp(1),

contradicting that exp defines an exponential onK. Hence, e cannot be v-compatible.
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Lemma 3.31. Let (K, exp) be a non-archimedean v-compatible exponential field

such that exp is differentiable with exp′(0) ∈ O>0
v \ Iv and exp is differentiable.

Moreover, let a ∈ K>0 with v(a) = 0 and let b ∈ K
>0

. Then K admits a v-

compatible exponential expa,b such that exp′a,b = a expa,b and expa,b
′ = b expa,b.

Proof. Set

exp1(x) = exp
(
a exp′(0)−1x

)
.

Since exp′(0) ∈ O>0
v \ Iv and a > 0, this defines a v-compatible exponential on K

by Lemma 3.30. Moreover, by Proposition 2.13 we obtain that for any x ∈ K,

exp′1(x) = a exp′(0)−1 exp′
(
a exp′(0)−1x

)

= a exp′(0)−1 exp′(0) exp
(
a exp′(0)−1x

)
= a exp1(x).

Let expR = exp1↾Iv . Then exp′R = a expR by Lemma 3.17.

Consider the residue exponential field
(
K, exp

)
. By Lemma 3.28,

exp ′ = c exp,

where c = logR(exp(1)) ∈ K
>0

. Let d ∈ O>0
v \ Iv with

d =
b

c

and set exp2(x) = exp(dx). Since exp is v-compatible, by Lemma 3.30 also exp2 is

v-compatible. Let expM = exp2↾A′ .

Finally, let expL = exp↾A and set

expa,b = expL∐ expM∐ expR .

Since exp′R = a expR, we obtain by Lemma 3.17 that

exp′a,b = a expa,b .

Let 1 = (1 + ε)− ε, where 1 + ε ∈ A′ and ε ∈ Iv. By Lemma 3.29, we only need to

show that

b = logR

(
expM(1 + ε)

)

in order to obtain expa,b
′ = b expa,b. Since exp ′ = c exp, by Theorem 3.3 we have

exp(x) = expR(cx). We thus obtain

logR

(
expM(1 + ε)

)
= logR

(
exp2(1 + ε)

)
= logR

(
exp(d+ dε)

)

= logR
(
exp

(
d
))

= logR

(
expR

(
c · b
c

))
= b,

as required.
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Lemma 3.32. Let (K, exp) be a non-archimedean v-compatible exponential field

such that exp is differentiable with exp′(0) ∈ O>0
v \ Iv. Moreover, let a ∈ K>0 with

v(a) 6= 0. Then K admits an exponential expa which is not v-compatible such that

exp′a = a expa.

Proof. Set

expa(x) = exp

(
a

exp′(0)
x

)
.

Since

v

(
a

exp′(0)

)
= v(a)− v(exp′(0)) = v(a) 6= 0,

we obtain by Lemma 3.30 that expa defines an exponential on K which is not v-

compatible. Moreover,

exp′a(x) =
a

exp′(0)
exp′

(
a

exp′(0)
x

)
=

a

exp′(0)
· exp′(0) exp

(
a

exp′(0)
x

)

= a exp

(
a

exp′(0)
x

)
= a expa(x),

as required.

Theorem 3.33. Let (K, exp0) be a countable non-archimedean v-compatible expo-

nential field such that exp0 is differentiable. Moreover, let a ∈ K≥0 and b ∈ K
>0

.

Then the following hold:

(i) K admits an exponential exp which is neither v-compatible nor differentiable.

(ii) K admits a v-compatible exponential exp which is not differentiable and whose

residue exponential has derivative exp ′ = b exp.

(iii) If v(a) 6= 0, then K admits an exponential exp which is not v-compatible but

differentiable with derivative exp′ = a exp.

(iv) If v(a) = 0 or a = 0, then K admits a v-compatible exponential exp which is

differentiable with derivative exp′ = a exp and whose residue exponential has

derivative exp ′ = b exp.

Proof. Denote by exp0,L and exp0,M the respective left and middle exponential in-

duced by exp0. SinceK is formally exponential, it is root-closed for positive elements

by Lemma 3.11. Hence, by Proposition 3.22 it admits right exponentials e1 and e2
such that e1 is not differentiable and e2 is differentiable with derivative e′2 = 0.

Moreover, Corollary 3.26 shows that K admits a right EXP-exponential e3.

(i) Set

ẽxp = exp0,L∐ exp0,M∐e1,
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3.2. Differentiability and v-Compatibility

and for some c ∈ K>0 with v(c) 6= 0, let

exp(x) = ẽxp(cx).

By Lemma 3.30, we have that exp defines an exponential on K which is not

v-compatible. Assume, for a contradiction, that exp is differentiable with

exp′ = d exp for some d ∈ K≥0. Then ẽxp′ = d
c
ẽxp. However, since e1 is

not differentiable, by Lemma 3.17 also ẽxp is not differentiable, a contradic-

tion. Hence, exp is not differentiable.

(ii) Set

ẽxp = exp0,L∐ exp0,M∐e3.
Since by Lemma 3.17

ẽxp′(0) = e′3(0) = e3(0) = 1,

ẽxp defines a v-compatible differentiable exponential with ẽxp′(0) ∈ O>0
v \ Iv.

Moreover, the residue exponential of ẽxp is exp0 and thus differentiable. We can

now apply Lemma 3.31 to a = 1 in order to obtain a v-compatible exponential

expb on K such that expb
′ = b expb. Let expb,M be the middle exponential

corresponding to expb. Set

exp = exp0,L∐ expb,M∐e1.

As in (i) above, exp is not differentiable. Moreover, by Lemma 3.29, the

derivative of exp is uniquely determined by the middle exponential of exp.

Since the middle exponential of exp was chosen as the middle exponential of

expb, we obtain exp ′(0) = exp ′
b(0) = b and hence exp ′ = b exp.

(iii) Suppose that a > 0 and let ẽxp be as in (ii) above. Then (K, ẽxp) satisfies the

conditions of Lemma 3.32. The required conclusion follows immediately. Now

suppose that a = 0 and let

ẽxp2 = exp0,L∐ exp0,M∐e2.

By Lemma 3.17, we have ẽxp′(0) = e′2(0) = 0 and thus ẽxp′ = 0. By

Lemma 3.13, there is some c ∈ K>0 such that exp(x) = ẽxp(cx) defines

an exponential which is not v-compatible. Now exp is differentiable with

exp′ = c ẽxp′ = 0, as required.

(iv) Suppose that v(a) = 0. Arguing as in (ii) above, we can apply Lemma 3.31 in

order to obtain the required v-compatible exponential exp with exp′ = a exp

and exp ′ = b exp. Now suppose that a = 0. Let expb,M be as in (ii) and set

exp = exp0,L∐ expb,M∐e2.

We obtain exp′(0) = e′2(0) = 0 and thus exp′ = 0. Moreover, arguing as in (ii),

we obtain exp ′ = b exp, as required.
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3. General Ordered Exponential Fields

We deduce from Theorem 3.33 the following result regarding EXP-exponentials.

Corollary 3.34. Let (K, exp0) be a countable non-archimedean v-compatible expo-

nential field such that exp0 is differentiable. Then the following hold:

(i) K admits a v-compatible exponential exp which is not differentiable and whose

residue exponential does not satisfy EXP.

(ii) K admits a v-compatible exponential exp which is not differentiable and whose

residue exponential satisfies EXP.

(iii) K admits a v-compatible differentiable exponential exp such that neither exp

nor exp satisfy EXP.

(iv) K admits a v-compatible differentiable exponential exp which does not satisfy

EXP but whose residue exponential satisfies EXP.

(v) K admits a v-compatible EXP-exponential exp whose residue exponential does

not satisfy EXP.

(vi) K admits a v-compatible EXP-exponential exp whose residue exponential also

satisfies EXP.

Proof. In all cases, we can simply apply Theorem 3.33 to suitable choices of a and b.

Theorem 3.33 (ii) applied to b 6= 1 and b = 1, respectively, implies (i) and (ii). The

proofs of (iii) to (vi) follow from Theorem 3.33 (iv) applied to the following pairs

(a, b):

(iii) a 6= 1 and b 6= 1.

(iv) a 6= 1 and b = 1.

(v) a = 1 and b 6= 1.

(vi) a = 1 and b = 1.

Remark 3.35. (i) Theorem 3.33 and Corollary 3.34 can now be applied to the

ordered exponential field obtained from Construction 3.8 applied to L = Q
and e = expR in order to produce most of the required examples for the tables

on page 18. Indeed, this construction results in a countable non-archimedean

v-compatible exponential field (K, exp0) such that exp0 is differentiable with

exp0
′ = exp0.

(ii) Note that the condition in Theorem 3.33 that exp0 has to be differentiable is

only applied in the proof of the conclusions (ii) and (iv). Hence, the conclusions

(i) and (iii) hold for arbitrary countable non-archimedean v-compatible expo-

nential fields and thus, by Lemma 3.12, also for any countable non-archimedean

formally exponential field.
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3.2. Differentiability and v-Compatibility

(iii) Corollary 3.34 (v) shows that there exists a v-compatible EXP-field (K, exp)

such that exp does not satisfy EXP. By Theorem 3.3, we obtain that exp(x) =

expR(ax) for some a ∈ R>0 with a 6= 1. Hence, either for some q1 ∈ Q with

q1 < expR(1) we have exp(1) < q1 or for some q2 ∈ Q with expR(1) < q2
we have q2 < exp(1). If (K, exp) had an archimedean model (K0, exp0), then

(K0, exp0) would satisfy EXP and thus exp0(x) = expR(x) by Corollary 3.5,

but also exp0(1) < q1 < expR(1) or expR(1) < q2 < exp0(1), a contradiction.

Hence, (K, exp) is an example of a v-compatible exponential field which does

not have an archimedean model.

(iv) Theorem 3.33 (iv) applied to a = 1 and b = 2 gives us an EXP-field (K, exp)

with exp = expR(2x). This implies that the theory of EXP-fields Toef ∪{EXP}
is not complete. For instance, the sentence ψ given by 2 < exp(1) < 3 is

not contained in the deductive closure of Toef ∪ {EXP}, as Rexp |= ψ but

exp(1) = expR(2) > 4, whence (K, exp) 6|= ψ.

(v) Corollary 3.34 (v) and (vi) imply, in particular, that in a countable non-

archimedean v-compatible exponential field whose residue exponential is dif-

ferentiable, the differential equation f ′ = f with initial condition f(0) = 1

does not have a unique solution. We will see in the proof of Theorem 4.28

that in any o-minimal exponential field, this differential equation has a unique

definable solution.

Theorem 3.33 (iii) shows that differentiability of an exponential does not imply

v-compatibility. We conclude this section by applying the Compactness Theorem of

Model Theory (see Theorem A.2.10) in order to show that also the property EXP

does not imply v-compatibility.

Proposition 3.36. There exists a countable non-archimedean EXP-field (K, exp)

such that exp is not v-compatible.

Proof. Let Σ be the set of Lexp-sentences

Σ = Toef ∪ {EXP} ∪ {exp(1) > n | n ∈ N} .

We will apply Theorem A.2.10 to Σ. Let n ∈ N. By Theorem 3.33 (iv) applied to

a = 1 and b = n, there exists a v-compatible EXP-field (Kn, expn) such that exp′n =

n expn. Hence, expn(x) = expR(nx) by Theorem 3.3. In particular, expn(1) =

expR(n) > n and thus expn(1) > n.

Let A ⊆ Σ be finite and let n0 ∈ N be maximal such that the sentence exp(1) > n0
is contained in A. Then

(
Kn0 , expn0

)
|= Toef ∪ {EXP} ∪ {exp(1) > n0} ,

whence
(
Kn0 , expn0

)
|= A. This shows that Σ is finitely satisfiable. Since Lexp is

countable, by Theorem A.2.10 and Theorem A.2.12 there exists a countable model
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(K, exp) |= Σ. This is an ordered EXP-field. Moreover, since exp(1) > n for any

n ∈ N, we have v(exp(1)) < 0 and thus v(exp(1) − 1) = v(exp(1)) < 0. Hence, exp

is not v-compatible by Lemma 3.9 and, in particular, K is non-archimedean.

3.3. Growth and Taylor Axiom Schemes

In this section, we introduce two axiom schemes in the language Lexp – the growth

and the Taylor axiom scheme. These axiom schemes are inspired by the analytic

behaviour of the standard exponential expR on R for large real numbers and close

to 0. We will see in Corollary 4.37 that an o-minimal exponential field satisfies

the growth and the Taylor axiom scheme if and only if it satisfies EXP. Hence,

just as in Section 3.2, we want to explore the connections between these two axiom

schemes, the property EXP and v-compatibility in ordered exponential fields without

the condition of o-minimality. Exponential fields satisfying the growth and Taylor

axiom schemes are treated in detail in S. Kuhlmann [68, Chapter 2].

Recall that by En(x) we denote the n-th Taylor polynomial of the standard ex-

ponential function (see Definition 3.24).

Definition 3.37. The growth axiom scheme, abbreviated by (GA), consists of

the following axioms (one for each n ∈ N):

∀a
(
a ≥ n2 → exp(a) > an

)
.

We denote by (GAn) the growth axiom for n.

The Taylor axiom scheme, abbreviated by (T), consists of the following axioms

(one for each n ∈ N):

∀a
(
0 < |a| ≤ 1 → | exp(a)− En(a)| <

∣∣an+1
∣∣) .

We denote by (Tn) the Taylor axiom for n.

Remark 3.38. (i) It is a standard result from Real Analysis that the real exponen-

tial field Rexp satisfies both (GA) and (T). Since these are first-order schemes in

the language Lexp, also any other model of real exponentiation (in particular,

non-archimedean models of real exponentiation) satisfies these axiom schemes.

(ii) Note that both (GA) and (T) only consist of universal sentences. Thus, if

(F, exp) ⊆ (K, exp) is an extension of ordered exponential fields such that

(K, exp) satisfies (GA) (respectively (T)), then also (F, exp) satisfies (GA)

(respectively (T)).

We start by considering archimedean exponential fields.

Proposition 3.39. Let (K, exp) be an archimedean exponential field. Then (K, exp)

satisfies (GA) and (T) if and only if it satisfies EXP.
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3.3. Growth and Taylor Axiom Schemes

Proof. Suppose that exp satisfies EXP. By Corollary 3.5, we have (K, exp) ⊆ Rexp.

Hence, by Remark 3.38 also (K, exp) satisfies (GA) and (T).

Conversely, suppose that (K, exp) satisfies (T). Then for any n ∈ N,
∣∣∣∣exp

(
1

2

)
− En

(
1

2

)∣∣∣∣ <
1

2n+1
.

Taking limits, we obtain

exp

(
1

2

)
= e

1
2 .

Since by Proposition 3.2 an exponential on an archimedean field is uniquely de-

termined by the image of one non-zero element, we obtain exp = expR, whence exp

satisfies EXP.

Note that in the proof of Proposition 3.39 we only required that exp satisfies (T)

in order to deduce that it also satisfies EXP. This will be shown in more generality

in the following.

Theorem 3.40. Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential field. Suppose that exp

satisfies (Tn) for some n ∈ N. Then exp is a v-compatible EXP-exponential.

Proof. We first prove that exp is v-compatible. Since exp satisfies (Tn), for any

a ∈ K with 0 < |a| ≤ 1,

En(a)−
∣∣an+1

∣∣ < exp(a) < En(a) +
∣∣an+1

∣∣ . (3.2)

By Lemma 3.9, we have to show that v(exp(1)− 1) = 0. First suppose that n ≥ 2.

Then for a = 1, we obtain from (3.2) that

1

2
≤

n∑

k=2

1

k!
=

n∑

k=0

1

k!
− 2 < exp(1)− 1 <

n∑

k=0

1

k!
< 3.

Thus, v(exp(1)− 1) = 0, as required. Now suppose that exp satisfies (T1). Then for

a = 1
2 in (3.2) we obtain

5

4
=

3

2
− 1

4
< exp

(
1

2

)
<

3

2
+

1

4
=

7

4
.

Thus,
9

16
=

25

16
− 1 < exp(1)− 1 <

49

16
− 1 =

33

16
.

This yields v(exp(1) − 1) = 0. This concludes the proof of the v-compatibility of

exp.

We now show that exp satisfies EXP. We may assume that (K, exp) is non-

archimedean, as otherwise by Proposition 3.6 we can switch to a non-archimedean

model of (K, exp), which is also v-compatible by Proposition 3.15. Let expR be the
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3. General Ordered Exponential Fields

right exponential induced by exp. By Lemma 3.17, we only need to show that expR
is a right EXP-exponential or, equivalently, that exp′R(0) = 1.

First suppose that n ≥ 2. We show that expR(a) ≥ 1 + a for any a ∈ Iv. The

proof can then be completed by following the steps of the proof of Corollary 3.26.

Let a ∈ Iv \ {0}. Then

| exp(a)− En(a)| =
∣∣∣∣∣expR(a)−

(
1 + a+

n∑

k=2

ak

k!

)∣∣∣∣∣ < |a|n+1.

Since v(a) > 0, we have

n∑

k=2

ak

k!
− |a|n+1 =

a2

2
+ a3

n−3∑

k=0

ak

(k + 3)!
− |a|n+1 > 0.

Hence, by (3.2)

expR(a) > 1 + a+
n∑

k=2

ak

k!
− |a|n+1 > 1 + a,

as required.

Now suppose that exp satisfies (T1). Then for any h ∈ Iv \ {0}, by (3.2)

1 + h− h2 < expR(h) < 1 + h+ h2.

Hence, for h > 0 we obtain

−h < expR(h)− 1

h
− 1 < h,

and for h < 0 we have

−h > expR(h)− 1

h
− 1 > h.

In either case, this implies

∣∣∣∣
expR(h)− 1

h
− 1

∣∣∣∣ < |h|.

Let ε ∈ K>0 and δ ∈ I>0
v such that δ ≤ ε. Then for any h ∈ Iv with 0 < |h| < δ,

∣∣∣∣
expR(h)− 1

h
− 1

∣∣∣∣ < |h| < δ ≤ ε.

Hence, exp′R(0) = 1, as required.

In the following, we give an example of a non-archimedean v-compatible EXP-field

which does not satisfy any instance of (T), showing that the converse of Theorem 3.40

does not hold.
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Example 3.41. Let (K, exp0) be a countable non-archimedean v-compatible expo-

nential field such that exp0 is differentiable (see Remark 3.35 (i) for an example).

By Theorem 3.33 (iv) applied to a = 1 and b = 2, we have that K admits a v-

compatible EXP-exponential exp such that exp ′ = 2 exp. By Theorem 3.3, we

obtain exp(x) = expR(2x). Hence, for any n ∈ N,

exp(1) = e2 > 4 > En(1) + 1.

Thus, | exp(1)− En(1)| > 1 for any n ∈ N.

We now give an example showing that (GA) neither implies v-compatibility nor

the property EXP.

Example 3.42. Let (K, exp) be a non-archimedean model of real exponentiation.

Then exp is v-compatible and satisfies (GA). Let b ∈ K>0 \ Ov. Arguing as in the

proof of Lemma 3.13, we obtain that e(x) = exp(bx) defines an exponential on K

which is not v-compatible. Since e′(x) = b exp′(bx) = be(x), we have that e does

not satify EXP. Let n ∈ N and a ∈ K with a ≥ n2. Since exp satisfies (GA) and

ba > a ≥ n2, we obtain

e(a) = exp(ba) > (ba)n > an.

Hence, e satisfies (GA).

It is also the case that an exponential which is v-compatible and which satisfies

EXP does not necessarily satisfy (GA). A non-archimedean v-compatible EXP-field

which does not satisfy any instance of (GA) can be constructed via a countable

exponential group which is not a strong exponential group. Since exponential groups

will be studied in Chapter 5, we present this example once we have introduced the

necessary tools (see Example 5.27).

3.4. Real Exponential Residue Fields

In this section, we consider the theories of v-compatible ordered exponential fields

and v-compatible real closed exponential fields whose residue exponential fields are

ordered exponential subfields of Rexp. The main result of this section is the existence

of prime substructures which are also models of the corresponding theories10 under

the assumption of Schanuel’s Conjecture.

10In other words, we show that these two theories have models which are embeddable into any other

model of the corresponding theory. Some authors also call such models “prime models” (cf. Prestel

and Delzell [87, page 112]). However, we use this term in order to describe a model of a complete

theory which is elementarily embeddable into any other model of the theory (cf. Marker [75,

Definition 4.2.6]).
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In Dahn and Wolter [14, § 4], a recursive Lexp-subtheory T0 of Texp is axiomatised

as follows:

T0 = Tof ∪ {∀x, y exp(x+ y) = exp(x) exp(y)}

∪
{(

1 +
1

n

)n
< exp(1) <

(
1 +

1

n

)n+1
∣∣∣∣∣ n ∈ N

}
.

The authors quickly discard this theory, as they investigate whether there exists

a recursive theory axiomatising the universal theory of Texp and they immediately

notice that T0 is not sufficient for such an axiomatisation. However, T0 is of interest

in the context of v-compatible exponential fields, as it can be extended to an Lexp-

theory whose models are v-compatible exponential fields whose residue exponential

fields can be embedded into Rexp. We first observe that T0 is not strong enough to

ensure that its models are ordered exponential fields.

Observation 3.43. There exists an Lexp-structure (K, f) such that (K, f) |= T0
but (K, f) 6|= Toef .

Proof. Let (K, exp) be a non-archimedean model of real exponentiation. Since T0 ⊆
Texp, we have (K, exp) |= T0. Let expL, expM and expR be the induced left, middle

and right exponentials corresponding to some additive lexicographic decomposition

K = A ∐A′ ∐ Iv. Since expR : Iv → 1 + Iv is an order-preserving isomorphism of

groups,

e : Iv → 1 + Iv, ε 7→ expR(−ε)
defines an order-reversing isomorphism of groups. Set f = expR∐ expM∐e, i.e. for
any x = a + a′ + ε ∈ A ∐ A′ ∐ Iv, we let f(x) = expL(a) expM(a′)e(ε). Since by

Lemma 2.22 the ordered multiplicative group K>0 decomposes as

K>0 = expL(A)∐ expM(A′)∐ (1 + Iv),

f is an isomorphism between the additive groupK and the multiplicative groupK>0.

However, since f is not order-preserving on Iv, it does not define an exponential on

K.

We extend T0 in order to obtain theories whose models are ordered exponential

fields.

Definition 3.44. Let

T =

{(
1 +

1

n

)n
< exp(1) <

(
1 +

1

n

)n+1
∣∣∣∣∣ n ∈ N

}
.

We define the following two Lexp-subtheories of Texp:

(i) Trer = Toef ∪ T ,
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3.4. Real Exponential Residue Fields

(ii) Trcer = Trcf ∪ Toef ∪ T .

We call Trer the theory of ordered exponential fields with real exponential

residue field and Trcer the theory of real closed exponential fields with real

exponential residue field.

Proposition 3.45. (i) The class of all v-compatible exponential fields (K, exp)

with
(
K, exp

)
⊆ Rexp is recursively axiomatised by Trer.

(ii) The class of all v-compatible real closed exponential fields (K, exp) with
(
K, exp

)

⊆ Rexp is recursively axiomatised by Trcer.

Proof. (i) Let (K, exp) be a v-compatible exponential field with
(
K, exp

)
⊆ Rexp.

Let n ∈ N. We need to show that

(K, exp) |=
(
1 +

1

n

)n
< exp(1) <

(
1 +

1

n

)n+1

.

Since
(
K, exp

)
⊆ Rexp, we have exp(1) = expR(1) = e. Hence,

(
1 +

1

n

)n
< exp(1) <

(
1 +

1

n

)n+1

,

yielding the required result.

Conversely, let (K, exp) |= Trer. Since (K, exp) satisfies Toef , it is an ordered

exponential field. For any n ∈ N, we have

(
1 +

1

n

)n
< exp(1) <

(
1 +

1

n

)n+1

.

Hence, for n = 1 we obtain

(K, exp) |= 2 < exp(1) < 4.

This implies v(exp(1)− 1) = 0, i.e. that exp is v-compatible. Considering the

residue exponential, we have for any n ∈ N

(
1 +

1

n

)n
≤ exp(1) ≤

(
1 +

1

n

)n+1

.

Taking limits, we obtain exp(1) = e. As an exponential function on an

archimedean field is uniquely determined by the value it takes in 1 (see Prop-

osition 3.2), we have
(
K, exp

)
⊆ Rexp.

(ii) Since Trer ⊆ Trcer, we can argue as in (i) to obtain that for any (K, exp) |= Trcer,

we have
(
K, exp

)
⊆ Rexp. Conversely, if (K, exp) is a v-compatible real closed

exponential field with
(
K, exp

)
⊆ Rexp, then (K, exp) |= Trer. Since K is real

closed, we also have K |= Trcf , whence (K, exp) |= Trcer.
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Corollary 3.46. For any (K, exp) |= Trer, also
(
K, exp

)
|= Trer. Moreover, for any

(K, exp) |= Trcer, also
(
K, exp

)
|= Trcer.

Proof. Let (K, exp) |= Trer. Since
(
K, exp

)
is archimedean, it is trivially v-compatible

and equal to its residue exponential field. Thus, by Proposition 3.45, also
(
K, exp

)
|=

Trer.

Let (K, exp) |= Trcer. Arguing as above, we obtain
(
K, exp

)
|= Trer. Since the

residue field of a real closed field is also real closed, also
(
K, exp

)
|= Trcer.

Let QexpR and QexpRrc be the exponential closure and the exponential real closure

of Q in Rexp respectively. Then (QexpR , expR) |= Trer and (QexpRrc, expR) |= Trcer.

Moreover, (QexpR , expR) is a substructure of any archimedean model of Trer and

(QexpRrc, expR) is a substructure of any archimedean model of Trcer. This shows that

(QexpR , expR) is the only candidate for a prime substructure for Trer which, at the

same time, is also a model of Trer, and that(QexpRrc, expR) is the only possible prime

substructure for Trcer which is also a model of Trcer. We make this precise in the

following.

Observation 3.47. (i) Let (F, exp) |= Trer. Suppose that (F, exp) is a prime

substructure for Trer. Then (QexpR , expR) = (F, exp).

(ii) Let (F, exp) |= Trcer. Suppose that (F, exp) is a prime substructure for Trcer.

Then (QexpRrc, expR) = (F, exp).

Proof. (i) Since (F, exp) is a prime substructure for Trer, we have (F, exp) ⊆ Rexp.

In particular, F is archimedean and we can consider it as a subset of R (see

Theorem A.3.6). Hence, the exponential closure of Q in (F, exp) coincides with

the exponential closure ofQ in Rexp. This yields(QexpR , expR) ⊆ (F, exp). Since

(QexpR , expR) |= Trer, we obtain (F, exp) ⊆ (QexpR , expR). Hence, F = QexpR

and thus (QexpR , expR) = (F, exp).

(ii) We can argue as in (i) by taking exponential real closures instead of exponential

closures.

As a result of Corollary 3.46, we obtain that for any (K1, exp1) |= Trer and

any (K2, exp2) |= Trcer, we have (QexpR , expR) ⊆
(
K1, exp1

)
and (QexpRrc, expR) ⊆(

K2, exp2
)
. We now proceed towards proving that under the assumption of Schan-

uel’s Conjecture, QexpR is the prime substructure for Trer and QexpRrc is the prime

substructure for Trcer.

Lemma 3.48. Let (K, exp) |= Trer. Suppose that Qexp ⊆ K is archimedean, where

Qexp denotes the exponential closure of Q in (K, exp). Then the residue map

π : Qexp → K,x 7→ x

defines an Lexp-isomorphism between Qexp and QexpR. Hence, (QexpR , expR) is em-

beddable into (K, exp).
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Proof. First note that since Qexp is archimedean, π defines an order-preserving

isomorphism of fields from Qexp to Qexp. Since
(
K, exp

)
⊆ Rexp, we have that(

Qexp, exp
)
⊆ Rexp. Thus, for any a ∈ Qexp,

π(exp(a)) = exp(a) = exp(a) = expR(π(a)).

This shows that π is an Lexp-isomorphism from (Qexp, exp) to
(
Qexp, exp

)
. Let

ι = π−1. Then ι is an Lexp-isomorphism from
(
Qexp, exp

)
to (Qexp, exp). In par-

ticular, ι is an Lexp-embedding of
(
Qexp, exp

)
into (K, exp). Since

(
Qexp, exp

)
⊆(

K, exp
)
and QexpR is the smallest exponentially closed subfield of

(
K, exp

)
, we

obtain (QexpR , expR) ⊆
(
Qexp, exp

)
. Thus, the restriction of ι to QexpR is an Lexp-

embedding of (QexpR , expR) into (K, exp). Since Qexp is the smallest exponentially

closed subfield of (K, exp) and

ι(QexpR) ⊆ ι
(
Qexp

)
= Qexp,

we obtain that ι(QexpR) = Qexp. Hence, π(Qexp) = QexpR , as required.

Lemma 3.48 implies that if for any (K, exp) |= Trer its ordered exponential subfield

(Qexp, exp) is archimedean, then(QexpR , expR) is the prime substructure for Trer. We

show that this condition holds under the assumption of Schanuel’s Conjecture.

Notation 3.49. Let n ∈ N and let f be a unary function on a domain A. For

any tuple a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ An, we denote by f(a) the n-tuple (f(a1), . . . , f(an)).

Moreover, we denote the j-th component of a by a(j).

Theorem 3.50. Assume Schanuel’s Conjecture. Let (K, exp) |= Trer. Then Qexp is

archimedean.

Proof. Set F0 = Q and for any i ∈ N0, let Fi+1 = Fi
(
exp(Fi), log

(
Fi
>0

))
. Then

Qexp =
∞⋃

i=0

Fi.

Set B0 = ∅ and for any i ∈ N0, let Bi+1 ⊆ exp(Fi) ∪ log
(
Fi
>0

)
be a transcendence

basis of Fi+1 over Fi. Lemma A.3.10 implies that B =
⋃∞
i=0Bi is a transcendence

basis of Qexp over Q. We will show that Q(B) is archimedean, whence Qexp is

archimedean as an algebraic extension of an archimedean field.

Assume, for a contradiction, that Q(B) is non-archimedean. For any ℓ ∈ N, let

B′
ℓ =

ℓ⋃

i=1

Bi.

Then Q(B′
k) is non-archimedean for some least k ∈ N. Let {cj | j ∈ N0} be an

enumeration of Bk and let J ∈ N0 be least such that

Q
(
B′
k−1 ∪ {cj | j < J}

)
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is archimedean but

Q
(
B′
k−1 ∪ {cj | j ≤ J}

)

is non-archimedean. Set C = {cj | j < J}. Then Q(Bk−1 ∪ C) is archimedean but

Q(Bk−1 ∪ C ∪ {cJ}) is non-archimedean. Hence, there exist a tuple a ∈ B′
k−1 ∪ C

and polynomials p(x, y), q(x, y) ∈ Q[x, y] such that

p(a, cJ)

q(a, cJ)
= ε

for some ε ∈ Qexp \ {0} with v(ε) > 0. Taking residues, we obtain that

p(a, cJ) = q(a, cJ)ε = 0.

Hence, a, cJ are algebraically dependent over Q. Note that a is algebraically inde-

pendent over Q, as otherwise for some h(x) ∈ Q[x], we would have h(a) = 0 and

thus 0 < v(h(a)) <∞, contradicting the choice of cJ .

Now the tuple a is of the form

a =
(
exp

(
s0
)
, log

(
r0
)
, . . . , exp

(
sk−1

)
, log

(
rk−1

))
,

where si, ri ∈ Fi for any i ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}. To ease the notation, we write exp

instead of expR as well as log instead of logR and we omit the underlinings denoting

tuples. Taking residues, we obtain that

exp(s0) , log(r0) , . . . , exp(sk−1) , log(rk−1) , cJ

are algebraically dependent over Q.

Denote by ℓ(.) the length of a tuple. Then

tdQ(a, cJ) = tdQ(a) =
k−1∑

i=0

(ℓ(si) + ℓ(ri)) =
k−1∑

i=0

(ℓ(si) + ℓ(ri)). (3.3)

In the following, we will extend the tuple a by finitely many elements which, without

loss of generality, do not change its transcendence degree over Q. Consider the tuples

sk−1 and rk−1. Their components lie in Fk−1 and are thus algebraic over Q
(
B′
k−1

)
.

Hence, they are Q-algebraically dependent of a finite subset of B′
k−1 =

⋃k−1
i=0 Bi. We

can thus extend the tuples

exp(s0), log(r0), . . . , exp(sk−2), log(rk−2)

by finitely many entries and denote these extended tuples as before to obtain that

sk−1 and rk−1 are Q-algebraically dependent of

exp(s0), log(r0), . . . , exp(sk−2), log(rk−2).
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3.4. Real Exponential Residue Fields

We can repeat this argument until we obtain the tuple

(s0, r0, exp(s0), log(r0), . . . , sk−1, rk−1, exp(sk−1), log(rk−1)) .

This has the property that any component of (si, ri) is Q-algebraically dependent of

(s0, r0, exp(s0), log(r0), . . . , si−1, ri−1, exp(si−1), log(ri−1)) .

In order to apply Schanuel’s Conjecture, we will make a case distinction on

whether cJ = exp(t) or cJ = log(t) for some t ∈ Fk−1. In either case, we may

assume, by repeating the previous argument, that in the tuple

(s0, r0, exp(s0), log(r0), . . . , sk−1, rk−1, exp(sk−1), log(rk−1), t)

the component t is Q-algebraically dependent of everything to its left and the other

properties of the tuple are preserved, i.e. the transcendence degree of the tuple

(
s0, r0, exp(s0), log(r0), . . . , sk−1, rk−1, exp(sk−1), log(rk−1), t, cJ

)

over Q is still

k−1∑

i=0

(ℓ(si) + ℓ(ri)), (3.4)

as in (3.3).

Case 1: Suppose that cJ = exp(t) for some t ∈ Fk−1. We will show that

s0, log(r0), . . . , sk−1, log(rk−1), t

are Q-linearly independent. Assume that they were not. Then there exist integer

coefficients d
(j)
u , dt, not all equal to 0, such that

k−1∑

i=0

ℓ(si)∑

j=1

d(j)si si
(j) + dtt+

k−1∑

i=0

ℓ(ri)∑

j=1

d(j)ri log
(
ri

(j)
)
= 0.

This implies that in K we have

v



k−1∑

i=0

ℓ(si)∑

j=1

d(j)si s
(j)
i + dtt+

k−1∑

i=0

ℓ(ri)∑

j=1

d(j)ri log
(
r
(j)
i

)

 > 0.

Since the sum
k−1∑

i=0

ℓ(si)∑

j=1

d(j)si s
(j)
i + dtt+

k−1∑

i=0

ℓ(ri)∑

j=1

d(j)ri log
(
r
(j)
i

)
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lies in Fk−1(C), which is archimedean, it must equal 0. Suppose that dt 6= 0. (The

case dt = 0 will be dealt with separately.) By applying exp and rearranging, we

obtain

ℓ(sk−1)∏

j=1

exp
(
s
(j)
k−1

)d(j)sk−1 · exp(t)dt =
k−2∏

i=0

ℓ(si)∏

j=1

exp
(
s
(j)
i

)−d
(j)
si ·

k−1∏

i=0

ℓ(ri)∏

j=1

(
r
(j)
i

)−d
(j)
ri
.

(3.5)

Note that the right-hand side is contained in Fk−1. The left-hand side is a product

of elements of Bk. However, Bk is a transcendence basis for Fk over Fk−1. Since

(3.5) expresses an algebraic dependency of elements of Bk over Fk−1, this is a con-

tradiction.

Case 2: Suppose that cJ = log(t) for some t ∈ F>0
k−1. By a similar argument as

in Case 1, we will show that

s0, log(r0), . . . , sk−1, log(rk−1), log
(
t
)

are Q-linearly independent. Assume that they were not. Then there exist integer

coefficients d
(j)
u , dt, not all equal to 0, such that

k−1∑

i=0

ℓ(si)∑

j=1

d(j)si si
(j) +

k−1∑

i=0

ℓ(ri)∑

j=1

d(j)ri log
(
ri

(j)
)
+ dt log

(
t
)
= 0.

Suppose that dt 6= 0. In K we obtain

k−1∑

i=0

ℓ(si)∑

j=1

d(j)si s
(j)
i +

k−1∑

i=0

ℓ(ri)∑

j=1

d(j)ri log
(
r
(j)
i

)
+ dt log(t) ∈ Iv. (3.6)

By applying exp, we have

k−1∏

i=0

ℓ(si)∏

j=1

exp
(
s
(j)
i

)d(j)si ·
k−1∏

i=0

ℓ(ri)∏

j=1

(
r
(j)
i

)d(j)ri · tdt ∈ 1 + Iv.

However, this expression lies in the archimedean field Fk−1(C) and must thus equal

1. Hence, the sum in (3.6) equals 0. By rearranging (3.6), we obtain

k−1∑

i=0

ℓ(si)∑

j=1

d(j)si s
(j)
i +

k−2∑

i=0

ℓ(ri)∑

j=1

d(j)ri log
(
r
(j)
i

)
= −

ℓ(rk−1)∑

j=1

d(j)rk−1
log

(
r
(j)
k−1

)
− dt log(t). (3.7)

The left-hand side is contained in Fk−1 and the right-hand side is a linear combina-

tion of elements in Bk with integer coefficients. Thus, (3.7) expresses an algebraic

relation over Fk−1 of elements of Bk. This leads to a contradiction, as Bk is a

transcendence basis of Fk over Fk−1.
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In both cases we supposed that the appearing integer coefficient dt is non-zero.

Assume that dt = 0. Then the tuple

(s0, log(r0), . . . , sk−1, log(rk−1))

is Q-linearly dependent. This tuple is non-empty, as otherwise t = 0 in Case 1 or

log(t) = 0 in Case 2, which is not possible. Let m ≤ k − 1 be minimal such that

s0, log(r0), . . . , sm, log(rm)

are Q-linearly dependent. Then there exist d
(j)
u ∈ Z, not all 0, such that

m∑

i=0

ℓ(si)∑

j=1

d(j)si si
(j) =

m∑

i=0

ℓ(ri)∑

j=1

d(j)ri log
(
ri

(j)
)
.

Hence, at least one of the d
(j)
sm or d

(j)
rm must be non-zero. If d

(j)
sm 6= 0 for some j,

then we can take exponentials on either side and obtain a similar equation as in

(3.5) with the property that the left-hand side is a non-empty product of elements

of Bm+1 and the right-hand side lies in Fm. If d
(j)
rm 6= 0 for some j, then we obtain

an algebraic relation of elements in Bm+1 over Fm in analogy to (3.7). These two

cases lead to a contradiction, as Bm+1 is a transcendence basis of Fm+1 over Fm.

We now apply Schanuel’s Conjecture. In Case 1, we apply Schanuel’s Conjecture

to

s0, log(r0), . . . , sk−1, log(rk−1), t.

This yields

tdQ
(
s0, r0, exp(s0), log(r0), . . . , sk−1, rk−1, exp(sk−1), log(rk−1), t, cJ

)

≥
k−1∑

i=0

(ℓ(si) + ℓ(ri)) + 1,

contradicting (3.4). In Case 2, we can apply Schanuel’s Conjecture to

s0, log(r0), . . . , sk−1, log(rk−1), log(t)

to obtain the same contradiction.

Corollary 3.51. Assume Schanuel’s Conjecture. Let (K, exp) |= Trer. Then (QexpR ,

expR) ⊆ (K, exp).

Proof. By Theorem 3.50, we have that Qexp is archimedean. Hence, (QexpR , expR) is

embeddable into (K, exp) by Lemma 3.48.

We now prove analogous results for the theory Trcer.
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Lemma 3.52. Let (K, exp) |= Trcer. Suppose that Qexprc ⊆ K is archimedean. Then

π : Qexprc → K,x 7→ x

defines an Lexp-isomoprhism between Qexprc and QexpRrc. Hence, (QexpRrc, expR) is

embeddable into (K, exp).

Proof. We can argue exactly as in the proof of Lemma 3.48, noting that the residue

field of a real closed field is also real closed.

Theorem 3.53. Assume Schanuel’s Conjecture. Let (K, exp) |= Trcer. Then Qexprc

is archimedean.

Proof. This proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 3.50. We thus only point

out the additional steps which need to be done at the beginning of the proof.

Set F0 = Q and for any i ∈ N0, let

Fi+1 = Fi
(
exp(Fi), log

(
Fi
>0

))rc
.

Then

Qexprc =

∞⋃

i=0

Fi.

Set B0 = ∅ and for any i ∈ N0, let Bi+1 ⊆ exp(Fi) ∪ log
(
Fi
>0

)
be a transcendence

basis of Fi+1 over Fi. This is possible, as the real closure of an ordered field is an

algebraic extension thereof. Hence, B =
⋃∞
i=0Bi is a transcendence basis of Qexprc

over Q.

One can now proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.50 by showing that Q(B) is

archimedean, whence Qexprc is archimedean as an algebraic extension.

Combining Theorem 3.53 and Lemma 3.52, we obtain the following.

Corollary 3.54. Assume Schanuel’s Conjecture. Let (K, exp) |= Trcer. Then

(QexpRrc, expR) ⊆ (K, exp).

Theorem 3.50 only makes use of Schanuel’s Conjecture for tuples from QexpR ,

and Theorem 3.53 only for tuples from QexpRrc. Since these fields are countable

subfields of R, there exist real numbers not contained in them. However, without

the assumption of Schanuel’s Conjecture, it seems very difficult to give explicit

examples of real numbers which are not contained in QexpRrc. Contrariwise, under

the assumption of Schanuel’s Conjecture, we are able to give such an example as

follows. Consider the exponential polynomial f(x) = x exp(x)− 1. We have

Rexp |= ∃x x exp(x)− 1 = 0,
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as f is continuous in R with f(0) < 0 < f(1). Let a ∈ R with a expR(a) = 1. Assume

that a ∈ QexpRrc. We can use a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.50 in

order to obtain tuples s ∈ QexpRrc and r ∈(QexpRrc)>0 such that

tdQ(s, r, expR(s), logR(r), a) = ℓ(s) + ℓ(r)

and, under the assumption of Schanuel’s Conjecture,

tdQ(s, r, expR(s), logR(r), a, expR(a)) ≥ ℓ(s) + ℓ(r) + 1

or

tdQ(s, r, expR(s), logR(r), a, logR(a)) ≥ ℓ(s) + ℓ(r) + 1.

However, since expR(a) = a−1 and logR(a) = −a, we have that a and expR(a) as

well as a and logR(a) are Q-algebraically dependent, a contradiction. This shows,

in particular, that under the assumption of Schanuel’s Conjecture the ordered ex-

ponential field (QexpRrc, expR) does not satisfy the existential theory of Rexp and is

thus not a model of real exponentiation.

We finish our discussion of prime substructures by giving a result similar to Co-

rollary 3.51 without the assumption of Schanuel’s Conjecture but instead for the

stronger theory Toef ∪ Th∃(QexpR , expR). Note that this theory is an extension of

Trer as for any n ∈ N, the axiom

(
1 +

1

n

)n
< exp(1) <

(
1 +

1

n

)n+1

is already contained in Th∃(QexpR , expR).

Proposition 3.55. Let (K, exp) |= Toef ∪ Th∃(QexpR , expR). Then (QexpR , expR) ⊆
(K, exp). Thus, (QexpR , expR) is the prime substructure of Toef ∪ Th∃(QexpR , expR).

Proof. As in the proof of Corollary 3.51, we only need to show that the exponential

closure Qexp of Q in (K, exp) is archimedean. Let L be the expansion of Lexp by the

unary function symbols −1 and log as well as a constant symbol q for any q ∈ Q.

Then K =
(
K, exp,−1, log

)
is an L-structure, where the new symbols are interpreted

in the canonical way and we set a−1 = 0 for a = 0 and log(a) = 0 for a ≤ 0. Let

F0 = Q and for any i ∈ N0, let

Fi+1 = Fi
(
exp(Fi), log

(
F>0
i

))
.

Now any a ∈ Qexp can be considered as an L-term as follows.

• If a ∈ Q, then a = mn−1 for some m,n ∈ Z. Since any element of Z can be

expressed as a closed Lexp-term, we can express a as a closed L-term.
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• Let i ∈ N0. Suppose that all elements in Fi are expressed as a correspond-

ing closed L-term. Let a ∈ Fi
(
exp(Fi), log

(
F>0
i

))
. Then there are L-terms

t1, . . . , tn, s1, . . . , sk such that

a =
p(exp(t1), . . . , exp(tn), log(s1), . . . , log(sk))

q(exp(t1), . . . , exp(tn), log(s1), . . . , log(sk))

for some polynomials p, q with coefficients in Z (after clearing fractions of the

coefficients). Thus, a can also be expressed as a closed L-term.

Assume that Qexp were non-archimedean. We will show that

(K, exp) 6|= Th∃(Q
expR , expR) .

Let t be a closed L-term such that v
(
tK

)
< 0, i.e. tK (the interpretation of t in K)

is infinitely large. Let

Q =
(
QexpR , expR,

−1, logR
)

be the L-expansion of (QexpR , expR), where the new symbols are interepreted ca-

nonically (as above). Consider tQ, i.e. the interpretation of t in Q. Since QexpR is

archimedean, there exists N ∈ N such that

tQ < N.

We now produce a quantifier-free Lexp-formula ϕ(z) such that both in Q and in K
the sentence t < N is equivalent to ∃z ϕ(z). This is done by iteratively replacing

occurences of L-terms of the form s−1 for some L-term s by a variable zj and

extending the formula via conjunction by szj = 1; and similarly we can proceed

with expressions of the form log(s) for some L-term s by replacing log(s) by zj and

extending the formula by conjunction with exp(zj) = s.11 Now

(QexpR , expR) |= ∃z ϕ(z),

as tQ < N , but

(K, exp) 6|= ∃z ϕ(z),

as tK > N . Hence, (K, exp) 6|= Th∃(QexpR , expR), as required.

In the final part of this section, we generalise the real version of the Lindemann–

Weierstrass Theorem as well as Schanuel’s Conjecture to models of Trer. The

Lindemann–Weierstrass Theorem was first stated by Lindemann in [72, page 225]

in and proved by Weierstrass in [104].

11For instance, this transforms the L-sentence log(2)−1 < N into the Lexp-sentence

∃z1, z2 (z1 < N ∧ z2z1 = 1 ∧ exp(z2) = 2) .
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Theorem 3.56 (Lindemann–Weierstrass Theorem). Let n ∈ N and let α1, . . . , αn ∈
C be Q-linearly independent and algebraic over Q. Then the complex numbers

eα1 , . . . , eαn

are algebraically independent over Q.

The Lindemann–Weierstrass Theorem is thus the special case of the complex

version of Schanuel’s Conjecture for algebraic numbers. Moreover, it proves that

Schanuel’s Conjecture holds for the case n = 1.

Proposition 3.57. Let (K, exp) |= Trer. Let n ∈ N and let α1, . . . , αn ∈ K be

Q-linearly independent and algebraic over Q. Then

tdQ(exp(α1), . . . , exp(αn)) = n.

Proof. Since α1, . . . , αn are algebraic over Q, the field extension Q(α1, . . . , αn) is

algebraic over Q and thus archimedean. Hence, α1, . . . , αn ∈ Ov \ Iv.
Assume that tdQ(exp(α1), . . . , exp(αn)) ≤ n − 1. Then exp(α1), . . . , exp(αn) are

Q-algebraically dependent. Let p ∈ Q[x1, . . . , xn] \ {0} such that

p(exp(α1), . . . , exp(αn)) = 0.

Taking residues, we obtain p(expR(α1), . . . , expR(αn)) = 0. This implies that

expR(α1), . . . , expR(αn)

are Q-algebraically dependent. Since α1, . . . , αn are, as residues of elements which

are algebraic over Q, also algebraic over Q, Theorem 3.56 implies that α1, . . . , αn
are Q-linearly dependent. Let q1, . . . , qn ∈ Q, not all equal to 0, such that

q1α1 + . . .+ qnαn = 0.

Then q1α1 + . . .+ qnαn ∈ Iv. Since α1, . . . , αn are Q-linearly independent, we have

q1α1 + . . .+ qnαn 6= 0. Hence,

q1α1 + . . .+ qnαn = ε

for some ε ∈ Iv \{0}. But the left-hand side is algebraic over Q as a linear combina-

tion of elements which are algebraic over Q, and the right-hand side is infinitesimal

and thus transcendental over Q, a contradiction. Hence,

tdQ(exp(α1), . . . , exp(αn)) = n.
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Corollary 3.58. Let (K, exp) |= Trer and α ∈ K \ {0}. Then

tdQ(α, exp(α)) ≥ 1.

Proof. If α is transcendental over Q, then the conclusion is trivial. Otherwise, by

Proposition 3.57 we have tdQ(exp(α)) = 1, yielding the required result.

Corollary 3.58 proves Schanuel’s Conjecture for the case n = 1 in any model of

Trer. We now establish a generalisation of Schanuel’s Conjecture for any n ∈ N to

models of Trer.

Proposition 3.59. The following are equivalent:

(i) Schanuel’s Conjecture.

(ii) Let (K, exp) |= Trer. Let n ∈ N and let α1, . . . , αn ∈ Ov be Q-linearly inde-

pendent. Suppose that spanQ{α1, . . . , αn} \ {0} ⊆ Ov \ Iv. Then

tdQ(α1, . . . , αn, exp(α1), . . . , exp(αn)) ≥ n.

Proof. Clearly (ii) implies (i), as Rexp is an archimedean model of Trer.

Conversely, suppose that Schanuel’s Conjecture holds in Rexp. Let n ∈ N and

let α1, . . . , αn ∈ Ov be Q-linearly independent such that spanQ{α1, . . . , αn} \ {0} ⊆
Ov \ Iv. Assume, for a contradiction, that

tdQ(α1, . . . , αn, exp(α1), . . . , exp(αn)) ≤ n− 1.

Let k1, . . . , kn ∈ {1, . . . , n} and let i ∈ {0, . . . , n}. Then there exists p ∈ Q[x1, . . . ,

xn] \ {0} such that

p
(
αk1 , . . . , αki , exp

(
αki+1

)
, . . . , exp(αkn)

)
= 0.

Taking residues, we obtain

p
(
αk1 , . . . , αki , expR

(
αki+1

)
, . . . , expR(αkn)

)
= 0.

Hence,

tdQ(α1, . . . , αn, expR(α1), . . . , expR(αn)) ≤ n− 1.

By Schanuel’s Conjecture, α1, . . . , αn are Q-linearly dependent. Hence, there exist

q1, . . . , qn ∈ Q, not all equal to 0, such that

q1α1 + . . .+ qnαn = 0.

Hence,

q1α1 + . . .+ qnαn ∈ Iv.
Since spanQ{α1, . . . , αn} \ {0} ⊆ Ov \ Iv, we obtain q1α1 + . . . + qnαn = 0, contra-

dicting that α1, . . . , αn are Q-linearly independent.
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Several other real versions of theorems and conjectures from Transcendental Num-

ber Theory such as the Gelfond–Schneider Theorem and the Four Exponentials Con-

jecture can be generalised to models of Trer by methods similar to the ones shown

above. However, this will not be a subject of this work. An account of transcend-

ence statements involving exponentials and logarithms can be found in Murty and

Rath [82].
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4. O-minimal Exponential Fields and the

Decidability of Rexp

In this chapter, we start our investigation of o-minimal exponential fields. We put

particular emphasis on the connection between the study of o-minimal exponential

fields and the decidability question of Rexp via the Transfer Conjecture.

In Section 4.1, we introduce o-minimal exponential fields and establish several

model and valuation theoretic results. In Section 4.2, we summarise the main steps

of Macinyre and Wilkie’s proof of the decidability of Rexp under the assumption of

Schanuel’s Conjecture in order to highlight the importance of the existential and

the universal theory of real exponentiation. In Section 4.3, we treat the Transfer

Conjecture in connection to Schanuel’s Conjecture and the decidability question

of Rexp. In Section 4.4, we consider the property of T -convexity in the context

of o-minimal exponential fields and models of real exponentiation. In Section 4.5,

we treat the prime model of the theory of real exponentiation as well as prime

models of general o-minimal EXP-fields. We conclude this chapter in Section 4.6 by

generalising Schanuel’s Conjecture to o-minimal EXP-fields.

4.1. O-minimal EXP-Fields

In this section, we study o-minimal exponential fields with particular focus on o-

minimal EXP-fields. We start in Subsection 4.1.1 by outlining the main steps

of Wilkie [105] which establish that Rexp is an o-minimal EXP-field. In Subsec-

tion 4.1.2, we present the growth dichotomy of o-minimal structures from Miller [79]

and specialise this dichotomy to EXP-fields. In Subsection 4.1.3, we deduce from

known results on definably complete Baire structures of Fornasiero and Servi [34]

and Hieronymi [41] a recursive axiomatisation of the class of o-minimal EXP-fields.

By applying the main theorem of Laskowski and Steinhorn [71], we obtain in Sub-

section 4.1.4 that the class of o-minimal archimedean EXP-fields coincides with the

class of archimedean models of real exponentiation. Finally, in Subsection 4.1.5 we

show that any o-minimal EXP-field is v-compatible and that its residue exponential

field is also an o-minimal EXP-field.

4.1.1. O-minimality of Rexp

The notion of o-minimal structures was first introduced by Pillay and Steinhorn [84].
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4. O-minimal Exponential Fields and the Decidability of Rexp

Definition 4.1. Let L = {<, . . .} be a language and let M = (M,<, . . .) be an

L-structure such that (M,<) is linearly ordered. Then M is called o-minimal if

any L-definable subset of M is a finite union of points and open intervals in M .

We are mostly interested in o-minimal structures expanding ordered fields. Since

any o-minimal ordered ring is a real closed field (cf. van den Dries [25, Chapter 1,

Proposition 4.6]), these expansions are, in fact, already expansions of real closed

fields. It was first shown in Wilkie [105] that the real exponential field Rexp is model

complete. The arguments leading to this are strongly related to the decidability

of Rexp under the assumption of Schanuel’s Conjecture, which is further treated

in Section 4.2. As for now, we outline the main steps to show that the model

completeness of Rexp implies its o-minimality.

Definition 4.2. Let K be an ordered field, let e be a unary function on K and let

A ⊆ K be a subring of K. Let

A[x1, . . . , xn]e = A[x]e =
{
p(x, e(x)) | p

(
x, y

)
∈ A

[
x, y

]}
.

Then A[x]e is called the ring of e-polynomials over A in n variables and the

elements of A[x]e are called e-polynomials over A in n variables.

We are mostly interested in e-polynomials where the unary function in Defini-

tion 4.2 is an exponential exp. In this case, A[x]exp is called the ring of exponen-

tial polynomials over A in n variables and the elements of A[x]exp are called

exponential polynomials over A in n variables.

Lemma 4.3. Let ϕ(x) be a quantifier-free Lexp-formula. Then over the theory of

real closed fields, the formula ϕ(x) is equivalent to a formula of the form

∃y p
(
x, y

)
= 0

for some p ∈ Z
[
x, y

]
exp

.

Proof. Let exp(t1) be an Lexp-term occuring in ϕ for some Lexp-term t1 which is not

a variable or a constant symbol (i.e. not atomic). Let ϕt1(x, z1) be the formula

z1 = t1 ∧ ϕ[t1/z1](x),

where ϕ[t1/z1] is obtained from ϕ by replacing all occurences of t1 by z1. Note that

ϕ(x) is equivalent to ∃z1 ϕt1(x, z1). Continuing this process with ϕt1(x, z1) instead

of ϕ(x), we eventually obtain a formula

ϕ′ = ϕt1,...,tn(x, z1, . . . , zn)

such that for any term occuring in ϕ′ of the form exp(t) for some Lexp-term t, the

term t is atomic, and such that ϕ is equivalent to ∃z1, . . . , zn ϕ′. Note that all
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4.1. O-minimal EXP-Fields

atomic formulas in ϕ′ are of the form p1(x, z) ∼ p2(x, z), where p1, p2 ∈ Z[x, z]exp
and ∼ ∈ {=, <}.

The remaining steps require the following standard arguments, which can be car-

ried out over any real closed field, where p(x) and q(x) stand for exp-polynomials

over Z:

• Any equation of the form p = q is equivalent to p− q = 0. Similarly, p > q is

equivalent to p− q > 0.

• Any inequality of the form p(x) > 0 is equivalent to

∃z1, z2
(
z1z2 − 1 = 0 ∧ p(x)− z21 = 0

)
.

• Any negation of the form ¬ p = 0 is equivalent to p > 0 ∨ −p > 0. Any

negation of the form ¬ p > 0 is equivalent to −p > 0 ∨ p = 0.

• Any conjunction of the form p = 0 ∧ q = 0 is equivalent to p2 + q2 = 0.

• Any disjunction of the form p = 0 ∨ q = 0 is equivalent to pq = 0.

Lemma 4.4. Let (K, exp) be a model complete real closed exponential field. Then

for any formula ϕ(x) there exists p ∈ Z
[
x, y

]
exp

such that

(K, exp) |= ∀x
(
ϕ(x) ↔ ∃y p

(
x, y

)
= 0

)
.

Proof. Since (K, exp) is model complete, there exists an existential Lexp-formula

∃y ψ
(
x, y

)
, where ψ is quantifier-free, such that

(K, exp) |= ∀x
(
ϕ(x) ↔ ∃y ψ

(
x, y

))
.

By Lemma 4.3, there is some p ∈ Z
[
x, y, z

]
exp

such that

(K, exp) |= ∀x, y
(
ψ
(
x, y

)
↔ ∃z p

(
x, y, z

)
= 0

)
.

Hence,

(K, exp) |= ∀x
(
ϕ(x) ↔ ∃y∃z p

(
x, y, z

)
= 0

)
.

Lemma 4.4 yields that in Rexp any Lexp-definable subset of R can be defined by a

formula of the form

∃y p
(
x, y, b

)
= 0,

for some p ∈ Z
[
x, y, z

]
exp

and b ∈ R. In other words, any Lexp-definable subset of R
is the projection of the solution set of an exponential polynomial equation onto the

first coordinate. Let p(x) = p(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ R[x]exp and V = {a ∈ Rn | p(a) = 0}.
By the work of Khovanskii [44], V consists of finitely many connected components

(cf. Wilkie [105, Theorem 5.3]). This gives us all we need to deduce the o-minimality

of the real exponential field.
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4. O-minimal Exponential Fields and the Decidability of Rexp

Theorem 4.5. The real exponential field Rexp is o-minimal.

Proof. Let A ⊆ R be an Lexp-definable set. By the remarks above, A can be defined

by a formula of the form

∃y p
(
x, y, b

)
= 0,

for some p ∈ Z
[
x, y, z

]
exp

with y = (y1, . . . , yn) and b ∈ R. Let q
(
x, y

)
∈ R

[
x, y

]
exp

such that p
(
x, y, b

)
= q

(
x, y

)
. Then

V =
{
(x, u1, . . . , un) ∈ Rn+1 | q(x, u1, . . . , un) = 0

}

consists of finitely many connected components. Hence, so does its projection onto

the first coordinate

A = {x ∈ R | (x, u1, . . . , un) ∈ V for some u1, . . . , un ∈ R}.

Since A is a subset of R, it must be a finite union of points and open intervals in

R.

Further examples of o-minimal exponential fields can be obtained by the following

result.

Theorem 4.6. Let M = (M,<, . . .) be an o-minimal structure. Then any model of

Th(M) is also o-minimal.

Proof. This is proved in Knight, Pillay and Steinhorn [55, Theorem 0.2] if (M,<) is

a dense linear order without endpoints, and in Pillay and Steinhorn [85] if (M,<) is

an arbitrary linear order.

As a result of Theorem 4.6, we can consider o-minimality also as a property of

complete theories, i.e. we say that a complete theory T is o-minimal if some model

of T is o-minimal (and thus by Theorem 4.6 all models of T are o-minimal).

Example 4.7. (i) Let b ∈ R>1 and let expb be base b exponentiation on R, i.e.
expb : x 7→ bx. Since expb(x) = exp(log(b)x), the exponential expb is definable

in Rexp. Thus, (R, expb) is an o-minimal exponential field. Since any exponen-

tial on R is of the form bx for some b ∈ R>1 (see Theorem 3.3), this shows that

any exponential on R induces the structure of an o-minimal exponential field.

(ii) By Theorem 4.6, any ordered exponential field which is elementarily equivalent

to (R, expb) for some b ∈ R>1 is o-minimal. In particular, any model of real

exponentiation is an o-minimal EXP-field.

So far it seems that any known (explicit) example of an o-minimal EXP-fields is

already a model of real exponentiation. In Section 7.2, we will see a construction

method of EXP-fields starting with any model of Peano Arithmetic. Moreover, The-

orem 7.32 will show that whenever these EXP-fields are model complete, then they

are also o-minimal. Thus, they are candidates for o-minimal EXP-fields which are

a priori not models of real exponentiation.
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4.1. O-minimal EXP-Fields

4.1.2. Growth Dichotomy

In the context of general o-minimal structures, exponentials are of particular interest

because of the growth dichotomy in Theorem 4.11 below, which is due to Miller [79].

Definition 4.8. Let K be an ordered field. We call an endomorphism on the

multiplicative group
(
K>0, 1, ·

)
a power function on K.

Example 4.9. (i) LetK be an ordered field and let n ∈ Z. Then the map x 7→ xn

defines a power function on K. If, moreover, K is root-closed for positive

elements, then for any q ∈ Q, the map x 7→ xq defines a power function on K.

(ii) Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential field and let r ∈ K. Then the map

x 7→ xr, where xr = exp(r log(x)), defines a power function on K.

Definition 4.10. Let K be a structure expanding an ordered field K. Then K
is power bounded if for any definable unary function f : K → K there exists

a definable power function p on K and some c ∈ K such that for any x ∈ K

with x > c we have |f(x)| < p(x). If the power function can always be chosen to

be a polynomial map of the form p(x) = xN for some N ∈ N, then K is called

polynomially bounded.

Theorem 4.11. Let K be an o-minimal structure expanding a real closed field K.

Then exactly one of the following holds:

(i) K is power bounded.

(ii) There exists an exponential on K which is definable in K.

Proof. Miller [79, Theorem 3.6].

Theorem 4.11 does not specify any further properties of the exponential definable

in an o-minimal structure which is not power bounded. In the following, we show

that the definable exponential can be chosen such that it satisfies EXP.

Proposition 4.12. Let K be an o-minimal structure expanding a real closed field

K. Let I ⊆ K be an open interval and let f : I → K be a function definable in K.

Then f is differentiable in all but finitely many points in I.

Proof. Van den Dries [25, Chapter 7, Proposition 2.5].

Corollary 4.13. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal exponential field. Then exp is dif-

ferentiable.

Proof. By Proposition 4.12, we have that exp is differentiable in some point in K.

Hence, exp is differentiable throughout K by Corollary 2.14.
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4. O-minimal Exponential Fields and the Decidability of Rexp

Proposition 4.14. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal exponential field. Then K admits

an EXP-exponential which is parameter-free Lexp-definable.

Proof. By Corollary 4.13, we have that exp is differentiable. Thus, exp′ = a exp for

some a ∈ K≥0 (see Remark 2.15 (i)). By van den Dries [25, Chapter 7, Theorem 2.4],

the only definable functions f satisfying f ′ = 0 are constant functions. Since exp is

non-constant, we obtain that a > 0. Set e(x) = exp
(
x
a

)
. Then e is an Lexp-definable

exponential on K. Moreover,

e′(x) =
1

a
exp′

(x
a

)
= exp

(x
a

)
= e(x).

Thus, e satisfies EXP. Finally, e(x) = y can be express by the following parameter-

free Lexp-formula:

∀a
(
exp′ = a exp → y = exp

(x
a

))
.

Corollary 4.15. Let K be an o-minimal structure expanding a real closed field K.

Suppose that K is not power bounded. Then K defines an EXP-exponential on K.

Proof. Theorem 4.11 implies that K defines an exponential exp onK. Thus, (K, exp)

is an o-minimal exponential field. By applying Proposition 4.14, we obtain that

(K, exp) defines an EXP-exponential e. Since K is a reduct of K and exp is definable

in K, the exponential e is also definable in K.

Remark 4.16. The proof of Proposition 4.14 shows that in an o-minimal exponen-

tial field, the Lexp-definable exponentials are uniquely determined up to a con-

stant non-negative multiple in the argument. More precisely, if (K, exp) is an o-

minimal exponential field then e is an Lexp-definable exponential on K if and only

if e(x) = exp(ax) for some a ∈ K>0.

From now on we focus our study of o-minimal exponential fields on o-minimal

EXP-fields. Proposition 4.14 and Remark 4.16 indicate that this does not really re-

strict the class of o-minimal exponential fields under consideration as any o-minimal

exponential field becomes an o-minimal EXP-field by simply multiplying the argu-

ment of the exponential by a positive constant.

4.1.3. Recursive Axiomatisation

Many of the analytic properties of definable functions in o-minimal structures are

already implied by a weaker tameness condition, namely definable completeness.

Definably complete structures were first studied in Miller [80].

Definition 4.17. Let M = (M,<, . . .) be a structure expanding a linearly ordered

set (M,<). Then M is called definably complete if any L-definable subset of M

which is bounded from above has a least upper bound in M .
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4.1. O-minimal EXP-Fields

Note that any o-minimal structure M is definably complete, as any definable

subset A of M which is bounded from above either contains a maximal point a ∈
A or a maximal interval whose right boundary point b ∈ M is the supremum of

A. Tameness properties of definably complete structures are explored in Servi [95,

Chapter 1].

We begin with an extended observation regarding the works of Fornasiero and

Servi [34] as well as Hieronymi [41]. Namely, we deduce from these works that any

definably complete EXP-field is already o-minimal (see Corollary 4.23). This leads

towards a surprisingly simple recursive axiomatisation of the class of o-minimal EXP-

fields (see Theorem 4.30). Since all structures we consider are linearly ordered, all

topological notions are used with respect to the order topology (see Definition A.3.2).

Moreover, since any definably complete ordered field has the Intermediate Value

Property (cf. Servi [95, Theorem 1.2.3]), definably complete expansions of ordered

fields are already expansions of real closed fields.

Definition 4.18. Let Y be a topological space and let X ⊆ Y be a topological

subspace. We say that X is nowhere dense in Y if

intY (clY (X)) = ∅,

where intY and clY denote the interior and the closure in Y , respectively.

We use the definition of “definably Baire” from Hieronymi [41, page 208].

Definition 4.19. Let K be a definably complete expansion of a real closed field K.

We say that K is definably Baire if there exists no definable subset

Y ⊆ K>0 ×K

such that the following hold:

(i) For any t ∈ K>0, the set Yt = {a ∈ K | (t, a) ∈ Y } is nowhere dense in K.

(ii) For any s, t ∈ K>0 with s < t, we have Ys ⊆ Yt.

(iii)
⋃
t∈K>0 Yt = K.

From Fornasiero and Servi [34, Remark 2.13], we obtain the following notion of

“definably Baire”: Let K be a definably complete expansion of a real closed field K.

Then K is definably Baire if for every increasing definable family12 (At)t∈K of subsets

of K (i.e. As ⊆ At for s < t) which are nowhere dense in K we have
⋃
t∈K At 6= K.

The only difference to Definition 4.19 is that the index variable t of the defin-

able family also takes negative values. However, since the family is increasing, the

sets with negative index can be removed from the family. Thus, both notions of

“definably Baire” are equivalent.

12The notion of a definable family is defined in Definition A.2.4.
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4. O-minimal Exponential Fields and the Decidability of Rexp

Definition 4.20. Let K be an expansion of an ordered field. Let n, s ∈ N and

let f1, . . . , fs : K
n → K be definable functions which are continuously differentiable.

We say that(f1, . . . , fn) is aPfaffian chain in K of length s if for any i ∈ {1, . . . , s}
and any j ∈ {1, . . . , n} we have

∂fi
∂xj

∈ K[x1, . . . , xn, f1, . . . , fi] ,

where partial derivatives are defined in the standard way by fixing all but one vari-

able. A definable map F = (F1, . . . , Fm) : K
n → Km for some m ∈ N is called Pfaf-

fian in K if F1, . . . , Fm ∈ K[x1, . . . , xn, f1, . . . , fs] for some Pfaffian chain (f1, . . . , fs)

in K.

The following result is due to Fornasiero and Servi [34, Corollary 8.2].

Proposition 4.21. Let K be a definably complete expansion of a real closed field

K by a family of Pfaffian functions. Suppose that K is definably Baire. Then K is

o-minimal.

Finally, the condition “definably Baire” in Proposition 4.21 is removed by the

following theorem (cf. Hieronymi [41, Theorem A]).

Theorem 4.22. Any definably complete expansion of a real closed field is definably

Baire.

Corollary 4.23. Let (K, e) be a definably complete Lexp-structure expanding a real

closed field K. Suppose that (K, e) |= EXP. Then (K, e) is o-minimal.

Proof. Since e is continuously differentiable and equal to its own derivative, (e) is a

Pfaffian chain of length 1. In particular, e is Pfaffian. By Theorem 4.22, we obtain

that (K, e) is definably Baire. Hence, (K, e) is o-minimal by Proposition 4.21.

In the following, we strengthen the conclusion of Corollary 4.23, namely we show

that (K, e) is already an o-minimal EXP-field (see Theorem 4.28). We repeatedly

make use of Taylor’s Theorem for univariate functions in definably complete struc-

tures (cf. Servi [95, Theorem 1.3.3]).

Theorem 4.24 (Taylor’s Theorem). Let K be a definably complete expansion of a

real closed field K. Let I ⊆ K be an open interval, let f : I → K be a definable

map such that f is (n+1) times continuously differentiable for some n ∈ N0 and let

a, b ∈ I with a < b. Then for some z ∈ (a, b), we have

f(b) =
n∑

k=0

f (k)(a)

k!
(b− a)k +

f (n+1)(z)

(n+ 1)!
(b− a)n+1,

where f (k) denotes the k-th derivative.
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4.1. O-minimal EXP-Fields

Recall that En(x) denotes the n-th Taylor polynomial of the standard exponential

function (see Definition 3.24).

Lemma 4.25. Let (K, e) be a definably complete Lexp-structure expanding a real

closed field K. Suppose that (K, e) |= EXP. Then for any n ∈ N0 and x ∈ K>0,

there exists z ∈ (0, x) such that

e(x) = En(x) + e(z)
xn+1

(n+ 1)!
.

Proof. Since e satisfies e′ = e, it is arbitrarily many times continuously differentiable.

Hence, we can apply Theorem 4.24 to e for a = 0 and b = x. Since e(0) = 1, this

yields

e(x) =
n∑

k=0

e(0)

k!
xk +

e(z)

(n+ 1)!
xn+1 = En(x) + e(z)

xn+1

(n+ 1)!

for some z ∈ (0, x), as required.

In the following, our arguments rely on several standard analytic properties of

definable univariate functions in o-minimal structures which generalise well-known

results of Real Analysis (such as differentiation rules and monotony behaviour de-

pending on the derivative). These can be found in van den Dries [25, Section 7.1]

and will not be stated explicitly.

Lemma 4.26. Let K be an o-minimal expansion of a real closed field K. Let p be

a definable power function on K. Then p is differentiable on K>0 with

p′(x) = p′(1)
p(x)

x
.

Proof. Miller [79, page 386].

Lemma 4.27. Let (K, e) be an o-minimal Lexp-structure expanding a real closed

field K such that (K, e) |= EXP. Let

p : K>0 → K>0

be a definable power function. Then there exist b, c ∈ K>0 such that for any x ∈ K

with x > c we have p(x) < e(bx). Thus, (K, e) is not power bounded.

Proof. First suppose that p′(1) < 0. Then by Lemma 4.26 we have that p is strictly

decreasing. Since p(1) = 1, we obtain p(x) < 1 for any x ∈ K>1. By Lemma 4.25,

we have e(1) > E0(1) = 1. Since e′(x) > 0 for any x ∈ K, this yields that e is

strictly increasing and thus e(x) > 1 for any x ∈ K>1. This shows e(x) > p(x) for

any x ∈ K>1, as required.

Now suppose that p′(1) ≥ 0. Let b = max{1, p(p′(1) + 1)}. Consider

f(x) =
e(bx)

p(x)
.
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By Lemma 4.26, we obtain

f ′(x) =
be(bx)

p(x)
− e(bx)p′(1)

p(x)

p(x)2x
=
e(bx)

p(x)

(
b− p′(1)

x

)
,

for x ∈ K>0. Since e(0) > 0 and e′(bx) > 0 for any x ∈ K, we have e(bx) > 0 for

any x ∈ K>0. Thus, f(x) = e(bx)
p(x) is strictly positive on K>0. Let c = p′(1) + 1.

Then for any x ∈ K>c we have that f ′(x) > 0. By Lemma 4.25, we have

e(bx) > E1(bx) = 1 + bx,

for any x ∈ K>0. Hence,

f(c) =
e(bc)

p(c)
>

bc

p(c)
≥ p(p′(1) + 1)(p′(1) + 1)

p(p′(1) + 1)
= p′(1) + 1 ≥ 1,

as p′(1) ≥ 0. Since f(c) > 1 and f ′(x) > 0 for x ∈ K>c, we obtain f(x) > 1 for any

x ∈ K>c. Hence, e(bx) > p(x) for any x ∈ K with x > c.

Theorem 4.28. Let (K, e) be a definably complete Lexp-structure expanding a real

closed field K. Suppose that (K, e) |= EXP. Then (K, e) is an o-minimal EXP-field.

In particular, any definably complete EXP-field is o-minimal.

Proof. By Corollary 4.23, the Lexp-structure (K, e) is o-minimal. Since e satisfies

EXP, we only need to verify that e is an exponential on K. Lemma 4.27 implies that

(K, e) is not power bounded. Hence, by Corollary 4.15 we obtain that (K, e) defines

an EXP-exponential exp. However, by Servi [95, Theorem 1.5.1], in a definably

complete structure expanding a real closed field, if EXP has a definable solution,

then this is the unique definable solution. Hence, e = exp.

As a consequence of Theorem 4.28, we obtain that the class of o-minimal EXP-

fields is recursively axiomatised as follows. For any Lexp-formula ϕ
(
x, y

)
, let ψ

(
y
)

be the following formula:

∃z∀x
(
ϕ
(
x, y

)
→ x < z

)
→ ∃u

[
∀x

(
ϕ
(
x, y

)
→ x < u

)

∧∀u′
(
∀x

(
ϕ
(
x, y

)
→ x < u′

)
→ u ≤ u′

)]
. (4.1)

In other words, ψ
(
y
)
expresses that if ϕ

(
x, y

)
defines a set (in the variable x) which

is bounded from above, then there exists a least upper bound.

Definition 4.29. Let Tdc be the following recursive Lexp-theory:

Tdc = Tor ∪ {EXP} ∪
{
∀y ψ

(
y
)
| ϕ

(
x, y

)
is an Lexp-formula

}
,

where ψ
(
y
)
is defined as in (4.1) and Tor denotes the theory of ordered rings (see

Example A.2.2 (vii)). We call Tdc the theory of definably complete EXP-fields.
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Theorem 4.30. The Lexp-theory Tdc recursively axiomatises the class of o-minimal

EXP-fields.

Proof. Let (K, exp) |= Tdc. By definition of Tdc, we have that K is an ordered

ring, exp satisfies EXP and (K, exp) is definably complete. Since K is a definably

complete ordered ring, it is a real closed field (cf. Miller [80, Proposition 2.5]). Hence,

by Theorem 4.28 we obtain that (K, exp) is an o-minimal EXP-field.

Conversely, let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field. Trivially, (K, exp) |= Tor ∪
{EXP}. Since o-minimality implies definable completeness, we also have

(K, exp) |=
{
∀y ψ

(
y
)
| ϕ

(
x, y

)
is an Lexp-formula

}
.

Hence (K, exp) |= Tdc.

Theorem 4.30 establishes that the class of definably complete EXP-fields coincides

with the class of o-minimal EXP-fields.

4.1.4. Archimedean Case

For the classification of archimedean EXP-fields, we exploit the main result of

Laskowski and Steinhorn [71], which states as follows (cf. [71, Theorem 2.10]).

Theorem 4.31. Let L be a language expanding {+, 0, 1, <}. Let

H = (H,+, 0, 1, <, . . .)

be an o-minimal L-structure expanding an archimedean abelian group (H,+, 0, <)

such that 1 > 0. Then there exists an L-structure R expanding (R,+, 0, 1, <) such

that there is an elementary embedding f : H → R. Moreover, both R and f are

unique.

As a result of Theorem 4.31, we obtain that the class of o-minimal archimedean

EXP-fields coincides with the class of archimedean models of real exponentiation.

Corollary 4.32. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal archimedean EXP-field. Then there

exists a unique elementary embedding f : (K, exp) → Rexp. In particular, any o-

minimal archimedean EXP-field is a model of real exponentiation.

Proof. Applying Theorem 4.31 to L = Lexp and H = (K, exp), we obtain binary

functions −∗ and ·∗ on R2 and a unary function exp∗ on R as well as an elementary

Lexp-embedding

f : (K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, exp) →(R,+,−∗, ·∗, 0, 1, exp∗) .

Moreover, −∗, ·∗ and exp∗ as well as f are uniquely determined. Since

(K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, exp) ≡(R,+,−∗, ·∗, 0, 1, <, exp∗) ,
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we obtain, in particular, that (R,+,−∗, ·∗, 0, 1, <) is an ordered field. Since + is the

standard addition on R, we obtain −∗ = −, i.e. −∗ defines the standard subtraction

on R. Moreover, since · is the only binary operation making (R,+,−, 0) a field with

1 as multiplicative identity, we obtain ·∗ = ·. Again, by elementary equivalence,

(R,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, exp∗) is an EXP-field. Since the only EXP-exponential on R is

expR (see Corollary 3.4), we obtain exp∗ = expR. Hence, (K, exp) is elementarily

embeddable into Rexp and the elementary embedding is unique.

4.1.5. Residue Exponential Field

We now study non-archimedean o-minimal EXP-fields in relation to their residue

exponential fields. We establish several properties of exponentials of o-minimal

EXP-fields. Moreover, as a main result of this section, we obtain that the residue

exponential field of an o-minimal EXP-field is also an o-minimal EXP-field (see

Corollary 4.41). Recall that Trcer denotes the theory of real closed exponential fields

with real exponential residue field (see Definition 3.44).

Proposition 4.33. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field. Then (K, exp) |= Trcer.

Thus, exp is v-compatible and
(
K, exp

)
is an EXP-field.

Proof. Since (K, exp) is a real closed exponential field, it suffices to show that for

any n ∈ N, (
1 +

1

n

)n
< exp(1) <

(
1 +

1

n

)n+1

.

Taking inverses, we show instead that
(
1− 1

n+ 1

)n+1

< exp(−1) <

(
1− 1

n+ 1

)n
.

Note that in R, the sequence (
1− 1

n+ 1

)n+1

is strictly increasing and converges to e−1 from below and
(
1− 1

n+ 1

)n

is strictly decreasing and converges to e−1 from above. Fix n ∈ N. Then there exist

q1, q2 ∈ Q such that
(
1− 1

n+ 1

)n+1

< q1 < e−1 < q2 <

(
1− 1

n+ 1

)n
.

Considering exp(−x), we obtain, by a similar Taylor approximation as the one used

in Lemma 4.25, that for any m ∈ N,

exp(−1) = Em(−1) + exp(−z)(−1)m+1

(m+ 1)!
,
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for some z ∈ (0, 1). Choosing m sufficiently large and even, we obtain

q2 > Em(−1) > Em(−1)− exp(−z)
(m+ 1)!

= exp(−1),

for some z ∈ (0, 1). Similarly, choosing m sufficiently large and odd, we have

q1 < Em(−1) < Em(−1) +
exp(−z)
(m+ 1)!

= exp(−1),

for some z ∈ (0, 1). Hence q1 < exp(−1) < q2, as required.

Remark 4.34. Note that Proposition 4.33 implies that any result applicable to mod-

els of Trer and Trcer also applies to any o-minimal EXP-field. This includes the

generalised versions of the Lindemann–Weierstrass Theorem (see Proposition 3.57)

and Schanuel’s Conjecture (see Proposition 3.59).

Corollary 4.35. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field. Then
(
K, exp

)
⊆ Rexp.

Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 4.33 and Corollary 3.5.

We now apply Corollary 4.35 with respect to the growth and Taylor axiom schemes

(see Definition 3.37).

Proposition 4.36. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field. Then exp satisfies

(GA) and (T).

Proof. Corollary 4.35 shows that exp is v-compatible and
(
K, exp

)
⊆ Rexp. Thus,

exp satisfies both (GA) and (T), as both are universal schemes satisfied in Rexp.

We first show that exp satisfies (GA). Let n ∈ N and let a ∈ K with a ≥ n2.

If v(a) = 0, then exp(a) > an. Hence, exp(a) > an. If v(a) < 0, then Taylor

approximation gives us for some z ∈ (0, a),

exp(a) = En+1(a) +
an+2

(n+ 2)!
exp(z) > En+1(a) >

an+1

(n+ 1)!
= an

a

(n+ 1)!
> an,

as a > (n+ 1)!.

We now turn to (T). Let a ∈ K with 0 < |a| ≤ 1. If v(a) = 0, then

|exp(a)− En(a)| < |a|n+1 .

Thus, also

|exp(a)− En(a)| < |a|n+1 .

Suppose that v(a) > 0. By Taylor approximation,

| exp(a)− En(a)| =
∣∣∣∣En(a) +

an+1

(n+ 1)!
exp(z)− En(a)

∣∣∣∣

=

∣∣an+1
∣∣

(n+ 1)!
exp(z),
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for some z between 0 and a. Since z ∈ Iv, we have exp(z) ∈ 1+Iv. Thus, exp(z)
(n+1)! < 1.

Hence,

| exp(a)− En(a)| <
∣∣an+1

∣∣ ,

as required.

Recall that in Theorem 3.40 we proved for general ordered exponential fields that

any instance of the Taylor axiom scheme already implies EXP. We thus obtain the

following corollary to Proposition 4.36.

Corollary 4.37. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal exponential field. Then exp satisfies

EXP if and only if it satisfies (GA) and (T).

We now proceed to showing in Theorem 4.40 that the residue exponential field of

an o-minimal EXP field is a model of real exponentiation.

Remark 4.38. (i) Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field. Then the following are

equivalent:

(1)
(
K, exp

)
is o-minimal.

(2)
(
K, exp

)
≡ Rexp.

(3)
(
K, exp

)
� Rexp.

Indeed, if
(
K, exp

)
is o-minimal, then it is elementarily embeddable into Rexp

by Corollary 4.32 and Proposition 4.33; and if
(
K, exp

)
≡ Rexp, then

(
K, exp

)

is o-minimal by Example 4.7 (ii).

(ii) If (K, exp) is an ω-saturated o-minimal EXP-field, then K = R (see Theo-

rem 5.47). Since we already know that
(
K, exp

)
⊆ Rexp, this gives us

(
K, exp

)
=

Rexp. Theorem 4.40 holds for general o-minimal EXP-fields without any sat-

uration conditions.

(iii) It can be deduced from Baisalov and Poizat [4] that, given an o-minimal struc-

ture K expanding a real closed field, the residue field of K with induced struc-

ture is weakly o-minimal, i.e. any unary definable subset of K is a finite union

of convex subsets of K. From this we obtain that the residue exponential field

of an o-minimal EXP-field is weakly o-minimal.

For a structure M and a subset A ⊆ M , we denote by dcl(A;M) the definable

closure of A in M (see Definition A.2.6). Moreover, dcl(A;M) is the domain of a

substructure of M.

Lemma 4.39. Let L be a language expanding {+,−, 0, 1, <} and let M be an o-

minimal L-structure such that (M,+,−, 0, <) is a divisible ordered abelian group and

0 < 1. Let A ⊆M . Then dcl(A;M) is the domain of an elementary substructure of

M.
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Proof. Since 1 ∈ dcl(∅;M), we may assume that A is non-empty, as otherwise we can

replace it by {1}. In the following, we consider D = dcl(A;M) as an L-substructure
of M with the induced structure.

Let ϕ
(
x, y

)
be an L-formula, where y = (y1, . . . , yn) (with n ∈ N), and let b ∈ D

such that M |= ∃x ϕ(x, b). By the Tarski–Vaught Test (see Proposition A.2.11), it

suffices to show that

M |= ϕ(c, b)

for some c ∈ D. Note that B = dcl({b1, . . . , bn};M) ⊆ D. Thus, it suffices to show

that M |= ϕ(c, b) for some c ∈ B.

We construct a 0-definable function f
(
y
)
in M such that for c = f(b) ∈ B we

have B |= ϕ(c, b). Let u ∈M . If M |= ¬∃x ϕ(x, u), then set

f(u) = 1.

Otherwise, by o-minimality ϕ(x, u) defines a non-empty set X ⊆M which is a finite

union of points and open intervals. If X has a minimum, set

f(u) = minX.

Otherwise, X contains a leftmost open interval (a, b) with a, b ∈ M ∪ {±∞} and

a < b. If −∞ < a and b <∞, then set

f(u) =
b− a

2
.

Otherwise, set

f(u) = a+ 1

if a > −∞ and b = ∞,

f(u) = b− 1

if a = −∞ and b <∞, and

f(u) = 0

if a = −∞ and b = ∞. In each case, we obtain f(u) ∈ X and thus M |= ϕ(f(u) , u).

In particular, M |= ϕ(f(b) , b), as required.

Theorem 4.40. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP–field. Then
(
K, exp

)
� Rexp.

Proof. Since
(
K, exp

)
⊆ Rexp, by o-minimality of Rexp and Lemma 4.39 it remains

to show that

dcl
(
K;Rexp

)
= K.

Let g(x) be a 0-definable function in Rexp. By model completeness of Rexp, we can

express g(x) = y by a formula of the form

∃z p(x, y, z) = 0,
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for some p(x, y, z) ∈ Z[x, y, z]exp (see Lemma 4.3). Let a ∈ K and b = g(a). We

need to show that b ∈ K. For some c ∈ R and N ∈ N, we have

Rexp |= p(a, b, c) = 0 ∧ |b|+ |c| < N,

where |.| denotes the maximum norm. Hence,

Rexp |= ∃y∃z (p(a, y, z) = 0 ∧ |y|+ |z| < N).

If (
K, exp

)
|= ∃y∃z (p(a, y, z) = 0 ∧ |y|+ |z| < 3N),

then p(a, b′, c′) = 0 for some b′, c′ ∈ K ⊆ Rexp. By uniqueness of b, we obtain

b = b′ ∈ K, as required. Assume, for a contradiction, that

(
K, exp

)
6|= ∃y∃z (p(a, y, z) = 0 ∧ |y|+ |z| < 3N). (4.2)

Fix α ∈ Ov with α = a. Consider |p(α, y, z)| on the definable compact set

D = {(y, z) ∈ K | |y|+ |z| ≤ 2N} .

By o-minimality of (K, exp), the exponential polynomial |p(α, y, z)| attains its min-

imum θ, say, on D in some point
(
γ, ζ

)
∈ D. If θ ∈ Iv, then

∣∣p
(
a, γ, ζ

)∣∣ =
∣∣∣p(α, γ, ζ)

∣∣∣ = θ = 0.

This contradicts (4.2), as

|γ|+
∣∣ζ
∣∣ ≤ 2N < 3N.

Hence, θ > 1
k
for some k ∈ N. This implies that for any (y, z) ∈ K with |y|+|z| ≤ 2N

we have that |p(α, y, z)| > 1
k
. By taking residues, we obtain that for any (y, z) ∈ K

with |y|+ |z| ≤ N we have that |p(a, y, z)| ≥ 1
k
. Since |b|+ |c| < N , we can choose a

sequence of rational numbers (pn) and a tuple of sequences of rational numbers
(
qn

)

with |pn|+
∣∣qn

∣∣ < N for each n ∈ N, and

lim
n→∞

pn = b and lim
n→∞

qn = c,

where the limits are taken in R. Now |p(a, y, z)| is a continuous function. For each

n ∈ N we have p
(
a, pn, qn

)
≥ 1

k
. But by continuity we also have

lim
n→∞

p
(
a, pn, qn

)
= p(a, b, c) = 0,

which gives us the required contradiction.

By Remark 4.38 (i), we obtain the following corollary to Theorem 4.40 giving a

positive answer to Krapp [58, Conjecture 3.2].
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Corollary 4.41. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field. Then
(
K, exp

)
is an

o-minimal EXP-field.

The last result of this section, Theorem 4.43, gives us a full characterisation of all

archimedean fields which are the residue fields of models of real exponentiation.

Lemma 4.42. Let (F, exp) � Rexp and let (K, exp) |= Texp be non-archimedean

such that (F, exp) ⊆ (K, exp). Moreover, let a ∈ K \ {0} with v(a) 6= 0. Then for

F ′ = dcl(F (a); (K, exp)) we have F ′ = F .

Proof. Since F (a) = F
(
±a±1

)
, we may assume that v(a) > 0 and a > 0, as otherwise

we can replace a with ±a±1. Now

F ′ = {b ∈ K | b = h(a) for some F -definable function h in (K, exp)} .

Fix some b ∈ F ′ with v(b) ≥ 0. We need to show that b ∈ F .

Let h be an F -definable function in (K, exp) such that h(a) = b. Since (F, exp) and

(K, exp) are both models of the model complete theory Texp and (F, exp) ⊆ (K, exp),

we have (F, exp) � (K, exp). Hence, the restriction of h to F , say hF , is also an

F -definable function in (F, exp), which is given by the same formula as h. Since

(F, exp) is o-minimal, the limit from above

lim
xց0

hF (x) = b′

either lies in F or is ±∞.

Suppose that b′ ∈ F . We will show that b = b′. Let q ∈ Q>0. Then there exists

p ∈ Q>0 such that for any s ∈ F with p > s > 0, we have

∣∣hF (s)− b′
∣∣ < q.

This statement can be formalised as a sentence with parameters in F . Hence, also

for any q, p as above and s ∈ K with p > s > 0, we have

∣∣h(s)− b′
∣∣ < q.

Since a is infinitesimal and positive, we obtain in particular that for any q ∈ Q>0

we have ∣∣b− b′
∣∣ =

∣∣h(a)− b′
∣∣ < q.

Hence, b− b′ is infinitesimal, i. e. b = b′.

Now assume that

lim
xց0

hF (x) = ±∞.

Let L ∈ N. Then there exists p ∈ Q>0 such that for any s ∈ F with p > s > 0, we

have

|hF (s)| > L.
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We can argue similarly as above to obtain

|b| = |h(a)| > L.

Hence, |b| > N, contradicting the condition v(b) ≥ 0.

Theorem 4.43. Let F ⊆ R be an archimedean field. Then the following are equiv-

alent:

(i) F is closed under expR and (F, expR) � Rexp.

(ii) There exists a non-archimedean (K, exp) |= Texp with K = F .

Proof. That (ii) implies (i) is a consequence of Theorem 4.40. For the converse,

let (K, exp) be an elementary extension of (F, expR) of cardinality |K| > 2ℵ0 (see

Theorem A.2.12). Then K is not embeddable into R as a field, whence it is non-

archimedean. Let a ∈ K \ Ov. By Lemma 4.42, for F ′ = dcl(F (a); (K, exp)) we

have F ′ = F . Moreover, (F ′, exp) � (K, exp) by Lemma 4.39. Hence, (F ′, exp) is a

non-archimedean model of Texp whose residue field is F .

As a result of Theorem 4.43, we obtain that the set of residue exponential fields of

o-minimal EXP-fields coincides with the set of residue exponential fields of models

of real exponentiation.

Corollary 4.44. Let (K1, exp1) be an o-minimal EXP-field. Then there exists

(K2, exp2) |= Texp such that
(
K1, exp1

)
=
(
K2, exp2

)
.

Proof. By Theorem 4.40, we have
(
K1, exp1

)
� Rexp. The conclusion follows from

Theorem 4.43.

4.2. Existential and Universal Theory of Real

Exponentiation

In this section, we outline the main steps of the work of Macintyre and Wilkie [73] for

the proof that Schanuel’s Conjecture implies the decidability of Rexp. In particular,

we put emphasis on how the decidability of Rexp is first reduced to the decidability

of the existential theory of real exponentiation and second to finding an effective

procedure determining whether a given exponential polynomial over Z has a root

in R. Subsequently, we point out how Macintyre and Wilkie’s arguments can be

adjusted to obtain a similar reduction to the universal theory of real exponentiation.

Definition 4.45. We call the existential theory Th∃(Rexp) of Texp the existential

theory of real exponentiation and denote it by T ∃
exp. Likewise, the universal

theory Th∀(Rexp) of Texp is called the universal theory of real exponentiation

and denoted by T ∀
exp.
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Theorem 4.46. There exists a recursive Lexp-theory Tunres ⊆ Texp such that

Tunres ∪ T ∃
exp ⊢ Texp.

Proof. Macintyre and Wilkie [73, Theorem 2.6].

As a result of Theorem 4.46, if T ∃
exp is recursively axiomatisable, then so is Texp.

Next, Macintyre and Wilkie point out that the recursive axiomatisability of T ∃
exp only

depends on the recursive axiomatisability of existential Lexp-formulas expressing the

solvability of a single exponential polynomial equation (cf. [73, page 457]).

Notation 4.47. We denote the subtheory of T ∃
exp given by

{
∃x p(x) = 0 ∈ Texp

∣∣∣ p(x) ∈ Z[x]exp
}

by T ∃
exp(pol).

Lemma 4.48. Trcf ∪ T ∃
exp(pol) ⊢ T ∃

exp.

Proof. Let (K, exp) |= Trcf ∪T ∃
exp(pol). Let ∃x ϕ(x) ∈ T ∃

exp such that ϕ is quantifier-

free. By Lemma 4.3, there exists p
(
x, y

)
∈ Z

[
x, y

]
exp

such that

Trcf ⊢ ∃x ϕ(x) ↔ ∃x, y p
(
x, y

)
= 0.

Since ∃x ϕ(x) ∈ Texp, we have ∃x, y p
(
x, y

)
= 0 ∈ Texp and thus

∃x, y p
(
x, y

)
= 0 ∈ T ∃

exp(pol).

This implies

(K, exp) |= ∃x, y p
(
x, y

)
= 0.

Since K is real closed, we obtain

(K, exp) |= ∃x ϕ(x) ,

as required.

Finally, Macintyre and Wilkie axiomatise two recursive Lexp-subtheories of Texp
which they denote by TH and TNA. Schanuel’s Conjecture only now comes into play.

Theorem 4.49. Assume Schanuel’s Conjecture. Then

Trcf ∪ TH ∪ TNA ⊢ T ∃
exp(pol).

Proof. [73, page 462 ff.].
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Combining Theorem 4.46, Lemma 4.48 and Theorem 4.49, we obtain that under

the assumption of Schanuel’s Conjecture the theory of real exponentiation Texp is

axiomatised by the recursive Lexp-theory

Trcf ∪ Tunres ∪ TH ∪ TNA

and hence decidable.

We now focus on the universal theory of real exponentiation. We explain how the

arguments in [73, page 449] can be adjusted to show that the decidability of Texp only

depends on the decidability of T ∀
exp. We then make a further reduction to particularly

simple universal formulas only containing one exponential polynomial inequation.

The reduction of the decidability of Texp to the decidability of its universal theory

will not be applied in subsequent sections but merely serve as a motivation for

questions in the context of o-minimal EXP-fields (see Question 9.7). Since detailed

arguments of the steps we perform in the following can be found in [73, Section 2]

and go far beyond the scope of this work, we only point out the changes to be made

in order to obtain a similar version of Theorem 4.46 for the universal instead of the

existential theory of real exponentiation.

Let exp = expR and

exp∗ : R → R, x 7→ exp

(
1

1 + x2

)
.

The map exp∗ can be considered as a restricted exponential on R with domain (0, 1].

We will see in Theorem 5.6 how by Ressayre’s Axiomatisation, the theory of real

exponentiation is axiomatised by the theory of restricted real exponentiation and the

growth axiom scheme. Since the growth axiom scheme is recursive, the decidability

of Texp only depends on that of Texp∗ = Th(R, exp∗). The following is established in

[73, Theorem 2.5].

Theorem 4.50. There exists a recursive Lexp-theory Tres ⊆ Texp∗ which is model

complete.

As a result, we obtain that Tres ∪ Th∀(R, exp∗) axiomatises Texp∗ (see Lem-

ma A.2.14 (ii)). For any Lexp-sentence σ, let σ
∗ be the naturally translated sentence

such that for any ordered field K and unary function exp on K, we have

(K, exp∗) |= σ if and only if (K, exp) |= σ∗,

where

exp∗(x) = exp

(
1

1 + x2

)

as above. For instance, if σ is of the form

∃x p(x, exp(x)) = 0
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for some p ∈ Z[x, y], then σ∗ is given by

∃x p
(
x, exp

(
1

1 + x2

))
= 0.

For an Lexp-theory Σ, let Σ∗ = {σ∗ | σ ∈ Σ}. Macintyre and Wilkie axiomatise a

recursive Lexp-theory T
unres
3 such that

T0 = T unres
3 ∪(Tres)∗ ∪(Th∃(R, exp∗))∗

is a model complete subtheory of Texp. In order to prove the model completeness

of T0, they verify four conditions (cf. [73, page 449]). Condition (i) holds for any

subtheory of Texp and thus, in particular, for T0. Conditions (iii) and (iv) hold for

any model of T unres
3 . Condition (ii) for T0 states as follows:

(K, exp) |= T0 implies (K, exp∗) |= Texp∗ .

Consider

T ′
0 = T unres

3 ∪(Tres)∗ ∪(Th∀(R, exp∗))∗ .

Since T ′
0 ⊆ Texp, it satisfies (i); since it contains T unres

3 , it satisfies (iii) and (iv). Let

(K, exp) |= T ′
0. Then

(K, exp) |=(Tres ∪ Th∀(R, exp
∗))∗ .

Hence,

(K, exp∗) |= Tres ∪ Th∀(R, exp
∗).

Since Tres ∪ Th∀(R, exp∗) ⊢ Texp∗ , we obtain (K, exp∗) |= Texp∗ . Thus, T ′
0 also

satisfies condition (ii).

As a result, T ′
0 is a model complete subtheory of Texp. In particular, T ′

0 ∪ T ∀
exp

axiomatises Texp (see Lemma A.2.14 (ii)). Noting that (Th∀(R, exp∗))
∗ ⊆ T ∀

exp, we

obtain that

(T unres
3 ∪(Tres)∗) ∪ T ∀

exp

axiomatises Texp. Now both T unres
3 and (Tres)

∗ are recursive. The theory Tunres in

Theorem 4.46 is given by

Tunres = T unres
3 ∪(Tres)∗ .

Hence, we obtain a version of Theorem 4.46 for the universal theory of real expo-

nentiation.

Proposition 4.51. The Lexp-theory Tunres ∪ T ∀
exp axiomatises Texp.

Hence, if T ∀
exp is recursive, then so is Texp. We now turn to the reduction of T ∀

exp

to a universal theory consisting of single exponential polynomial inequations.
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Notation 4.52. We denote the subtheory of T ∀
exp given by

{
∀x p(x) > 0 ∈ Texp

∣∣∣ p(x) ∈ Z[x]exp
}

by T ∀
exp(pol).

Lemma 4.53. Trcf ∪ T ∀
exp(pol) ⊢ T ∀

exp.

Proof. Let (K, exp) |= Trcf ∪T ∀
exp(pol). Let ∀x ϕ(x) ∈ T ∀

exp such that ϕ is quantifier-

free. Since ¬ϕ(x) is quantifier-free, by Lemma 4.3 there exists p ∈ Z
[
x, y

]
exp

such

that

Trcf |= ∃x ¬ϕ(x) ↔ ∃x, y p
(
x, y

)
= 0.

We obtain

Rexp |= ∀x, y p
(
x, y

)
6= 0,

and thus

Rexp |= ∀x, y p
(
x, y

)2
> 0.

Since (K, exp) |= T ∀
exp(pol), this implies (K, exp) |= ∀x, y p

(
x, y

)2
> 0. Since

(K, exp) |= Trcf , we obtain (K, exp) 6|= ∃x ¬ϕ(x), i.e. (K, exp) |= ∀x ϕ(x), as

required.

Proposition 4.51 together with Lemma 4.53 implies the following: If there exists

an effective procedure determining whether a given exponential polynomial with

coefficients in Z is positive everywhere on R, then Texp is decidable.

4.3. Transfer Conjecture

Recall our main conjecture.

Transfer Conjecture. Any o-minimal EXP-field is elementarily equivalent to Rexp.

In this section, we relate the Transfer Conjecture to Schanuel’s Conjecture and

the decidability of Rexp. The Transfer Conjecture was first raised by van den Dries

for general languages expanding Lor (cf. [23, page 153 f.]) and states as follows: Let

L be a language expanding Lor and let ϕ be an L-sentence which is true in all L-
expansions of R. Then ϕ is true in any o-minimal L-expansion of a real closed field.

Our version of the Transfer Conjecture is therefore a specialisation of the original

conjecture to the language Lexp and to sentences of the form EXP → ϕ, where ϕ is

an Lexp-sentence. This is made precise in the following observation.

Observation 4.54. The following are equivalent:

(i) The Transfer Conjecture.
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(ii) Let ϕ be an Lexp-sentence such that EXP → ϕ is true in all Lexp-expansions

of R. Then EXP → ϕ is true in any o-minimal Lexp-expansion of a real closed

field.

Proof. Assume (i). Let ϕ be an Lexp-sentence such that EXP → ϕ is true in all

Lexp-expansions of R. Then, in particular, Rexp |= ϕ. Let (K, e) be an o-minimal

Lexp-expansion of a real closed field K. If (K, e) 6|= EXP, then trivially (K, e) |=
EXP → ϕ. Otherwise, Theorem 4.28 implies that (K, e) is an o-minimal EXP-field.

Thus, by assumption we obtain (K, e) |= ϕ, whence (K, e) |= EXP → ϕ.

Conversely, assume (ii). Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field and let ϕ ∈ Texp.

Moreover, let (R, e) be an Lexp-expansion of R. If e = expR, then (R, e) |= ϕ and thus

(R, e) |= EXP → ϕ. Otherwise, (R, e) 6|= EXP, as expR is the unique unary function

on R satisfying EXP. Hence, (R, e) |= EXP → ϕ. This shows that EXP → ϕ holds

in any Lexp-expansion of R. By assumption, EXP → ϕ holds in any o-minimal

Lexp-expansion of a real closed field. In particular, (K, exp) |= EXP → ϕ. Since

(K, exp) is an EXP-field, we obtain (K, exp) |= ϕ, as required.

Another point of view towards the Transfer Conjecture is constituted by the fol-

lowing well-known results regarding expansions of the linearly ordered set R:

• The Llo-structure (R, <) is a dense linear order without endpoints, i.e. a model

of the complete theory Tdlo (see Example A.2.2 (ii)). Hence, any dense linear

order without endpoints is o-minimal and elementarily equivalent to (R, <).

• The Log-structure (R,+,−, 0, <) is a divisible ordered abelian group, i.e. a

model of the complete theory Tdoag (see Example A.2.2 (v)). Any o-minimal

ordered group is a divisible ordered abelian group and thus elementarily equiv-

alent to (R,+,−, 0, <) (cf. van den Dries [25, Chapter 1, Proposition 4.2]).

• The Lor-structure (R,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <) is a real closed field, i.e. a model of the

complete theory Trcf (see Example A.2.2 (ix)). Any o-minimal ordered ring is a

real closed field and thus elementarily equivalent to (R,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <) (cf. van
den Dries [25, Chapter 1, Proposition 4.6]).

The Transfer Conjecture naturally arises as an extension of above results to the

language Lexp and the Lexp-expansion Rexp of R.
We have already summarised in Chapter 1 how the Transfer Conjecture implies

the decidability of Rexp via the recursive axiomatisation of a theory T0 ⊆ Texp whose

models are o-minimal EXP-fields (cf. Berarducci and Servi [5, Theorem 2.7]). Note

that the same argument can be applied to the Lexp-theory of definably complete

EXP-fields Tdc we axiomatised in Definition 4.29.

Proposition 4.55. The following are equivalent:

(i) The Transfer Conjecture.
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4. O-minimal Exponential Fields and the Decidability of Rexp

(ii) Tdc ⊢ Texp.

(iii) Tdc is complete.

Proof. Since Tdc axiomatises the class of o-minimal EXP-fields (see Theorem 4.30),

the Transfer Conjecture implies that any model of Tdc is a model of Texp, i.e. Tdc ⊢
Texp. Since Texp is a complete theory, Tdc ⊢ Texp implies that also Tdc is complete

(i.e. its deductive closure is complete). If Tdc is complete, then all models of Tdc are

elementarily equivalent and thus, in particular, elementarily equivalent to Rexp |=
Tdc.

We now relate the Transfer Conjecture to the existential and the universal theory

of real exponentiation. We first observe the following.

Observation 4.56. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field. Then the following

are equivalent:

(i) (K, exp) |= Texp.

(ii) (K, exp) is model complete and (K, exp) |= T ∃
exp ∪ T ∀

exp.

Proof. Since Texp is model complete, (i) implies (ii). Conversely, by Proposi-

tion A.2.17 any model complete Lexp-structure satisfying T ∃
exp ∪ T ∀

exp is a model

of Texp. Thus, (ii) implies (i).

By Observation 4.56, one approach towards the Transfer Conjecture would be

showing that any o-minimal EXP-field is model complete and satisfies the existential

as well as the universal theory of real exponentiation. We have seen in Section 4.2

that for the decidability question of Texp a crucial property of this theory is its model

completeness. Moreover, we have pinpointed the existential and the universal theory

of real exponentiation as the fragments of Texp on which its decidability depends.

O-minimal EXP-fields which satisfy the universal theory of real exponentiation will

be considered further in Section 6.3. In the following we turn to the existential

theory of real exponentiation.

Recall that in the work of Macintyre and Wilkie [73] two recursive Lexp-theories

TH and TNA are introduced such that any model of Trcf ∪ TH ∪ TNA satisfies the

existential theory of real exponentiation (see Theorem 4.49). Servi shows in [95,

page 108] that any definably complete EXP-field already satisfies TH and TNA. We

obtain the following consequence for o-minimal EXP-fields regarding the existential

theory of real exponentiation.

Proposition 4.57. Assume Schanuel’s Conjecture. Then any o-minimal EXP-field

satisfies T ∃
exp, i.e. Tdc ⊢ T ∃

exp.
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Proof. Since any definably complete EXP-field satisfies TH ∪ TNA, we obtain by

Theorem 4.49 that any definably complete EXP-field satisfies T ∃
exp(pol). Hence,

Tdc ⊢ T ∃
exp(pol). Since any model of Tdc is real closed, we obtain by Lemma 4.48

that Tdc ⊢ T ∃
exp.

Corollary 4.58. Assume Schanuel’s Conjecture. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal

EXP-field. Then Rexp can be embedded into any 2ℵ0-saturated elementary extension

of (K, exp).

Proof. By Proposition 4.57, we have (K, exp) |= T ∃
exp. Thus, Rexp |= Th∀(K, exp)

(see Lemma A.2.15). This implies that Rexp can be embedded into some

(K1, exp1) |= Th(K, exp)

(see Lemma A.2.16). Moreover, Theorem A.2.12 implies that K1 can be chosen such

that

|K1| = max{|R|, |Lexp|} = 2ℵ0 .

Let (K2, exp2) be a 2ℵ0-saturated elementary extension of (K, exp). Then (K2, exp2)

is
(
2ℵ0

)+
-universal (see Lemma A.2.26), whence

Rexp ⊆ (K1, exp1) � (K2, exp2),

as required.

Recall that the residue field of any ω-saturated o-minimal EXP-field is Rexp (see

Remark 4.38 (ii)). We immediately obtain that, under the assumption of Schanuel’s

Conjecture, for sufficiently saturated o-minimal EXP-fields the residue field is always

embeddable.

Corollary 4.59. Assume Schanuel’s Conjecture. Let (K, exp) be a 2ℵ0-saturated

o-minimal EXP-field. Then

Rexp =
(
K, exp

)
⊆ (K, exp).

4.4. Exponential Boundedness and T -convexity

In this section, we introduce the notion of exponential boundedness and apply the

results of van den Dries and Lewenberg [22] on T -convex rings in o-minimal struc-

tures to the exponentially bounded structure Rexp. We then connect this to the

study of o-minimal EXP-fields.

Notation 4.60. Let n ∈ N. We denote by expn(x) the n times iterated exponenti-

ation of x, i.e. expn(x) = exp(exp(. . . exp︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

(x))).
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4. O-minimal Exponential Fields and the Decidability of Rexp

Definition 4.61. Let K be an expansion of a formally exponential field K. We say

that K is exponentially bounded if for any unary definable function f : K → K,

there exists a definable exponential exp in K, some c ∈ K and some n ∈ N such that

for any x ∈ K with x > c,

|f(x)| < expn(x).

Note that in the context of o-minimal structures the notion of exponential bounded-

ness is a natural continuation of polynomial and power boundedness introduced in

Definition 4.10. Indeed, by Corollary 4.15, any o-minimal expansion K of a real

closed field K which is not power bounded admits an EXP-exponential, which even-

tually exceeds any power function on K (cf. Miller [79, Proposition 2.5]).

Note further that in Definition 4.61, the exponential exp depends on the definable

function f . In the context of o-minimal expansions of real closed fields, we can fix

an exponential independent of the definable functions.

Lemma 4.62. Let K be an o-minimal expansion of an EXP-field (K, exp). Then K
is exponentially bounded if and only if for any definable f : K → K, there are c ∈ K

and n ∈ N such that for any x ∈ K with x > c,

|f(x)| < expn(x).

Proof. The backward direction follows immediately from our definition of exponen-

tial boundedness.

Suppose that K is exponentially bounded. Let f : K → K be a definable function

and let e be a definable exponential on K such that there are are c ∈ K and n ∈ N
such that for any x ∈ K with x > c,

|f(x)| < en(x).

Since e is definable in K, it is of the form e(x) = exp(bx) for some b ∈ K>0 (see

Remark 4.16). Let c′ = max{c, log(b), 1}. Note that by Lemma 4.25,

exp(x) > 1 + x+
x2

2
> 2x

for any x ∈ K>0. Thus, for any x ∈ K with x > c′ we have

e(x) = exp(bx) < exp(exp(x)x) < exp(exp(2x)) < exp3(x).

Hence,

|f(x)| < en(x) < exp3n(x),

as required.

We now consider the real exponential field.
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Proposition 4.63. Let f : R → R be definable in Rexp. Then there exist a, b ∈ R>0

and m,n ∈ N such that for any x ∈ R with x > a, we have

|f(x)| < b expn(x
m).

Proof. Van den Dries and Miller [21, Proposition 9.2].

Corollary 4.64. The real exponential field Rexp is exponentially bounded.

Proof. Let f : R → R be definable in Rexp. By Proposition 4.63, there exist a, b ∈
R>0 and m,n ∈ N such that for any x ∈ (a,∞), we have |f(x)| < b expn(x

m). Set

c = max
{
a, log(b),m2

}
.

Since exp satisfies (GA), for any x > c we have exp(x) > xm. Hence, for any

x ∈ (c,∞), we obtain

|f(x)| < b expn(x
m) < exp(c) expn(exp(x)) < exp(x) expn+1(x) <

(
expn+1(x)

)2
.

Since exp(x) > 2x for any x ∈ R, we obtain

(
expn+1(x)

)2 ≤ expn+1(2x) < expn+2(x)

for any x ∈ (c,∞), as required.

Remark 4.65. (i) Foster shows in [35, Corollary 2.2.49] that power boundedness

of o-minimal structures transfers by elementary equivalence. More precisely, if

K is a power bounded o-minimal expansion of a real closed field and K′ ≡ K,

then K′ is also power bounded. It seems that a similar result is not known

for exponentially bounded o-minimal expansions of ordered fields. In fact, to

the date it is still an open question whether there exists an o-minimal expan-

sion of R which is not exponentially bounded (or, in other words, defines a

transexponential).

(ii) In van den Dries, Macintyre and Marker [24, Remark 2.11] it is shown that any

model of Tan,exp, the theory of the ordered field of real numbers expanded by

the restricted analytic functions and the standard exponential, is exponentially

bounded. Their result is thus a strengthening of Corollary 4.64.

We now introduce the notion of T -convexity.

Definition 4.66. Let L be a language expanding Lor and let T ⊇ Trcf be a complete

o-minimal L-theory. Moreover, let K |= T and let V ⊆ K be a convex subring. Then

V is called T -convex if for every 0-definable continuous function f : K → K, we

have f(V ) ⊆ V .
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4. O-minimal Exponential Fields and the Decidability of Rexp

We are interested in the T -convexity of the valuation ring Ov of a given non-

archimedean field K. In models of real exponentiation, Ov is always Texp-convex

due to exponential boundedness of the structure.

Proposition 4.67. Let (K, exp) |= Texp. Then Ov is Texp-convex.

Proof. Let f : K → K be a 0-definable continuous function and let ϕ(x, y) be the

corresponding Lexp-formula expressing f(x) = y. By elementary equivalence, ϕ also

defines a continuous function fR : R → R in Rexp. Thus, by Corollary 4.64, there

exist m,n ∈ N such that

Rexp |= ∀x (x > m→ |fR(x)| < expn(x)).

Again, by elementary equivalence, we obtain that also for any x ∈ K with x > m

we have |f(x)| < expn(x). Now consider |fR| on the interval [0,m]R. Since |fR| is
continuous, it attains its maximum on [0,m]. Thus, for some N ∈ N,

Rexp |= ∀x (0 ≤ x ≤ m→ |fR(x)| < N).

By elementary equivalence, also |f(x)| < N for any x ∈ [0,m]K . Hence, for any

x ∈ K≥0, we have |f(x)| < expn(x) + N . Since exp is v-compatible, we have

exp(Ov) ⊆ Ov. Hence, for any x ∈ O≥0
v we obtain

f(x) ∈ (− expn(x)−N, expn(x) +N)K ⊆ Ov,

yielding f
(
O≥0
v

)
⊆ Ov. Arguing similarly for O≤0

v , we obtain f(Ov) ⊆ Ov, as

required.

The following result on T -convex subrings can be found in van den Dries and

Lewenberg [22, page 75].

Theorem 4.68. Let K be an o-minimal structure expanding a real closed field K

and let T = Th(K). Moreover, let V ⊆ K be a T -convex subring and I ⊆ V a

maximal ideal. Then there exists some K′ � K such that V = K ′ + I. Moreover, K′

is unique up to isomorphism.

Corollary 4.69. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field such that Ov is T -convex

for T = Th(K, exp). Then
(
K, exp

)
� (K, exp).

Proof. The unique maximal ideal of Ov is the additive group of infinitesimals Iv.
By Theorem 4.68, there exists (F, expF ) � (K, exp) such that Ov = F + Iv. Since

F ⊆ Ov, it is archimedean and we can thus identify it with F via the residue map

π : F → F , a→ a. Note that

K = {a | a ∈ Ov} = {a+ ε | a ∈ F, ε ∈ Iv} = F .

Now for any a ∈ F , we have

π(expF (a)) = π(exp(a)) = exp(a) = exp(π(a)) .

Thus,
(
K, exp

) ∼=(F, expF ) � (K, exp), as required.
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We obtain the following consequence in relation to the Transfer Conjecture.

Corollary 4.70. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field and T = Th(K, exp).

Then the following are equivalent:

(i) (K, exp) ≡ Rexp.

(ii) Ov is T -convex.

(iii)
(
K, exp

)
� (K, exp).

(iv)
(
K, exp

)
≡ (K, exp).

Proof. By Proposition 4.67, (i) implies (ii). Corollary 4.69 shows that (ii) implies

(iii). Obviously, (iii) implies (iv). If (iv) holds, then
(
K, exp

)
is an o-minimal

archimedean EXP-field and thus elementarily equivalent to Rexp by Corollary 4.32.

This implies (i).

Remark 4.71. Recall that by Corollary 4.59, under the assumption of Schanuel’s

Conjecture, we already have Rexp =
(
K, exp

)
⊆ (K, exp) for any sufficiently sat-

urated o-minimal EXP-field (K, exp). By Corollary 4.70, one possible approach

towards the Transfer Conjecture would be showing that this embedding is already

elementary.

We conclude this section by giving an alternative proof of the fact that any model

of real exponentiation has an elementarily embeddable residue exponential field. The

merit of this proof is that it does not rely on T -convexity of the valuation ring and

thus not on exponential boundedness. It can therefore be applied to other o-minimal

structures expanding real closed fields and the induced structures on their residue

fields. This is made clear in the following.

Definition 4.72. Let L be a language expanding Lor by a family of constant and

of function symbols and let K be an L-structure expanding an ordered field K. We

say that K induces an L-structure on K if the following hold:

• For any constant symbol c in L we have cK ∈ Ov.

• For any n-ary function symbol f in L, any a1, . . . , an ∈ Ov and any ε1, . . . , εn ∈
Iv, we have

fK(a1, . . . , an) ∈ Ov and fK(a1, . . . , an)− fK(a1 + ε1, . . . , an + εn) ∈ Iv.

We define an L-structure K on K as follows:

• For any constant symbol c in L, set cK = cK.

• For any n-ary function f in L and any a1, . . . , an ∈ Ov, set f
K(a1, . . . , an) =

fK(a1, . . . , an).
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The L-structure K is called the induced structure of K on K.

We illustrate Definition 4.72 by considering the induced structure on the residue

field of a v-compatible exponential field.

Example 4.73. Let K = (K, exp) be a v-compatible exponential field. Then K is

an Lexp-structure expanding an ordered field. The constants 0 and 1 are contained

in Ov. Since Ov is a subring of K, we obtain that it is closed under +, − and ·. Since
exp is v-compatible, Ov is also closed under exp. Let a1, a2 ∈ Ov and let ε1, ε2 ∈ Iv.
Then

(a1 + a2)− ((a1 + ε1) + (a2 + ε2)) = −ε1 − ε2 ∈ Iv;
(a1 − a2)− ((a1 + ε1)− (a2 + ε2)) = −ε1 + ε2 ∈ Iv;

a1 · a2 − (a1 + ε1) · (a2 + ε2) = −ε1a2 − ε2a1 − ε1ε2 ∈ Iv;
exp(a1)− exp(a1 + ε1) = exp(a1)(1− exp(ε1)) ∈ Iv,

as exp(ε1) ∈ 1 + Iv.

We can thus apply Definition 4.72. The induced structure of K on K is given by

(
K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <, exp

)
,

where
(
K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <

)
is just the ordered residue field of K and exp is the residue

exponential.

Theorem 4.74. Let K be an o-minimal expansion of a real closed field K. Suppose

that Th(K) has an archimedean prime model13 and that K induces an L-structure
on K. Then K � K.

Proof. The proof is trivial if K is archimedean, as then K = K. For the non-

archimedean case, consider the set

C = {F | F � K and F ⊆ Ov},

which is partially ordered by the elementary substructure relation. Note that C is

non-empty, as the unique prime model of Th(K) is contained in C. For any chain

F (0) � F (1) � . . . in C, we have

∞⋃

i=0

F (i) ∈ C.

By Zorn’s Lemma, there is some maximal F ∈ C. We will show that F is a maximal

archimedean subfield of K and hence F ∼= K via the residue map.

13Note that by Pillay and Steinhorn [84, Theorem 5.1] any o-minimal structure has a unique prime

model.
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Assume, for a contradiction, that there exists some a ∈ Ov \ F such that F (a) is

archimedean. We will show that for some ε ∈ Iv, the definable closure

dcl(F (a+ ε);K)

of F (a + ε) in K is archimedean. By Lemma 4.39, we have that dcl(F (a + ε);K)

is the domain of an elementary substructure F ′ of K. But then F is a proper

elementary substructure of F ′. Since F is maximal in C, this will give us the required
contradiction.

Fix an arbitrary ε′ ∈ Iv and let b = a + ε′. We first show that for certain F -

definable functions gK in K, the image gK(b) lies in Ov. Let R be an L-expansion of

R such that F � R. This exists by Theorem 4.31, as F is an o-minimal archimedean

expansion of a real closed field. Since F � K and F � R, each F -definable function

gK in K corresponds to a unique F -definable function gR in R. Let gK be an

F -definable function in K and let c = gK(b).

Case 1: gK is discontinuous in b. Note that because of o-minimality, gK only has

finitely many points of discontinuity (see Proposition 4.12 and note that differenti-

ability implies continuity). Let M ∈ N such that

M > max {|gR(ξ)| | ξ ∈ R and gR is discontinuous in ξ} .

Then

R |= ∀x ((g is discontinuous in x) → |g(x)| < M).

By elementary equivalence, the same sentence holds in K. We obtain

|c| = |gK(b)| < M,

whence c ∈ Ov.

Case 2: gK is continuous in b and gR is continuous in b. By continuity over R,

there exists some interval [q1, q2]R with q1, q2 ∈ Q and b ∈ (q1, q2)R such that gR
is continuous on [q1, q2]R. That g is continuous on [q1, q2] can be formalised as a

sentence with parameters in F . Hence, this property also holds in K. Now gR is

bounded on the compact interval [q1, q2]R by some M ∈ N. Hence,

R |= ∀x (q1 ≤ x ≤ q2 → |g(x)| < M).

Thus,

K |= ∀x (q1 ≤ x ≤ q2 → |g(x)| < M).

Note that also b ∈ (q1, q2)K . This implies

|c| = |gK(b)| < M.

Hence, c ∈ Ov.
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We now proceed to showing that there exists ε ∈ Iv such that

dcl(F (a+ ε);K) ⊆ Ov.

If for any F -definable function fK , either fK is discontinuous in a, or fK is continuous

in a and fR is continuous in a, then we also have fK(a) ∈ Ov by the two cases

above. Hence, dcl(F (a);K) ⊆ Ov. Thus, suppose that there exists some F -definable

function fK in K such that fK is continuous in a but fR is discontinuous in a. By

o-minimality, there exist q1, q2 ∈ Q with q1 < a < q2 such that fR is continuous in

[q1, a)R and (a, q2]R. Note that a /∈ Q, as F (a) is archimedean and a /∈ Q.

For any p1, p2 ∈ Q with q1 ≤ p1 < a < p2 ≤ q2 we can formalise the following

statement as a sentence ψ(p1, p2) with parameters in F :

f has exactly one point of discontinuity within the interval (p1, p2).

Since R |= ψ(p1, p2) for p1, p2 as above, also K |= ψ(p1, p2).

Now let (α, β)K ⊆ K be an interval of maximal length such that fK is continuous

on (α, β)K and a ∈ (α, β)K . This interval exists by o-minimality of K. If

q1 < α < β < q2,

then fK has at least two distinct points of discontinuity in (q1, q2)K , contradicting

K |= ψ(q1, q2). Hence, we may assume that α ≤ q1. (The case q2 ≤ β can be treated

similarly.) Then the unique point of discontinuity of fK between q1 and q2 in K is

β. Note that for any p1, p2 ∈ Q with q1 ≤ p1 < a < p2 ≤ q2 we must also have

α < p1 < a < β < p2. Hence, β − a ∈ Iv. Let b = β = a+ ε for some ε ∈ Iv.
We will show that dcl(F (b);K) ⊆ Ov. Let gK be an F -definable function in K.

If gK is as in Case 1 or Case 2, then gK(b) ∈ Ov. We may thus assume, for a

contradiction, that gK is continuous in b but gR is discontinuous in a = b. Choose

q′1, q
′
2 such that

q1 ≤ q′1 < a < q′2 ≤ q2,

gR is continuous in [q′1, a)R as well as in (a, q′2]R and has its unique point of discon-

tinuity on the interval [q′1, q
′
2]R in a. We can formalise the following statement as a

sentence with parameters in F of the form ∀ξ ψ′(ξ) where ψ′(ξ) expresses:

If ξ is the point of discontinuity of f in the interval [q′1, q
′
2], then g is continuous in

ξ.

Since K |= ∀ξ ψ′(ξ), we obtain R |= ψ′(a). This implies that gR is continuous in

a = b, contradicting the assumption on gR. This shows that dcl(F (a+ ε);K) ⊆ Ov,

leading to the required contradiction.

As mentioned at the beginning of the proof, it remains to show that F ∼= K via

the residue map π : Ov → K, a 7→ a to obtain the desired conclusion. Let c be a

constant symbol in L. Then

π
(
cF

)
= π

(
cK

)
= cK = cK.
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Let f be an n-ary function symbol in L and let a1, . . . , an ∈ F . Then

π
(
fF (a1, . . . , an)

)
= fK(a1, . . . , an) = fK(a1, . . . , an) = fK(π(a1) , . . . , π(an)) .

Theorem 4.74 applied to any (K, exp) |= Texp yields
(
K, exp

)
� (K, exp).

4.5. Prime Models

Recall that a prime model of a theory T is a model of T which can be elementarily

embedded into any other model of T , and a prime model of a structure M is a prime

model of its complete theory Th(M). By Pillay and Steinhorn [84, Theorem 5.1],

complete o-minimal theories always have a prime model which is unique (up to

isomorphism). In o-minimal structures expanding an ordered group with one non-

zero constant symbol, this prime model is always the definable closure of the empty

set (see Proposition 4.75).

In the following, we characterise prime models of model complete o-minimal EXP-

fields in terms of Khovanskii systems. We then show that, under the assumption of

Schanuel’s Conjecture, the prime model of real exponentiation is embeddable into

any o-minimal EXP-field. Finally, we relate this to the Transfer Conjecture.

Proposition 4.75. Let M = (M,+,−, 0, c, <, . . .) be an o-minimal expansion of

an ordered group (M,+,−, 0, <), where c is a constant symbol such that c 6= 0. Let

N = dcl(∅;M). Then N = (N,+,−, 0, c, <, . . .) is the unique prime model of M.

Proof. Let P � M be the unique prime model of M, which exists by Pillay and

Steinhorn [84, Theorem5.1]. We consider its domain P as a subset of M . Going

through the proof of Lemma 4.39 with |c| instead of 1, we obtain that N � M and

similarly that N ′ = dcl(∅;P) ⊆ M (with induced structure by P) is an elementary

substructure of P. It thus suffices to show that N = N ′, as this implies that N is

elementarily embeddable into the unique prime model of M and thus the unique

prime model.

Let a ∈ N and let ϕ(x) be a formula such that

M |= ϕ(a) ∧ ∃!y ϕ(y).

Since P ≡ M, also P |= ∃!y ϕ(y). Let b ∈ P be the unique element such that

P |= ϕ(b). Then b ∈ N ′. Since P � M, also M |= ϕ(b). By the uniqueness of a in

M , we obtain b = a. Hence, N ⊆ N ′.

Conversely, let a ∈ N ′ and let ϕ(x) be a formula such that

P |= ϕ(a) ∧ ∃!y ϕ(y).

Since P � M, we also have M |= ϕ(a) ∧ ∃!y ϕ(y), whence a ∈ N . This shows

N ′ ⊆ N , as required.
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Corollary 4.76. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field. Then its unique prime

model is given by dcl(∅; (K, exp)).

Proof. This follows immediately by Proposition 4.75 applied to (K, exp), where the

non-zero constant symbol in the language is given by 1.

We obtain the following equivalences regarding the Transfer Conjecture.

Corollary 4.77. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field. Then the following are

equivalent:

(i) (K, exp) |= Texp.

(ii) The unique prime model of (K, exp) is archimedean.

(iii) dcl(∅; (K, exp)) is archimedean.

Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from Corollary 4.76. Since the unique

prime model of the o-minimal theory Texp is an elementary substructure of Rexp, (i)

implies (ii). Finally, if the unique prime model (F, exp) of (K, exp) is archimedean,

then (F, exp) � Rexp by Corollary 4.32. Hence, (K, exp) ≡ (F, exp) ≡ Rexp.

We now consider Khovanskii systems and the exponential algebraic closure of

subsets of exponential fields from Kirby [53].

Definition 4.78. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field.14 Let n ∈ N and let

A ⊆ K be a non-trivial subring. A Khovanskii system S(x) over A is a system

of equations and inequations

f1(x) = . . . = fn(x) = 0 and |Jf1,...,fn(x)| 6= 0,

where f1, . . . , fn ∈ A[x1, . . . , xn]exp and |Jf1,...,fn(x)| denotes the determinant of the

Jacobian matrix

Jf1,...,fn(x) =




∂f1
∂x1

. . . ∂f1
∂xn

...
...

∂fn
∂x1

. . . ∂fn
∂xn


 .

An element a1 ∈ K is said to be exponentially algebraic over A if for some n ∈ N
there exist a Khovanskii system S(x1, . . . , xn) over A and a2, . . . , an ∈ K such that

(a1, . . . , an) solves this system. The set of all elements of K which are exponentially

algebraic over A is called the exponential algebraic closure of A in (K, exp)

and is denoted by eclK(A).

14Kirby actually defines Khovanskii systems in [53, Definition 2.1] more generally for E-domains.

Since we are only interested in o-minimal EXP-fields, which are a special case of E-domains, we

only introduce Khovanskii systems in this context.
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Note that the condition that the determinant of the Jacobian has to be non-zero

implies that Khovanskii systems only have isolated solutions. This is a consequence

of the Implicit Function Theorem in o-minimal structures (cf. van den Dries [25,

page 113]). Moreover, by Kirby [53, Lemma 3.3] we have the following.

Lemma 4.79. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field and let A ⊆ K be a non-

trivial subring. Then eclK(A) is an exponentially closed subfield of K.

We now investigate the connection between the definable closure and the expo-

nential algebraic closure in o-minimal EXP-fields. In particular, we show that for

any model of real exponentiation (K, exp) we have that eclK(Z) is the prime model

of Texp (see Corollary 4.85).

Lemma 4.80. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field, let A ⊆ K be a non-trivial

subring and let S(x) be a Khovanskii system over A. Then S only has finitely many

solutions in K.

Proof. Since (K, exp) is o-minimal, S(x) = S(x1, . . . , xn) defines finitely many con-

nected components in Kn (cf. van den Dries [25, § 3.2]). By the condition that the

Jacobian matrix of the system of exponential polynomial equations in S has to be

non-singular, all solutions of S(x) in K are isolated. Thus, S(x) defines a set con-

sisting of finitely many isolated points in Kn. In particular, S(x) only has finitely

many solutions.

Lemma 4.81. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field and let A ⊆ K be a non-

trivial subring. Then eclK(A) ⊆ dcl(A; (K, exp)).

Proof. Let a1 ∈ eclK(A) and let S(x) be a Khovanskii system over A such that for

some a2, . . . , an ∈ K the tuple (a1, . . . , an) is a solution of S. Let B ⊆ Kn be the

A-definable set of all b ∈ Kn with (K, exp) |= S(b). Lemma 4.80 shows that B

consists of finitely many points.

Let B′ ⊆ K be the projection of B onto the first coordinate. Then B′ is A-

definable as well as finite and a1 ∈ B′. Suppose that a1 is the k-th element of B′ in

the ordering on B′ induced by the ordering on K. Then there exists an Lexp-formula

ϕ(x) with parameters in A expressing that x is the k-th element of B′, and

(K, exp) |= ϕ(a1) ∧ ∃!x ϕ(x).

Hence, a1 ∈ dcl(A; (K, exp)), as required.

If (K, exp) is not only assumed to be an o-minimal EXP-field but already a model

of real exponentiation, then we can strengthen the conclusion of Lemma 4.81 as

follows.
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4. O-minimal Exponential Fields and the Decidability of Rexp

Notation 4.82. Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential field and f, f1, . . . , fn ∈
Z[x1, . . . , xn]exp. We denote the set

{x ∈ Kn | f(x) = 0}

by V (f), and by V reg(f1, . . . , fn) the set

{x ∈ Kn | f(x) = 0 and |Jf1,...,fn(x)| 6= 0},

where |Jf1,...,fn(x)| denotes the determinant of the Jacobian matrix of (f1, . . . , fn)

in x.

Theorem 4.83. Let (K, exp) |= Texp and let f ∈ A[x1, . . . , xn]exp for some non-

trivial subring A ⊆ K and some n ∈ N. Then there exist f1, . . . , fn ∈ A[x1, . . . , xn]exp
such that

V (f) ∩ V reg(f1, . . . , fn) 6= ∅.

Proof. This is just a special case of Macintyre and Wilkie [73, Theorem 2.1].

Proposition 4.84. Let (K, exp) |= Texp and let A ⊆ K be a non-trivial subring.

Then

dcl(A; (K, exp)) = eclK(A).

Proof. The proof that eclK(A) ⊆ dcl(A; (K, exp)) follows from Lemma 4.81. Thus,

we only have to show the other set inclusion.

Let b ∈ dcl(A; (K, exp)). Then there exists a function g which is 0-definable in

(K, exp) such that g(a) = b for some a ∈ A. Since (K, exp) is model complete, we

can apply Lemma 4.4 to obtain

p(x, y, z) ∈ Z[x, y, z]exp

such that

(K, exp) |= ∀x∀y (g(x) = y ↔ ∃z p(x, y, z) = 0) .

In particular, we have

(K, exp) |= ∃z p(a, b, z) = 0 ∧ ∃!y∃z p(a, y, z) = 0. (4.3)

Let

f(y, z) = p(a, y, z) ∈ A[y, z]exp = A[y, z1, . . . , zn]exp.

By Theorem 4.83, there exist f0, . . . , fn ∈ A[y, z]exp such that

V (f) ∩ V reg(f0, . . . , fn) 6= ∅.

In other words, there exist c, d ∈ K such that

f(c, d) = f0(c, d) = . . . = fn(c, d) = 0
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and |Jf0,...,fn(c, d)| 6= 0. This means that (c, d) is a solution of the Khovanskii system

given by f0, . . . , fn, whence c ∈ eclK(A). Since

(K, exp) |= p(a, c, d) ∧ ∃!y∃z p(a, y, z) = 0,

by (4.3) we already have c = b. Hence, dcl(A; (K, exp)) ⊆ eclK(A).

Corollary 4.85. Let (K, exp) |= Texp. Then
(
eclK(Z), exp

)
is the prime model

of Texp.

Proof. By Proposition 4.84, we have eclK(Z) = dcl(Z; (K, exp)). Since

dcl(∅; (K, exp)) = dcl(Z; (K, exp)),

by Corollary 4.76 we obtain that
(
eclK(Z), exp

)
is the prime model of Texp.

The final aim of this section is to show that, under the assumption of Schanuel’s

Conjecture, the prime model of Texp is embeddable into any o-minimal EXP-field (see

Corollary 4.90). This result will be deduced from the more general Theorem 4.88.

The proof of Theorem 4.88 relies on Kőnig’s Infinity Lemma, which we introduce in

the following.

Definition 4.86. Let V be a set and let E ⊆ P(V ) such that |e| ∈ {1, 2} for any

e ∈ E. We call the pair C = (V,E) a graph on V . The elements of V are called the

vertices of C and the elements of E are called the edges of C. For any x, y ∈ V

we say that x and y are neighbours if {x, y} ∈ E.

Suppose that V is infinite and let C be a graph on V . Let (vn)n∈N0 be a sequence

of pairwise distinct elements in V . We say that v0v1 . . . is a ray in C if for any

n ∈ N0 we have {vn, vn+1} ∈ E.

The proof of the following lemma can be found in Diestel [17, Lemma 8.1.2].

Lemma 4.87 (Kőnig’s Infinity Lemma). Let (Vn)n∈N0 be an infinite family of dis-

joint non-empty finite sets and let C be a graph on their union. Suppose that for

any n ∈ N, any vertex x ∈ Vn has a neighbour y ∈ Vn−1. Then C contains a ray

v0v1 . . . with vn ∈ Vn for any n ∈ N0.

Theorem 4.88. Let (K1, exp1) and (K2, exp2) be o-minimal EXP-fields. Suppose

that (K2, exp2) |= Th∃(K1, exp1). Then
(
eclK1(Z), exp1

)
⊆ (K2, exp2).

Proof. Let A = eclK1(Z). Since there are only countably many Khovanskii systems

with coefficients in Z and by Lemma 4.80 each Khovanskii system only has finitely

many solutions inK1, the set A is countable. Let A = {a1, a2, . . .} be an enumeration

of A. Let (ck)k∈N be new constant symbols and let L = Lexp ∪ {ck | k ∈ N}.
Now (K1, exp1) expands to an L-structure K1 by setting cK1

k = ak for any k ∈ N.
Consider the atomic diagram Diag(A, exp1) of (A, exp1) given by the set of all atomic
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L-formulas and negations of such satisfied in K1 (see Definition A.2.19). By the

Diagram Lemma (see Lemma A.2.20), we need to interpret each ck in (K2, exp2)

such that the L-expansion

K2 =
(
K2, exp2,

(
cK2
k

)
k∈N

)

satisfies

K2 |= Diag(A, exp1),

in order to obtain (A, exp1) ⊆ (K2, exp2).

For convenience, we introduce the convention that any quantifier-free Lexp-formula

α is written as α(x), where x = (x1, x2, . . .) and substituting for a variable which

does not appear in α(x) does not change the formula. Moreover, an expression of the

form α(c) stands for the L-sentence α(c1, c2, . . .) and ∃x α(x) stands for existential
quantification over all free variables in α(x).

Since Diag(A, exp1) is countable, we can enumerate it by

Diag(A, exp1) = {ϕ1(c), ϕ2(c), . . .},

where each ϕi(x) is a quantifier-free Lexp-formula. For each i ∈ N, set

ψi =
i∧

ℓ=1

ϕℓ(c),

and

ψ′
i(x) =

i∧

ℓ=1

ϕℓ(x).

Note that any model of ψi satisfies the first i sentences in the enumeration of

Diag(A, exp1). Thus, for the L-theory Σ = {ψi | i ∈ N}, we have

Σ ⊢ {ϕ1(c), ϕ2(c), . . .}.

Hence, it suffices to interpret each ck in K2 such that K2 |= Σ.

Let k ∈ N be arbitrary. Since ak ∈ eclK1(Z), there is a Khovanskii system

Sk(y1, . . . , yn) over Z such that

(K1, exp1) |= ∃y Sk(ak, y2, . . . , yn).

Since (K2, exp2) |= Th∃(K1, exp1), the set

Bk =
{
b ∈ K2 | (K2, exp2) |= ∃y Sk(b, y2, . . . , yn)

}

is non-empty. Moreover, Bk is finite by Lemma 4.80.
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For any n ∈ N, let

Xn =
{
(b1, . . . , bn) ∈ Kn

2

∣∣∣∣∣ (K2, exp2) |= ∃x∃y
(
ψ′
n(b1, . . . , bn, xn+1, . . .) ∧

n∧

ℓ=1

Sℓ(bℓ, y)

)}
.

Since

(K1, exp1) |= ∃x∃y
(
ψ′
n(a1, . . . , an, xn+1, . . .) ∧

n∧

ℓ=1

Sℓ
(
aℓ, y

)
)
,

we can argue as above to obtain that Xn 6= ∅. Moreover, since Xn ⊆ B1 × . . .×Bn,

we have that Xn is finite.

Let i ∈ N, let πi denote the projection of a tuple onto the i-th coordinate and let

π̃i denote the projection of a tuple of length at least i onto the first i coordinates.

Since for any j ∈ N we have that {ψ′
j+1} ⊢ ψ′

j , we obtain

Xi = π̃i(Xi) ⊇ π̃i(Xi+1) ⊇ . . . . (4.4)

Let

X =
{
(bk)k∈N ∈ KN

2

∣∣∣ (b1, . . . , bn) ∈ Xn for any n ∈ N
}
.

We construct an infinite graph C and then apply Lemma 4.87 to show that X 6= ∅.
The set of vertices of C is given by the disjoint union of all Xi for i ∈ N plus some

element v0 not contained in any Xi. We construct the set of edges E of C as follows.

All vertices in X1 are neighbours of v0. Moreover, for any i ∈ N, a vertex w ∈ Xi+1

is a neighbour of a vertex v ∈ Xi if π̃i(w) = v or, in other words, if the tuples v

and w coincide in the first i components. By (4.4), for any n ∈ N with n ≥ 2,

any vertex w ∈ Xn has a neighbour v ∈ Xn−1. Moreover, any vertex in X1 has v0
as a neighbour. Thus, all conditions for Lemma 4.87 are satisfied, yielding that C

contains an infinite ray v0v1 . . . with vi ∈ Xi for any i ∈ N. In particular, for any

i ∈ N we have

π̃i(vi+1) = vi.

Finally, we can interpret

cK2
i = πi(vi)

for any i ∈ N. We can now show that K2 |= Σ. Let i ∈ N and consider ψi ∈ Σ. Let

N ∈ N with N ≥ i such that for any j > N the constant cj does not appear in ψi.

By construction of v0v1 . . ., we have that

K2 |= ∃x ψ′
N (c1, . . . , cN , xN+1, . . .).

But ψ′
N (x) is of the form

ψ′
i(x) ∧ ϕi+1(x) ∧ . . . ∧ ϕN (x).
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Thus, we have

K2 |= ψ′
i(c1, . . . , cN ) ∧ ∃x (ϕi+1(x) ∧ . . . ∧ ϕN (x)) .

Hence, K2 |= ψi, as required.

Recall that in Section 3.4 we have shown the following:

• For any ordered exponential field (K, exp) with (K, exp) |= T ∃
exp, the exponen-

tial closure QexpR of Q in Rexp is an ordered exponential subfield of (K, exp)

(see Proposition 3.55).15

• Assume Schanuel’s Conjecture. Then for any (K, exp) |= Trcer the exponential

real closure QexpRrc of Q in Rexp is an ordered exponential subfield of (K, exp)

(see Corollary 3.54).

In the following, we deduce from Theorem 4.88 strengthenings of the statements

above for o-minimal EXP-fields.

Corollary 4.89. Let (P, exp) be the prime model of Texp and let (K, exp) be an

o-minimal EXP-field. Then (P, exp) ⊆ (K, exp) if and only if (K, exp) |= T ∃
exp.

Proof. If (P, exp) ⊆ (K, exp), then since (P, exp) |= T ∃
exp, also (K, exp) |= T ∃

exp.

Suppose that (K, exp) |= T ∃
exp. By Corollary 4.85, we need to show that

(
eclR(Z), expR

)
⊆ (K, exp).

This follows directly from Theorem 4.88.

We have shown in Proposition 4.57 that Schanuel’s Conjecture implies that any

o-minimal EXP-field is a model of the existential theory of real exponentiation. As

a result of Corollary 4.89, we obtain the following.

Corollary 4.90. Assume Schanuel’s Conjecture. Let (P, exp) be the prime model

of Texp and let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field. Then (P, exp) ⊆ (K, exp).

4.6. Schanuel’s Conjecture in O-minimal EXP-fields

Recall our version of Schanuel’s Conjecture from Chapter 1.

Schanuel’s Conjecture. Let n ∈ N and let α1, . . . , αn ∈ R be Q-linearly independ-

ent. Then

tdQ(α1, . . . , αn, expR(α1), . . . , expR(αn)) ≥ n.

15Proposition 3.55 was actually stated for models of Th∃(QexpR , expR). Since Th∃(QexpR , expR) is a

subtheory of T ∃
exp, we obtain the statement above.
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In this section, we consider Schanuel’s Conjecture over general o-minimal EXP-

fields. We start by showing that the uniform version of Schanuel’s Conjecture given

in Kirby and Zilber [52] can be expressed as a universal Lexp-sentence. As a con-

sequence, if Schanuel’s Conjecture holds in Rexp, then it holds in any ordered ex-

ponential field satisfying T ∀
exp. We then exploit the work of Kirby [53] in order to

prove an analogous statement for any o-minimal EXP-field.

In order to distinguish clearly Schanuel’s Conjecture in the real exponential field

Rexp and analogous formulations in general ordered exponential fields, we introduce

the Schanuel property.

Definition 4.91. Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential field. For any a1, . . . , an ∈
K, we denote by ldimQ the dimension of the Q-vector space generated by a1, . . . , an.

We set

δ(a1, . . . , an) = tdQ(a1, . . . , an, exp(a1), . . . , exp(an))− ldimQ(a1, . . . an).

We say that (K, exp) has the Schanuel property if for any a1, . . . , an ∈ K,

δ(a1, . . . , an) ≥ 0.

Lemma 4.92. An ordered exponential field (K, exp) has the Schanuel property if

and only if the following holds: Let n ∈ N and let a1, . . . , an ∈ K be Q-linearly

independent. Then

tdQ(a1, . . . , an, exp(a1), . . . , exp(an)) ≥ n.

Proof. The proof is an easy consequence of the fact that for any tuple a = (a1, . . . ,

an) ∈ Kn and for any b ∈ spanQ{a1, . . . , an} we have δ(a, b) = δ(a). Details can be

found in Krapp [57, page 3 f.].

Schanuel’s Conjecture for Rexp can thus be restated as “Rexp has the Schanuel

property”.

Lemma 4.93. Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential field and let (F, exp) ⊆
(K, exp). Suppose that (K, exp) has the Schanuel property. Then so does (F, exp).

Proof. Let a1, . . . , an ∈ F be Q-linearly independent. Since F ⊆ K, we can apply

Lemma 4.92 to (K, exp) in order to obtain that

tdQ(a1, . . . , an, exp(a1), . . . , exp(n)) ≥ n.

We now present the uniform version of Schanuel’s Conjecture given in Kirby and

Zilber [52, page 570].
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Proposition 4.94. The following statement is equivalent to Schanuel’s Conjecture:

Let n ∈ N and let V ⊆ R2n be an algebraic variety over Q of dimension less than n.

Then there exists N ∈ N such that for any a1, . . . , an ∈ R with

(a1, . . . , an, exp(a1), . . . , exp(an)) ∈ V

there are m1, . . . ,mn ∈ Z, not all equal to 0, with |mi| ≤ N for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
such that

n∑

i=1

miai = 0.

Corollary 4.95. The following is equivalent to Schanuel’s Conjectue: Any ordered

exponential field (K, exp) with (K, exp) |= T ∀
exp has the Schanuel property.

Proof. Clearly, if any ordered exponential field satisfying the universal theory of real

exponentiation has the Schanuel property, then in particular Rexp has the Schanuel

property, whence Schanuel’s Conjecture holds.

Assume Schanuel’s Conjecture. Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential field with

(K, exp) |= T ∀
exp and let

a = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Kn

be Q-linearly independent. By Lemma 4.92, it suffices to show that tdQ(a, exp(a)) ≥
n. Assume, for a contradiction, that tdQ(a, exp(a)) < n. Then (a, exp(a)) is con-

tained in a variety V ′ over Q of dimension less than n. Let

f
(
x, y

)
∈ Q

[
x, y

]

with

V ′ =
{(
x, y

)
∈ K2n | f

(
x, y

)
= 0

}
.

Let V be the corresponding variety

V =
{(
x, y

)
∈ R2n

∣∣ f
(
x, y

)
= 0

}
⊆ R2n.

By Proposition 4.94, there exists N ∈ N such that the following sentence is satisfied

in Rexp:

∀x (f(x, exp(x)) = 0 → ψ(x)) ,

where ψ(x) is given by

∨
{

n∑

i=1

mixi = 0

∣∣∣∣∣m1, . . . ,mn ∈ {0,±1, . . . ,±N}, not all equal to 0

}
.

Since this sentence is universal, it also holds in (K, exp). Thus, there exist

m1, . . . ,mn ∈ {0,±1, . . . ,±N},
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4.6. Schanuel’s Conjecture in O-minimal EXP-fields

not all equal to 0, such that
n∑

i=1

miai = 0.

Hence, (a1, . . . , an) are Q-linearly dependent, a contradiction.

We now exploit the results of Kirby [53] on counterexamples to the Schanuel

property in order to obtain a result similar to Corollary 4.95 for o-minimal EXP-

fields.

Definition 4.96. Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential field. A tuple (a1, . . . , an) ∈
Kn is a counterexample to the Schanuel property if δ(a1, . . . , an) < 0. It is

an essential counterexample if for any c1, . . . , cn ∈ spanQ{a1, . . . , an} we have

δ(a1, . . . , an) ≤ δ(c1, . . . , cn).

Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential field without the Schanuel property. Then

K contains a counterexample to the Schanuel property. Moreover, since δ(a1, . . . , an)

lies in Z and is bounded from below by −n for any a1, . . . , an ∈ K, there is also an

essential counterexample to the Schanuel property in K.

Proposition 4.97. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field. Suppose that a ∈ K

is an essential counterexample to the Schanuel property. Then a ∈ eclK(Z).

Proof. Kirby [53, Proposition 7.2].

Lemma 4.98. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field. Suppose that (K, exp) has

the Schanuel property. Then any model of Th(K, exp) also has the Schanuel prop-

erty.

Proof. Let (K0, exp0) |= Th(K, exp). Assume, for a contradiction, that (K0, exp0)

does not have the Schanuel property. By Proposition 4.97, there exists an essential

counterexample to the Schanuel property a ∈ eclK0(Z). By Theorem 4.88, we have

(
eclK0(Z), exp0

)
⊆ (K, exp).

Thus a ∈ K, contradicting that (K, exp) has the Schanuel property.

Theorem 4.99. Let (K1, exp1) be an ordered exponential field and let (K2, exp2)

be an o-minimal EXP-field such that (K1, exp1) |= Th∀(K2, exp2). Suppose that

(K2, exp2) has the Schanuel property. Then also (K1, exp1) has the Schanuel prop-

erty.

Proof. We may assume that (K2, exp2) is sufficiently saturated, as otherwise we can

change to a sufficiently saturated model of Th(K2, exp2) which, by Lemma 4.98, has

the Schanuel property if and only if (K2, exp2) has the Schanuel property. Thus,

by Lemma A.2.16 and Lemma A.2.26, we obtain (K1, exp1) ⊆ (K2, exp2). Then by

Lemma 4.93, also (K1, exp1) has the Schanuel property.
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In the previous chapters, we have explored v-compatible exponential fields in relation

to their residue exponential fields. In particular, we have shown that the residue

exponential field of any o-minimal EXP-field is a model of real exponentiation (see

Theorem 4.40). In this chapter, we focus on the other valuation theoretic invariant

of a non-archimedean field, namely the value group.

Let us first review some well-known results in the context of real closed fields

which motivate our study of value groups of ordered exponential fields. Given an

archimedean real closed field F and a divisible ordered abelian group G, there exists

a non-archimedean real closed field K such that the residue field of K under the

natural valuation v is F and its value group is G. For instance, one can take K to

be the ordered Hahn field F ((G)). Due to Tarski’s quantifier elimination result in

the ordered field of real numbers (R,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <) and the resulting completeness

of the theory of real closed fields Trcf , one can rephrase the above fact as follows:

For any archimedean real closed field F and any divisible ordered abelian group G

there exists a non-archimedean model K of Trcf such that the residue field of K is

F and its value group under v is G. In the spirit of Tarski’s work, we can ask a

similar question once we expand the ordered field of real numbers by its standard

exponential function and consider the theory of real exponentiation Texp.

In general, a v-compatible exponential on a non-archimedean field induces a richer

structure on its value group and results in an interplay between its residue field, its

value group and the value set of its value group. This interplay is vastly explored in

S. Kuhlmann [68]. Our main question is the following.

Question 5.1. Let F be an archimedean real closed field, G a divisible ordered

abelian group and h a group exponential on G. What are necessary and sufficient

conditions on F , G and h such that there exists a non-archimedean model (K, exp) of

real exponentiation whose residue field under v is F and whose induced exponential

group is (G, h)?

S. Kuhlmann posed two further questions which are strongly related to the context

of Question 5.1 and which also inspire parts of this chapter.

Question 5.2. Under what conditions is an exponential group the value group of

an ordered exponential field?

Question 5.3. Does the value group of any non-archimedean exponential field have

the lifting property?
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5. Exponential Groups

Both questions are answered in S. Kuhlmann [68, Chapter 1] in the case that the

group under consideration is countable. Based on this and some model theoretic

properties of Texp such as model completeness and o-minimality, we give a complete

characterisation of triples (F,G, h) which can be realised in a non-archimedean model

of real exponentiation under the condition that G is countable.

For a given regular uncountable cardinal κ, S. Kuhlmann and Shelah [69] provide a

construction method of κ-bounded Hahn sums which are the value groups of models

of real exponentiation. Based on this and further assuming that κ<κ = κ, we answer

all three questions for κ-saturated divisible ordered abelian groups of cardinality κ.

The chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.1, we introduce the theory

of restricted real exponentiation and Ressayre’s axiomatisation of the theory of real

exponentiation. In Section 5.2, we provide answers to the questions above in the case

that the group under consideration is countable. This raises the question whether

there exist uncountable models of real exponentiation with countable value group.

A construction method of such models is given in Section 5.3. We continue by

considering κ-bounded Hahn fields for a regular uncountable cardinal κ with κ<κ = κ

in Section 5.4. This leads to answers to the questions above for κ-saturated groups

of cardinality κ. Finally in Section 5.5, we point out how the results of Section 5.2

and Section 5.4 can be used to give a characterisations of triples (F,G, χ) which can

be realised in a model of real exponentiation, where χ is a contraction on G rather

than a group exponential.

Throughout this chapter, all exponentials we consider are assumed to

be v-compatible.

5.1. Theory of Restricted Real Exponentiation

Although the main theme of this chapter are exponential groups, we start by intro-

ducing the notion of restricted exponentials. Restricted exponentials will be crucial

throughout the other sections of this chapter, as they will be used to construct

Texp-exponentials on given real closed fields. These constructions rely on Ressayre’s

axiomatisation of Texp, which we elaborate below.

Definition 5.4. Let K be an ordered field. A unary function e on K is called a

restricted exponential on K if it satisfies the following:

• e(0) = 1.

• For any x /∈ [0, 1], e(x) = 0.

• e is strictly increasing on [0, 1].

• For any x, y ∈ [0, 1] with x+ y ∈ [0, 1], we have e(x+ y) = e(x)e(y).
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Naturally, any exponential exp on an ordered field K gives rise to a restricted

exponential e by setting e = exp↾[0,1], where we set e(a) = 0 for any a ∈ K \ [0, 1].

Definition 5.5. Let eR = expR↾[0,1]. We call eR the restricted real exponential

and also consider it as a function with domain R by setting eR(a) = 0 for any

a ∈ R \ [0, 1]. Let Te be the complete theory of the Lexp-structure (R, eR). We call

Te the theory of restricted real exponentiation.

Wilkie shows in [105] that Te is both model complete and o-minimal. Due to the

work of Ressayre [90], we have the following result.

Theorem 5.6 (Ressayre’s Axiomatisation). Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential

field and let e = exp↾[0,1]. Suppose that (K, e) |= Te and that (K, exp) satisfies (GA).

Then (K, exp) |= Texp.

In other words, Ressayre’s axiomatisation of Texp consists of the theory of restrict-

ed real exponentiation and the growth axiom scheme.

Definition 5.7. A left exponential expL on an ordered field K is called a (GA)-left

exponential, if it satisfies (GA) on the compatible ordered group complement A

to Ov, i.e. for any n ∈ N and any x ∈ A>0 we have expL(x) > xn.

We obtain the following important corollary to Theorem 5.6 enabling us to choose

arbitrary (GA)-left exponentials in order to obtain non-archimedean models of real

exponentiation.

Corollary 5.8. Let K be an ordered field. Suppose that K admits a unary function

e such that (K, e) |= Te and a (GA)-left exponential expL. Then K admits a Texp-

exponential exp extending both e and expL.

Proof. Let K = A∐Ov be the additive lexicographic decomposition of K such that

expL has the domain A. We define exp on K as follows:

• For any a ∈ A, set exp(a) = expL(a).

• For any b ∈ Ov, let k ∈ Z such that b
k
∈ [0, 1] and set

exp(b) = e

(
b

k

)k
.

• For any a ∈ A and b ∈ Ov, set exp(a+ b) = exp(a) exp(b).

We verify that exp defines an exponential on K. We first check that exp is well-

defined. In order to do so, it suffices to show that exp is well-defined on Ov, as on

A well-definedness follows straight from the definition. Let b ∈ Ok and let k, ℓ ∈ Z
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such that b
k
, b
ℓ
∈ [0, 1]. Since (K, e) |= Te, we obtain that e is a restricted exponential

on K. Hence,

e

(
b

k

)k
= e

(
ℓb

ℓk

)k
= e

(
b

kℓ

)kℓ
= e

(
b

ℓ

)ℓ
,

as required.

We now show that exp defines an order-preserving isomorphism from the additive

group K to the multiplicative group K>0. Clearly exp(0) = expL(0)e(0) = 1. Let

a1, a2 ∈ A and b1, b2 ∈ Ov. We may assume that b1, b2 ≥ 0. The proof works similar

for the other cases. Let k ∈ Z such that b1
k
, b2
k
∈ [0, 1]. Then

exp((a1 + b1) + (a2 + b2)) = expL(a1 + a2) · e
(
b1 + b2
2k

)2k

= expL(a1) · expL(a2) · e
(
b1
2k

)2k

· e
(
b2
2k

)2k

= exp(a1 + b1) exp(a2 + b2).

Now suppose that a1 + b1 < a2 + b2.

Case 1: a1 < a2. Let B = expL(A). Then B is an ordered group comple-

ment to the multiplicative group U>0
v and thus isomorphic to G via −v. Hence,

−v(expL(a1)) < −v(expL(a2)). Since

Te |= ∀x
(
0 ≤ x ≤ 1 → 1

2
< e(x) < 3

)
,

we obtain

v(exp(b1)) = v

(
e

(
b1
k

)k)
= kv

(
e

(
b1
k

))
= 0,

and likewise v(exp(b2)) = 0. Hence,

v(exp(a1 + b1)) = v(expL(a1)) + v(exp(b1))

= v(expL(a1)) + v(exp(b2))

> v(expL(a2)) + v(exp(b2))

= v(exp(a2 + b2)).

Thus, exp(a1 + b1) < exp(a2 + b2).

Case 2: a1 = a2 and b1 < b2. Then

exp(a1 + b1) = expL(a1) · e
(
b1
k

)k

< expL(a2) · e
(
b2
k

)k

= exp(a2 + b2),
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as required.

It remains to show that exp is surjective onto K>0. Let c ∈ K>0. Then there are

c1 ∈ B and c2 ∈ U>0
v such that c = c1 · c2. Since expL is surjective onto B, there

exists a ∈ A such that expL(a) = c1. Now (K, e) |= Te, whence K is real closed. In

particular, K is root-closed for positive elements. Since v(c2) = 0, there exists ℓ ∈ Z
such that

c
1
ℓ

2 ∈ [1, 2].

Now

Te |= ∀y (1 ≤ y ≤ 2 → ∃x (0 ≤ x ≤ 1 ∧ e(x) = y)) .

Hence, there exists b ∈ [0, 1] such that e(b) = c
1
ℓ

2 . Thus,

exp(a+ ℓb) = expL(a) · e(b)ℓ = c1c2 = c.

This establishes that exp(K) = K>0. Hence, (K, exp) is an ordered exponential

field.

In order to apply Theorem 5.6, we need to show that exp satisfies (GA). Let n ∈ N
and let c ∈ K with c ≥ n2.

Suppose that v(c) < 0. Let a ∈ A>0 and b ∈ Ov such that c = a + b. Then

exp(c) = expL(a) exp(b). Since expL is a (GA)-left exponential, we have expL(a) >

an+1. Moreover, since v(exp(b)) = 0, there exists q ∈ Q>0 such that exp(b) > q. As

v(a) = v(c) < 0, there exists M ∈ N such that Man > cn and aq > M . Hence,

exp(c) = expL(a) exp(b) > an+1q > Man > cn.

Now suppose that v(c) = 0. Let k ∈ N such that c
k
∈ [0, 1]. Since expR satisfies

(GA), we have

Te |= ∀x
((
n2 ≤ x ≤ k

)
→ e

( x

nk

)k
> c

)
.

This yields

exp
( c
n

)
= e

( c

nk

)k
> c,

whence exp(c) > cn. Thus, exp satisfies (GA).

We have shown that exp satisfies all conditions of Theorem 5.6. Hence, (K, exp) |=
Texp.

The following result on ordered Hahn fields of van den Dries, Macintyre and

Marker [20, Corollary 2.11] shows that any divisible ordered abelian group can be

realised as the value group of a non-archimedean model of Te.

Proposition 5.9. Let G be a divisible ordered abelian group. Let

e : x 7→ eR(r) ·
∞∑

i=0

εi

i!
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for x = r+ε ∈ [0, 1] with r ∈ R and ε ∈ R
((
G>0

))
, and e(x) = 0 for x /∈ [0, 1]. Then

(R((G)) , e) |= Te.

The structure (R((G)) , e) is also denoted by R((G))e. We will use it in Section 5.3

for the construction of uncountable models of real exponentiation with countable

value groups.

5.2. Countable Groups

In this section we firstly use the results from S. Kuhlmann [68, Chapter 1] leading

up to answering Question 5.2 and Question 5.3 for the case in which the group under

consideration is countable. We then provide an answer to Question 5.1 for countable

groups. Note that for an ordered field K, the countability of its value group does in

general not imply the countability of K. As we will see in Section 5.3, there exist

uncountable models of real exponentiation with countable value group.

We start by giving the definitions of an exponential group and the group expo-

nential induced by a non-archimedean exponential field. Recall that for any ordered

abelian group H, we denote the natural valuation on H by vH , and for any γ ∈ vHH,

the archimedean component corresponding to γ is denoted by B(H, γ).

Definition 5.10. Let H 6= {0} be an ordered abelian group. An isomorphism of

ordered sets

h : vHH → H<0

is called a group exponential on H and the pair (H,h) is called an exponential

group. If for any g ∈ H<0 we have

h(vH(g)) > g,

then h is called a strong exponential and (H,h) is called a strong exponential

group. Suppose that there is an archimedean abelian group A such that for any

γ ∈ vHH we have B(H, γ) ∼= A. Then (H,h) is called an exponential group in A.

If H admits a group exponential h such that (H,h) is an exponential group, then we

say that H is formally exponential. If, moreover, (H,h) is an exponential group

in A, then we say that H is formally exponential in A.

Let K be a non-archimedean field and let expL : A → B be a left exponential

on K, where A and B are as in Definition 2.21. Recall that −v induces an order-

preserving isomorphism of groups from B to the value group G of K. This gives rise

to the following definition.

Definition 5.11. Let K be a non-archimedean field and let expL be a left expo-

nential on K. Let

ℓ̃exp : A → G, a 7→ (−v ◦ expL)(a).
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Set h̃exp = ℓ̃−1
exp. Taking valuations on either side, we obtain an isomorphism of

ordered sets hexp given by

hexp : Γ → G<0, vG(g) 7→ v
(
h̃exp(g)

)
.

The exponential group (G, hexp) in
(
K,+, 0, <

)
is called the exponential group

induced by (K, exp).

Definition 5.11 can, in particular, be applied to non-archimedean exponential

fields. Thus, any non-archimedean exponential field (K, exp) induces an exponential

hexp on its value group G such that (G, hexp) is an exponential group in K.

We now turn to countable exponential groups and first focus on Question 5.3.

Recall that we have already introduced liftings in the context of Hahn sums (see

Definition 3.20). The notion of a lifting can be generalised to any ordered abelian

group.

Definition 5.12. Let H be an ordered abelian group. An automorphism τ on H

induces an automorphism τ̃ on vHH by

τ̃(vH(h)) = vH(τ(h)).

We say that H has the lifting property if any automorphism σ on vHH lifts to an

automorphism τ on H, i.e. τ̃ = σ.

The following characterisation of countable formally exponential groups is due to

S. Kuhlmann [68, Theorem1.42].

Theorem 5.13. Let G 6= {0} and A be countable divisible ordered abelian groups

such that A is archimedean. Then G is formally exponential in A if and only if

G ∼=
∐

QA.

Lemma 5.14. Let (K, exp) be a non-archimedean exponential field. Then
∣∣K

∣∣ ≤
|G|. In particular, if |G| = ℵ0, then

∣∣K
∣∣ = ℵ0.

Proof. Let A be the ordered group complement to Ov in the additive lexicographic

decomposition of K compatible with exp. We have A ∼= G via −v ◦ expL. Moreover,

the archimedean components of A are isomorphic to K (see Theorem A.4.17).

Hence, for some fixed g ∈ G<0,

∣∣K
∣∣ = |{a ∈ A | v(a) ≥ g} / {a ∈ A | v(a) > g}| ≤ |A| = |G|.

Proposition 5.15. Let (K, exp) be a non-archimedean exponential field with count-

able value group G. Then K is countable and G ∼=
∐

QK.
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Proof. Lemma 5.14 implies that K is countable. Since G is formally exponential in

K, we obtain by Theorem 5.13 that G ∼=
∐

QK.

We thus obtain a positive answer to Question 5.3 in the case that G is countable

as follows. Let (K, exp) be a non-archimedean exponential field with countable value

group G. Let

ϕ : G→
∐

Q

K

be an isomorphism of ordered groups, which exists by Proposition 5.15. This induces

an isomorphism of ordered sets

ϕ̃ : Γ → Q, vG(g) 7→ vmin(ϕ(g)).

Let σ : Γ → Γ be an automorphism. Then σ′ = ϕ̃◦σ ◦ ϕ̃−1 defines an automorphism

on the ordered set Q. Let τ ′ be the natural lifting of σ′ (see Definition 3.20), i.e.

τ ′ :
∐

Q

K →
∐

Q

K, s 7→ s ◦ (σ′)−1.

Finally, let

τ = ϕ−1 ◦ τ ′ ◦ ϕ.

In order to show that τ lifts σ, we need to verify that vG(τ(g)) = σ(vG(g)) for any

g ∈ G \ {0}. Indeed, for any g ∈ G \ {0}, we have

vG(τ(g)) =
(
vG ◦ ϕ−1 ◦ τ ′ ◦ ϕ

)
(g)

=
(
ϕ̃−1 ◦ vmin ◦ τ ′ ◦ ϕ

)
(g)

=
(
ϕ̃−1 ◦ σ′ ◦ vmin ◦ ϕ

)
(g)

=
(
ϕ̃−1 ◦ ϕ̃ ◦ σ ◦ ϕ̃−1 ◦ vmin ◦ ϕ

)
(g)

=
(
σ ◦ vG ◦ ϕ−1 ◦ ϕ

)
(g)

= σ(vG(g)).

Hence, τ is the required automorphism lifting σ.

We now turn to Question 5.2 for countable value groups. By Proposition 5.15, we

have a necessary condition on G for it to be the value group of an ordered exponential

field. The following construction, which is similar to Construction 3.8 except that

we take root closures instead of real closures, gives us the converse.

Construction 5.16. Let (F, e) be a countable archimedean exponential field and let

G =
∐

Q F . We construct a countable non-archimedean exponential field (K, exp)

with vK = G.

Consider K0 = F (tg | g ∈ G) ⊆ F ((G)). Note that F is root-closed for positive

elements, as it admits an exponential (see Lemma 3.11). Since G is divisible, also

F ((G)) is root-closed for positive elements. Take K to be the root closure for positive
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elements of K0 in F ((G)).16 Then K = F and vK = G. Theorem 3.7 implies that

K admits an exponential exp with exp = e.

We obtain the following answer to Question 5.2 in the countable case.

Proposition 5.17. Let G be a countable formally exponential group. Then the

following are equivalent:

(i) There exists a non-archimedean exponential field (K, exp) with vK ∼= G.

(ii) There exists a countable archimedean exponential field (F, e) such that G ∼=∐
Q F .

Proof. If (i) holds, then (ii) follows from Proposition 5.15 setting F = K and e = exp.

Construction 5.16 shows that (ii) implies (i).

We now strengthen Proposition 5.17 to answer which countable formally expo-

nential groups are induced by a model of real exponentiation.

Proposition 5.18. Let G be a countable formally exponential group. Then the

following are equivalent:

(i) There exists a non-archimedean (K, exp) |= Texp with vK ∼= G.

(ii) There exists some countable (F, exp) � Rexp such that G ∼=
∐

Q F .

Proof. Suppose that (i) holds. Set F = K. By Proposition 5.15, we have that F is

countable and

G ∼=
∐

Q

K =
∐

Q

F.

Moreover, by Theorem 4.40 we obtain (F, exp) =
(
K, exp

)
� Rexp.

For the converse, we can follow the proof of Theorem 4.43. This gives us a

countable non-archimedean (K, exp) |= Texp with K = F . By Proposition 5.15,

vK ∼=
∐

Q

K ∼= G.

We now also consider the exponential on a given value group and give a char-

acterisation of all countable exponential groups which are induced by an ordered

exponential field and by a model of real exponentiation, respectively. In the follow-

ing, we prove a slight enhancement of S. Kuhlmann [68, Theorem 1.40].

16More specifically, K is obtained by the following standard procedure: For any n ∈ N0, let Kn+1

be the extension of Kn by the set of all roots of positive elements of Kn in F ((G)). Then K =
⋃∞

n=0 Kn.
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Lemma 5.19. Let (G, h) be a countable exponential group and let K be an ordered

field which is root-closed for positive elements. Further, let A be an ordered group

complement of Ov and B an ordered group complement of U>0
v . Suppose that A and

B are countable. Then K can be equipped with a left exponential expL : A → B

which induces the exponential group (G, h) if and only if G ∼=
∐

QK.

Proof. Suppose that K can be equipped with a v-left exponential which induces

the exponential group (G, h). Then (G, h) is an exponential group in K and hence

G ∼=
∐

QK by Theorem 5.13.

Conversely, suppose that G ∼=
∐

QK. Since the archimedean components of

A are all isomorphic to K as ordered groups, we obtain by Theorem 3.18 that

A ∼=
∐
G<0 K. Moreover, G<0 is a densely ordered set without endpoints, whence it

is isomorphic as an ordered set to Q (see Theorem A.3.1). Hence,

A ∼=
∐

Q

K.

Let

α : G→
∐

Q

K and β : A →
∐

Q

K

be isomorphisms and α̃ : Γ → Q and β̃ : G<0 → Q the induced isomorphisms on

their underlying value sets. We define an automorphism on the ordered set Q by

δ̃ = β̃ ◦ h ◦ α̃−1.

Let δ be the natural lifting of δ̃, i.e. δ is the automorphism on
∐

QK given by

δ(s) = s ◦ δ̃−1. Now set ζ = β−1 ◦ δ ◦ α. This is an isomorphism of ordered groups

from G to A. The induced group exponential ζ̃ is given by ζ̃(vG(g)) = v(ζ(g)). By

definition of δ̃, for any g ∈ G \ {0} we obtain

ζ̃(vG(g)) = v
((
β−1 ◦ δ ◦ α

)
(g)

)
=
(
β̃−1 ◦ δ̃ ◦ α̃

)
(vG(g)) = h(vG(g)).

Now B is isomorphic to G via −v. Hence,

expL : A → B, a 7→
(
(−v)−1 ◦ ζ−1

)
(a)

defines a left exponential on K. It remains to show that expL induces h. Let

g ∈ G \ {0}. Then

hexp(vG(g)) = v
(
(−v ◦ expL)−1 (g)

)

= v(ζ(g)) = ζ̃(vG(g))

= h(vG(g)).

Hence, hexp = h, as required.
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We obtain the following strengthening of Proposition 5.17.

Corollary 5.20. Let G be a countable divisible ordered abelian group and let h be

an exponential on G. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) (G, h) is induced by some non-archimedean exponential field (K, exp).

(ii) There exists some countable archimedean exponential field (F, e) such that G ∼=∐
Q F .

Proof. Proposition 5.17 immediately implies that (ii) follows from (i). Conversely,

suppose that (ii) holds. By Construction 5.16, there exists a countable non-archi-

medean exponential field (K, exp0) with vK = G. By Lemma 5.19, there exists a

left exponential expL on K which induces h on G. Let exp0,M and exp0,R be the

respective middle and the right exponential induced by exp0. Set

exp = expL∐ exp0,M∐ exp0,R .

Then exp defines an exponential on K which induces h on G.

We now also want to obtain a strengthening of Proposition 5.18 similar to Co-

rollary 5.20, i.e. we want to characterise all countable exponential groups which are

induced by models of real exponentiation. In order to do so, we need the following

result due to [68, Corollary 2.6] connecting strong exponential groups and (GA)-left

exponentials.

Lemma 5.21. Let K be an ordered field and let expL be a left exponential on K.

Let (G, hexp) be the induced exponential group. Then expL is a (GA)-left exponential

if and only if the induced exponential group (G, hexp) is a strong exponential group.

Corollary 5.22. Let G be a countable divisible ordered abelian group and let h be

an exponential on G. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) (G, h) is induced by some non-archimedean (K, exp) |= Texp.

(ii) There exists some countable (F, exp) � Rexp such that G ∼=
∐

Q F , and h is a

strong group exponential.

Proof. It is a direct consequence of Proposition 5.18 and Lemma 5.21 that (i) implies

(ii).

Suppose that (ii) holds. By the proof of Proposition 5.18, there exists some

countable (K, exp0) |= Texp with K = F and vK = G. We need to equip K with a

left exponential such that the resulting ordered exponential field is a model of Texp
whose induced exponential group is (G, h). By Lemma 5.19 and Lemma 5.21, for

any additive lexicographic decomposition of K, we have that h induces a (GA)-left

exponential exph on K. Let e = exp0↾[0,1]. Then (K, e) |= Te. By Corollary 5.8,
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we obtain that K admits an exponential exp extending both exph and e. Moreover,

(K, exp) |= Texp. Since the left exponential induced by exp is exph, the induced

exponential group is (G, h), as required.

Finally, we obtain a complete answer to Question 5.1 in the case that G is count-

able.

Definition 5.23. Let F be an archimedean field and let (G, h) be an exponential

group. We call the triple (F,G, h) an exponential valuation triple. Such a triple

is realised in a non-archimedean exponential field (K, exp) if K = F and (K, exp)

induces the exponential group (G, h).

Theorem 5.24. Let (F,G, h) be an exponential valuation triple such that G is

countable. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) There exists a non-archimedean (K, exp) |= Texp realising (F,G, h).

(ii) F is countable, (F, exp) � Rexp, G ∼=
∐

Q F and h is a strong group exponential.

Proof. Suppose that (ii) holds. By the proof of Corollary 5.22, there exists some

countable non-archimedean (K, exp) |= Texp which induces (G, h) with K = F .

Conversely, suppose that (i) holds. Corollary 5.22 implies that h is a strong group

exponential. By Theorem 5.13, we have G ∼=
∐

Q F
∼=

∐
QK, whence F is countable.

Finally, by Theorem 4.40, we obtain (F, exp) =
(
K, exp

)
� Rexp.

We obtain the following consequence of Theorem 5.24 regarding o-minimal EXP-

fields with countable value group.

Corollary 5.25. Let (K, exp) be a non-archimedean o-minimal EXP-field with

countable value group G. Then there exists a countable non-archimedean (K0, exp0)

|= Texp such that (
K0, exp0

)
=
(
K, exp

)

and (K0, exp0) induces the exponential group (G, hexp).

Proof. By Theorem 4.40, we have
(
K, exp

)
� Rexp. Moreover, Proposition 4.36

shows that exp is an exponential on K satisfying (GA), whence (G, hexp) is a strong

exponential group by Lemma 5.21. Finally, Proposition 5.15 implies that K is

countable and G ∼=
∐

QK. We can thus apply Theorem 5.24 in order to obtain a

model (K0, exp0) of Texp realising
(
K,G, hexp

)
. Moreover, arguing as in the proof of

Theorem 5.24, we can choose (K0, exp0) to be countable.

Corollary 5.25 is of particular interest for the valuation theoretic study of count-

able non-archimedean o-minimal EXP-fields. It shows that to any countable non-

archimedean o-minimal EXP-fields (K, exp) we can associate a countable non-archi-

medean model of real exponentiation with the same residue exponential field and

induced exponential group as (K, exp).
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To conclude this section, we present a non-archimedean EXP-field which does

not satisfy any instance of (GA). This example was postponed from Section 3.3.

S. Kuhlmann shows in [68, Proposition 2.16] that any non-trivial countable for-

mally exponential group admits a strong group exponential. Moreover, she points

out in [68, Remark 2.17] how a similar argument can be applied to obtain group

exponentials which are not strong. We state this as a lemma.

Lemma 5.26. Let H 6= {0} and A be countable divisible ordered abelian groups

such that A is archimedean. Suppose that H is formally exponential in A and let

g0 ∈ H \ {0}. Then H admits a group exponential h : vHH → H<0 such that

h(vH(g0)) < g0.

Example 5.27. Let (K, exp0) be a countable non-archimedean exponential field

such that exp0 is differentiable. Then G is a countable formally exponential group

and G ∼=
∐

QK by Proposition 3.14. Let g0 ∈ G<0. By Lemma 5.26, there exists a

group exponential h on G such that h(vG(g0)) < g0. Let exph be a left exponential

on K which induces h on G. This exists by Lemma 5.19. By Corollary 3.34 (vi), we

also have that K admits an EXP-exponential exp1. Let exp1,M and exp1,R be the

respective middle and right exponentials induced by exp1 and set

exp = exph∐ exp1,M∐ exp1,R .

Lemma 3.17 shows that exp is an EXP-exponential on K. Moreover, exp induces

the group exponential h on G.

We now show that exp does not satisfy any instance of (GA). Let n ∈ N. Let

a0 ∈ A>0 with v(a0) = g0, where A is the domain of exph. Since v(a0) < 0, we have

a0 > n2. Now

v(a0) = g0

> h(vG(g0))

= v
(
(−v ◦ exph)−1(g0)

)

= v
(
exp−1

h

(
(−v)−1(g0)

))
.

Hence,

a0 < exp−1
h

(
(−v)−1(g0)

)
.

Applying exph to either side, we obtain

exph(a0) < (−v)−1(g0).

Since −v is an order-preserving isomorphism from exph(A) to G, we obtain

v(exph(a0)) > −g0 = −v(a0).
Hence,

exp(a0) = exph(a0) < a−1
0 < an0 .

This shows that exp does not satisfy any instance of (GA).
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5.3. Uncountable Models of Real Exponentiation

In this section we describe a construction method for uncountable models of real ex-

ponentiation with countable value group. Note that these are, in particular, uncount-

able models of real exponentiation with a countable integer part (see Chapter 7).

Definition 5.28. Let F be an ordered field and let G be an ordered abelian group.

For any g ∈ G and s ∈ F ((G)), we define the truncation of s at g by

trg(s) : G→ F, h 7→
{
s(h), if h < g

0, if h ≥ g.

Let L ⊆ F ((G)) be a subfield. The field L is said to be truncation closed if for any

a ∈ L and any g ∈ G we have trg(a) ∈ L. The truncation closure of L, denoted

by trunc(L), is the smallest truncation closed subfield of F ((G)) containing L.

Remark 5.29. The truncation closure of a subfield L ⊆ F ((G)) can be constructed

as follows: Let L0 = L. If Ln is already constructed, then let

Ln+1 = Ln(trg(a) | a ∈ Ln, g ∈ G).

Take trunc(L) =
⋃∞
n=0 Ln. Suppose that G and L are countable. This construction

shows that also trunc(L) is countable, as it is a countable union of countable field

extensions.

Construction 5.30. Let F0 ⊆ R be an arbitrary countable ordered field. In the

following, we construct a countable ordered field F ⊆ R with the following properties:

(i) F0 ⊆ F .

(ii) F is closed under expR and (F, expR) � Rexp.

(iii) Let G =
∐

Q F and L0 = F (tg | g ∈ G). If Lk is already defined, then let

Lk+1 = dcl(trunc(Lk);R((G))e) .

Set L =
⋃∞
k=0 Lk. Then L is countable and truncation closed, vL = G, L = F

and L can be equipped with an exponential exp such that (L, exp) |= Texp.

Suppose that Fn is already defined for some n ≥ 0. Then set Gn =
∐

Q Fn. We

construct Fn+1 as follows. Set

L
(n)
0 = Fn(t

g | g ∈ Gn) ⊆ R((Gn)) .

If L
(n)
k is already constructed for some k ≥ 0, then let

L
(n)
k+1 = dcl

(
trunc

(
L
(n)
k

)
;R((Gn))e

)
.
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Since Te is o-minimal, L
(n)
k+1 is a countable domain of an elementary substructure of

R((Gn))e by Lemma 4.39. Set

L(n) =
∞⋃

k=0

L
(n)
k .

Note that L(n), as a countable union of countable domains of elementary substruc-

tures of R((Gn))e, is itself a countable domain of an elementary substructure of

R((Gn))e. Now let

Fn+1 = L(n).

By this construction we obtain an increasing chain of archimedean fields F0 ⊆
F1 ⊆ . . . and of ordered abelian groups G0 ⊆ G1 ⊆ . . .. Let

F =
∞⋃

n=0

Fn and G =
∞⋃

n=0

Gn.

Clearly, F is countable as a countable union of countable fields.

Let L be as described above. Then L is countable, as in each step of the con-

struction of L the resulting field is countable. Moreover, it has value group G,

as

F (tg | g ∈ G) ⊆ L ⊆ R((G)) .

Since L can also be expressed as

L =
∞⋃

k=0

trunc(Lk) ,

it is the union of truncation closed fields and thus truncation closed itself. As L is

the union of domains of elementary substructures of R((G))e, it is itself the domain

of an elementary substructure of R((G))e. In particular,

(L, e) |= Te.

We now prove that L = F . First we show that for each k ≥ 0, we have

Lk =
∞⋃

n=0

L
(n)
k .

By construction, we have an increasing chain

L
(0)
k ⊆ L

(1)
k ⊆ . . . ⊆ L

(n)
k ⊆ . . . ⊆ Lk,

as both the definable closure and the truncation closure preserve the subset relation.

Hence,
∞⋃

n=0

L
(n)
k ⊆ Lk.
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We show the other set inclusion

Lk ⊆
∞⋃

n=0

L
(n)
k

by induction.

Let a ∈ L0 = F (tg | g ∈ G). Then a can be expressed as

a =
p(tg1 , . . . , tgℓ)

q(tg1 , . . . , tgℓ)

for some p, q ∈ F [x] and g1, . . . , gℓ ∈ G. Now there exists m ∈ N such that

g1, . . . , gℓ ∈ Gm and the coefficients of p and q lie in Fm. Hence,

a ∈ Fm(t
g | g ∈ Gm) = L

(m)
0 ⊆

∞⋃

n=0

L
(n)
0 .

Now suppose that

Lk =

∞⋃

n=0

L
(n)
k

already holds for some k ≥ 0. We first deduce that

trunc(Lk) ⊆
∞⋃

n=0

trunc
(
L
(n)
k

)
. (5.1)

The right-hand side is truncation closed in R((G)) as a union of increasing truncation

closed sets. As the truncation closure of Lk is the smallest truncation closed field

containing Lk, we obtain

trunc(Lk) ⊆
∞⋃

n=0

trunc
(
L
(n)
k

)
.

Finally, it remains to show that

Lk+1 = dcl(trunc(Lk) ;R((G))e) ⊆
∞⋃

n=0

dcl
(
trunc

(
L
(n)
k

)
;R((Gn))e

)
=

∞⋃

n=0

L
(n)
k+1.

Let f be a j-ary 0-definable function in Te and let a1, . . . , aj ∈ trunc(Lk). Then by

(5.1)

a1, . . . , aj ∈ trunc
(
L
(m)
k

)

for some m ≥ 0. Since R((Gm))e � R((G))e, we have f(a) ∈ R((Gm)). Hence,

f(a) ∈ dcl
(
trunc

(
L
(m)
k

)
;R((Gm))e

)
⊆

∞⋃

n=0

dcl
(
trunc

(
L
(n)
k

)
;R((Gk))e

)
.
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We obtain

Lk+1 ⊆
∞⋃

n=0

L
(n)
k+1,

completing the induction. Hence, for any k ≥ 0, we have

Lk =
∞⋃

n=0

L
(n)
k .

Taking residues, we obtain

Lk =
∞⋃

n=0

L
(n)
k

and thus

L =
∞⋃

k=0

Lk =
∞⋃

k=0

∞⋃

n=0

L
(n)
k =

∞⋃

n=0

∞⋃

k=0

L
(n)
k =

∞⋃

n=0

L(n) =
∞⋃

n=0

Fn+1 = F.

We have thus established that

vL = G =
∐

Q

F =
∐

Q

L.

Hence, G is a formally exponential group in L. We obtain that L admits a (GA)-left

exponential expL (see Lemma 5.19 and Lemma 5.21). Since (L, e) |= Te, we obtain

by Corollary 5.8 that there exists a Texp-exponential exp on L extending both e and

expL. Finally, by Theorem 4.40, we have

(F, expR) =
(
L, exp

)
� Rexp.

Lemma 5.31. Let F ⊆ R be an archimedean field and let G =
∐

Q F . Moreover,

let L ⊆ F ((G)) be a truncation closed field such that tg ∈ L for any g ∈ G, and let

h : N → {0, 1}.

Suppose that L ⊆ R((G)) is closed under the restricted exponential e on R((G)) and

we have (L, e) � R((G))e. Let

L′ = dcl

(
L

(
∞∑

n=1

h(n)t1−n

)
;R((G))e

)
.

Then (L′, e) � R((G))e and for any g0 ∈ G, we have trg0(L
′) ⊆ L. In particular, L′

is truncation closed and L′ ⊆ F ((G)).

Proof. The conclusion (L′, e) � R((G))e follows immediately from the o-minimality

of R((G))e and Lemma 4.39. Let b ∈ L′ and let f ′ be an L-definable unary function

in R((G))e such that f ′(s) = b, where

s =

∞∑

n=1

h(n)t1−n .
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Moreover, let g0 ∈ G. We show that trg0(b) ∈ L. Let f be the L-definable function

in (L, e) which is defined by the same formula as f ′. Note that f ′↾L= f , as by model

completeness of Te we have (L, e) � (L′, e).

Case 1: f ′ is discontinuous in s. Since (L, e) is o-minimal, f only has finitely

many points of discontinuity, a1, . . . , am ∈ L, say. We can formalise the following

statement as a sentence in L with parameters from L:

∀x
(
(f is discontinuous in x) →

m∨

i=1

x = ai

)
.

This sentence holds in (L, e) and hence the corresponding sentence also holds in

(L′, e). This shows that b = ai for some i, whence b ∈ L. Since L is truncation

closed, we have trg0(b) ∈ L.

Case 2: f ′ is continuous in s. Let A ∈ N with t1−A < tg0 . We can choose such

A, as the sequence (1−ℓ)ℓ∈N is cofinal in G. Let

δ = t1−A

and let δ′ ∈ L′ be positive and infinitesimal such that for any x ∈ L′ with |x−s| < δ′,

we have

|f ′(x)− b| < δ.

Let q = vG(v(δ
′)). Let N ∈ N such that −N < q. Set

r =

N∑

n=0

h(n)t1−n ∈ L.

Then

s− r =
∞∑

n=N+1

h(n)t1−n .

Hence, v(s − r) ≥ 1−(N+1). Hence, vG(v(s − r)) ≤ −(N + 1) < q. We obtain

v(s− r) > v(δ′), and thus s− r < δ′. Hence

|f(r)− b| = |f ′(r)− b| < δ.

This implies that b = f(r) + ε′ for some ε′ ∈ L′ with v(ε′) ≥ 1−A. Hence,

b ∈ L+ R
((
G≥1−A

))
⊆ L+ R

((
G>g0

))
.

This yields trg0(b) ∈ L, as required.

We have thus established that trg0(L
′) ⊆ L. Since g0 was arbitrary and L ⊆

L′, we obtain that L′ is truncation closed. Moreover, since L ⊆ F ((G)), we have

that trg0(L
′) ⊆ F ((G)) for any g0 ∈ G. Since L′ ⊆ R((G)), this implies that L′ ⊆

F ((G)).
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Construction 5.32. Let F0 ⊆ R be a countable archimedean field. Let F , G and

L be constructed as in Construction 5.30. Let α be an uncountable cardinal such

that α ≤ c, where c stands for the cardinality of the continuum, i.e. c = 2ℵ0 . We

construct an ordered field K with the following properties:

(i) |K| = α.

(ii) L ⊆ K.

(iii) K = F and vK = G.

(iv) K admits a Texp-exponential exp.

Let H = {0, 1}N, the set of functions from N to {0, 1}. Then |H| = c. Let

H = {hµ | µ < c}

be an enumeration of H. We construct an increasing chain (Kµ)µ<α, where each Kµ

has the following properties:

• Kµ is the domain of an elementary substructure of R((G))e.

• Kµ is a truncation closed subfield of F ((G)).

• For any g0 ∈ G, we have trg0(Kµ) ⊆ L.

Moreover, for K =
⋃
µ<α Lµ we have

{
∞∑

n=1

hµ(n)t
1−n

∣∣∣∣∣µ < α

}
⊆ K.

We proceed by transfinite induction. Let K0 = L. Construction 5.30 shows

that K0 satisfies the required conditions. If Kµ is already constructed and has the

properties specified above, then let

Kµ+1 = dcl

(
Kµ

(
∞∑

n=1

hµ(n)t
1−n

)
;R((G))e

)
.

By applying Lemma 5.31, we obtain that Kµ+1 also satisfies the required conditions.

For a limit ordinal λ ≤ α, let

Kλ =
⋃

µ<λ

Kµ.

As all of the three properties above are preserved under unions of increasing chains

of fields with the same properties, also Kλ is as desired.
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By this construction we obtain cardinalities |Kµ| = ℵ0 for any µ < ω1, where ω1

is the first uncountable ordinal, and |Kµ| = |µ| for any µ ≥ ω1. In particular,

|K| = |Kα| = |α| = α.

Since L = K0 ⊆ K ⊆ F ((G)) and L = F , we have K = F . Moreover, since

vL = G, we also have

vK = G =
∐

Q

F =
∐

Q

K.

Now (K, e) � R((G))e. Moreover, since K is truncation closed, the complement to

the valuation ring of K is given by

A = K ∩ F
((
G<0

))
= tr0(K) ⊆ L.

Since L is countable, also A is countable. Hence, K admits a (GA)-left exponential

expL by Lemma 5.19 and Lemma 5.21. Corollary 5.8 shows that K admits a Texp-

exponential extending both e and expL.

Remark 5.33. In Construction 5.32 we avoid dependency on the Continuum Hy-

pothesis by simply giving the construction for any uncountable cardinal which is at

most 2ℵ0 . Note that for any valued field (K,w) with value group wK and residue

field Kw we have

|K| ≤ |Kw||wK|.

Applying this to our setting, we obtain that the maximal cardinality of an ordered

exponential field with countable value group is
(
2ℵ0

)ℵ0 = 2ℵ0 . This means that

Construction 5.32 is complete in the sense that for any possible cardinality it gives

us a model of Texp of that cardinality with countable value group.

We summarise the results from this section in the following theorem.

Theorem 5.34. Let α be an infinite cardinal. Then there exists a non-archimedean

(K, exp) |= Texp of cardinality α such that G is countable if and only if α ≤ 2ℵ0.

Proof. Suppose that there exists a non-archimedean (K, exp) |= Texp of cardinality

α such that vK is countable. By Remark 5.33, we have

α = |K| ≤
∣∣K

∣∣|G| ≤ 2ℵ0 .

Conversely, suppose that α ≤ 2ℵ0 . If α = ℵ0, then any countable non-archimedean

model of Texp will do. Otherwise, Construction 5.32 gives us a model of Texp with

the required properties.
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5.4. κ-Saturated Groups

Throughout this section, let κ = ℵα be an uncountable regular cardinal

with supδ<α 2
ℵδ ≤ ℵα. We give answers to Question 5.1, Question 5.2 and Ques-

tion 5.3 for the case that G is a κ-saturated group of cardinality κ. In particular,

the results apply if κ is a strongly inaccessible cardinal (cf. Marker [75, page 320]).

Definition 5.35. Let δ be an ordinal. A linearly ordered structure (M,<, . . .) is

called an ηδ-set if for any X,Y ⊆ M with |X|, |Y | < ℵδ and X < Y (i.e. x < y for

any (x, y) ∈ X × Y ) there exists z ∈M with X < z < Y .

It is shown in Erdős, Gillman and Henriksen [31] that any two real closed fields

which are ηα-sets of cardinality ℵα are isomorphic. In Alling [1] a similar result is

proved for divisible ordered abelian groups, namely that any two divisible ordered

abelian groups which are ηα-sets of cardinality ℵα are isomorphic. Constructions of

such real closed fields and divisible ordered abelian groups are given in Alling [2] and

Alling and S. Kuhlmann [3]. Since both the theory of divisible ordered abelian groups

Tdoag and the theory of real closed fields Trcf are o-minimal, the property of being

an ηα-set is equivalent to ℵα-saturation (cf. F.-V. Kuhlmann, S. Kuhlmann, Mar-

shall and Zekavat [64, page 85 f.]). Moreover, ℵα-saturation of real closed fields and

divisible ordered abelian groups can be characterised in terms of their archimedean

components, convergence of pseudo Cauchy sequences and saturation of their value

group and value set respectively (cf. F.-V. Kuhlmann, S. Kuhlmann, Marshall and

Zekavat [64] and S. Kuhlmann [67]). We exploit these properties of real closed fields

and divisible ordered abelian groups which are ηα-sets together with the character-

isation of ℵα-saturation.
Remark 5.36. It is a well-known model theoretic result that, under our given con-

ditions on κ, for any complete theory T in a countable language, there exists a

κ-saturated model of cardinality κ (cf. Marker [75, Corollary 4.3.14]). Moreover, a

κ-saturated model is κ+-universal (see Lemma A.2.26). This generalises the results

on real closed fields and divisible ordered abelian groups which are ηα-sets men-

tioned above. Note that if K is a κ-saturated real closed field of cardinality κ,

then (K,+, 0, <) and
(
K>0, ·, 1, <

)
are κ-saturated divisible ordered abelian groups

of cardinality κ and hence isomorphic by κ+-universality. This means that any

κ-saturated real closed field of cardinality κ admits an exponential.

We first outline the construction of models of Texp of cardinality κ in S. Kuhlmann

and Shelah [69]. Note that the authors work with logarithms rather than exponen-

tials. Naturally, by taking inverses, in each step of the construction one can as well

work with exponentials.

Definition 5.37. Let Γ be an ordered set, H an ordered abelian group and F an

ordered field. We define the κ-bounded Hahn group
(
HΓ

)
κ
as the subgroup of
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HΓ consisting of its elements whose supports have cardinality less than κ. Similarly,

the κ-bounded Hahn field F ((H))κ is defined as the subfield of F ((H)) consisting

of the elements s ∈ F ((H)) with | supp s| < κ.17

Let Γ0 be an arbitrary ordered set with |Γ0| ≤ κ. First S. Kuhlmann and Shelah

construct an ordered set Γκ extending Γ0 and set Gκ =
(
RΓκ

)
κ
(cf. [69, Section 4]).

Moreover, the construction yields an isomorphism of ordered sets

ικ : Γκ → G<0
κ ,

i.e. a group exponential on Gκ.

Lemma 5.38. Let Γ be an ordered set with |Γ| = κ and let G be an ordered abelian

group with |G| = κ. Then
∣∣(RΓ

)
κ

∣∣ = |R((G))κ | = κ.

Proof. A proof that
∣∣(RΓ

)
κ

∣∣ = κ is given in Alling [2, Theorem2.3]. Since Alling’s

proof only depends on the cardinality of Γ, likewise |R((G))κ| =
∣∣(RG

)
κ

∣∣ = κ.

Using Lemma 5.38 one can go through the construction of Γκ and Gκ to obtain

|Γκ| = |Gκ| = κ. By [69, Proposition 4], there exists σ ∈ Aut(Γκ) such that

hκ = ικ ◦ σ

defines a strong group exponential on Gκ. Let

Kκ = R((Gκ))κ .

Then |Kκ| = κ. By [69, Lemma 2], hκ can be lifted to a (GA)-left exponential on

Kκ. By [69, Proposition 6], Kκ can also be equipped with a restricted exponential

function making it a model of Te. Hence,Kκ can be equipped with a Texp-exponential

exp (see Corollary 5.8). An easy calculation shows that (Kκ, exp) actually induces

the strong exponential group (Gκ, hκ).

In the following, we show that Gκ and Kκ are κ-saturated.

Definition 5.39. For an ordered group H and a limit ordinal λ, a pseudo Cauchy

sequence in H of legth λ is a sequence (aρ)ρ<λ in H such that

vH(aρ − aσ) < vH(aσ − aτ )

for any ρ < σ < τ < λ. An element a ∈ H is called the pseudo limit of (aρ)ρ<λ if

vH(aρ − a) = vH(aρ − aρ+1)

for any ρ < λ. Similarly one can define the notion of pseudo Cauchy sequences and

pseudo limits for ordered fields by using v instead of vH .

17One can show that F ((H))κ is, indeed, a field, since the condition that κ is regular ensures that

multiplication as well as multiplicative inverses of non-zero elements are well-defined.
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5.4. κ-Saturated Groups

Using the following characterisation of saturation for divisible ordered abelian

groups due to S. Kuhlmann [67, ThéorèmeC], we show that Gκ is κ-saturated.

Theorem 5.40. Let G be a divisible ordered abelian group and let δ ≥ 0 be an

ordinal. Then G is ℵδ-saturated if and only if the following conditions hold:

(i) Γ is an ηδ-set.

(ii) Each archimedean component of G is isomorphic to (R,+, 0, <).

(iii) Every pseudo Cauchy sequence in G of length λ < ℵδ has a pseudo limit in G.

Lemma 5.41. Let Γ be an ηα-set of cardinality κ. Then G =
(
RΓ

)
κ
is a κ-saturated

divisible ordered abelian group of cardinality κ. In particular, G is an ηα-set.

Proof. By Lemma 5.38, we have
∣∣(RΓ

)
κ

∣∣ = κ. We thus only need to verify the

three conditions of Theorem 5.40. The value set Γ is by assumption an ηα-set.

Since G =
(
RΓ

)
κ
, the archimedean components of G are all R. Any pseudo Cauchy

sequence in G of length λ < κ has a pseudo limit in G, as Hahn groups are par

excellence groups in which any pseudo Cauchy sequence has a pseudo limit. In this

case, the restriction of the length of the pseudo Cauchy sequences ensures that the

restriction on the cardinality of the support of elements in G does not have an impact

on this property.

In the rest of this section, we fix Γ0 to be an ordered set such that

|Γ0| = κ and Γ0 is an ηα-set. The existence of such an ordered set is shown

in Gillman [36]. We let Γκ, Gκ and Kκ be constructed as described above. By

construction, also Γκ is an ordered set such that |Γ0| = κ and Γ0 is an ηα-set (and,

in fact, Γ0 and Γκ are isomorphic as ordered sets).

Proposition 5.42. The divisible ordered abelian group Gκ is a κ-saturated divisible

ordered abelian group of cardinality κ and thus an ηα-set.

Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 5.41.

Theorem 5.43. Let G and G′ be divisible ordered abelian groups which are ηα-sets

of cardinality κ. Then G and G′ are isomorphic as ordered groups.

Proof. Alling [1, Theorem B].

Proposition 5.44. Let G be a κ-saturated divisible ordered abelian group with |G| =
κ. Then G ∼= Gκ. Moreover, the following hold:

• G admits a strong group exponential h,

• (G, h) is an exponential group in (R,+, 0, <),

• K = R((G))κ can be equipped with a Texp-exponential exp,
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• (K, exp) induces the exponential group (G, h).

Proof. We can apply Theorem 5.43 to obtain G ∼= Gκ. Since Gκ admits a strong

group exponential hκ, and (Gκ, hκ) is an exponential group in (R,+, 0, <) induced
by (R((Gκ))κ , exp) |= Texp, the conclusion follows for G.

Proposition 5.44 gives us the following partial answer to Question 5.2: Any ordered

abelian group G which is κ-saturated and of cardinality κ is the value group of a

model of real exponentiation. We now turn to Question 5.1.

Theorem 5.45. Let (F,G, h) be an exponential valuation triple such that G is κ-

saturated and of cardinality κ. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) (F,G, h) can be realised in a model (K, exp) |= Texp.

(ii) F = R and h is a strong group exponential.

Proof. Suppose that (i) holds. Since exp satisfies (GA), h must be a strong group

exponential by Lemma 5.21. Moreover, all archimedean components of G are iso-

morphic to K and by Theorem 5.40 also to R. Hence, K = R.
Conversely suppose that (ii) holds. The strong group exponential h gives us a

strong group exponential hκ on Gκ via the isomorphism G ∼= Gκ. Hence, by Propo-

sition 5.44 we can equip R((G))κ with a Texp-exponential exp such that(R((G))κ , exp)
realises (R, G, h).

In analogy to Corollary 5.25, we obtain the following consequence to Theorem 5.45

for the valuation theoretic study of o-minimal EXP-fields.

Corollary 5.46. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field such that its value group G

is κ-saturated and of cardinality κ. Then there exists a non-archimedean (K0, exp0)

|= Texp such that (
K0, exp0

)
=
(
K, exp

)
= Rexp

and (K0, exp0) induces the exponential group (G, hexp).

Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Corollary 5.25, we have that hexp is a strong

group exponential, and arguing as in the proof of Theorem 5.45, we have K = R.
Hence, by Theorem 5.45 we obtain that (R, G, hexp) can be realised in a model

(K0, exp0) |= Texp, as required.

We now show that κ-saturated real closed fields of cardinality κ can always be

equipped with a Texp-exponential. Fix a Texp-exponential exp on Kκ, whose con-

struction was pointed out at the beginning of this section. The following charac-

terisation of saturated real closed fields is due to F.-V. Kuhlmann, S. Kuhlmann,

Marshall and Zekavat [64, Theorem 6.2].
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Theorem 5.47. Let K be a real closed field and let δ ≥ 0 be an ordinal. Then K

is ℵδ-saturated if and only if the following conditions hold:

(i) G is ℵδ-saturated.

(ii) K = R.

(iii) Every pseudo Cauchy sequence in a subfield of K of absolute transcendence

degree less than ℵδ has a pseudo limit in K.

Proposition 5.48. The real closed field Kκ is κ-saturated and thus, in particular,

an ηα-set.

Proof. We need to check the condition from Theorem 5.47 for Kκ = R((Gκ))κ. Prop-
osition 5.42 shows that Gκ is κ-saturated. Clearly K = R. Let F ⊆ Kκ be a subfield

of K of absolute transcendence degree λ < κ. Then |F | = max{λ,ℵ0}. Hence, any

pseudo Cauchy sequence in F is either of countable length or of uncountable length

less than λ. Since Kκ is a κ-bounded Hahn field, such pseudo Cauchy sequences

have a pseudo limit in Kκ.

Theorem 5.49. Let F and F ′ be any real closed fields which are ηα-sets of cardi-

nality κ. Then F ∼= F ′.

Proof. Erdős, Gillman and Henriksen [31, Theorem 2.1].

Proposition 5.50. Let K be a real closed field with |K| = κ such that K is κ-

saturated. Then K can be equipped with a Texp-exponential.

Proof. By Proposition 5.48, we have that Kκ is an ηα-set. Hence, K ∼= Kκ by The-

orem 5.49. Since Kκ admits a Texp-exponential, this gives us a Texp-exponential on

K via the isomorphism.

Finally, we address Question 5.3.

Proposition 5.51. The formally exponential group Gκ has the lifting property.

Proof. Since Gκ =
(
RΓκ

)
κ
, the construction of a lifting of a given isomorphism on

Γκ follows the same steps as the construction succeeding Proposition 5.15.

By Theorem 5.43, we obtain the following.

Corollary 5.52. Let G be a κ-saturated divisible ordered abelian group such that

|G| = κ. Then G has the lifting property.

Corollary 5.53. Let G be the value group of a real closed exponential field (K, exp)

such that K is κ-saturated and of cardinality κ. Then G has the lifting property.

Proof. Theorem 5.47 shows that G is κ-saturated. Thus, |G| ≥ κ. Moreover, |G| ≤
|K| = κ, whence |G| = κ. Thus, G has the lifting property by Corollary 5.52.
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5.5. Contraction Groups

A disadvantage of a group exponential h on a group G is that its domain is the value

set Γ rather than G. However, composing it with vG we obtain a map h◦vG : G<0 →
G<0. We extend this map to a map χh on G as follows:

χh : G→ G, x 7→





(h ◦ vG)(x) if x < 0,

0 if x = 0,

−(h ◦ vG)(−x) if x > 0.

Definition 5.54. Let (G, h) be an exponential group and let χh be defined as above.

We call χh the contraction map on G induced by h and (G,χh) the contraction

group induced by (G, h).

In general, contraction groups can be described model theoretically as follows: We

expand the language of ordered groups to the language

Lcg = {+,−, 0, <, χ}

of contraction groups, where χ is a unary function symbol. We simply write (G,χ)

for an Lcg-structure.

Definition 5.55. An Lcg-structure (G,χ) is called a contraction group if it sat-

isfies the following conditions for any x, y ∈ G:

• G is an ordered abelian group;

• χ(x) = 0 if and only if x = 0;

• if x ≤ y, then χ(x) ≤ χ(y);

• χ(−x) = −χ(x);

• if vG(x) = vG(y) and sign(x) = sign(y), then χ(x) = χ(y);

• χ is surjective.

The unary function χ on G is then called a contraction. If for any x ∈ G \ {0} we

have |x| > |χ(x)|, then χ is called centripetal. Moreover, if for any x, y ∈ G with

χ(x) = χ(y) we have vG(x) = vG(y), then χ is a natural contraction.

It is easy to see that (G,χh) in Definition 5.54 is indeed a contraction group and

χh is a natural contraction. A description of contraction groups as well as some

model theoretic properties such as weak o-minimality and model completeness are

given in S. Kuhlmann [68, Appendix A].

Recall that a non-archimedean exponential field (K, exp) induces an exponential

group (G, hexp). We denote the corresponding contraction group by (G,χexp). Nat-

urally, the question arises which contraction groups can be realised as the contraction
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groups induced by non-archimedean models of real exponentiation (or, more gener-

ally, non-archimedean exponential fields). In this section, we use our results from

the previous sections as well as [68, Chapter 2] to give an answer for the case that

G is countable and the case that G is κ–saturated and of cardinality κ for some

uncountable regular cardinal κ = ℵα with supδ<α 2
ℵδ ≤ ℵα.

Lemma 5.56. Let (G,χ) be a contraction group such that χ is a natural contraction.

Let hχ : Γ → G<0 be given by

hχ(vG(g)) = χ(g)

for any g ∈ G<0. Then (G, hχ) is an exponential group.

Proof. [68, Lemma 2.26].

We call hχ in Lemma 5.56 the group exponential induced by χ. Note that by

construction, (G, hχ) induces the contraction group (G,χ).

Lemma 5.57. Let (G, h) be an exponential group. Then (G,χh) is a centripetal

contraction group if and only if (G, h) is a strong exponential group.

Proof. [68, Lemma 2.28].

Using Lemma 5.56 and Lemma 5.57, we obtain the following versions of Theo-

rem 5.24 and Theorem 5.45 for contraction groups.

Corollary 5.58. Let F be an archimedean field, G a countable divisible ordered

abelian group and χ a natural contraction on G. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) There exists a non-archimedean (K, exp) |= Texp such that K = F and (K, exp)

induces the contraction group (G,χ).

(ii) F is countable, (F, exp) � Rexp, G ∼=
∐

Q F and χ is centripetal.

Corollary 5.59. Let κ = ℵα be an uncountable regular cardinal with supδ<α 2
ℵδ ≤

ℵα. Let F be an archimedean field, G a κ-saturated divisible ordered abelian group of

cardinality κ and χ a natural contraction on G. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) There exists a non-archimedean (K, exp) |= Texp such that K = F and (K, exp)

induces the contraction group (G,χ).

(ii) F = R and χ is centripetal.
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6. Surreal Exponential Fields

The class of surreal numbers No was invented and first described in the literature

by Conway [13]. It has the property that it contains both the set of real numbers R
and the class of ordinal numbers On. In Conway’s construction, the operations of

addition and multiplication as well as a total order relation arise naturally, making

No a real closed field (except that the underlying domain is a proper class rather

than a set). In the context of Real Algebra, the real closed field No is of particular

interest, as it serves as a universal domain in the sense that any ordered field whose

underlying domain is a set can be embedded into No (cf. Conway [13, Theorem 28]).

In this chapter, we study o-minimal EXP-fields whose underlying domain is the

real closed field of surreal numbers No. Throughout, we adapt the convention that

ordered fields as well as ordered exponential fields may have No as their underlying

domain, as all relevant algebraic and model theoretic concepts can be formalised in

NBG (von Neumann–Bernays–Gödel Set Theory with Global Choice), which is a

conservative extension of ZFC (cf. Mendelson [78, § 4.1]). Details for this formalisa-

tion are given in Ehrlich [29].

In Section 6.1, we introduce the class of surreal numbers as well as all operations

making it a model of real exponentiation. Moreover, we outline how the surreal

numbers with this structure can be regarded as a universal domain for real expo-

nentiation. In Section 6.2, we consider further exponentials on No making it an

o-minimal EXP-field and thus a universal domain for general o-minimal EXP-fields.

In Section 6.3, we exhibit connections between the standard surreal exponential field

and general o-minimal surreal EXP-fields, also regarding Schanuel’s Conjecture and

the Transfer Conjecture.

6.1. Universal Domain for Real Exponentiation

A first extensive systematic exposition of results on surreal numbers known at the

time was given in Gonshor [37]. This included the treatment of an exponential

on No. In this section, we present the result that No equipped with its standard

exponential expNo serves as a universal domain for real exponentiation, that is, any

model of real exponentiation whose underlying domain is a set can be embedded into

(No, expNo). Since we start from first principles, this section gathers all relevant

notions in the context of exponentiation on the surreal numbers, which will be needed

for later sections. We briefly introduce the real closed field of surreal numbers as
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well as the construction of the standard exponential on No following the short and

concise introductions to the topic given in Matusinski [76] and Mantova [74]. All

proofs of required properties of No can be found in Gonshor [37].

Definition 6.1. Let α ∈ On and let {⊖,⊕} be a fixed set consisting of the two

distinct elements ⊖ and ⊕. A function a : α→ {⊖,⊕} is called a surreal number

of length α. The class of all surreal numbers is denoted by No.

We also use the convention that any surreal number a of length α can be considered

as a function with domain On by setting a(β) = # for any β ∈ On \ α. Here, #

stands for a symbol distinct from ⊖ and ⊕.

Notation 6.2. Let α ∈ On and let a : α→ {⊖,⊕} be a surreal number. The length

α of a is denoted by ℓ(a). We identify a with the well-ordered sequence (a(i))i∈α. If

α < ω, then a is also denoted by a(0)a(1) . . . a(α− 1).

Example 6.3. (i) The empty function (i.e. the function from 0 to {⊖,⊕}) is

denoted by # or 0.

(ii) For any k ∈ N, we denote the surreal numbers

⊕ . . .⊕︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times

and ⊖ . . .⊖︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times

by k and −k, respectively. In particular, 1 stands for ⊕.

(iii) For any α ∈ On, the surreal number

a : α→ {⊖,⊕}, i 7→ ⊕

is denoted by α. We can thus consider On as a subclass of No given by this

identification.

(iv) For any a ∈ No, we denote by −a the surreal number given by

−a(i) =





⊕ if a(i) = ⊖,
⊖ if a(i) = ⊕,
# if a(i) = #.

We now introduce the lexicographic order < and the simplicity order <s on No.

The relation < defines a total order on No, whereas <s is a partial order needed for

the definitions of arithmetic operations on No.

Definition 6.4. We define the binary relations < and <s on No as follows. For

any a, b ∈ No,
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(i) a < b if a 6= b and

a(min {β ∈ On | a(β) 6= b(β)}) < b(min {β ∈ On | a(β) 6= b(β)}),

where we set ⊖ < # < ⊕;

(ii) a <s b if ℓ(a) < ℓ(b) and a is an initial segment of b, i.e. a(i) = b(i) for any

i < ℓ(a).

If a ≤s b, then we say that a is simpler than b.

Example 6.5. Let a = ⊖⊕ and b = ⊖⊕⊖. Since a is a proper initial segment of b, we

have that a <s b. Since a(0) = ⊖ = b(0), a(1) = ⊕ = b(1) and a(2) = # > ⊖ = b(2),

in the lexicographic order we have that a > b.

Via the two order relations < and <s on No, we can introduce the representation

of a surreal number as a cut between two sets of surreal numbers. Originally in

Conway [13], surreal numbers were introduced as representations of such cuts.

Notation 6.6. (i) Let L,R ⊆ No be sets of surreal numbers such that L < R.

We denote by {L | R} the simplest surreal number a with L < a < R, i.e.

a ≤s b for any b ∈ No with L < b < R.

(ii) Let a ∈ No. We denote by aL the set

{b ∈ No | b <s a and b < a} .

Likewise, aR denotes the set

{b ∈ No | b <s a and b > a} .

If f is a function on No, then f
(
aL

)
and f

(
aR

)
denote the images of the

respective sets aL and aR under f .

The expression {L | R} in Notation 6.6 (i) is well-defined, as by Gonshor [37,

Theorem 2.1] a unique simplest element lying between L and R always exists. We

can now introduce the notions of addition and multiplication on No.

Definition 6.7. Addition and multiplication on No are defined recursively as fol-

lows. For any a, b ∈ No, let

a+ b =
{
aL + b ∪ a+ bL

∣∣ aR + b ∪ a+ bR
}

and

a · b =
{
aL · b+ a · bL +

(
−aL · bL

)
∪ aR · b+ a · bR +

(
−aR · bR

) ∣∣

aL · b+ a · bR +
(
−aL · bR

)
∪ aR · b+ a · bL +

(
−aR · bL

)}
.

The operation of subtraction is given by a− b = a+ (−b) for any a, b ∈ No.
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Example 6.8. We illustrate the recursive definition of addition onNo by presenting

the complete computation of ⊕+⊖⊕.

# + # = {∅ | ∅} = #,

# +⊖ = {∅ | # + #} = {∅ | #} = ⊖,
⊕+ # = {# + # | ∅} = {# | ∅} = ⊕,
⊕+⊖ = {# +⊖ | ⊕+ #} = {⊖ | ⊕} = #,

# +⊖⊕ = {# +⊖ | # + #} = {⊖ | #} = ⊖⊕,
⊕+⊖⊕ = {# +⊖⊕,⊕+⊖ | ⊕+ #}

= {⊖⊕,# | ⊕} = {# | ⊕} = ⊕⊖ .

Example 6.8 shows that ⊕ + ⊖⊕ = ⊕⊖. Since surreal numbers of finite length

correspond to dyadic rationals, this addition can be reformulated as 1 + −1
2 = 1

2

(cf. Gonshor [37, Theorem 4.2] for further details). More generally, it is shown in

[37, page 33] that we can identify R with the subset of No consisting of all a ∈ No

with the following properties:

• ℓ(a) ≤ ω;

• if ℓ(a) = ω, then for any i < ω there exists j < ω with i < j and a(i) 6= a(j).

Theorem 6.9. The Lor-structure (No,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <) forms a real closed field.

Proof. [37, Section 5.D].

We now turn to exponentiation on No. An exponential on No defined recursively

via cuts – similar to the definition of addition and multiplication on No – is given

in [37, Section 10.A]. In the context of this work, it is more natural to introduce an

additive lexicographic decomposition of No and subsequently to define a left, middle

and right exponential. In order to do so, we follow Berarducci and Mantova [6,

Section 2]. We have already described how R can be identified with a subset of No.

This identification induces an embedding of R into No as ordered fields (cf. [37,

Section 4.C]). Thus, we can choose an additive lexicographic decomposition of No

of the form

No = A∐ R∐ Iv
and the middle exponential can simply be chosen as the standard exponential expR
on R. In order to describe A and Iv more explicitly, we introduce the Conway

normal form.

Definition 6.10. We define recursively the omega map ωx on No as follows. For

any a ∈ No,

ωa =





⋃

k∈N0

k · ωaL
∣∣∣∣∣
⋃

k∈N

1

k
· ωaR



 .
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A crucial property of the omega map is that for any a ∈ No \ {0}, there exists

a unique b ∈ No such that v(a) = v
(
ωb

)
. Moreover, ωb is the positive element of

minimal length in the archimedean equivalence class of a (cf. [37, Theorem 5.3]).

Notation 6.11. We denote by c the function from No\{0} to No with the property

that for any a ∈ No \ {0},
v(a) = v

(
ωc(a)

)
.

For the Conway normal form, we need the notion of infinite sums over summable

sequences of surreal numbers. Such an infinite sum is defined recursively as the

simplest possible limit of the sequence of partial sums. Details for this can be found

in Conway [13, page 32 f.] as well as Gonshor [37, Section 5.C].

Theorem 6.12. For any a ∈ No there exist α ∈ On, a sequence (rβ)β<α in R\{0}
and a strictly decreasing sequence (yβ)β<α in No such that

a =
∑

β<α

rβ · ωyβ . (6.1)

Moreover, both the ordinal and the sequences are unique.

Proof. Conway [13, Theorem 21].

The representation of a ∈ No as in (6.1) is called the Conway normal form of

a. By means of the Conway normal form, we can consider No as a power series field

with coefficients in R and with the multiplicative group of monomials

ωNo = {ωa | a ∈ No} .

We thus denote No by R
((
ωNo

))
. This gives rise to the following additive lex-

icographic decomposition (following the notation of Berarducci and Mantova [6,

Section 2]):

No = J∐ R∐ o(1),

where J is the set of purely infinite surreal numbers

J = R
((
ωNo

>0
))

and the additive group of infinitesimals is given by

o(1) = R
((
ωNo

<0
))
.

As described in Section 5.1, we obtain that No can be equipped with a right expo-

nential given by

expR : o(1) → 1 + o(1), x 7→
∞∑

k=0

xk

k!
.
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Putting right and middle exponential together, we obtain for r ∈ R and ε ∈ o(1)

expM,R(r + ε) = expR(r) expR(ε)

and thus a restricted exponential e = expM,R ↾[0,1]. By Proposition 5.9, we have

(No, e) |= Te (cf. van den Dries and Ehrlich [26, Section 2] for further details). By

Ressayre’s axiomatisation of Texp, it remains to define a (GA)-left exponential on

No in order to obtain a Texp-exponential (see Corollary 5.8).

A left exponential on No is an order-preserving isomorphism from the additive

group

R
((
ωNo

>0
))

to the multiplicative group ωNo. We define recursively a map g : No>0 → No as

follows:

g(x) =
{
{c(x)} ∪ g

(
xL

) ∣∣ g
(
xR

)}
,

where c is as in Notation 6.11 and g
(
xL

)
is understood as g

({
a ∈ xL | a > 0

})
. The

map g is an order-preserving bijection fromNo>0 toNo (cf. Gonshor [37, page 172]).

Thus, the map

g′ : R
((
ωNo

>0
))

→ R
((
ωNo

))
,
∑

β<α

rβ · ωyβ 7→
∑

β<α

rβ · ωg(yβ)

defines an order-preserving isomorphism of additive groups from J to No. Hence,

we obtain the left exponential

expL : R
((
ωNo

>0
))

→ ωNo, a 7→ ωg
′(a).

We verify by direct calculation that expL is a (GA)-left exponential. Let

a =
∑

β<α

rβ · ωyβ ∈ R
((
ωNo

>0
))

such that a > 0, i.e. r0 > 0. Let n ∈ N be arbitrary. We need to show that

expL(a) > an. By construction of g, we have g(y0) > c(y0) and thus, by definition

of c,

v
(
ωg(y0)

)
< v

(
ωc(y0)

)
= v(y0).

Since v(g′(a)) = v
(
ωg(y0)

)
, this yields that v(g′(a)) < v(y0). Hence,

g′(a) > ny0.

Applying the omega map, we obtain

v(expL(a)) = v
(
ωg

′(a)
)
< v(ωny0) = nv(ωy0) = nv(a) = v(an).

This implies expL(a) > an, as required.
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We can now put left, middle and right exponentials together to obtain a Texp-

exponential on No given by

expNo : J∐ R∐ o(1) → ωNo ∐ R>0 ∐ (1 + o(1)),

j + r + ε 7→ expL(j) expR(r) expR(ε). (6.2)

Definition 6.13. We call expNo given in (6.2) the standard surreal exponential

and call (No, expNo) the standard surreal exponential field.

In the following, we show that any model of real exponentiation whose underlying

domain is a set can be elementarily embedded into (No, expNo). This is due to the

fact that (No, expNo) is saturated and thus universal in every cardinality.

Lemma 6.14. Let L = {<, . . .} be a language and let M = (No, <, . . .) be an o-

minimal L-expansion of (No, <). Then M is κ-saturated for any infinite cardinal

κ.

Proof. Let κ be an infinite cardinal and let A ⊆ No be a set of cardinality κ. Let

p(x) be a complete 1-type over A. We need to show that p is realised in M. Let

A′ = dcl(A;M) and let p′(x) be a complete 1-type over A′ containing p(x). It suffices

to show that p′(x) is realised in M. Set κ′ = |A′|. Note that κ′ = max {κ, |L|}. If for
some a ∈ A′, the type p′ contains the formula x = a, then a realises p′. Otherwise,

set

L =
{
a ∈ A′ | a < x ∈ p′

}
and R =

{
a ∈ A′ | a > x ∈ p′

}
.

Both L and R are subsets of No of cardinality at most κ′. Moreover, for any a ∈ L

and for any b ∈ R, we have a < x ∧ x < b ∈ p′ and thus a < b. Thus, we can set

d = {L | R}.

We show that d realises p′. Let ϕ(x) ∈ p′. By o-minimality of M, the formula

ϕ defines a subclass B ⊆ No which is a finite union of points and open intervals.

Moreover, B is non-empty, as M |= ∃x ϕ(x). Let {a1, . . . , an} ⊆ No be the set of

isolated points and endpoints of open intervals of which B consists with a1 < . . . <

an. Since these points are definable over A in M, we have {a1, . . . , an} ⊆ A′. There

are three possible cases:

Case 1: aj < x ∈ p′ for any j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. By construction of d, we obtain

an < d. Since p′ is a complete type, we have an < x ∧ ϕ(x) ∈ p′. Hence,

M |= ∃x (an < x ∧ ϕ(x)) .

This yields that an is the left boundary point of an open interval in B and thus

d ∈ (an,∞) ⊆ B. Hence, M |= ϕ(d).

Case 2: aj > x ∈ p′ for any j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We can argue similarly as in Case 1

above to obtain d ∈ (−∞, a1) ⊆ B and thus M |= ϕ(d).
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Case 3: aj < x < aj+1 ∈ p′ for some j ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}. Since

M |= ∃x (aj < x < aj+1 ∧ ϕ(x)) ,

we obtain that (aj , aj+1) ⊆ B. By construction of d, we have aj < d < aj+1 and

thus d ∈ B. Again, this shows that d satisfies ϕ(x).

Since ϕ was an arbitrary formula in p′ and M |= ϕ(d), we obtain that d realises

p′, as required.

Proposition 6.15. Let (K, exp) |= Texp (such that K is a set). Then (K, exp) �
(No, expNo).

Proof. Let κ = |K|. Lemma 6.14 applied to L = Lexp and M =(No, expNo) implies

that(No, expNo) is κ-saturated and thus κ+-universal by Lemma A.2.26. This shows

that any model of Texp of cardinality less than κ+ is elementarily embeddable into

(No, expNo).

Remark 6.16. Proposition 6.15 shows that(No, expNo) is a universal domain for real

exponentiation. Lemma 6.14 can also be applied to other o-minimal expansions of

(No, <) such as the divisible ordered abelian group (No,+,−, 0, <) or the real closed
field (No,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <). This shows that No also serves as a universal domain for

the theories Tdoag and Trcf .

6.2. O-minimal Surreal Exponential Fields

In this section, we consider exponentials exp on No making it a model of Th(K, exp)

for some o-minimal EXP-field (K, exp). Moreover, we show that for o-minimal EXP-

fields satisfying the existential theory of real exponentiation we can choose exp such

that the induced middle exponential coincides with the standard middle exponential

on No.

Lemma 6.17. Let L be a language expanding Lor and let K be an L-structure
expanding a real closed field K. Then (No,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <) can be expanded to an

L-structure NoL such that K � NoL.

Proof. We construct a chain (Kα)α∈On of L-structures (whose underlying domains

are sets) with the following properties.

(i) For any α, β ∈ On with α < β, we have K � Kα � Kβ and

K ⊆ Kα ⊆ Kβ ⊆ No

(as ordered fields).

(ii) For any α ∈ On and any a ∈ No with ℓ(a) < α, we have a ∈ Kα.
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It follows that No =
⋃
α∈On

Kα, and hence that No can be made an L-structure
elementarily extending K.

Set K0 = K. Since K0 is a real closed field, it can be elementarily embedded into

No (see Remark 6.16). Fix an elementary embedding K0 � No and regard K0 as a

subset of No.

If Kα is already constructed for some α ∈ On, we obtain Kα+1 as follows. Let

Noα+1 = {a ∈ No | ℓ(a) < α+ 1}.

Let Fα be the real closure of Kα(Noα+1) inside No. Since K � Kα, the reduct Kα

is a real closed field. Hence, for a sufficiently saturated elementary extension Kα+1

of Kα we have

Kα � Fα � Kα+1.

Since Fα � No and No is saturated in every infinite cardinality, we can extend this

elementary embedding to Kα+1 � No (cf. Marker [75, Theorem 4.3.18]). Via this

embedding we can regard Kα+1 as a subset of No containing Noα+1, as required.

For a limit ordinal λ ∈ On, let Kλ =
⋃
α<λKα. One can easily verify that Kλ has

the required properties.

Theorem 6.18. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field. Then there exists an

exponential exp on No such that (K, exp) � (No, exp).

Proof. Since (K, exp) is o-minimal, the ordered field K is real closed. Hence, the

proof follows immediately from Lemma 6.17 applied to L = Lexp and K = (K, exp).

We now strengthen Theorem 6.18 for o-minimal EXP-fields satisfying the existen-

tial theory of real exponentiation.

Lemma 6.19. Let L = {<, . . .} be a language and let M = (No, <, . . .) and N =

(No, <, . . .) be o-minimal L-structures with M ≡ N . Then M ∼= N .

Proof. By Lemma 6.14, we obtain that M and N are universal in every uncount-

able cardinality. The proof now works similar as showing that two saturated models

of a theory which have the same cardinality are isomorphic (cf. Marker [75, The-

orem 4.3.20]).

Proposition 6.20. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field with (R, exp) ⊆ (K,

exp). Then there exist an exponential exp on No and an ordered group complement

A ⊆ No to R∐ o(1) such that (K, exp) � (No, exp) and exp(a+ r) = expNo(a+ r)

for any a ∈ A and r ∈ R.

Proof. Since R � K, we can extend the embedding R � No to K � No. Following

the proof of Lemma 6.17, we can equip No with an exponential ẽxp such that

Rexp ⊆ (K, exp) �(No, ẽxp) .
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Now No additively decomposes as

No = J∐ R∐ o(1).

Applying ẽxp, we obtain a multiplicative decomposition

No>0 = ẽxp(J)∐ R>0 ∐ (1 + o(1)).

Let ẽxpL and ẽxpM be the corresponding left and middle exponentials. Note that

ẽxpM = expR. Let

ẽxp′ = ẽxpL ∐ ẽxpM ∐ expNo,R,

where expNo,R is the right exponential on No induced by expNo. Then

(
No, ẽxp′↾[0,1]

)
|= Te,

as ẽxp′ ↾[0,1]= expNo ↾[0,1]. Since ẽxpL is a (GA)-left exponential (see Proposi-

tion 4.36), it follows that (
No, ẽxp′

)
|= Texp.

By model completeness of Texp, we have Rexp �
(
No, ẽxp′

)
. By Lemma 6.19, we

obtain that
(
No, ẽxp′

)
is isomorphic to (No, expNo), and moreover that the iso-

morphism can be chosen such that it is the identity on R.18 Let ϕ be such an

isomorphism from
(
No, ẽxp′

)
to (No, expNo). Let

exp = ϕ ◦ ẽxp ◦ ϕ−1

and A = ϕ(J). Since ϕ is an automorphism on the ordered field No and

No = J∐ R∐ o(1),

we obtain

No = ϕ(J)∐ ϕ(R)∐ ϕ(o(1)) = A∐ R∐ o(1).

Hence, A is an ordered group complement to the valuation ring R ∐ o(1) in No.

Moreover, the map exp defines an exponential on No and ϕ defines an Lexp-isomor-

phism from (No, ẽxp) to (No, exp). Hence, ϕ↾K defines an elementary embedding

of (K, exp) into (No, exp).

Finally, let a ∈ A and r ∈ R. Then

exp(a+ r) = ϕ
(
ẽxp

(
ϕ−1(a)

))
· ϕ

(
ẽxp

(
ϕ−1(r)

))

= ϕ
(
ẽxp′

(
ϕ−1(a)

))
· ϕ(expR(r))

= expNo

(
ϕ
(
ϕ−1(a)

))
· expR(r)

= expNo(a+ r).

18The proof of this works similar to Marker [75, Theorem 4.3.20] by starting with the partial

elementary embedding Rexp �(No, exp
No

).
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Corollary 6.21. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field such that (K, exp) |= T ∃
exp.

Then there exist an exponential exp on No and an ordered group complement A to

R ∐ o(1) such that (K, exp) � (No, exp) and exp(a + r) = expNo(a + r) for any

a ∈ A and r ∈ R.

Proof. Let (K0, exp0) be a sufficiently saturated extension of (K, exp). Arguing as in

the proof of Corollary 4.58, we obtain Rexp ⊆ (K0, exp0). Applying Proposition 6.20

gives us the required result.

Corollary 6.21 gives rise to a necessary and sufficient condition for an o-minimal

EXP-field to satisfy the existential theory of real exponentiation.

Lemma 6.22. Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential field. Suppose that No can

be equipped with an exponential exp such that (K, exp) � (No, exp) and exp(r) =

expNo(r) for any r ∈ R ⊆ No. Then (K, exp) |= Th∃(Rexp).

Proof. Let ∃x ϕ(x) ∈ Th∃(Rexp), where ϕ is an atomic formula. Let a ∈ R such

that Rexp |= ϕ(a). Since exp(r) = expNo(r) = expR(r) for any r ∈ R, we have

Rexp ⊆ (No, exp). Hence, (No, exp) |= ϕ(a). This implies (No, exp) |= ∃x ϕ(x).

Since (K, exp) � (No, exp), we obtain (K, exp) |= ∃x ϕ(x), as required.

Theorem 6.23. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field. Then the following are

equivalent:

(i) (K, exp) |= Th∃(Rexp).

(ii) There exist an exponential exp on No and an ordered group complement A to

R ∐ o(1) such that (K, exp) � (No, exp) and exp(a + r) = expNo(a + r) for

any a ∈ A and r ∈ R.

Proof. By Corollary 6.21, (i) implies (ii). Conversely, Lemma 6.22 yields that (ii)

implies (i).

6.3. Applications to Conjectures

In the final section of this chapter, we draw connections between the embeddability

of o-minimal EXP-fields into surreal exponential fields and Schanuel’s Conjecture as

well as the Transfer Conjecture.

Recall that in the context of the Transfer Conjecture, the question whether any

o-minimal EXP-field satisfies the existential and the universal theory of real exponen-

tiation is of particular interest. In Theorem 6.23 we have already seen the connection

between o-minimal EXP-fields satisfying the existential theory of real exponentiation

and embeddability into surreal exponential fields. Recall that Schanuel’s Conjecture

implies that any o-minimal EXP-field satisfies the existential theory of real expo-

nentiation (see Proposition 4.57) and that any model of the universal theory of real

exponentiation also has the Schanuel property (see Corollary 4.95).
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Proposition 6.24. Assume Schanuel’s Conjecture. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal

EXP-field. Then there exist an embedding K ⊆ No and an ordered group comple-

ment A to R∐ o(1) in No such that for any n ∈ N and any Q-linearly independent

a1, . . . , an ∈ (A∐ R) ∩K we have

tdQ(a1, . . . , an, exp(a1), . . . , exp(an)) ≥ n.

Proof. Since (K, exp) |= T ∃
exp by Proposition 4.57, we can apply Theorem 6.23 to

obtain an exponential exp on No and an ordered group complement A to R∐ o(1)

such that (K, exp) � (No, exp) and exp(a + r) = expNo(a + r) for any a ∈ A and

r ∈ R. Moreover, (No, expNo) has the Schanuel property by Corollary 4.95. Hence,

by Lemma 4.92, for any n ∈ N and any Q-linearly independent a1, . . . , an ∈ A ∐ R
we have

tdQ(a1, . . . , an, exp(a1), . . . , exp(an)) ≥ n.

This gives us the required conclusion.

We now turn to the universal theory of real exponentiation.

Proposition 6.25. Let (K, exp) be an ordered exponential field. Then the following

are equivalent:

(i) (K, exp) |= T ∀
exp.

(ii) (K, exp) ⊆(No, expNo).

Proof. Since (No, expNo) |= Texp, we have that (ii) implies (i). Conversely, if

(K, exp) |= T ∀
exp, then by Lemma A.2.16 there exists (F, exp) |= Texp with (K, exp) ⊆

(F, exp). By Proposition 6.15, we obtain that (F, exp) � (No, expNo), whence

(K, exp) ⊆(No, expNo).

Corollary 6.26. The following is equivalent to Schanuel’s Conjecture: Any ordered

exponential subfield (whose domain is a set) of (No, expNo) has the Schanuel prop-

erty.

Proof. If any ordered exponential subfield of(No, expNo) has the Schanuel property,

then in particular Rexp has the Schanuel property, i.e. Schanuel’s Conjecture holds.

Conversely, if Schanuel’s Conjecture holds, then(No, expNo) has the Schanuel prop-

erty by Corollary 4.95. Hence, by Lemma 4.93 any ordered exponential subfield of

(No, expNo) has the Schanuel property.

We can formulate a similar result as Corollary 6.26 for any o-minimal EXP-field.

Proposition 6.27. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field and let exp be an ex-

ponential on No such that (K, exp) � (No, exp).19 Then (K, exp) has the Schanuel

property if and only if every exponential subfield of (No, exp) (whose underlying

domain is a set) has the Schanuel property.

19Note that such an exponential on No always exists by Theorem 6.18.
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Proof. If every exponential subfield of (No, exp) has the Schanuel property, then so

does, in particular, (K, exp). Conversely, suppose that (K, exp) has the Schanuel

property. By Theorem 4.99, any model of Th∀(K, exp) has the Schanuel property,

whence (No, exp) has the Schanuel property. Thus, by Lemma 4.93 any ordered

exponential subfield of (No, exp) has the Schanuel property.

To conclude our treatment of the Transfer Conjecture in relation to surreal expo-

nential fields, we formulate an equivalent version in terms of dense embeddability.

Proposition 6.28. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field. Then the following

are equivalent:

(i) (K, exp) |= Texp.

(ii) There exists (F, exp) |= Texp such that (K, exp) ⊆ (F, exp) and K is dense in

F .

Proof. Suppose that (K, exp) |= Texp. Then we can choose (F, exp) = (K, exp), as

any ordered field is dense-in-itself.

Conversely, suppose that there is some (F, exp) |= Texp such that (K, exp) ⊆
(F, exp) and K is dense in F . We prove that the embedding is elementary by

showing that

dcl(K; (F, exp)) = K.

This implies that

(K, exp) ≡ (F, exp) ≡ Rexp.

Let f be a 0-definable function in Texp. By model completeness of Texp, we can

express f(x) = y by

∃z p(x, y, z) = 0

for some p ∈ Z[x, y, z]exp. Let a ∈ K and b ∈ F such that f(a) = b. We need to

show that b ∈ K. In order to do so, it suffices to show that

(K, exp) |= ∃z p(a, b′, z) = 0

for some b′ ∈ K, as then

(F, exp) |= ∃z p(a, b′, z) = 0

and thus b = b′. Let c ∈ F such that

(F, exp) |= p(a, b, c) = 0.

Let D be the closed disc of radius 1 around the point (b, c) in F . Since K is dense

in F , there exists
(
β, γ

)
in K such that

∣∣(b, c)−
(
β, γ

)∣∣ < 1

4
.
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Let D′ ⊆ D be the closed disc of radius 1
2 around

(
β, γ

)
in F . Then (b, c) ∈ D′.

Let B be the closed disc of radius 1 around
(
β, γ

)
in K. Since B is a definable

compact set and (K, exp) is o-minimal, the continuous function |p(a, y, z)| attains its
minimum ξ, say, on B. Assume, for a contradiction, that ξ > 0. Again, by continuity

of p there exists an open box C ⊆ D′ around (b, c) in F such that |p(a, y, z) | is less
than ξ

2 in C. By density of K in F , there exists
(
β′, γ′

)
∈ C with β′, γ′ ∈ K and

|p
(
a, β′, γ′

)
| < ξ

2
.

Since ∣∣(β′, γ′
)
−
(
β, γ

)∣∣ < 1

2
,

we obtain
(
β′, γ′

)
∈ B, which gives us the required contradiction.

We thus obtain that the minimum of |p(a, y, z)| on B is 0. In particular,

(K, exp) |= ∃y∃z p(a, y, z) = 0,

as required.

Corollary 6.29. The following is equivalent to the Transfer Conjecture: Let (No,

exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field. Then there exists an embedding

ϕ : (No, exp) →(No, expNo)

such that ϕ(No) is dense in No.

Proof. If the Transfer Conjecture holds, then by Lemma 6.19 any o-minimal EXP-

field with domain No is isomorphic to (No, expNo).

For the converse, let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field. By Theorem 6.18, there

exists an exponential exp on No such that (K, exp) � (No, exp). In particular,

(No, exp) is an o-minimal EXP-field. Suppose that there exists an embedding

ϕ : (No, exp) →(No, expNo)

such that ϕ(No) is dense in No. By Proposition 6.28, we obtain that (No, exp) |=
Texp. Hence, (K, exp) |= Texp.

As a final result of this section, we obtain an Ax–Schanuel type result for Hahn

fields with a restricted exponential. It is inspired by S. Kuhlmann, Matusinski and

Shkop [70] and further details can be found there.

Proposition 6.30. Let y1, . . . , yn ∈ No such that y1 +R, . . . , yn+R are Q-linearly

independent in No/R (the quotient Q-vector space of No over R) . Then

tdR(y1, . . . , yn, expNo(y1), . . . , expNo(yn)) ≥ n+ 1.
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Proof. Berarducci and Mantova [6, Corollary 6.34].

Corollary 6.31. Let G be a divisible ordered abelian group and let E be the map

on R
((
G≥0

))
given by

E : x 7→ expR(x(0)) ·
∞∑

i=0

(x− x(0))i

i!
.

Let y1, . . . , yn ∈ R
((
G≥0

))
such that y1 − y1(0), . . . , yn − yn(0) are Q-linearly inde-

pendent. Then

tdR(y1, . . . , yn, E(y1), . . . , E(yn)) ≥ n+ 1.

Proof. Since G elementarily embeds into (No,+,−, 0, <) (see Remark 6.16), we have

that

R((G)) � R
((
ωNo

))

via this embedding. Let e be the restricted exponential on R((G)) given in Propo-

sition 5.9. Then e = E ↾[0,1] and R((G))e � R
((
ωNo

))
e
, as the theory Te is model

complete. Let

y1, . . . , yn ∈ R
((
G≥0

))
⊆ R

((
ωNo

≤0
))

such that y1 − y1(0), . . . , yn − yn(0) ∈ R
((
ωNo

<0
))

are Q-linearly independent.

If y1 + R, . . . , yn + R were Q-linearly dependent in No/R, then there would be

m1, . . . ,mn ∈ Z, not all equal to 0, such that

m1y1 + . . .+mnyn ∈ R.

But then

m1(y1 − y1(0)) + . . .+mn(yn − yn(0)) ∈ R ∩ R
((
ωNo

<0
))

= {0},

whence y1−y1(0), . . . , yn−yn(0) are Q-linearly dependent. Thus, y1+R, . . . , yn+R
are Q-linearly independent in No/R. By Proposition 6.30, we obtain

tdR(y1, . . . , yn, expNo(y1), . . . , expNo(yn)) ≥ n+ 1.

Since v(y1), . . . , v(yn) ≥ 0, there are k1, . . . , kn ∈ Z such that
y1
k1
, . . . ,

yn
kn

∈ [0, 1].

As e is the restriction of expNo to [0, 1], we obtain

n+ 1 ≤ tdR(y1, . . . , yn, expNo(y1), . . . , expNo(yn))

= tdR

(
y1, . . . , yn, e

(
y1
k1

)k1
, . . . , e

(
yn
kn

)kn)

= tdR

(
y1, . . . , yn, E

(
y1
k1

)k1
, . . . , E

(
yn
kn

)kn)

= tdR(y1, . . . , yn, E(y1), . . . , E(yn)).
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In this chapter, we study integer parts of ordered fields and of ordered exponential

fields. An integer part Z of an ordered field K is a discretely ordered subring of K

such that 1 is the least positive element of Z and for any a ∈ K there exists b ∈ Z

such that b ≤ a < b + 1. Most prominently, Z in an integer part of R and, more

generally, of any archimedean field. Integer parts are therefore of particular interest

in the context of non-archimedean fields.

By Mourgues and Ressayre [81, Corollary 4.4], any real closed field admits an

integer part. In Section 7.1, we address the question whether any real closed field

has a normal integer part and relate this to ordered fields which are dense in their

real closure. The theme “density in real closure” will reappear in Section 8.3 in the

context of definable henselian valuations.

Let LPA = {+, ·, 0, 1, <} be the language of Peano Arithmetic (see Exam-

ple A.2.1 (viii)). For a discretely ordered ring Z with 1 as least positive element,

consider its corresponding semiring of non-negative elements MZ = Z≥0. Note that

this semiring is an LPA-structure. It is natural to ask what influence the arith-

metic properties of MZ have on the spectrum of real closed fields which have Z as

an integer part. By the work of Shepherdson [99], if MZ is a model of open in-

duction IOpen, i.e. the fragment of PA in which the induction scheme is restricted

to quantifier-free formulas, then Z serves as the integer part of a real closed field.

D’Aquino, Knight and Starchenko show in [15] that a countable non-archimedean

real closed field K has an integer part Z such that MZ models PA if and only if K

is recursively saturated. This is refined in Carl, D’Aquino and S. Kuhlmann [10] as

follows: Any non-archimedean real closed field K admitting an integer part Z such

that MZ models I∆0+Exp admits a left exponential. Here I∆0 stands for bounded

induction, i.e. the fragment of PA in which the induction scheme is restricted to

formulas in which all quantifiers are bounded by LPA-terms (cf. Kaye [50, page 23]),

and Exp stands for the LPA-axiom stating that the exponential function is total

(cf. Hájek and Pudlák [38, Section V.3]).

In Section 7.2, we show that whenever MZ is a model of PA, we can realise

Z as an integer part of a v-compatible real closed EXP-field (K, exp). In Sec-

tion 7.3, we consider modelsMZ of true arithmetic, i.e. of the theory Th(N0,+, ·, 0, 1,
<), and show that the corresponding rings Z are integer parts of models of real ex-

ponentiation. Together with the known results, we obtain the following picture.

• MZ |= IOpen −→ Z is an integer part of a real closed field.
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• MZ |= I∆0 + Exp −→ Z is an integer part of a real closed field admitting a

left exponential.

• MZ |= PA −→ Z is an integer part of a v-compatible real closed EXP-field.

• MZ |= Th(N0,+, ·, 0, 1, <) −→ Z is an integer part of a model of real expo-

nentiation.

Moreover, we conjecture that MZ |= PA is already sufficient to obtain that Z is

an integer part of a model of real exponentiation.

7.1. Integer Parts of Real Closed Fields

We start by introducing the notion of integer parts.

Definition 7.1. Let (Z,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <) be an ordered ring. We say that Z is dis-

cretely ordered if there is no element in Z strictly between 0 and 1.

As before, we adapt the convention that we abbreviate the Lor-structure of an

ordered ring (R,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <) simply by R.

Definition 7.2. Let K be an ordered field. An integer part of K is a discretely

ordered subring Z ⊆ K with 1 as least positive element such that for any a ∈ K

there exists b ∈ Z with b ≤ a < b+ 1. This element b is called the integer part of

a and denoted by ⌊a⌋.

Example 7.3. (i) Naturally, Z is an integer part of R. Since for any archimedean

field F we have Z ⊆ F ⊆ R, the ordered ring of integers Z is an integer part of

any archimedean field.

(ii) Let k be an archimedean field and let G 6= {0} be an ordered abelian group.

Then K = k((G)) has

Z = k
((
G<0

))
+ Z

as an integer part. Indeed, Z is a discretely ordered subring ofK, as Z is closed

under addition, subtraction as well as multiplication and has no element strictly

between 0 and 1. Moreover, let s ∈ K. If s is of the form

s =
∑

g∈G<0

sgt
g + s0 + sg0t

g0 +
∑

g∈G>g0

sgt
g

for some g0 ∈ G>0 with sg0 6= 0 and sg ∈ k for any g ∈ G, then let

⌊s⌋ =





∑
g∈G<0 sgt

g + ⌊s0⌋ if s0 6= 0,
∑

g∈G<0 sgt
g if s0 = 0 and sg0 > 0,

∑
g∈G<0 sgt

g − 1 if s0 = 0 and sg0 < 0,
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where ⌊s0⌋ denotes the integer part of s0 in Z. Otherwise, s is of the form

s =
∑

g∈G<0

sgt
g + s0

and we let

⌊s⌋ =
∑

g∈G<0

sgt
g + ⌊s0⌋.

In each case, ⌊s⌋ ∈ Z.

As mentioned before, Mourgues and Ressayre [81, Corollary 4.4] show that any

real closed field admits an integer part. This result does, in general, not hold for

ordered fields: Boughattas [8] shows the existence of ordered fields of infinite absolute

transcendence degree without an integer part, and F.-V. Kuhlmann [65] proves that

there are ordered fields of finite absolute transcendence degree without an integer

part.

We now address the following question asked in Biljakovich, Kochetov and S. Kuhl-

mann [7, Remark 3.3 (iii)].

Question 7.4. Does any real closed field admit a normal integer part?

To make the notions in Question 7.4 precise, recall the following definitions.

Definition 7.5. Let S be a commutative ring with a multiplicative identity and let

D ⊆ S be a subring. Then D is integrally closed in S if for any monic polynomial

p(x) ∈ D[x], every root of p(x) in S is already contained in D.

Notation 7.6. For an integral domain R, we denote its field of fractions
{a
b

∣∣∣ a ∈ R, b ∈ R \ {0}
}

by ff(R).

Definition 7.7. Let R be an integral domain. Then R is called normal if it is

integrally closed in its field of fractions ff(R).

Since Z is a normal ring, any archimedean real closed field admits a normal integer

part. The construction of integer parts of non-archimedean real closed fields in

Mourgues and Ressayre [81] never gives us normal integer parts. We now relate

normal integer parts of non-archimedean real closed fields to dense subfields which

are regular over Q.

Definition 7.8. An extension of fields F ⊆ K is called regular if F is relatively

algebraically closed in K. We then also say that K is regular over F .

Lemma 7.9. Let K be an ordered field and let Z be an integer part of K. Then

ff(Z) is dense in K.
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Proof. Let a, b ∈ K with a < b. We need to find c ∈ ff(Z) with a ≤ c ≤ b. If

b− a ≥ 1, then

a < ⌊a⌋+ 1 ≤ ⌊b⌋ ≤ b.

Thus, we can choose c = ⌊a⌋+ 1. Otherwise, 0 < b− a < 1. Let

d =

⌊
1

b− a

⌋
+ 1.

Then d > 1
b−a and thus

db− da > 1.

As above, we obtain for c′ = ⌊da⌋+ 1 that da < c′ ≤ db. Hence, for c = c′

d
, we have

a < c ≤ b, as required.

Lemma 7.10. Let Z be a normal discretely ordered ring. Then Z is integrally closed

in ff(Z).

Proof. Let K = ff(Z) and let a ∈ K be integral over Z. Note that, in particular, a

is algebraic over Q, whence a ∈ Ov. Let p(x) ∈ Z[x] be a monic polynomial with

p(a) = 0. Since Z ⊆ Z and Z is normal, we have a ∈ Z. Hence, a ∈ Ov ∩ Z = Z, as
Z is discretely ordered.

Lemma 7.11. Let F be a field of characteristic 0. Then F is regular over Q if and

only if Z is integrally closed in F .

Proof. Suppose that F is regular over Q. Let p(x) ∈ Z[x] be monic and let a ∈ F

with p(a) = 0. Then by regularity of F over Q, we have a ∈ Q. Since Z is integrally

closed in Q, we obtain a ∈ Z.
Conversely, suppose that Z is integrally closed in F . Let p(x) ∈ Q[x] be monic

and let a ∈ F \ {0} with p(a) = 0. Then for some n ∈ N, we can express p(x) as

p(x) = xn +
n−1∑

k=0

bk
ck
xk,

with bk ∈ Z and ck ∈ N for any k ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}. Let

ℓ =

n−1∏

k=0

ck

and set

q(x) = xn +
n−1∑

k=0

bk
ck
ℓn−kxk ∈ Z[x].

Then

q(ℓa) = ℓnan +
n−1∑

k=0

bk
ck
ℓnak = ℓnp(a) = 0.

Hence, ℓa is integral over Z. By normality of Z, we obtain ℓa ∈ Z. Thus, a ∈ Q, as

required.
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Let K be a non-archimedean ordered field with a normal integer part Z and let

F = ff(Z). By Lemma 7.9, we have that F is dense in K. Moreover, Z is integrally

closed in F by Lemma 7.10, whence F is regular over Q by Lemma 7.11. We pose

the following question.

Question 7.12. Does every non-archimedean real closed K field admit a dense

subfield F which is regular over Q?

By the explanation above, a positive answer to Question 7.4 would imply a positive

answer to Question 7.12. In the following, we give a positive answer to Question 7.12

in the case that the absolute transcendence degree of K is infinite.

Notation 7.13. For an ordered field K, we denote its absolute transcendence de-

gree, i.e. its transcendence degree over Q, by td(K). We say that T ⊆ K is a

transcendence basis of K if it is a transcendence basis of K over Q.

The following result is due to Erdős, Gillman and Henriksen [31, Lemma 2.3].

Lemma 7.14. Let K be an uncountable ordered field. Then K admits a dense

transcendence basis.

The arguments in [31] can be generalised to countable ordered fields with count-

ably infinite transcendence basis.

Lemma 7.15. Let K be a countable ordered field with td(K) = ℵ0. Then K admits

a dense transcendence basis.

Proof. Let (In)n∈N be an enumeration of all intervals (a, b) ⊆ K. We construct a

transcendence basis of K containing {t1, t2, . . .} such that tk ∈ Ik for any k. Let

t1 ∈ I1 be an arbitrary element transcendental over Q. Suppose that t1, . . . , tn have

already been chosen for some n. Assume, for a contradiction, that all elements in

In+1 were algebraic over Q(t1, . . . , tn). Then by [31, Lemma 2.2], also K is algebraic

over Q(t1, . . . , tn). This contradicts td(K) = ℵ0. Hence, we can choose tn+1 ∈ In+1

which is transcendental over Q(t1, . . . , tn). Now T ′ = {tn | n ∈ N} is a dense subset

of K which is algebraically independent over Q and can thus be extended to a dense

transcendence basis T ⊇ T ′ of K.

Theorem 7.16. Let K be an ordered field with td(K) ≥ ℵ0. Then there is a dense

subfield F of K such that Q ⊆ F is regular.

Proof. By Lemma 7.14 and Lemma 7.15, we obtain thatK has a dense transcendence

basis T . Thus, F = Q(T ) is dense in K and Q ⊆ F is regular.

Note that the conclusion of Theorem 7.16 also holds for ordered fields of tran-

scendence degree 0. Indeed, if K is an ordered field with td(K) = 0, then K is

algebraic over Q and thus archimedean. We can then set F = Q. Thus, the question
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becomes whether the same conclusion can be made for non-archimedean ordered

fields of non-zero finite transcendence degree (see Question 9.9).

As a final result of this section, we obtain the following characterisation of ordered

fields dense in their real closure in terms of dense transcendence bases.

Corollary 7.17. Let K be an ordered field. Suppose that td(K) ≥ ℵ0. Then K is

dense in Krc if and only if K admits a transcendence basis T which is dense in Krc.

Proof. SinceKrc is algebraic overK, any transcendence basis ofK is a transcendence

basis of Krc. If K has a transcendence basis T which is dense in Krc, then K has a

proper subset dense in Krc and thus K itself is dense in Krc. Conversely, suppose

that K is dense in Krc. By Lemma 7.14 and Lemma 7.15, we obtain that K admits

a transcendence basis T which is dense in K. Since K is dense in Krc, also T is

dense in Krc.

7.2. Models of Peano Arithmetic

In this and the following section, we consider particular integer parts of ordered

exponential fields. Namely, we start with a discretely ordered ring and then construct

a real closed exponential field of which it is an integer part. For convenience, we

start working with base 2 exponentiation.

In the following, let M = (M,+, ·, 0, 1, <) be a model of PA. We construct a real

closed field KM such that M ∪ (−M) is an integer part of KM and subsequently an

exponential expM on KM . For the construction of KM , we follow Simpson [101].

We have to point out that the construction of a real closed field in [101] takes place

in models in second-order arithmetic – more specifically, in models of the system

ACA0 (arithmetical comprehension axiom) – rather than in first-order models of PA.

However, as emphasised in [101, Remark I.3.3], the first-order part of ACA0 is just

PA. Since in our context it is more suitable to stay in the first-order language LPA,

we apply the results of [101] directly to M and point out where special care is

needed.

Our first aim is to construct the ordered ring of rationals QM induced by M and

to be able to quantify over QM , that is, we want to give meaning to expressions of

the form

M |= ∃(x ∈ QM ) ϕ(x) and M |= ∀(x ∈ QM ) ϕ(x),

where ϕ denotes an LPA-formula. In order to do so, we use a similar approach as

the standard way to define Z as equivalence classes of pairs of natural numbers, Q as

equivalence classes of integers and to equip both of these sets with operations making

them an ordered ring and an ordered field, respectively (cf. Krapp [56, Chapter 2]

for details).
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We define the set ofM-integers ZM as the set (M×M)/ ∼ under the equivalence

relation

(m,n) ∼ (p, q) :⇔ m+ q = n+ p.

The equivalence class of a pair (m,n) can be understood as the expression m−n. To
relax the notation, we denote the equivalence class of an element (m,n) ∈M×M also

by (m,n). The following interpretations of the symbols in the language Lor make ZM
a discretely ordered ring with 1 as least positive element (cf. [101, Theorem II.4.1]):

• (m,n) + (p, q) = (m+ p, n+ q),

• (m,n)− (p, q) = (m+ q, n+ p),

• (m,n) · (p, q) = (mp+ nq,mq + np),

• 0 = (0, 0),

• 1 = (1, 0),

• (m,n) < (p, q) if m+ q < n+ p.

The ordered semiring (M,+, ·, 0, 1, <) can be embedded into (ZM ,+, ·, 0, 1, <) via

the identification

m 7→ (m, 0).

Thus, we can consider M as a subset of ZM . Moreover, for any m ∈ M , we denote

by −m the element (0,m) in ZM and can thus consider ZM as M ∪ (−M).

Atomic formulas in LPA are equivalent over PA to formulas of the form

p(x) = q(x) or p(x) < q(x),

where p and q are polynomials with coefficients in N. Atomic formulas in Lor are

also such polynomial equations and inequations, except that the coefficients lie in

Z rather than N. However, over the theory of ordered rings Tor, we can always

translate such formulas to ones which only involve polynomials with non-negative

coefficients. This way, we can confer meaning to quantification over ZM within M .

For instance, we interpret the expression

∃(y ∈ ZM ) x− y > −2x2 + xy

as the LPA-formula

∃y
(
2x2 + x > xy + y ∨ 2x2 + xy + x+ y > 0

)
.

Likewise, the expression

∀(x ∈ ZM ) x− y > −2x2 + xy
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stands for

∀x
(
2x2 + x > xy + y ∧ 2x2 + xy + x+ y > 0

)
.

In a similar fashion, we now introduce the ordered field of M-rationals QM . The

underlying set of QM is given by (ZM×(M \{0}))/ ∼ under the equivalence relation

(a, b) ∼ (c, d) :⇔ ad = bc.

The equivalence class of an element (a, b) ∈ ZM × (M \ {0}) is denoted by a
b
. The

following interpretation of the symbols of Lor makes QM an ordered field (cf. [101,

Theorem II.4.2]):

• a
b
+ c

d
= ad+bc

bd
,

• a
b
− c

d
= ad−bc

bd
,

• a
b
· c
d
= ac

bd
,

• 0 = 0
1 ,

• 1 = 1
1 ,

• a
b
< c

d
if ad < bc.

The ordered ring (ZM ,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <) is embeddable into (QM ,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <) via
the identification

a 7→ a

1
.

Thus, both M and ZM can be considered as subsets of QM . We can quantify in

M over QM and use parameters from QM by clearing fractions in the polynomials

which appear in the atomic formulas. For instance,

∃(x ∈ QM ) x2 − 1

2
> x

stands for

∃(a ∈ ZM )∃(b > 0) 2a2 − b2 > 2ab.

The constructions of ZM and QM from M have so far involved the standard steps

as in going from N0 to Z and from Z to Q. To obtain the set ofM -reals, we have to be

more careful. Usually, one would go via equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences of

rational numbers. However, as we pointed out at the beginning of this sections, the

results we apply regard second-order models of ACA0. These can be obtained from

models of PA by restricting second-order quantification to arithmetically definable

sets (cf. [101, page 8]). In other words, the results regarding ACA0 we wish to use still

apply to any model of PA as long as the sets involved are definable. In conclusion,

the set of M -reals KM consists of equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences in QM

which are definable over M. We make this precise in the following.
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A rational M-sequence is a function a : M → M4 which is definable over M
such that for any n ∈M , the following holds: If a(n) is of the form (x, y, u, v) ∈M4,

then u− v 6= 0. Formally, a term of the sequence an is a quadrupel in M . However,

we interpret the quadrupel (x, y, u, v) as the expression

x− y

u− v
,

and thus regard a as a function from M to QM . Note that the condition u− v 6= 0

ensures that all terms of the sequence are indeed M -rationals. As usual, we denote

a(n) by an and a also by (an)n∈M . Sometimes it is convenient to have sequences

starting at 1 rather than 0. These are denoted by (an)n∈M>0 and formally describe

the sequence (an)n∈M , where we set a0 = 0.

Let a be a rational M -sequence. We say that a is a rational M-Cauchy se-

quence if the following holds:

M |= ∀(k > 0)∃N∀(m,n > N) |an − am| <
1

k
.

We define an equivalence relation ∼ on the set of rational M -Cauchy sequences

as follows. Let a and b be two rational M -Cauchy sequences. Then a ∼ b if the

following holds:

M |= ∀(k > 0)∃N∀(n > N) |an − bn| <
1

k
.

The set of all equivalence classes of rationalM -Cauchy sequences is denoted by KM .

We call KM the set of M-reals. We interpret the symbols of Lor in KM as follows

(where [a] stands for the ∼-equivalence class of a rational M -Cauchy sequence):

• [a] + [b] = [a+ b],

• [a]− [b] = [a− b],

• [a] · [b] = [a · b],

• [a] < [b] if M |= ∃(k > 0)∃N∀(n > N) an +
1
k
< bn.

If it is clear from the context, then we also denote an M -real [a] simply by a and a

rational M -sequence (an)n∈M by (an) or an. We also say that a rational M -Cauchy

sequence (an)n∈M converges to a if a = [(an)n∈M ], and we write

lim
n→∞

an = a.

For any q ∈ QM , we also denote the M -real given by the equivalence class of the M -

sequence which is constantly q by q. In particular, this gives suitable interpretations

of the symbols 0 and 1 in KM . By [101, Theorem II.4.5], (KM ,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <) is

an ordered field. Moreover, QM is an ordered subfield of KM (via the identification
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described above), and thus we can also consider M and ZM as subsets of KM such

that all arithmetic operations as well as the order relation are preserved.

Since KM ranges over equivalence classes of definable functions in M, we cannot

quantify in M over elements of KM . However, we can confer meaning to formulas

using finitely many parameters from KM . For instance, if a, b ∈ KM , then an

expression of the form

M |= ∀x a < x

stands for

M |= ∀x∃(k > 0)∃N∀(n > N) an +
1

k
< x,

where (an) is a rational M -sequence converging to a; and

M |= ∃x a+ x = b

is short for

M |= ∃x∀(k > 0)∃N∀(n > N) |an + x− bn| <
1

k
,

where (bn) is a rational M -sequence converging to b.

We briefly summarise what we have established so far: For any M |= PA, we

constructed the ordered ring ofM -integers ZM , the ordered field ofM -rationals QM

and subsequently the ordered field of M -reals KM . Moreover,

M ⊆ ZM ⊆ QM ⊆ KM ,

where the embeddings preserve the algebraic structure. For any Lor-formula ϕ with

parameters from KM , we have given meaning to expressions of the form

M |= ∃(x ∈ QM ) ϕ(x)

(or similar other quantification over QM and ZM ).

Theorem 7.18. Let M |= PA. Then the ordered field of M -reals KM is real closed.

Moreover, M is cofinal in KM , i.e for any a ∈ KM , there exists n ∈ M such that

a < n.

Proof. That KM is real closed is proved in [101, Corollary II.6.7]. The property of

M to be cofinal in KM is proved in [101, Theorem II.4.5].

Corollary 7.19. Let M |= PA. Then ZM is an integer part of KM .

Proof. Let a ∈ KM . Since ZM is a discretely ordered ring with 1 as least positive

element, we only need to show that b ≤ a < b+1 for some b ∈ ZM . By Theorem 7.18,

the definable set

{n ∈M | M |= |a| < n}
is non-empty. Thus, it must have a least element m. We obtain m − 1 ≤ |a| < m.

Hence, if a ≥ 0, then we can set b = m−1. If a < 0, then we have −m < a ≤ −m+1

and set b = −m+ 1 if a = −m+ 1 and b = −m otherwise.
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As a result of Corollary 7.19, we obtain by Lemma 7.9 that QM is a dense subfield

of KM . We now turn to exponentiation on KM . Recall that over PA, the binary

exponentiation function (m,n) 7→ mn is definable. We denote by exp2 on M the

unary function

m 7→ 2m.

In the following, we extend exp2 to an exponential expM with domain KM . We first

define expM as a function from

QM =

{
b

c

∣∣∣∣ b ∈ ZM , c ∈M>0

}

to KM and then extend its domain to KM .

For any n, b, c ∈M>0, consider the set

B = {m ∈M | mc ≤ 2ncb} .

Since 1 ∈ B, this set is non-empty. Moreover, since B is definable in M and has an

upper bound 2nb, we obtain that B has a maximum in M (see Lemma A.2.7). Let

appr(n, b, c) = maxB.

Now let b, c ∈ M>0 and let a = b
c
. Define expM (a) by the following sequence of

M -rationals:

expM (a) = lim
n→∞

(
appr(n, exp2(b), c)

2n

)
.

Note that appr(n, exp2(b), c) is the unique element dn ∈M with

dcn
2nc

≤ exp2(b) <
(dn + 1)c

2nc
.

Thus, expM (a) can also be represented by the rational M -sequence
(
dn + 1

2n

)

n∈M

.

Moreover, we set expM (−a) = expM (a)−1 and expM (0) = 1.

Lemma 7.20. Let M |= PA. Then expM : QM → KM is well-defined. Moreover,

expM↾M= exp2.

Proof. It suffices to show that expM is well-defined on Q>0
M , as then it is also well-

defined on Q≤0
M . Let a = b

c
for b, c ∈M>0. For any n ∈M , let

dn = appr(n, exp2(b), c).

Let k ∈M>0 and let m,n ∈M with m > n > k. We have

(dn2
m−n)c

2mc
=

dcn
2nc

≤ exp2(b).
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Since dm is maximal with the property dcm
2mc ≤ exp2(b), we obtain

dn2
m−n ≤ dm.

This implies
dcn
2nc

≤ dcm
2mc

≤ exp2(b) <
(dn + 1)c

2nc
.

Hence,
dn
2n

≤ dm
2m

<
dn + 1

2n
.

We obtain ∣∣∣∣
dm
2m

− dn
2n

∣∣∣∣ ≤
1

2n
<

1

k
.

This shows that
(
dn
2n

)
is an M -Cauchy sequence. We now show that the sequence

(dn) does not depend on the representative of a. Let ℓ ∈ M>0. Then a can also be

expressed as

a =
ℓb

ℓc
.

Now for any m,n ∈M ,

mℓc

2nℓc
≤ exp2(ℓb) <

(m+ 1)ℓc

2nℓc

holds if and only if
mc

2nc
≤ exp2(b) <

(m+ 1)c

2nc
.

Thus, appr(n, exp2(b), c) = appr(n, exp2(ℓb), ℓc). This shows that the definition of

expM (a) does not depend on the choice of the enumerator and denominator. Hence,

we have established that expM is well-defined on Q>0
M .

Finally, we show that expM↾M= exp2. Let a ∈ M>0, and for any n ∈ M , let

dn ∈M such that
dn
2n

≤ exp2(a) <
(dn + 1)

2n
.

Then
∣∣exp2(a)− dn

2n

∣∣ < 1
2n . Hence,

expM (a) = lim
n→∞

(
dn
2n

)
= exp2(a),

as required.

Lemma 7.21. Let M |= PA. Let b, c ∈ M>0 and for any n ∈ M , let dn =

appr(n, exp2(b), c). Then the sequence
(
dn
2n

)

is increasing, and the sequence (
dn + 1

2n

)

is decreasing.
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Proof. Let n ∈M . We show that dn+1 ≥ 2dn, whence

dn+1

2n+1
≥ dn

2n
.

Since dn+1 is maximal with
dcn+1

2(n+1)c
≤ exp2(b),

it suffices to show that
(2dn)

c

2(n+1)c
≤ exp2(b).

Indeed,
(2dn)

c

2(n+1)c
=

dcn
2nc

≤ exp2(b).

We now show that 2dn + 1 ≥ dn+1, whence

dn + 1

2n
≥ dn+1 + 1

2n+1
.

Since dn+1 is minimal with

exp2(b) <
(dn+1 + 1)c

2(n+1)c
,

it is enough to show that

exp2(b) <
(2dn + 2)c

2nc
.

Indeed,
(2dn + 2)c

2(n+1)c
=

(dn + 1)c

2nc
> exp2(b),

as required.

Lemma 7.22. Let M |= PA. Then for any ℓ ∈ M>0, the rational M-sequence

(an)n∈M>0 given by

an =
(n+ 1)ℓ

nℓ

converges to 1.

Proof. First note that the sequence
(
n+ 1

n

)

n∈M>0

is strictly decreasing. Indeed, for any n ∈M>0, we have n2 + 2n+ 1 > n2 + 2n and

thus
n+ 1

n
>
n+ 2

n+ 1
.

We proceed by induction on ℓ. For ℓ = 1, we have

|an − 1| = 1

n
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for any n ∈ M>0. Hence, for any k ∈ M>0 we obtain for any n ∈ M with n > k

that |an − 1| < 1
k
, as required.

Suppose that the statement holds for some ℓ ∈M>0. Consider the M -sequence

an =
(n+ 1)ℓ+1

nℓ+1
.

Let k ∈M>0 and let N ∈M such that for any n ∈M with n > N , we have

∣∣∣∣
(n+ 1)ℓ

nℓ
− 1

∣∣∣∣ <
1

2k
.

Then for any n ∈M with n > max{N, 4k},
∣∣∣∣
(n+ 1)ℓ+1

nℓ+1
− 1

∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣
(n+ 1)ℓ

nℓ
·
(
1 +

1

n

)
− 1

∣∣∣∣

≤
∣∣∣∣
(n+ 1)ℓ

nℓ
− 1

∣∣∣∣+
1

n
· (n+ 1)ℓ

nℓ

<
1

2k
+

1

4k

(
1 +

1

2k

)
≤ 7

8k
<

1

k
.

Lemma 7.23. Let M |= PA. Then expM : QM → KM is an order-preserving

homomorphism from the additive group (QM ,+, 0, <) to the multiplicative group(
K>0
M , ·, 1, <

)
.

Proof. By definition, expM (0) = 1. We start by showing that expM is greater than

1 on Q>0
M . Let b, c ∈ M>0, and for any n ∈ M , let dn = appr(n, exp2(b), c). By

Lemma 7.21, (
dn
2n

)

n∈M

is an increasing M -sequence. Thus, it suffices to show that dn
2n > 1 for some n ∈M .

By Lemma 7.22, the sequence

(
(n+ 1)c

nc

)

n∈M>0

converges to 1. Thus, so does its subsequence

(
(2n + 1)c

2nc

)

n∈M

.

Let n ∈M with
(2n + 1)c

2nc
< 2 ≤ exp2(b).

Then, in particular, dn ≥ 2n + 1, whence dn
2n > 1.
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We now show that for any b, b′, c ∈M>0, we have

expM

(
b+ b′

c

)
= expM

(
b

c

)
expM

(
b′

c

)
.

For any n ∈ M , let dn = appr(n, exp2(b + b′), c), rn = appr(n, exp2(b), c) and

sn = appr(n, exp2(b
′), c). Then

dc2n
22nc

≤ exp2(b+ b′) <
(d2n + 1)c

22nc
,

rcn
2nc

≤ exp2(b) <
(rn + 1)c

2nc
and

scn
2nc

≤ exp2(b
′) <

(sn + 1)c

2nc
.

Since exp2(b+ b′) = exp2(b) exp2(b
′), we obtain

(rnsn)
c

22nc
≤ dc2n

22nc
< exp2(b+ b′) <

(d2n + 1)c

22nc
≤ ((rn + 1)(sn + 1))c

22nc
.

Moreover, rnsn + 1 ≤ d2n + 1. Hence,

((rn + 1)(sn + 1))c

22nc
=

(
rnsn + 1

22n
+

rn
2n + sn

2n

2n

)c
≤
(
d2n + 1

22n
+

rn
2n + sn

2n

2n

)c
.

Since rn
2n converges to expM

(
b
c

)
and sn

2n converges to expM

(
b′

c

)
, we obtain that

rn
2n + sn

2n

2n

converges to 0. Hence,
d2n + 1

22n
+

rn
2n + sn

2n

2n

has the same limit as
d2n + 1

22n
,

which is expM

(
b+b′

c

)
. This implies that

(rn + 1)(sn + 1)

22n

converges to expM

(
b+b′

c

)
. Since

(rn + 1)(sn + 1)

22n
=
rn + 1

2n
· sn + 1

2n
,

which converges to

expM

(
b

c

)
expM

(
b′

c

)
,
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we obtain

expM

(
b+ b′

c

)
= expM

(
b

c

)
expM

(
b′

c

)
.

Now let p, q ∈ Q≥0
M with p = b

c
and q = g

h
for some b, c, g, h ∈M . Then

expM (p+ q) = expM

(
bh+ cg

ch

)
= expM

(
bh

ch

)
expM

( cg
ch

)
= expM (p) expM (q).

Moreover,

expM (p− q) = expM

(
bh− cg

ch

)
= expM

(
bh

ch

)
expM

( cg
ch

)−1
= expM (p) expM (−q).

Likewise, we obtain

expM (−p− q) = expM (−p) expM (−q).

This proves that expM is a homomorphism from (QM ,+, 0) to
(
K>0
M , ·, 1

)
. It remains

to show that expM is order-preserving.

Let b, b′, c ∈M>0 with b < b′. Since expM (a) > 1 = expM (0) for any a ∈ Q>0
M , we

obtain

expM

(
b′

c

)
= expM

(
b′ − b

c

)
expM

(
b

c

)
> expM

(
b

c

)
. (7.1)

Now let p, q ∈ Q≥0
M with p = b

c
and q = g

h
for some b, c, g, h ∈ M such that p > q.

Then by (7.1)

expM (p) = expM

(
bh

ch

)
> expM

( cg
ch

)
= expM (q).

Moreover,

expM (−q) = expM (q)−1 > expM (p)−1 = expM (−p),
expM (−p) = expM (p)−1 < 1 ≤ expM (q),

expM (−q) = expM (q)−1 ≤ 1 < expM (p).

This shows that expM preserves the order.

Lemma 7.24. Let M |= PA. Let b,m ∈M>0 and a, c ∈ Q>0
M . Then cm < exp2(b) <

am if and only if

c < expM

(
b

m

)
< a.

Proof. First suppose that cm < exp2(b) < am. For any n ∈M , let

dn = appr(n, exp2(b),m).
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Then
dmn
2nm

≤ exp2(b) < am.

Hence, for any n ∈M ,
dn
2n

< a.

Since dn
2n converges to expM

(
b
m

)
, we obtain expM

(
b
m

)
≤ a. Assume, for a contradic-

tion, that a = expM
(
b
m

)
. We show by induction that for any k ∈M>0 we then have

that (
dkn
2nk

)

n∈M

converges to both ak and expM
(
kb
m

)
. Hence, expM

(
mb
m

)
= exp2(b) < am. This will

give us the required contradiction. For k = 1, the conclusion is trivial. Suppose that

for some k ∈M>0 we have that

ak = lim
n→∞

dkn
2nk

= expM

(
kb

m

)
.

Then

lim
n→∞

dk+1
n

2n(k+1)
= lim

n→∞

(
dkn
2nk

· dn
2n

)
= expM

(
kb

m

)
expM

(
b

m

)
= expM

(
(k + 1)b

m

)

as well as

lim
n→∞

dk+1
n

2n(k+1)
= ak · a = ak+1,

as required. We have thus established that

expM

(
b

m

)
< a.

In a similar manner, by considering the sequence
(
dn+1
2n

)
instead of

(
dn
2n

)
, we obtain

the other inequality

c < expM

(
b

m

)
.

For the converse, suppose that am ≤ exp2(b) ≤ cm. Arguing as before, we obtain

a ≤ expM

(
b

m

)
≤ c.

By contraposition, this completes the proof.

The following result shows that for any model M of PA, the field of M -reals

contains an element eM with properties similar to Euler’s number.
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Lemma 7.25. Let M |= PA. Let (an)n∈M>0 and (bn)n∈M>0 be the rational M -

sequences given by

an =

(
1 +

1

n

)n
and bn =

(
1 +

1

n

)n+1

.

Then (an) is strictly increasing and (bn) is strictly decreasing. Moreover, both se-

quences converge to the same limit eM , which has the property 2 < eM < 3.

Proof. Let n ∈M>0. Then by Bernoulli’s Inequality, which is provable in any model

of PA by induction, we have

an+1

an
=

(
(n+ 2)n+1

(n+ 1)n+1

)(
(n+ 1)n

nn

)−1

=

(
(n+ 2)n

(n+ 1)2

)n
·
(
n+ 2

n+ 1

)

=

(
1− 1

(n+ 1)2

)n
·
(
1 +

1

n+ 1

)

≥
(
1− n

(n+ 1)2

)
·
(
1 +

1

n+ 1

)

= 1 +
1

(n+ 1)3
> 1.

Thus, (an) is strictly increasing. Similarly, for (bn) we have

bn
bn+1

=

(
(n+ 1)n+1

nn+1

)(
(n+ 2)n+2

(n+ 1)n+2

)−1

=

(
(n+ 1)2

n(n+ 2)

)n+1

·
(
n+ 1

n+ 2

)

=

(
1 +

1

n(n+ 2)

)n+1

·
(
1− 1

n+ 2

)

≥
(
1 +

n+ 1

n(n+ 2)

)
·
(
1− 1

n+ 2

)

= 1 +
1

n(n+ 2)2
> 1.

Thus, (bn) is strictly decreasing.

Now for any n ∈M>0, since bn is strictly decreasing, we have

bn − an =

(
1 +

1

n

)n+1
(
1−

(
1 +

1

n

)−1
)

= bn ·
1

n+ 1

<
b1
n
.
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Hence, 0 < bn − an <
b1
n
. This shows, in particular, that for any n,m ∈ M with

m > n > 5, we have

2 < a1 < an < am < bm < bn < b5 < 3.

Hence, for any k ∈M>0 we obtain that for any n,m ∈M with m > n > b1k,

|am − an| < |an − bn| <
b1
n
<

1

k
and |bm − bn| < |an − bn| <

1

k
.

This establishes that both (an) and (bn) converge to the same limit eM with 2 <

eM < 3.

We now formulate the definition of expM for any element in KM : Let a ∈ K>0
M

and let bn and cn be M -sequences in M>0 such that an = bn
cn

and a = limn→∞ an.

We define expM (a) as

expM (a) = lim
n→∞

(
appr(n, exp2(bn), cn)

2n

)
.

Moreover, we set expM (0) = 1, and for a ∈ K<0
M , we set expM (a) = expM (−a)−1.

Theorem 7.26. Let M |= PA. Then (KM , expM ) is a real closed exponential field.

Proof. Since KM is a real closed field by Theorem 7.18, it remains to show that

expM is an order-preserving isomorphism from (KM ,+, 0, <) to
(
K>0
M , ·, 1, <

)
.

We first prove that expM is well-defined. Let a ∈ K>0
M and let

dn = appr(n, exp2(bn), cn),

where an = bn
cn

forM -sequences bn in ZM and cn inM>0 with a = limn→∞ an. Since

a is positive, we may assume that bn is a sequence in M>0. We need to show that
dn
2n is convergent.

Let k ∈M>0. Let L ∈M with

L > 3 exp2(⌊a⌋+ 1)k

and let N ∈M with N > L such that for any m,n ∈M with m > n ≥ N , we have

the following:

• |an − am| < 1
L
,

• an < ⌊a⌋+ 1,

•
(
1 + 1

n

)n
> 2 (which is possible by Lemma 7.25).
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Let m,n ∈ M with m > n > N . Since expM is an order-preserving homomor-

phism from (QM ,+, 0, <) to
(
K>0
M , ·, 1, <

)
by Lemma 7.23, we obtain

| expM (am)− expM (an)| = expM (am)− expM (an)

≤ expM

(
an +

1

L

)
− expM (an)

= expM (an)

(
expM

(
1

L

)
− 1

)

≤ expM (⌊a⌋+ 1)

(
expM

(
1

L

)
− 1

)
.

Since by the proof of Lemma 7.25 we have exp2(1) = 2 <
(
1 + 1

L

)L
, Lemma 7.24

implies

expM

(
1

L

)
≤ 1 +

1

L
.

Hence, (
expM

(
1

L

)
− 1

)
≤ 1

L
.

Thus,

| expM (am)− expM (an)| ≤
expM (⌊a⌋+ 1)

L
<

1

3k
.

Hence,

∣∣∣∣
dm
2m

− dn
2n

∣∣∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣∣
dm
2m

− expM (am)

∣∣∣∣+ |expM (am)− expM (an)|+
∣∣∣∣expM (an)−

dn
2n

∣∣∣∣

<
1

2m
+

1

3k
+

1

2n
<

1

k
.

This shows that
(
dn
2n

)
is a rational M -Cauchy sequence, as required.

We now show that the definition of expM does not depend on the choice of the

rational M -sequence converging to a. Let rn be a rational M -Cauchy sequence with

the same limit as an. Let sn and tn be sequences in M>0 such that

rn =
sn
tn
.

Moreover, let

un = appr(n, exp2(sn), tn).

As in the proof of Lemma 7.20, we have that

appr(n, exp2(bn), cn) = appr(n, exp2(tnbn), tncn)

and

appr(n, exp2(sn), tn) = appr(n, exp2(cnsn), cntn).
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Thus, we can express the sequences an and rn with common denominators, i.e.

an =
tnbn
tncn

and

rn =
sncn
tncn

.

We may thus assume that the sequences an and rn are of the form

an =
bn
cn

and rn =
sn
cn

Moreover, dn = appr(n, exp2(bn), cn) and un = appr(n, exp2(sn), cn). Let

D = lim
n→∞

dn
2n

and U = lim
n→∞

un
2n
.

We need to show that D = U . First suppose that for any n1 ∈ M , there exist

n2, n3 ∈M≥n1 such that

dn2 ≤ un2 and un3 ≤ dn3 .

Then D ≤ U ≤ D, whence D = U . Otherwise, we may assume that there exists

N ∈ M such that for any n ∈ M with n > N , we have dn ≤ un. (The case that

un ≤ dn for sufficiently large n can be treated similarly.) Thus, also an ≤ rn. Let

k ∈ M>0. Then there exists a least Lk ∈ M with Lk > N + k such that for any

n ≥ Lk we have

0 ≤ rn − an <
1

k
,

whence 0 ≤ sn − bn <
cn
k
. Hence, we obtain

(un
2n

)cn ≤ exp2(sn) < expM

(
bn +

cn
k

)

= expM (bn) expM

(cn
k

)
≤ expM

(cn
k

)(dn + 1

2n

)cn
.

By Lemma 7.24, we obtain

(un
2n

)
≤ expM

(
1

k

)(
dn + 1

2n

)
.

Moreover, we have (
dn + 1

2n

)
≤
(
un + 1

2n

)
.

Hence, for any k ∈M>0,

(uLk

2Lk

)
≤ expM

(
1

k

)(
dLk

+ 1

2Lk

)
≤ expM

(
1

k

)(
uLk

+ 1

2Lk

)
. (7.2)
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By choice of Lk, we have that (Lk)k∈M>0 is an increasing sequence which is cofinal

in M . By Lemma 7.24 and Lemma 7.25, for any k ∈M>0 we have

1 < expM

(
1

k

)
< 1 +

1

k
.

Thus, taking limits in (7.2) we obtain

U ≤ D ≤ U,

as required. This shows that expM is well-defined on K>0
M . That expM is also

well-defined on K≤0
M follows immediately from its definition.

We next show that for any a ∈ K>0
M we have that expM (an) converges to expM (a),

where an is a rational M -sequence with a = limn→∞ an.
20 Let k ∈ M>0 and let

N ∈M with N > k such that for any n > N we have

∣∣∣∣
dn
2n

− expM (a)

∣∣∣∣ <
1

2k
.

Then

| expM (an)− expM (a)| ≤
∣∣∣∣expM (an)−

dn
2n

∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣
dn
2n

− expM (a)

∣∣∣∣ <
1

2n
+

1

2k
<

1

k
,

as required. Arguing similarly, we obtain that expM preserves limits of sequences in

K≤0
M .

We now show that expM is an order-preserving homomorphism from (KM ,+, 0, <)

to
(
K>0
M , ·, 1, <

)
. By definition, expM (0) = 1. Let an and bn be rational M -Cauchy

sequences and let

a = lim
n→∞

an and b = lim
n→∞

bn.

Then expM (an + bn) = expM (an) expM (bn). Taking limits, we obtain

expM (a+ b) = expM (a) expM (b).

Now suppose that a > b. Then there exists ℓ ∈M>0 such that

bn +
1

ℓ
< an

for sufficiently large n ∈M . Hence,

expM (bn) < expM

(
bn +

1

ℓ

)
< expM (an).

Taking limits, we obtain expM (b) < expM (a).

20Here we mean the usual notion of convergence of sequences in KM , meaning that for sufficiently

large n the distance between expM (an) and expM (a) becomes arbitrarily small.
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It remains to show that expM is surjective. Let a ∈ K>1
M . For any n ∈ M , let

(kn, bn) ∈M ×M>0 be the lexicographically least pair such that

M |= kn > n ∧ a ≤ bn
2kn

< expM

(
1

2n+1

)
a.

Such a pair always exists, as expM
(

1
2n+1

)
> 1. Then the sequence (an) =

(
bn
2kn

)
is

decreasing and converges to a from above. Moreover, for any n,m ∈M with m > n

we have |an − am| < 1
2n . We will construct a rational M -Cauchy sequence dn

2n such

that expM (D) = a for

D = lim
n→∞

dn
2n

∈ K>0
M .

For any n ∈M , let dn ∈M with

exp2(dn) ≤ a2
n

n < exp2(dn + 1).

We show that for any n ∈ M , we have 2dn − 1 ≤ dn+1 ≤ 2dn + 1. This establishes

that ∣∣∣∣
dn+1

2n+1
− dn

2n

∣∣∣∣ ≤
1

2n
,

whence dn
2n is convergent. Let n ∈M . Since (an) is decreasing, we have

a2
n+1

n+1 ≤ a2
n+1

n < exp2(2(dn + 1)).

Thus, 2(dn + 1) ≥ dn+1 + 1, whence 2dn + 1 ≥ dn+1. For the other inequality, by

construction of (an) we have

a ≤ an+1 ≤ an < expM

(
1

2n+1

)
a ≤ expM

(
1

2n+1

)
an+1.

By Lemma 7.24, we obtain

a2
n+1

n < exp2(1)a
2n+1

n+1 = 2a2
n+1

n+1 .

Hence,

exp2(2dn − 1) =
1

2
exp2(dn)

2 ≤ 1

2
a2

n+1

n < a2
n+1

n+1 .

This implies that 2dn − 1 ≤ dn+1.

We have thus established that dn
2n converges to some D. Since for any n ∈M , we

have

expM

(
dn
2n

)
≤ an < expM

(
dn + 1

2n

)
,

and expM
(
dn
2n

)
converges to expM (D), taking limits gives us expM (D) = a, as re-

quired.

We have thus shown that expM takes any value in K≥1
M . For any a ∈ K>0

M with

a < 1, let b ∈ KM with expM (b) = a−1. Then expM (−b) = a. Hence, expM is

surjective onto K>0
M .
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Since expM defines an exponential on KM , it is, in particular, a continuous map

(see Proposition 2.11). Moreover, any exponential polynomial over (KM , expM ) is

continuous. Using this property of expM , we can establish a way to quantify in M
over QM and to use Lexp-formulas with finitely many parameters from KM .

Let p(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn) be a polynomial with coefficients in Z. Let q1, . . . , qn ∈
QM and let a1, . . . , an ∈ ZM , b1, . . . , bn ∈ M>0 with qi =

ai
bi
. Then by continuity of

exponential polynomials and by density of QM in KM , we have that

p(q1, . . . , qn, expM (q1), . . . , expM (qn)) > 0

if and only if the following holds in M:

∃(ℓ > 0)∃(k > 0)∀(c1, . . . , cn ∈ ZM )∀
(
d1, . . . , dn ∈M>0

)
((

n∧

i=1

(
ci
di

− 1

k

)bi
< 2ai <

(
ci
di

+
1

k

)bi)
→ p

(
q1, . . . , qn,

c1
d1
, . . . ,

cn
dn

)
>

1

ℓ

)
.

This formula expresses that in a neighbourhood in QM around

(q1, . . . , qn, expM (q1), . . . , expM (qn)),

the polynomial p is strictly greater than a positive element of QM . Likewise,

p(q1, . . . , qn, expM (q1), . . . , expM (qn)) = 0

if and only if the following holds in M:

∀(ℓ > 0)∃(k > 0)∀(c1, . . . , cn ∈ ZM )∀
(
d1, . . . , dn ∈M>0

)
((

n∧

i=1

(
ci
di

− 1

k

)bi
< 2ai <

(
ci
di

+
1

k

)bi)
→ p

(
q1, . . . , qn,

c1
d1
, . . . ,

cn
dn

)
<

1

ℓ

)
.

This formula expresses that in a neighbourhood in QM around

(q1, . . . , qn, expM (q1), . . . , expM (qn)),

p gets arbitrarily close to 0. We have thus established that we can quantify in M
over QM and use arbitrary Lexp-formulas.

We can go one step further and give meaning to Lexp-formulas over M which

contain finitely many parameters from KM . Again, we use that exponential polyno-

mials over KM are continuous and that QM lies dense in KM . Let a ∈ KM and let

p(x, y) be a polynomial with coefficients in Z. Then p(a, expM (a)) > 0 if and only if

M |= ∃(k > 0)∃N∀(n > N) p(an, expM (an)) >
1

k
,

where (an) is a rational M -Cauchy sequence with a = limn→∞ an. Moreover,

p(a, expM (a)) = 0 if and only if

M |= ∀(k > 0)∃N∀(n > N) p(an, expM (an)) <
1

k
.
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Similar formulas can be found for multivariate exponential polynomials.

We have thus overall established a meaningful interpretation of expressions of the

form

M |= ϕ(a),

where ϕ(x) is an Lexp-formula with quantification over M , ZM as well as QM and

a is a tuple in KM .

We now investigate algebraic and model theoretic properties of (KM , expM ). In

Lemma 7.25 we have already seen that KM contains an element eM defined similar

to Euler’s number in R. This enables us to change the base of exponentiation in

order to obtain an EXP-exponential.

Lemma 7.27. Let M |= PA. Then the inverse logM : K>0
M → KM of expM is

differentiable in 1 with log′M (1) = logM (eM ).

Proof. Let (an) be the sequence in KM given by

an =

(
1 +

1

n

)n
.

By Lemma 7.25, we have limn→∞ an = eM . Consider the sequence (cn) in KM given

by

cn = log(an) =
log

(
1 + 1

n

)

1
n

.

Since expM is continuous on KM , also logM is continuous on K>0
M . Hence, (cn)

converges to logM (eM ). We obtain

log′M (1) = lim
h→0

logM (1 + h)

h
= lim

n→∞

logM
(
1 + 1

n

)

1
n

= logM (eM ) .

Lemma 7.28. Let M |= PA. Then expM is differentiable in 0 and

exp′M (0) =
1

logM (eM )
.

Proof. By Lemma 7.27, the inverse function of expM is differentiable in 1 = expM (0)

with derivative logM (eM ). We obtain that

exp′M (0) =
1

logM (eM )
.
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Since eM > 2, we have logM (eM ) > 0. Thus,

ẽxpM (x) = expM (logM (eM )x)

defines an exponential on KM . By Proposition 2.13, we obtain that ẽxpM is differ-

entiable with

ẽxpM
′
(x) = logM (eM ) exp′M (logM (eM )x) = logM (eM ) exp′M (0) expM (logM (eM )x) .

Hence, by Lemma 7.28 we obtain

ẽxpM
′
= ẽxpM .

This establishes that ẽxpM is an EXP-exponential on KM .

Throughout the rest of this chapter, we denote ẽxpM simply by expM .

Thus, (KM , expM ) becomes an EXP-field. Note that expM (1) = eM ∈ (2, 3), whence

expM is v-compatible by Lemma 3.9. In analogy to Theorem 4.40, we prove that

the residue field of (K, expM ) arising from a non-standard model of PA (i.e. a model

of PA which has N0 as a proper initial segment) is an elementary substructure of

Rexp.

Lemma 7.29. Let M be a non-standard model of PA. Then KM = QM .

Proof. Since ZM is an integer part of KM by Corollary 7.19, Lemma 7.9 implies that

QM = ff(ZM ) is dense inKM . Hence, the residue fields of the non-archimedean fields

KM and QM coincide, i.e. KM = QM .

Theorem 7.30. Let M be a non-standard model of PA. Then
(
KM , expM

)
� Rexp.

Proof. By definition of eM , for any n ∈ N we have

(
1 +

1

n

)n
< eM <

(
1 +

1

n

)n+1

.

Taking residues, we obtain that

expM (1) = expM (1) = eM = e = expR(1),

where e denote Euler’s number in R. By Proposition 3.2 we obtain that expM and

expR agree on KM ⊆ R. Hence,
(
KM , expM

)
⊆ Rexp.

We need to show that this embedding is elementary. By Lemma 4.39, it suffices

to show that

dcl
(
KM ;Rexp

)
= KM .

Let f be a 0-definable function in Rexp. Moreover, let a ∈ KM and b = f(a) ∈ R.
By model completeness of Rexp, we can express f(x) = y by a formula of the form

∃z p(x, y, z) = 0,
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for some p(x, y, z) ∈ Z[x, y, z]exp. We will show that b ∈ KM . In order to do so, it

suffices to show that the exponential polynomial p(a, y, z) in the variables y and z

has a root in KM . Let c ∈ R such that

Rexp |= p(a, b, c) = 0.

Moreover, let α ∈ QM with α = a, which is possible by Lemma 7.29. Let N ∈ N
such that |b|+ |c| < N . Then for any k ∈ N there exist r, q ∈ Q such that

|r|+
∣∣q
∣∣ < N and Rexp |=

∣∣p
(
a, r, q

)∣∣ < 1

k
.

By continuity of p we obtain that for any k ∈ N there exist r, q ∈ Q such that

|r|+
∣∣q
∣∣ < N and (KM , expM ) |=

∣∣p
(
α, r, q

)∣∣ < 2

k
.

Since N0 (M and Q ⊆ QM , we obtain

A =

{
k ∈M

∣∣∣∣ M |= ∃
(
r, q ∈ QM

) (
|r|+

∣∣q
∣∣ < N ∧

∣∣p
(
α, r, q

)∣∣ < 2

k

)}
⊇ N.

By overspill (see Lemma A.2.7), there exists some ℓ ∈M \N0 in the definable subset

A of M . Hence, for some r, q ∈ KM with |r|+
∣∣q
∣∣ < N we have

∣∣p
(
α, r, q

)∣∣ < 2

ℓ
.

Taking residues, we obtain

p
(
a, r, q

)
= p

(
α, r, q

)
= 0,

as required

As a final result of this section, we show that whenever (KM , expM ) is model

complete, it is o-minimal.

Lemma 7.31. Let M |= PA. Let A ⊆ QM be non-empty and bounded from below.

Suppose that there is some Lexp-formula ψ(x, z) and some b ∈ QM such that a ∈ A

if and only if M |= ψ(a, b). Then A has an infimum in KM .

Proof. Let q0 ∈ QM be a lower bound of A and let ψ′(x, b, q0) be the formula

∃y (ψ(y, b) ∧ x > y − q0 + 1).

Denote by A′ the subset of QM defined by ψ′(x, b, q0), i.e. q ∈ A′ if and only if

q ∈ QM and M |= ψ′(q, b, q0). Note that all elements of A′ are strictly greater than

1 and A′ is a convex subset of QM . It suffices to find an infimum α′ of A′ in KM ,
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as then α′ + q0 − 1 is an infimum of A. Consider the sequence of M -rationals in A′

given by

(rn) =

(
cn
dn

)
,

where each pair (cn, dn) ∈M2 is the least pair, ordered lexicographically, satisfying

cn, dn ≥ 0 and

M |= ψ′

(
cn
dn
, b, q0

)
∧ ¬ψ′

(
cn
dn

− 1

2n
, b, q0

)
.

Then for any n ∈M ,

rn −
1

2n
< rn+1 ≤ rn or rn+1 −

1

2n+1
< rn ≤ rn+1.

In either case,

|rn − rn+1| <
1

2n
.

Hence, (rn) is a convergent sequence. Taking limits, we obtain

α′ = lim
n→∞

(
rn −

1

2n

)
= lim

n→∞
rn.

Since rn − 1
2n < A′ for any n ∈ M , we have α′ ≤ a for any a ∈ A′, i.e. α′ is a lower

bound for A′. Let L ∈ KM be another lower bound for A′. Then L ≤ rn for any

n ∈M . This gives us L ≤ α′, as required.

Theorem 7.32. Let M |= PA. Suppose that (KM , expM ) is model complete. Then

it is an o-minimal EXP-field.

Proof. Since (KM , expM ) is an EXP-field, by Theorem 4.28 it suffices to show that

(KM , expM ) is definably complete. Let A ⊆ KM be a non-empty Lexp-definable set

which is bounded from below. By passing to the Lexp-definable set

{x ∈ KM | ∃y (y ∈ A ∧ x ≥ y)}

if necessary, we may assume that A is upwards closed, i.e. A is convex and for any

a ∈ A we have (a,∞) ⊆ A. Let A′ = A∩QM . Since QM is dense in K, the infimum

of A′ in KM is also the infimum of A. By Lemma 7.31, it suffices to show that there

is an Lexp-formula ψ(x) (with parameters from QM ) such that for any q ∈ QM we

have q ∈ A′ if and only if M |= ψ(q).

Since (KM expM ) is model complete, there is an exponential polynomial p with

integer coefficients such that the formula

∃y p
(
x, y, b

)
= 0

defines A for some b ∈ KM . We may assume that y is a single variable and that b is

just a single parameter from KM , as the proof for multiple variables and parameters
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works similarly. Let α(x, z1, z2) be the Lexp-formula with parameters fromKM given

by

∀(m > 0)∃(c ∈ QM )

(
z1 ≤ c ≤ z2 ∧ |p(x, c, b)| < 1

m

)
.

Let ψ(x) be the formula

∃(z ∈ ZM ) α(x, z, z + 1).

We show that q ∈ A′ if and only if M |= ψ(q).

Let q ∈ A′. Then

(KM , expM ) |= p(q, d, b) = 0

for some d ∈ KM . By continuity of p and by density of QM in KM , we obtain

M |= α(q, ⌊d⌋, ⌊d⌋+ 1),

whence M |= ψ(q).

Conversely, let q ∈ QM with M |= ψ(q). Moreover, let z0 ∈ ZM with

M |= α(q, z0, z0 + 1).

Let (rn) be the rational M -sequence

(rn) =

(
z0 +

kn
2n

)
,

where kn is the least element of M with

M |= α

(
q, z0 +

kn
2n
, z0 +

kn + 1

2n

)
.

We show inductively that such a sequence exists.

Clearly k0 = 0, as by assumption M |= α(q, z0, z0 + 1). Let n ∈ M and suppose

that kn has already been defined. Then for any m ∈ M>0 there exists c(m) ∈ QM

with

z0 +
kn
2n

≤ c(m) ≤ z0 +
kn + 1

2n

such that

|p(q, c(m), b)| < 1

m
.

Consider the sets

C1 =

{
m ∈M>0

∣∣∣∣∣ z0 +
kn
2n

≤ c(m) ≤ z0 +
kn +

1
2

2n

}

and

C2 =

{
m ∈M>0

∣∣∣∣∣ z0 +
kn +

1
2

2n
≤ c(m) ≤ z0 +

kn + 1

2n

}
.
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At least one of the sets C1 and C2 is cofinal in M . Suppose that C1 is cofinal in

M . Then for any m ∈ M>0 there exists m′ ∈ M with m′ ≥ m such that for some

c(m′) ∈ QM with

z0 +
kn
2n

≤ c(m′) ≤ z0 +
kn +

1
2

2n

we have ∣∣p(q, c(m′), b)
∣∣ < 1

m′
<

1

m
.

Hence, we obtain

M |= α

(
q, z0 +

kn
2n
, z0 +

kn +
1
2

2n

)
.

This yields kn+1 = 2kn. If C1 is not cofinal in M , then C2 is cofinal in M . We

can argue similarly to obtain kn+1 = 2kn + 1. We have thus established that (rn)

is well-defined. Moreover, by construction it is a convergent sequence, as for any

n ∈M we have

|rn+1 − rn| ≤
1

2n
.

Let r ∈ KM be the M -real defined by the sequence (rn). Assume, for a contra-

diction, that |p(q, r, b)| > 1
m

for some m ∈ M>0. Then by continuity of p and by

density of QM in KM , there exist d1, d2 ∈ QM with d1 < r < d2 such that for any

y ∈ (d1, d2)QM
we have

|p(q, y, b)| > 1

m
. (7.3)

Let n ∈M with
1

2n
< min{d2 − r, r − d1}.

Since

z0 +
kn
2n

≤ r ≤ z0 +
kn + 1

2n
,

we obtain

d2 < z0 +
kn
2n

< z0 +
kn + 1

2n
< d2.

Since

M |= α

(
q, z0 +

kn
2n
, z0 +

kn + 1

2n

)
,

there exists c ∈ QM with

z0 +
kn
2n

≤ c ≤ z0 +
kn + 1

2n

such that

|p(q, c, b)| < 1

m
.
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This is the required contradiction to (7.3). Hence, we obtain |p(q, r, b)| ≤ 1
m

for any

m ∈M>0. Thus, p(q, r, b) = 0. This shows that

(KM , expM ) |= ∃y p(q, y, b) = 0,

whence q ∈ A′.

Recall that we conjecture that for any M |= PA, the ordered exponential field

(KM , expM ) is a model of real exponentiation. As a corollary of Theorem 7.32 we

obtain the following partial result under the assumption of Schanuel’s Conjecture.

Corollary 7.33. Assume Schanuel’s Conjecture. Let M |= PA and suppose that

(KM , expM ) is model complete. Then (KM , expM ) |= T ∃
exp.

Proof. By Theorem 7.32, we have that (KM , expM ) is an o-minimal EXP-field.

Hence, (KM , expM ) |= T ∃
exp by Proposition 4.57.

7.3. Models of True Arithmetic

In this section, we consider models of true arithmetic, i.e. models of Th(N0,+, ·, 0, 1,
<). We abbreviate this theory simply by Th(N0). Since all models of true arith-

metic are, in particular, models of Peano Arithmetic, we can apply all results from

Section 7.2 to these. The main theorem of this section is that any model M of true

arithmetic gives rise to an ordered exponential field (KM , expM ) which is a model

of real exponentiation and has ZM as an integer part. Throughout this section,

(KM , expM ) denotes the v-compatible real closed EXP-field constructed in

Section 7.2.

We start by considering
(
KN0 , expN0

)
, i.e. the real closed field arising from the

standard model N0 of true arithmetic. Note that KN0 is archimedean, as Z =

N0 ∪ (−N0) is an integer part of KN0 . Hence, KN0 is an ordered subfield of R.

Lemma 7.34. The archimedean ordered exponential field
(
KN0 , expN0

)
is an ele-

mentary substructure of Rexp.

Proof. Since
(
KN0 , expN0

)
is an archimedean EXP-field, we obtain by Corollary 3.5

that (
KN0 , expN0

)
⊆ Rexp.

We thus have to show that this embedding is elementary.

Let p(x, y, z) be an exponential polynomial with integer coefficients and let a ∈
KN0 . Suppose that the formula ∃z p(x, y, z) = 0 expresses a 0-definable function

f(x) = y in Texp and let b = f(a). As in the proof of Theorem 7.30, it suffices to

show that (
KN0 , expN0

)
|= ∃y∃z p(a, y, z) = 0,
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since then b ∈ KN0 . We treat each x and z as a single variable, as the proof works

similarly for several variables.

Let c ∈ R such that Rexp |= p(a, b, c) = 0. We construct definable sequences

rn =
sn
2n

and tn =
un
2n

in Q as follows. We choose pairs (sn, un) ∈ N2
0, lexicographically least, such that the

following holds:

For any k ∈ N, there exist

d ∈
(
⌊b⌋+ sn

2n
, ⌊b⌋+ sn + 1

2n

)

Q

and

e ∈
(
⌊c⌋+ un

2n
, ⌊c⌋+ un + 1

2n

)

Q

such that

|p(a, d, e)| < 1

k
.

Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 7.32, we obtain that (rn) and (tn) are con-

vergent sequences. Moreover, for r = limn→∞ rn and t = limn→∞ tn, we obtain

p(a, ⌊b⌋+ r, ⌊c⌋+ t) = 0, and thus, in particular, b = ⌊b⌋+ r ∈ KN0 .

We now proceed to showing that any model of true arithmetic gives rise to a

model of real exponentiation. By Lemma 7.34, it suffices to show that for any

M |= Th(N0), we have

(KM , expM ) ≡
(
KN0 , expN0

)
.

Since
(
KN0 , expN0

)
is a model of real exponentiation and thus model complete, it

suffices to show that any formula

∀x∃y ϕ
(
x, y

)
∈ Texp,

where ϕ is a quantifier-free Lexp-formula, also holds in (KM , expM ) (see Lem-

ma A.2.18). Note that by Lemma 4.3, it is already enough to consider formulas

of the form

∀x∃y p
(
x, y

)
= 0 ∈ Texp,

where p is an exponential polynomial with integer coefficients.

Theorem 7.35. Let M be a model of true arithmetic. Then (KM , expM ) is a model

of real exponentiation.
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Proof. Let p
(
x, y

)
be an exponential polynomial with integer coefficients such that

∀x∃y p
(
x, y

)
= 0 ∈ Texp.

By the remarks above, it suffices to show that

(KM , expM ) |= ∀x∃y p
(
x, y

)
= 0.

We only treat the case that x and y are each a single variable, as the multivariate

case works similarly.

Let a ∈ KM , let (an) be a rational M -sequence converging to a and let ϕ(n, z, u)

be an LPA-formula such that ϕ(n, z, s) expresses an = z for some s ∈ M , i.e.

M |= ϕ(n, z, s) if and only if an = z.21 We need to construct b′ ∈ KM such that

(KM , expM ) |= p
(
a, b′

)
= 0.

Since (KN0 , expN0
) |= Texp, the following statement, which is expressible as an LPA-

sentence, holds in N0:

For any u ∈ N0, if ϕ(n, z, u) defines a convergent sequence of rationals (αn) with

limit α, then:

∃(z0 ∈ Z)∀(k ∈ N) ∃(q ∈ (z0, z0 + 1)Q) |p(α, q)| < 1

k
.

Since M |= Th(N0), it follows that

M |= ∃(z0 ∈ ZM )∀(k > 0) ∃(q ∈ (z0, z0 + 1)QM
) |p(a, q)| < 1

k
.

Fix z0 ∈ ZM such that

M |= ∀(k > 0) ∃(q ∈ (z0, z0 + 1)QM
) |p(a, q)| < 1

k
.

Without loss of generality, assume that z0 ≥ 0. The case z0 < 0 can be treated

similarly. For any n ∈ M , let bn ∈ M be the least element such that for any

k ∈M>0 there exists

q ∈
(
z0 +

bn
2n
, z0 +

bn + 1

2n

)

QM

with |p(a, q)| < 1
k
. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 7.32, we obtain that

(
bn
2n

)

converges to some b ∈ KM and p(a, z0 + b) = 0.

21Recall that z stands for a quadrupel in M which expresses an M -rational (see page 149).
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8. Strongly NIP Ordered Fields and

Definable Henselian Valuations

In this chapter, we focus on strongly NIP ordered fields and, in this context, on

Lor-definable henselian valuations. The notion of NIP (not the independence prop-

erty) theories was introduced in 1971 by Shelah [96], and NIP theories have been

studied extensively ever since. Strongly NIP theories, also called strongly dependent

theories, are NIP theories satisfying further tameness conditions (see Definition 8.4

for the definitions of NIP theories and Definition 8.6 for the definition of strongly

NIP theories).

Since any complete o-minimal theory is strongly NIP, we can consider this notion

as a generalisation of o-minimality. Thus, concerning the main theme of this thesis,

we are interested in strongly NIP EXP-fields. However, the main obstacle in this

regard is that so far no characterisation of strongly NIP ordered fields has been es-

tablished. O-minimal ordered fields are fully understood from both an algebraic and

a model theoretic perspective,22 which enables us to consider o-minimal expansions

of ordered fields. The study of strongly NIP ordered fields in this chapter shall thus

contribute to the future investigation of strongly NIP expansions of ordered fields.

Recall that we denote by Lr the language of rings {+,−, ·, 0, 1}, by Lor the

language of ordered rings Lr ∪ {<} and by Log the language of ordered groups

{+,−, 0, <}. Throughout this chapter, we abbreviate the Lr-structure of a field

(K,+,−, ·, 0, 1) simply by K, the Lor-structure of an ordered field (K,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <)
by (K,<) and the Log-structure of an ordered group (G,+,−, 0, <) by G.
The following conjecture is due to Shelah–Hasson (cf. Shelah [98]; Dupont, Hasson

and S. Kuhlmann [28]; Halevi, Hasson and Jahnke [40]).

Conjecture 8.1. Let K be an infinite strongly NIP field. Then K is either real

closed, or algebraically closed, or admits a non-trivial Lr-definable henselian valu-

ation.

By adapting the characterisation of dp-minimal fields in Johnson [49], Halevi,

Hasson and Jahnke [40] obtain a conjectural classification of strongly NIP fields in

the language Lr which is equivalent to Conjecture 8.1 (cf. [40, Conjecture 3.3]).

Note that in ordered fields, henselian valuations are always convex by Proposi-

tion A.4.21. We specialise Conjecture 8.1 to ordered fields and enhance it as follows.

22An ordered field is o-minimal if and only if it is real closed, i.e. a model of the complete theory

Trcf .
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Conjecture 8.2. Let (K,<) be a strongly NIP ordered field. Then K is either real

closed or admits a non-trivial Lor-definable henselian valuation.

Note that there are ordered fields which admit a non-trivial Lor-definable henselian

valuation but are not NIP (see Remark 8.87 (ii)). We can reformulate Conjecture 8.2

in terms of the model theoretically well-studied class of almost real closed fields

(cf. Delon and Farré [16]; see also Definition 8.59).

Conjecture 8.3. Any strongly NIP ordered field is almost real closed.

Moreover, Conjecture 8.2 motivates the study of non-trivial Lor-definable henselian

valuations in a given ordered field. There is a vast collection of results giving condi-

tions on Lr-definability of henselian valuations in fields, many of which are from re-

cent years (cf. e.g. Delon and Farré [16], Hong [43], Jahnke and Koenigsmann [45, 46],

Prestel [88]). A survey on Lr-definability of henselian valuations is given in Fehm

and Jahnke [33]. However, so far definability of henselian valuations has not been

studied extensively in the richer language Lor. We undertake a systematic study of

Lor-definable henselian valuations in ordered fields.

A general method for the construction of non-trivial Lor-definable convex valu-

ations in ordered fields which are not dense in their real closure is given in Jahnke,

Simon and Walsberg [47, Proposition 6.5]. By careful analysis of this method, we

obtain sufficient conditions on the residue field and the value group of a henselian

valuation v in order that v is Lor-definable. These conditions motivate the study of

the following two classes of structures: ordered abelian groups which are dense in

their divisible hull, and ordered fields which are dense in their real closure. As it

turns out, the former coincides with the elementary class of regular densely ordered

abelian groups. We study the latter systematically, both from a model theoretic and

an algebraic point of view.

This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 8.1, we gather some general basic

preliminaries and recall relevant notions we have introduced before. The main aim is

to introduce strongly NIP theories but also to establish the algebraic and valuation

theoretic conventions and terminology used throughout this chapter. In Section 8.2,

we study the class of ordered abelian groups which are dense in their divisible hull.

We show that it coincides with the class of regular densely ordered abelian groups

(see Proposition 8.14) and give a recursive elementary axiomatisation (see Corol-

lary 8.15). Moreover, in Proposition 8.19 we obtain a characterisation of this class

in terms of Log-definability of convex subgroups. Analogously, in Section 8.3 we

study the class of ordered fields which are dense in their real closure, first model

theoretically in Subsection 8.3.1. Our main result is Theorem 8.34, from which one

can also derive that both density in the divisible hull (for ordered abelian groups) and

density in the real closure (for ordered fields) are elementary. In Subsection 8.3.2, we

briefly review the connections between dense and immediate extensions of ordered

fields. Moreover, we introduce the classes of valuationally and immediately real
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closed fields and show that these two classes coincide (see Theorem 8.51). In Sec-

tion 8.4, we study Lor-definable henselian valuations in ordered fields. The main

result of this section gives sufficient conditions on the residue field and the value

group of a henselian valuation v in order that v is Lor-definable (see Theorem 8.54).

We then proceed by comparing Theorem 8.54 to known Lr-definability results of

henselian valuations. Special emphasis is put on definable valuations in almost real

closed fields in Section 8.5. We firstly prove analogues in the language of ordered

rings to known model theoretic results about almost real closed fields in the language

of rings, and secondly we compare Lr- and Lor-definability of henselian valuations

in almost real closed fields. Our investigation of strongly NIP ordered fields starts

in Section 8.6. We begin by focussing on dp-minimal ordered fields (which are, in

particular, strongly NIP). By careful analysis of the results of Jahnke, Simon and

Walsberg [47], we deduce in Proposition 8.77 that an ordered field is dp-minimal if

and only if it is almost real closed with respect to some dp-minimal ordered abelian

group G. Thereafter, we address the following query (classification of strongly

NIP ordered fields):

An ordered field is strongly NIP if and only if it is almost real closed with respect

to some strongly NIP ordered abelian group G.

In Theorem 8.85 we show that an almost real closed field with respect to some

ordered abelian group G is strongly NIP if and only if G is strongly NIP. This

settles the backward direction of the above query, and reduces its forward direction

to Conjecture 8.3. Finally, we show that Conjecture 8.2 and Conjecture 8.3 are

equivalent (see Theorem 8.90).

8.1. Basic Preliminaries

All notions on strongly NIP theories can be found in Simon [100] and all notions on

valued fields and groups in S. Kuhlmann [68] as well as in Engler and Prestel [30].

Let L be a language and let T be a complete L-theory. We fix a monster

model M of T , i.e. a model of T which is saturated in a sufficiently large cardinal

(cf. Marker [75, page 218]).

Definition 8.4. Let ϕ
(
x; y

)
be an L-formula. We say that ϕ has the independ-

ence property (IP) if there are (ai)i∈ω and (bJ)J⊆ω in M such that

M |= ϕ(ai; bJ) if and only if i ∈ J.

We say that the theory T has IP if there is some formula ϕ which has IP. If T does

not have IP, it is called NIP (not the independence property). For an L-structure
N , we also say that N is NIP if its complete theory Th(N ) is NIP.

A well-known example of a theory having IP is the complete theory of the Lr-

structure (Z,+,−, ·, 0, 1) (cf. Simon [100, Example 2.4]). Since Z is parameter-free
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definable in the Lr-structure Q (cf. J. Robinson [92, Theorem 3.1]), also the complete

Lr-theory of Q has IP.

Definition 8.5. Let A ⊆M be a set of parameters, ∆ a finite set of L-formulas and

(J,<) a linearly ordered set. A sequence S = (aj | j ∈ J) in M is ∆-indiscernible

over A if for every k ∈ N, any increasing tuples

i1 < . . . < ik and j1 < . . . < jk

in J , any formula ϕ
(
x1, . . . , xk; y

)
∈ ∆ and any tuple b ∈ A, we have

M |= ϕ(ai1 , . . . , aik ; b) ↔ ϕ(aj1 , . . . , ajk ; b) .

The sequence S is called indiscernible over A if it is infinite and ∆-indiscernible

over A for any finite set of L-formulas ∆. A family of sequences (St | t ∈ X) is called

mutually indiscernible over A if for each u ∈ X, the sequence Su is indiscernible

over A ∪⋃
t∈X\{u} St.

We can now introduce the notion of strongly NIP theories and structures.

Definition 8.6. Let n ∈ N and let p be a partial n-type over a set A ⊆ M . We

define the dp-rank of p over A as follows: Let κ be a cardinal. The dp-rank of p

over A is less than κ (in symbols, dp-rk(p,A) < κ) if for every family (St | t < κ)

of mutually indiscernible sequences over A and any b ∈Mn realising p in M, there

is some t < κ such that St is indiscernible over A ∪ {b1, . . . , bn}. The theory T is

called strongly NIP if it is NIP and dp-rk({x = x}, ∅) < ℵ0, where {x = x} is the

partial type over ∅ only consisting of the formula x = x. The theory T is called dp-

minimal if it is NIP and dp-rk({x = x}, ∅) = 1. We call an L-structure N strongly

NIP (respectively dp-minimal) if Th(N ) is strongly NIP (respectively dp-minimal).

Any reduct of a strongly NIP structure is strongly NIP (cf. Shelah [97,

Claim 3.14 (3)]) and any reduct of a dp-minimal structure is dp-minimal (cf. Onshuus

and Usvyatsov [83, Observation 3.7]). Since any weakly o-minimal theory is dp-

minimal (cf. Dolich, Goodrick and Lippel [18, Corollary 4.3]), we obtain the following

hierarchy:

o-minimal → weakly o-minimal → dp-minimal → strongly NIP → NIP

In particular, any divisible ordered abelian group and any real closed field are

strongly NIP.

Let K be a field and v a valuation on K.23 Recall that we denote the valuation

ring of v in K by Ov, the valuation ideal, i.e. the maximal ideal of Ov, by Iv, the
ordered value group by vK and the residue field Ov/Iv by Kv or K. For a ∈ Ov we

23Since we consider general valued fields, v does no longer denote a fixed valuation. The natural

valuation on an ordered field will be denoted by vnat.
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also denote a+ Iv by a. Recall further that for an ordered field (K,<) a valuation

is called convex (in (K,<)) if the valuation ring Ov is a convex subset of K. In this

case, the relation

a < b :⇔ a 6= b ∧ a < b

defines an order relation on Kv making it an ordered field.

Notation 8.7. Let Lvf = Lr ∪ {O} be the language of valued fields (see Ex-

ample A.2.1 (vii)), where O stands for a unary predicate. Let (K,Ov) be a valued

field. An atomic formula of the form v(t1) ≥ v(t2), where t1 and t2 are Lr-terms,

stands for the Lvf -formula

t1 = t2 = 0 ∨ (t2 6= 0 ∧ O(t1/t2)).

Thus, by abuse of notation, we also denote the Lvf -structure (K,Ov) by (K, v).

Similarly, we also call (K,<, v) an ordered valued field in the language Lvf ∪ {<}.
Definition 8.8. Let (K, v) be a valued field. We say that a valuation v is Lr-

definable if its valuation ring Ov is an Lr-definable subset of K. Similarly, for

an ordered valued field (K,<, v) we say that v is L-definable for some language

L ∈ {Lr,Lor} if Ov is an L-definable subset of K.

Let K be a field and let v and w be valuations on K. We write v ≤ w if and only

if Ov ⊇ Ow. In this case we say that w is finer than v and v is coarser than w (see

Definition A.4.23 for further details). Note that ≤ defines an order relation on the

set of convex valuations of an ordered field.

Notation 8.9. For any ordered field (K,<), the natural valuation on K is denoted

by vnat. Let G be an ordered abelian group and let k be an ordered field. The

valuation

k((G)) \ {0} → G, s 7→ min supp s

is denoted by vmin.

For an ordered abelian group G and a valuation v on G, we denote the value set

by vG. Recall that the component of G corresponding to γ ∈ vG is denoted by

B(G, γ) or simply by Bγ (see Definition A.4.5).

We repeatedly use the Ax–Kochen–Ershov Principle for ordered fields (cf. Far-

ré [32, Corollary 4.2 (iii)]).

Theorem 8.10 (Ax–Kochen–Ershov Principle). Let (K,<, v) and (L,<,w) be two

ordered henselian valued fields. Then (Kv,<) ≡ (Lw,<) and vK ≡ wL if and only

if (K,<, v) ≡ (L,<,w).

All topological notions such as density, topological closure and limit points are

meant with respect to the order topology (see Definition A.3.2).

Notation 8.11. Let G be an ordered abelian group and let (K,<) be an ordered

field. We denote by cl(G) the topological closure of G in its divisible hull Gdiv and

by cl(K) the topological closure of K in its real closure Krc.
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8.2. Regular Densely Ordered Abelian Groups

In this section, we study the class of ordered abelian groups which are dense in their

divisible hull. In the light of ordered fields dense in their real closure and definable

henselian valuations, this class is of interest for the following reasons:

• The divisible hull Gdiv of a non-trivial ordered abelian group G is the smallest

extension ofG which is a model of the theory of divisible ordered abelian groups

Tdoag.
24 The real closure (Krc, <) of an ordered field (K,<) is the smallest

extension of (K,<) which is a model of the theory of real closed fields Trcf .

Thus, the divisible hull of an ordered abelian group can be seen as the group

analogue to the real closure of an ordered field. Moreover, both Tdoag and Trcf
share several model theoretic properties such as completeness, o-minimality

and quantifier elimination. We are therefore interested in exploring algebraic

and model theoretic similarities and differences between these two classes of

ordered structures.

• The property of an ordered abelian group to be dense in its divisible hull can

also be considered as a topological characteristic with respect to the order to-

pology. To this end, for an ordered henselian valued field (K,<, v), topological

conditions on vK as a subspace of vKdiv naturally arise in the context of the

definability of v (see Theorem 8.54 and Corollary 8.58).

We prove properties of ordered abelian groups dense in their divisible hull and

point out the analogues for ordered fields in Section 8.3. Throughout this section,

we denote the natural valuation simply by v and we say that an extension

of ordered abelian groups G ⊆ H is immediate if it is immediate with

respect to the natural valuation on H (see Definition A.4.7).

Our first result, Proposition 8.14, shows that the class of ordered abelian groups

which are dense in their divisible hull coincides with the well-known class of regular

densely ordered abelian groups. Regular ordered abelian groups have been studied

model theoretically in A. Robinson and Zakon [91] and algebraically in Zakon [106].

Lemma 8.12. Let G be an ordered abelian group. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) For any prime p ∈ N and for any infinite convex subset A ⊆ G, there is a

p-divisible element in A.

(ii) For any n ∈ N and any a, b ∈ G, if there are g1, . . . , gn ∈ G with a ≤ g1 <

. . . < gn ≤ b, then there is some c ∈ G with a ≤ nc ≤ b.

(iii) For any non-trivial convex subgroup H ⊆ G, the quotient group G/H is divis-

ible.

24See Definition A.3.3 for a definition of the divisible hull of an ordered abelian group.
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Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is proved in Zakon [106, Theorem 2.1]. By

Conrad [12, Proposition 1 & Proposition 4], (i) is also equivalent to (iii).

Definition 8.13. An ordered abelian group G is called regular if it satisfies one of

the equivalent conditions in Lemma 8.12.

Proposition 8.14. Let G be an ordered abelian group. Then G is regular and

densely ordered if and only if G is dense in Gdiv.

Proof. Since for divisible ordered abelian groups the conclusion is trivial, we assume

that G is non-divisible. Suppose that G is regular and densely ordered. Let a, b ∈ G

and n ∈ N such that a
n
< b

n
. Since G is densely ordered, there are g1, . . . , gn ∈ G with

a ≤ g1 < . . . < gn ≤ b. By Lemma 8.12 (ii), there is some c ∈ G with a ≤ nc ≤ b.

Hence, a
n
< c < b

n
, as required.

Conversely, suppose that G is dense in Gdiv. Then G is densely ordered as Gdiv

is densely ordered. Let p ∈ N be prime, A ⊆ G an infinite convex subset of G and

a, b ∈ A with a < b. Then there is some g ∈ G with a
p
< g < b

p
and thus a < pg < b.

Hence, A contains a p-divisible element, as required by Lemma 8.12 (i).

Proposition 8.14 enables us to apply known results on regular densely ordered

abelian groups to ordered abelian groups which are dense in their divisible hull.

Corollary 8.15. There is a recursive Log-theory Σ which axiomatises the class of

non-trivial ordered abelian groups which are dense in their divisible hull.

Proof. Let Σ be the Log-theory consisting of the axioms for non-trivial densely

ordered abelian groups plus the collection of the following sentences (one for each

n ∈ N):
∀a, b (∃g1, . . . , gn a ≤ g1 < . . . < gn ≤ b→ ∃c a ≤ nc ≤ b).

By Lemma 8.12 (ii), Σ axiomatises the class of non-trivial regular densely ordered

abelian groups, and thus also the class of non-trivial ordered abelian groups which

are dense in their divisible hull by Proposition 8.14.

In Corollary 8.36 we will see the analogue of Corollary 8.15 for the class of ordered

fields which are dense in their real closure. We deduce further properties of ordered

abelian groups which are dense in their divisible hull from the following result, which

is due to A. Robinson and Zakon [91] and Zakon [106].

Theorem 8.16. Let G be an ordered abelian group. Then the following hold:

(i) G is regular if and only if it has an archimedean model (i.e. there is some

archimedean ordered abelian group H such that H ≡ G).

(ii) G is regular and discretely ordered if and only if it is a Z-group (i.e. G ≡ Z as

ordered groups).
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Corollary 8.17. Let G be an ordered abelian group. Then G is dense in Gdiv if

and only if G has a densely ordered archimedean model.

Proof. Both directions follow immediately from Proposition 8.14 and Theo-

rem 8.16 (i).

We will see in Corollary 8.39 that the analogue of the backward direction of

Corollary 8.17 also holds for ordered fields, i.e. that any ordered field which has

an archimedean model is dense in its real closure. However, the analogue of the

forward direction of Corollary 8.17 does not hold for ordered fields, as there is an

ordered field which is dense in its real closure but has no archimedean model (see

Proposition 8.40).

In Section 8.4, we address the question what convex valuations are Lor-definable in

ordered fields. In analogy to Construction 8.53, we will show in Proposition 8.19 that

for any densely ordered abelian group which is not dense in its divisible hull, there

exists a proper non-trivial convex Log-definable subgroup. The following lemma is a

useful characterisation of densely ordered abelian groups and will be applied several

times.

Lemma 8.18. Let G be an ordered abelian group. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) G is densely ordered.

(ii) 0 is a limit point of G in G.

(iii) 0 is a limit point of G in Gdiv.

(iv) Either vG has no last element, or vG has a last element γ and Bγ is densely

ordered.

Proof. We may assume that G 6= {0}, as in the case G = {0} the equivalences are

clear. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is an easy consequence of the definition of a

dense order on an abelian group.

Obviously, (iii) implies (ii). For the converse, suppose that (i) holds. Let g ∈
G \ {0} and N ∈ N. We need to find c ∈ G with

0 < c <
|g|
N
.

Since G is densely ordered, there are c1, . . . , cN ∈ G such that

0 < c1 < . . . < cN < |g|.

Let c = min {ci+1 − ci | i ∈ {0, . . . , N}}, where we set c0 = 0 and cN = |g|. We

obtain 0 < c < 2c < . . . < Nc < |g| and thus 0 < c < |g|
N
, as required.

It remains to show that (i) and (iv) are equivalent. Suppose that vG has a last

element γ and Bγ is not densely ordered. By (ii) applied to Bγ , there is some g ∈ G
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with g > 0 and v(g) = γ such that there is no element in Bγ strictly between 0+Gγ
and g +Gγ . Let h ∈ G such that 0 < h ≤ g. Then v(h) ≥ v(g) = γ. By maximality

of γ, we have v(h) = γ. Thus,

0 +Gγ < h+Gγ ≤ g +Gγ .

This implies h + Gγ = g + Gγ , i.e. v(g − h) > γ. Again, by maximality of γ, we

obtain g = h. Hence, there is no element in G strictly between 0 and g, showing

that G is not densely ordered. This shows that (i) implies (iv).

For the converse, suppose that (iv) holds. We show that 0 is a limit point of G in

G. Let g ∈ G with g > 0. If v(g) is not maximal, then let h ∈ G with h > 0 and

v(h) > v(g). Then 0 < h < g, as required. Otherwise, γ = v(g) is the maximum

of vG, and by assumption, Bγ is densely ordered. Thus, there is some h ∈ G with

v(h) = γ such that 0 +Gγ < h+Gγ < g +Gγ , whence 0 < h < g.

Proposition 8.19. Let G be a densely ordered abelian group. Then exactly one of

the following holds:

(i) G is dense in Gdiv.

(ii) G has a proper non-trivial Log-definable convex subgroup.

Moreover, if G is not dense in Gdiv, then the proper non-trivial Log-definable convex

subgroup of G can be defined by an Log-formula using one parameter.

Proof. First assume that G is not dense in Gdiv. In the following, we construct a

proper non-trivial convex subgroup of G.

Note that G is non-archimedean by Corollary 8.17. Thus, vG has more than one

element. Let

g0 ∈ Gdiv \ cl(G)

with g0 > 0. If γ = v(g0) is the maximum of vG, then let h ∈ G with v(h) < γ.

Note that v(g0 + h) = v(h) < γ and that g0 + h is not a limit point of G in Gdiv, as

g0 is not a limit point of G in Gdiv. Thus, g0+h ∈ Gdiv \ cl(G). Hence, by replacing

g0 by g0 + h if necessary, we may assume that v(g0) is not the maximum of vG.

Let g1 ∈ G with g1 > 0 and N ∈ N such that g0 =
g1
N
. Consider the set

D =
{
g ∈ G≥0 | g < g0

}
=

{
g ∈ G≥0 | Ng < g1

}
.

This set is Log-definable with the parameter g1. Let

A =
{
g ∈ G≥0 | g +D ⊆ D

}
.

Again, A is Log-definable with the parameter g1. Note that A is convex. Obviously,

A 6= G≥0,
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as for any g ∈ D and h ∈ G≥0 with h > g0 − g we have g + h > g0 and thus h /∈ A.

Assume that A = 0. Then for any g ∈ G>0, let g′ ∈ G≥0 with g′ < g0 as well as

g+ g′ > g0 and set cg = g+ g′. Then g0 < cg < g0+ g. Since by Lemma 8.18 (iii) we

have that 0 is a limit point of G in Gdiv, for any h ∈ Gdiv with h > 0, there exists

some g ∈ G such that 0 < g < h. Thus,

g0 < cg < g0 + g < g0 + h.

This shows that g0 is a limit point ofG inGdiv, contradicting the choice of g0 /∈ cl(G).

Hence, A 6= 0.

Now for any a, b ∈ A with 0 < a < b, we have

(a+ b) +D ⊆ a+D ⊆ D,

whence a+ b ∈ A. Moreover, 0 < b− a < b and −b < a− b < 0. Thus, by convexity,

b − a ∈ A and a − b ∈ −A. Similarly, for any a, b ∈ −A with a < b < 0, we have

a ± b ∈ −A and b − a ∈ A. This shows that H = −A ∪ A is closed under addition

and thus a Log-definable convex subgroup of G. Since 0 6= A 6= G≥0, we also have

that H is a proper non-trivial subgroup of G.

Assume for the converse that G is dense in Gdiv. Then G is regular by Proposi-

tion 8.14. Thus, by Theorem 8.16 (i) we obtain that G has an archimedean model

G′, say. Let ϕ
(
x, y

)
be an Log-formula and let ψ be the Log-sentence stating that for

any y, if ϕ
(
x, y

)
defines a proper convex subgroup, then it is the trivial one. Since

G′ is archimedean, its only convex subgroups are {0} and G′. Thus, ψ holds in G′.

By elementary equivalence, ψ also holds in G. Hence, for any b ∈ G, the formula

ϕ(x, b) does not define a proper non-trivial convex subgroup of G.

Remark 8.20. Note that a divisible ordered abelian group G never admits a proper

non-trivial Log-definable convex subgroup. Indeed, since G is o-minimal, any Log-

definable convex subset of G is an interval with endpoints in G ∪ {±∞}, and thus

the only Log-definable convex subgroups of G are {0} and G.

Next we want to study the extension of ordered abelian groups G ⊆ Gdiv valuation

theoretically. It is known that any dense extension of ordered fields is immediate

(cf. S. Kuhlmann [68, page 29 f.]). We investigate when this is also the case for

dense extensions of ordered abelian groups. Note that for any γ ∈ vG, we have

B(γ,Gdiv) = B(γ,G)div. Hence, the extension G ⊆ Gdiv is immediate if and only if

all archimedean components of G are divisible.

Proposition 8.21. Let G ⊆ H be a dense extension of ordered abelian groups.

Suppose that vG has no last element. Then the extension G ⊆ H is immediate.

Proof. In order to show that G ⊆ H is immediate, we need to verify that for any

a ∈ H there exists b ∈ G such that v(a−b) > v(a) (cf. S. Kuhlmann [68, Lemma 0.3]).

Note that the density of G in H implies vG = vH. Let a ∈ H with a > 0. Since vG
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has no last element, there is some c ∈ G>0 such that v(c) > v(a). By density of G in

H, there is some b ∈ G such that a−c < b < a+c. We obtain v(a−b) ≥ v(c) > v(a),

as required.

Corollary 8.22. Let G ⊆ Gdiv be a dense extension of ordered abelian groups such

that vG has no last element. Then the extension G ⊆ Gdiv is immediate.

Proof. Apply Proposition 8.21 to H = Gdiv.

Corollary 8.22 does not hold in general in the case where vG has a last element,

as the following example will show.

Example 8.23. Let

A =
{ a

2n

∣∣∣ a, n ∈ Z
}
.

Note that A is dense in Adiv = Q. For G = Q∐A we have Gdiv = Q∐Q. Moreover,

G is dense in Gdiv, as A is dense in Q. However, the extension is not immediate, as

the archimedean components do not coincide.

We now consider the converse direction, that is, under what conditions an imme-

diate extension of ordered abelian groups is dense.

Lemma 8.24. Let G,A1, A2, . . . be ordered abelian groups such that A1, A2, . . . are

archimedean and

G ⊆ H = Hn∈ωAn

is immediate. Let a ∈ Hn∈ωAn. Then there exists a sequence (dn)n∈ω in G such that

for any k ∈ ω and any i ≤ k we have (d0 + . . .+ dk)(i) = a(i).

Proof. Since G ⊆ H is immediate, there is some d0 ∈ G such that v(a− d0) > v(a).

Then d0(0) = a0. Suppose that d0, . . . , dk ∈ G are already constructed such that

d′ = d0 + . . .+ dk

satisfies d′(i) = a(i) for i ≤ k. Again, since G ⊆ H is immediate, there is some

dk+1 ∈ G such that

v
((
a− d′

)
− dk+1

)
> v

(
a− d′

)
≥ k + 1.

Thus, dk+1(i) = (a − d′)(i) = 0 for i ≤ k and dk+1(k + 1) = (a − d′)(k + 1). We

obtain (d0 + . . .+ dk+1)(i) = a(i) for i ≤ k and

(d0 + . . .+ dk+1)(k + 1) =
(
d′ + dk+1

)
(k + 1) = a(k + 1),

as required.

Proposition 8.25. Let G ⊆ H be an immediate extension of ordered abelian groups

such that H is densely ordered and vH ⊆ ω. Then G is dense in H.
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Proof. Let Γ = vH = vG. By the Hahn Embedding Theorem (cf. S. Kuhlmann [68,

page 14]), we may consider H as a subgroup of the Hahn product Hn∈ωBn, where

we set Bn = {0} for n /∈ Γ. Note that H ⊆ Hn∈ωBn is an immediate extension. Let

a, b ∈ H with 0 < a < b. By Lemma 8.24, there exists a sequence (dn)n∈ω in G such

that for any k ∈ ω and any i ≤ k we have (d0+ . . .+ dk)(i) = a(i). Let k = v(b−a).
Suppose that k is the last element of vG. Then by Lemma 8.18 (iv), we obtain that

Bk is densely ordered. Let c ∈ G with v(c) = k and a(k) < c(k) < b(k). Then

d′ = d1 + . . . + dk−1 + c ∈ G and a < d′ < b, as required. Now suppose that vG

has no last element. Then let c ∈ G with v(c) = m > k and c(m) > a(m). Then

d′ = d1 + . . .+ dm−1 + c ∈ G and a < d′ < b, as required.

Corollary 8.26. Let G be an ordered abelian group. Suppose that the extension

G ⊆ Gdiv is immediate and that vG ⊆ ω. Then G is dense in Gdiv.

Proof. Apply Proposition 8.25 to H = Gdiv.

Note that without the condition vG ⊆ ω in Corollary 8.26, the conclusion that G

is dense in Gdiv does not hold in general, as the following example shows.

Example 8.27. Let H be the Hahn product Hγ∈ω+1Q. Let H ′ be the Hahn sum

H ′ =
∐

γ∈ω+1

Q ⊆ H.

Note that H ′ ⊆ H is an immediate extension (cf. S. Kuhlmann [68, page 3]). It

follows that for any ordered abelian groups G1 and G2 with H ′ ⊆ G1 ⊆ G2 ⊆ H,

also the extension G1 ⊆ G2 is immediate.

Let G ⊆ H be given by

G = H ′ + aZ, where a =
∑

γ∈ω

1γ .

Now

Gdiv = H ′ + aQ ⊆ H,

and the extension G ⊆ Gdiv is immediate. Let

c =
1

2
a+

1

3
1ω and d =

1

2
a+

2

3
1ω.

Then c, d ∈ Gdiv with 0 < c < d. However, there is no element in G strictly between

c and d. Thus G is not dense in Gdiv.

Remark 8.28. By Corollary 8.22 and Corollary 8.26, we obtain the following: Let G

be an ordered abelian group with vG ∼= ω. Then the extension G ⊆ Gdiv is dense if

and only if it is immediate.
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8.2. Regular Densely Ordered Abelian Groups

The final results of this section are on ordered abelian groups which are not dense

in their divisible hull. These will be used in Section 8.5 to compare Lr- and Lor-

definability of henselian valuations with real closed residue field in almost real closed

fields. We start by giving some useful examples of ordered abelian groups which are

not regular and thus not dense in their divisible hull.

Example 8.29. (i) Z ∐ Z is a discretely ordered group which is not regular, as

it is not a Z-group (see Theorem 8.16 (ii)). For instance, neither (1, 0) nor its

successor (1, 1) in Z∐ Z are divisible by 2.

(ii) Let A be as in Example 8.23. Consider G = A∐A. Since A is densely ordered,

so is G by Lemma 8.18. Since there is no element in G between
(
1
3 , 0

)
and(

1
3 , 1

)
, which both lie in Gdiv = Q ∐ Q, it follows that G is not dense in Gdiv

and thus not regular. However, G has limit points in Gdiv \G, e.g.
(
0, 13

)
.

Example 8.29 (ii) shows that it is possible for an ordered abelian group to have

limit points in its divisible hull but not to be dense in it. We can go even further

and construct a non-divisible densely ordered abelian group G which does not have

any limit points in Gdiv \ G; or, in other words, G is closed in Gdiv. We conclude

this section by proving results on non-divisible densely ordered abelian groups which

are closed in their divisible hull. A natural example of these are non-divisible Hahn

products.

Proposition 8.30. Let (Γ, <) be a linearly ordered set without a last element, and

for any γ ∈ Γ, let Aγ 6= {0} be an archimedean ordered abelian group. Suppose that

G = Hγ∈ΓAγ is non-divisible. Then G is closed in Gdiv.

Proof. Let s ∈ Gdiv \ G, and let γ0 ∈ Γ with γ0 > min{γ ∈ Γ | sγ /∈ Aγ}. Such γ0
exists, as Γ has no last element. Then the interval (s−1γ0 , s+1γ0) does not contain

any element of G. Hence, s is not a limit point of G.

Proposition 8.30 shows in particular that any non-divisible Hahn product whose

value set has no last element is not dense in its divisible hull. Thus, by Theo-

rem 8.16 (i), any such Hahn product has no archimedean model. A similar result

holds for ordered Hahn fields which are not real closed (see Corollary 8.45). The

final results of this section give sufficient conditions for an ordered abelian group to

be closed in its divisible hull.

Proposition 8.31. Let G be an ordered abelian group. Suppose that for every prime

p ∈ N, there is a convex p-divisible subgroup Gp 6= {0} of G. Then G is closed in

Gdiv.

Proof. If G is divisible, then the conclusion is trivial. Otherwise, let a ∈ G and

N ∈ N such that
a

N
∈ Gdiv \G.
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Let N = p1 . . . pm be the prime factorisation of N . Consider the non-trivial convex

N -divisible subgroup

H =
m⋂

i=1

Gpi .

Let h ∈ H with h > 0. Consider the interval I =
(
a
N

− h, a
N

+ h
)
in Gdiv. Assume

that I ∩G 6= ∅. Then for any g ∈ I ∩G we have v(Ng − a) = v
(
g − a

N

)
≥ v(h) and

thus Ng − a ∈ H. Since H is N -divisible, we obtain g − a
N

∈ H and thus a
N

∈ G, a

contradiction. This gives us I ∩G = ∅, as required.

Corollary 8.32. Let G be an ordered abelian group. Suppose that G has a convex

divisible subgroup H 6= {0}. Then G is closed in Gdiv.

Proof. For any prime p, let Gp = H. The conclusion follows from Proposition 8.31.

The following example shows that the converse of Proposition 8.31 does not hold.

Example 8.33. Let 2 = p0 < p1 < p2 < . . . be a complete list of all prime numbers.

For n ∈ N let An be the following ordered abelian group

An =

{
a

pm1
1 . . . pmn

n

∣∣∣∣ a,m1, . . . ,mn ∈ Z
}
.

Then An is pi-divisible for i = 1, . . . , n. Let G = Hn∈NAn. Note that Gdiv = Hn∈NQ.

Since An is not 2-divisible for any n ∈ N, there is no non-trivial convex 2-divisible

subgroup of G. In particular, G is non-divisible and thus closed in Gdiv by Propo-

sition 8.30. Moreover, for any prime pi 6= 2, the maximal pi-divisible subgroup of G

is

Hn∈N≥iAn.

8.3. Density in Real Closure

We now turn to ordered fields which are dense in their real closure.

8.3.1. Model Theoretic Properties

In this subsection, we study model theoretically the class of ordered fields which

are dense in their real closure. At first, we change to a more general setting of

complete theories which admit quantifier elimination. Since Tdoag is an example

of such a theory, we can consider these model theoretic results as a generalisation

of some results in Section 8.2. We then also apply these generalisations to Trcf to

obtain properties of ordered fields dense in their real closure analogous to the ones

in Section 8.2 of ordered abelian groups dense in their divisible hull. Recall that for

a structure M and a subset A ⊆ M , we denote the definable closure of A in M by

dcl(A;M).
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Theorem 8.34. Let L be a language expanding Log, let T ⊇ Tdoag be a complete

L-theory which admits quantifier elimination and let Σ ⊆ T be a theory extending

the theory of ordered abelian groups. Then there is a theory Σ′ ⊇ Σ such that for

any M′ |= T and any M ⊆ M′ with dcl(M ;M′) =M ′ we have that M |= Σ′ if and

only if M |= Σ and M is dense in M ′. Moreover, if Σ and T are recursive, then we

can also choose Σ′ to be recursive.

Proof. For any 0-definable function f in T , let ϕf (x, z) be a quantifier-free formula

which is equivalent to z < f(x) in T . Let A be the set of all pairs (f, g) of 0-definable

functions in T with the same arity such that

T |= ∀x (f(x) = g(x) → x = 0).

In other words, A consists of all pairs of 0-definable functions which are distinct

everywhere except possibly in 0. Set

Σ′ = Σ ∪ {∀x (x 6= 0 → ¬∀z (ϕf (x, z) ↔ ϕg(x, z))) | (f, g) ∈ A} .

Note that if Σ and T are recursive, then so is Σ′, as it is decidable whether a given

L-formula defines a function.

Let M′ |= T and let M ⊆ M′ with dcl(M ;M′) = M ′. Suppose that M |= Σ′.

We need to show that M is dense in M ′. Let α, β ∈M ′ such that α 6= β. Let f and

g be 0-definable functions and let a ∈ M such that f(a) = α and g(a) = β. Since

also dcl(M \ {0} ;M′) =M ′, we may assume that a 6= 0. Moreover, we may assume

that (f, g) ∈ A, as otherwise we can replace g by the 0-definable function

x 7→
{
g(x) if f(x) 6= g(x) or x = 0,

|x|+ |f(x)| otherwise.

Hence,

M |= ¬∀z (ϕf (a, z) ↔ ϕg(a, z)).

This implies that for some b ∈M we have

M |= ϕf (a, b) ∧ ¬ϕg(a, b) or M |= ¬ϕf (a, b) ∧ ϕg(a, b).

Since ϕf and ϕg are quantifier-free, we obtain that either

M′ |= ϕf (a, b) ∧ ¬ϕg(a, b) or M′ |= ¬ϕf (a, b) ∧ ϕg(a, b).

Hence, either

β = g(a) ≤ b < f(a) = α or α = f(a) ≤ b < g(a) = β.

This implies that M is dense in M ′.
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Conversely, suppose that M |= Σ and M is dense in M ′. Let (f, g) ∈ A and

a ∈M with a 6= 0. We need to show that

M |= ¬∀z (ϕf (a, z) ↔ ϕg(a, z)).

Let α = f(a) and β = g(a). By assumption on A, we have α 6= β, say α < β. Since

M is dense in M ′, there is c ∈M such that α < c < β. Hence, M′ |= ¬ϕf (a, c) but
M′ |= ϕg(a, c). Since ϕf and ϕg are quantifier-free, we obtain M |= ¬ϕf (a, c) and
M |= ϕg(a, c), as required.

Corollary 8.35. Let L be a language expanding Log and let M = (M,+, 0, <, . . .)

and N = (N,+, 0, <, . . .) be ordered L-structures such that (M,+, 0, <) is a non-

trivial ordered abelian group and M ≡ N . Suppose that there exists a complete

L-theory T ⊇ Tdoag admitting quantifier elimination such that there are M′,N ′ |= T

with M ⊆ M′, N ⊆ N ′, dcl(M ;M′) = M ′ and dcl(N ;N ′) = N ′. Suppose further

that M is dense M ′. Then N is also dense in N ′.

Proof. By applying Theorem 8.34 to Σ = Th(M), we obtain a theory Σ′ such that

M |= Σ′. Moreover, since M ≡ N , we obtain N |= Σ′. Hence, N is dense in N ′.

Corollary 8.36. There is a recursive Lor-theory Σ′ which axiomatises the class of

ordered fields which are dense in their real closure.

Proof. We apply Theorem 8.34 to the recursive Lor-theory T = Trcf and the axiom

system Σ for ordered fields in order to obtain a recursive Lor-theory Σ′ with the

required properties.

Remark 8.37. An analogue to Corollary 8.36 for ordered abelian groups also follows

from Theorem 8.34. However, we have already shown in Corollary 8.15 that there

exists a recursive axiomatisation of ordered abelian groups which are dense in their

divisible hull and stated the axiomatisation explicitly. In fact, an explicit axiomat-

isation of ordered fields which are dense in their real closure is given in McKenna [77,

Theorem 5] as the theory of ordered fields Tof plus the following axioms (one for

each n ∈ N):

∀a0, . . . , an, x, y, z∃w
(
(z 6= 0 ∧ x < y ∧ anxn + . . .+ a0 > 0 ∧ anyn + . . .+ a0 < 0)

→
(
x < w < y ∧(anwn + . . .+ a0)

2 < z2
))

.

We point out that Theorem 8.34 is applicable in a wider context than ordered abelian

groups and ordered fields, as its proof gives a general procedure to obtain recursive

axiomatiations of ordered structures which are dense in certain definable closures.

We now apply the results above to the o-minimal complete theory of real closed

fields Trcf .
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Corollary 8.38. Let (K,<) and (L,<) be ordered fields such that (K,<) ≡ (L,<).

Suppose that K is dense in Krc. Then L is dense in Lrc.

Proof. The proof follows directly from Corollary 8.36.

Corollary 8.39. Let (K,<) be an ordered field which has an archimedean model.

Then K is dense in Krc.

Proof. Since any archimedean ordered field is dense in its real closure, we obtain

from Corollary 8.38 that K is dense in Krc.

By Corollary 8.39, any ordered field with an archimedean model is dense in its

real closure. We use Corollary 8.36 to show that the converse does not hold, i.e. that

there exists an ordered field which is dense in its real closure but has no archimedean

model.

Proposition 8.40. There is an ordered field (K,<) such that K is dense in Krc

but (K,<) has no archimedean model.

Proof. Let ϕ(x) be an Lor-formula defining Z in (Q, <) (cf. J. Robinson [92, The-

orem 3.1]). Let Σ1 be the Lor-theory Σ′ from Corollary 8.36 and let Σ2 be a set

of axioms stating that ϕ(x) defines an integer part. For any Lor-formula α, let α̃

be the formula in which all quantifiers ∃x and ∀x are bounded by ϕ(x), that is, all

instances of subformulas of the form ∃xθ
(
x, y

)
are replaced by

∃x
(
ϕ(x) ∧ θ

(
x, y

))

and all instances of subformulas of the form ∀xθ
(
x, y

)
are replaced by

∀x
(
ϕ(x) → θ

(
x, y

))
.

Let Σ be the deductive closure of Σ1 ∪ Σ2. Note that Σ is recursive and

(Q, <) |= Σ.

If for every Lor-sentence α ∈ Th(Z,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <), we had Σ ⊢ α̃, then Th(Z,+,−, ·,
0, 1, <) would be decidable. Hence, there is an Lor-sentence σ such that

¬σ ∈ Th(Z,+,−, ·, 0, 1, <)

and σ̃,¬σ̃ /∈ Σ. Let Σ̃ be the consistent Lor-theory Σ ∪ {σ̃} and let (K,<) |= Σ̃.

Assume that (K,<) is archimedean. Since (K,<) |= Σ2, the formula ϕ(x) defines

the integer part Z of K. But then (K,<) |= ¬σ̃, a contradiction. Hence, (K,<)

cannot have any archimedean models. However, since (K,<) |= Σ1, we have that K

is dense in Krc.
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8.3.2. Dense and Immediate Extensions

We now analyse algebraic properties of ordered fields which are dense in their real

closure. Throughout this subsection, we denote the natural valuation

simply by v and say that an extension of ordered fields K ⊆ L is im-

mediate if it is immediate with respect to v (see Definition A.4.14). We start

by investigating the connection between dense and immediate extensions of ordered

fields.

Definition 8.41. Let (K,<) ⊆ (L,<) be an extension of ordered fields and let w

be a convex valuation on L. We say that K is w-dense in L if for any a ∈ L and

any α ∈ wL, there exists b ∈ K such that w(a− b) > α.

Proposition 8.42. Let (K,<) ⊆ (L,<) be an extension of non-archimedean ordered

fields and let w be a non-trivial convex valuation on L. Then K is w-dense in L if

and only if K is dense in L.

Proof. Suppose that K is w-dense in L. Let a, b ∈ L with 0 < a < b. Let

α = max{w(a), w(b), w(b− a)}

and let c1, c2 ∈ K such that w(c1 − a) > α and w(c2 − b) > α. Set

c =
c2 + c1

2
.

Then

w

(
b+ a

2
− c

)
= w((b+ a)− (c2 + c1)) = w((a− c1) + (b− c2)) > α

and

w

(
b− b+ a

2

)
= w

(
b+ a

2
− a

)
= w(b− a) ≤ α.

Hence, either a ≤ c ≤ b+a
2 < b or a < b+a

2 ≤ c ≤ b.

Conversely, suppose that K is dense in L. Let a ∈ L and α ∈ wL. Let b ∈ L>0

with w(b) > α. By density of K in L, there exists c ∈ K with a < c < a+ b. Thus,

w(c− a) ≥ w(b) > α.

By S. Kuhlmann [68, Lemma 1.31], any w-dense extension of ordered fields (where

w is a non-trivial convex valuation) is also immediate with respect to w. We thus

obtain the following corollary to Proposition 8.42.

Corollary 8.43. Let (K,<) ⊆ (L,<) be a dense extension of non-archimedean

ordered fields. Then this extension is immediate with respect to any non-trivial

convex valuation on L.
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Corollary 8.43 can be applied to ordered Hahn fields as follows: Let (k,<) be an

ordered field and let G 6= {0} be an ordered abelian group. Suppose that k((G)) is

dense in k((G))rc. By Corollary 8.43, we have that k((G)) ⊆ k((G))rc is an immediate

extension with respect to the valuation vmin. Hence, k = krc and G = Gdiv. This

implies that k((G)) is real closed (see Theorem A.3.9). Hence, if k((G)) is not real

closed, then it is not dense in its real closure. This can be strengthened with the

following proposition.

Proposition 8.44. Let (k,<) be an ordered field and let G 6= {0} be an ordered

abelian group. Then k((G)) is closed in k((G))rc.

Proof. Let K = k((G)) and R = Krc. We need to show that R \K is open in R. If

K = R, then R \K = ∅. Hence, assume that K ( R. Let s ∈ R \K and let atg0 be

the monomial of s of least exponent which is not contained in K. Let g1 ∈ G>g0 be

arbitrary. Then the open interval

I = (s− tg1 , s+ tg1) ⊆ R

contains s. However, any element in I contains the monomial atg0 and is thus not

contained in K. Hence, s is contained in an open neighbourhood in R \ K, as

required.

Corollary 8.45. Let (k,<) be an ordered field and let G 6= {0} be an ordered abelian

group. Suppose that k((G)) is not real closed. Then (k((G)) , <) has no archimedean

model.

Proof. Proposition 8.44 shows that k((G)) is not dense in k((G))rc. Thus, (k((G)) , <)

has no archimedean model by Corollary 8.39.

We obtain the following result regarding the existence of henselian valuations in

ordered fields which are dense in their real closure.

Corollary 8.46. Let (K,<) be an ordered field which is not real closed but dense

in Krc. Then K does not admit a non-trivial henselian valuation.

Proof. If K is archimedean, then the only possible henselian valuation on K is

the trivial one. If K is non-archimedean, then let w be a henselian valuation on

K. By Theorem 8.10, we have (K,<) ≡ (Kw((wK)) , <). Hence, Kw((wK)) is

dense in Kw((wK))rc by Corollary 8.38. By Proposition 8.44, this is only possible if

wK = {0}, i.e. w is the trivial valuation.

We now focus on immediate extension with respect to the natural valuation v.

For an ordered field K, let AK be an ordered group complement to Ov in K, i.e. AK

is an ordered subgroup of K such that K = AK ∐Ov. Note that for an extension of

ordered fields (K,<) ⊆ (L,<), the ordered group complement AK can be extended

to an ordered group complement AL. The following is a useful characterisation of

dense extensions of ordered fields (cf. S. Kuhlmann [68, Lemma 1.32]).
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Lemma 8.47. Let (K,<) ⊆ (L,<) be an extension of ordered fields. Then K is

dense in L if and only if AK = AL.

Whenever the extension of non-archimedean fields (K,<) ⊆ (Krc, <) is dense and

thus immediate, then Kv is real closed and vK is divisible. The converse holds

under the additional assumption that vK is archimedean (cf. F.-V. Kuhlmann [65,

Lemma 19]).

Lemma 8.48. Let (K,<) be an ordered field such that Kv is real closed and vK is

divisible and archimedean. Then K is dense in Krc.

Biljakovic, Kochetov and S. Kuhlmann [7, Remark 3.5] provide an example of a

non-archimedean field (K,<) such that Kv is real closed and vK can be chosen to

be divisible and non-archimedean (i.e. K ⊆ Krc is immediate) but AK 6= AKrc ,

whence K is not dense in Krc by Lemma 8.47.

We now turn to immediately and valuationally real closed fields.

Definition 8.49. Let (K,<) be an ordered field. We say that K is immediately

real closed if for any non-trivial convex valuation w on K, we have that Kw is real

closed and wK is divisible.25 Moreover, (K,<) is valuationally real closed if for

any non-trivial convex valuation w on Krc, we have that K is w-dense in Krc.

Definition 8.49 gives us an analogue for ordered fields to the notions of immediately

and valuationally algebraically closed fields, which are considered in Sinclair [102]:

A field K is immediately algebraically closed if for any non-trivial valuation

w on K, the residue field Kw is algebraically closed and the value group wK is

divisible. Moreover, K is valuationally algebraically closed if for any non-trivial

valuation w on Kalg (the algebraic closure of K), the field K is w-dense in Kalg. It

is shown in Sinclair [102, page 64] that any valuationally algebraically closed field

is immediately algebraically closed. Moreover, in [102, Section 4.1] a field which is

immediately but not valuationally algebraically closed is presented. We show that

for ordered fields, the two notions in Definition 8.49 are equivalent and, in fact,

simply another description of density in real closure.

Lemma 8.50. Let (K,<) be an ordered field. Then (K,<) is valuationally real

closed if and only if K is dense in Krc.

Proof. Suppose that (K,<) is valuationally real closed. If K is archimedean, then

it is already dense in Krc. Otherwise, K admits a non-trivial convex valuation w.

Then K is w-dense in Krc. Hence, K is dense in Krc by Proposition 8.42.

Conversely, suppose that K is dense in Krc. If K is archimedean, then it admits

no non-trivial convex valuation, whence it is valuationally real closed. Otherwise, by

25In other words, K is immediately real closed if for any non-trivial convex valuation w on Krc, the

extension (K,<) ⊆ (Krc, <) is immediate with respect to w.
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Proposition 8.42 we have that K is w-dense in Krc with respect to any non-trivial

convex valuation w on Krc.

Theorem 8.51. An ordered field (K,<) is immediately real closed if and only if it

is valuationally real closed.

Proof. If (K,<) is archimedean, then both directions are trivial, asK does not admit

a non-trivial convex valuation. Thus, assume that (K,<) is non-archimedean.

Suppose that (K,<) is valuationally real closed. Then K is dense in Krc by

Lemma 8.50. By Corollary 8.43, we obtain that (K,<) ⊆ (Krc, <) is immediate

with respect to any non-trivial convex valuation on Krc. Hence, for any non-trivial

convex valuation w onKrc we have wK = wKrc, which is divisible, andKw = Krcw,

which is real closed, as required.

Coversely, suppose that (K,<) is immediately real closed. First assume that the

set of non-trivial convex valuation rings of K has a maximal element (under set

inclusion). Let w be the maximal non-trivial convex coarsening of v. Assume, for a

contradiction, that wK is non-archimedean. Then there exists a proper non-trivial

convex subgroup H ⊆ wK. Thus,

u : K \ {0} → wK/H, a 7→ w(a) +H

defines a non-trivial convex valuation on K. Moreover, if a ∈ Ow, then u(a) =

w(a) +H ≥ 0 +H. Hence, a ∈ Ou. Thus, Ow ⊆ Ou. Note that for any a ∈ K with

w(a) ∈ H<0 we have u(a) = 0 + H. Hence, a ∈ Ou \ Ow. This shows that u is a

non-trivial strict convex coarsening of w. This gives us the required contradiction.

Hence, wK is an archimedean ordered abelian group. Since (K,<) is immediately

real closed, wK is divisible and Kw is real closed. By Lemma 8.48, we obtain that

K is dense in Krc, whence by Lemma 8.50, K is valuationally real closed.

Now assume that there is no maximal non-trivial convex valuation ring of K. By

the arguments above, this implies that for v, the value group vK has no maximal

proper non-trivial convex subgroup. We show that K is v-dense in Krc, whence it

is valuationally real closed by Lemma 8.48 and Lemma 8.50. For every γ ∈ vK, let

Dγ ⊆ vK be the smallest convex subgroup containing γ. Moreover, let vγ be the

coarsening of v given by

vγ : K
rc \ {0} → vK/Dγ , a 7→ v(a) +Dγ .

Note that vγ is a non-trivial convex valuation, as vK has no maximal proper non-

trivial convex subgroup. Let a ∈ Krc \ {0} and γ ∈ vK = vKrc. We need to find

b ∈ K with v(a− b) > γ. Suppose that vγ(a) ≥ 0. Since (K,<) is immediately real

closed, we have that (K,<) ⊆ (Krc, <) is immediate with respect to vγ . Hence, by

S. Kuhlmann [68, Lemma 1.26], there exists b ∈ K with

vγ(a− b) > vγ(a) ≥ 0.
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This implies

v(a− b) +Dγ > 0 +Dγ = γ +Dγ ,

whence v(a− b) > γ. Now suppose that vγ(a) < 0. Then

v(a) +Dγ < 0 +Dγ = −γ +Dγ .

Thus, v(a) < −γ. Let α = −v(a). Then

vα(a) = v(a) +Dα = v(a) +D−α = 0 +D−α.

Again, since (K,<) ⊆ (Krc, <) is immediate with respect to vα, there exists b ∈ K

such that

vα(a− b) > vα(a) = 0.

Hence,

vα(a− b) = v(a− b) +Dα > 0 +Dα = α+Dα.

Thus,

v(a− b) > α = −v(a) > γ,

as required.

8.4. Definable Convex Valuations

In this section, we investigate what henselian valuations are Lor-definable in ordered

fields. We are going to analyse the construction method of Lor-definable convex

valuations from Jahnke, Simon and Walsberg [47, Proposition 6.5].

Proposition 8.52. Let (K,<) be an ordered field. Then at least one of the following

holds:

(i) K is dense in its real closure.

(ii) K admits a non-trivial Lor-definable convex 26 valuation.

Note that a real closed field (K,<) does not admit any non-trivial Lor-definable

convex valuation, as by o-minimality, any Lor-definable convex subset of K must be

an interval with endpoints in K ∪{±∞}. We summarise the construction procedure

of a non-trivial Lor-definable convex valuation ring of an ordered field which is not

dense in its real closure given in Jahnke, Simon and Walsberg [47, page 163 f.].

Recall that for an ordered field (K,<), we denote its topological closure in Krc

under the order topology by cl(K).

26[47, Proposition 6.5] only states that K admits a non-trivial Lor-definable valuation, but the proof

indeed gives a construction method for a non-trivial Lor-definable convex valuation.
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Construction 8.53. Let (K,<) be an ordered field. Suppose that K is not dense

in R = Krc. Let s ∈ R \ cl(K). Set

Ds := {z ∈ K | z < s}

and

As :=
{
x ∈ K≥0 | x+Ds ⊆ Ds

}
.

Moreover, set

Os := {x ∈ K | |x|As ⊆ As}.

Then Os is a non-trivial Lor-definable convex valuation ring of K.

Theorem 8.54. Let (K,<) be an ordered field and let v be a henselian valuation

on K. Suppose that at least one of the following holds:

(i) vK is discretely ordered.

(ii) vK has a limit point in vKdiv \ vK.

(iii) Kv has a limit point in Kvrc \Kv.

Then v is Lor-definable in K. Moreover, in the cases (i) and (ii), v is definable by

an Lor-formula with one parameter.

Proof. Let k = Kv and G = vK. Note that K is not real closed, as in each case

either k is not real closed or G is non-divisible. By Theorem 8.10,

(K,<, v) ≡ (k((G)) , <, vmin).

Let L = k((G)), w = vmin and R = Lrc. We will apply Construction 8.53 with some

simplifications to define the valuation ring k
((
G≥0

))
of w in L. Proposition 8.44

shows that we can apply the construction procedure to any element in s ∈ R \ L.
First suppose that G is non-divisible. Let g0 ∈ Gdiv \G and s = tg0 . Consider the

Lor-definable set

D′
s =

{
x ∈ L≥0 | x < tg0

}
.

Since g0 ∈ Gdiv, there is some h ∈ G and N ∈ N such that g0 = h
N
. Thus, the set

D′
s is defined by the Lor-formula with one parameter

x ≥ 0 ∧ xN < th.

Note that for any x ∈ L≥0, we have x ∈ D′
s if and only if w(x) > g0. Thus,

D′
s = k((G>g0))≥0. Let

Os = {x ∈ L | |x|D′
s ⊆ D′

s}.
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Note that this set is Lor-definable with one parameter. By definition, Os contains

exactly those elements in L such that for any y ∈ L≥0 with w(y) > g0 we have

w(x) + w(y) = w(xy) > g0. (8.1)

In particular, for any x ∈ L with w(x) ≥ 0, condition (8.1) holds. Thus, k
((
G≥0

))
⊆

Os. To show the other set inclusion, we will make a case distinction, also specifying

the element g0 for the densely ordered case.

Suppose that G is discretely ordered. Let g1 ∈ G be the least element greater

than g0 and let g2 ∈ G be the least element greater than g0 − g1. Then g2 + g1 is

the least element greater than g0. By choice of g1, this gives us g2 + g1 = g1 and

thus g2 = 0. Let x ∈ Os. Since t
g1 ∈ D′

s, we have

w(xtg1) = w(x) + g1 > g0.

Hence, w(x) > g0 − g1. By choice of g2 as the least element greater than g0 − g1, we

obtain w(x) ≥ g2 = 0. This implies Os ⊆ k
((
G≥0

))
, as required.

Suppose that G has a limit point in Gdiv \G. In this case, we choose g0 ∈ Gdiv \G
such that g0 is a limit point of G. We may assume that g0 is a right-sided limit

point, as otherwise we can replace it by −g0. Let x ∈ L \ k
((
G≥0

))
, i.e. w(x) < 0.

Since g0 is a right-sided limit point of G in Gdiv, the interval (g0, g0 −w(x)) ⊆ Gdiv

contains some element g1 ∈ G. Thus, g1 > g0 but

w(x) + w(tg1) = w(x) + g1 < g0.

This shows that x does not fulfil condition (8.1), whence x /∈ Os. We thus obtain

Os ⊆ k
((
G≥0

))
.

Now suppose that k is not real closed and has a limit point a in krc \ k. We may

assume that a is a left-sided limit point, as otherwise we can replace it by −a. Then

D′
a = {x ∈ L | a− 1 < x < a}

consists exactly of the elements of the form b+r, where b ∈ k such that a−1 < b < a

and r ∈ k
((
G>0

))
. In other words,

D′
a = I + k

((
G>0

))
,

where I is the convex set (a−1, a)L∩k. Note that I is non-empty, as a is a left-sided

limit point of k. Let A′
a be the Lor-definable set

{
x ∈ L≥0

∣∣ x+D′
a ⊆ D′

a

}
.

Since k
((
G>0

))
is closed under addition, we have k

((
G>0

))
+D′

a ⊆ D′
a. Thus,

k
((
G>0

))≥0 ⊆ A′
a.
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For the other inclusion, let x ∈ L≥0 \k
((
G>0

))
, i.e. w(x) ≤ 0 and x ≥ 0. If w(x) < 0,

then x + b /∈ D′
a for any b ∈ I. Thus, x /∈ A′

a. Suppose that w(x) = 0. Then x is

of the form c+ r with c ∈ k>0 and r ∈ k
((
G>0

))
. If c ≥ 1, then x+ b /∈ D′

a for any

b ∈ I, whence x /∈ A′
a. If c < 1, let b ∈ k∩ (a− c, a), which exists, as a is a left-sided

limit point of k. Then x + b = (c + b) + r > a + r. Thus, x + b /∈ D′
a and x /∈ A′

a.

Hence, we have shown that A′
a ⊆ k

((
G>0

))≥0
.

Now (−A′
a ∪A′

a) = k
((
G>0

))
is the maximal ideal of the valuation ring k

((
G≥0

))
.

Thus, the valuation ring

k
((
G≥0

))
=

{
x ∈ L

∣∣ x
(
−A′

a ∪A′
a

)
⊆
(
−A′

a ∪A′
a

)}

is Lor-definable.

Now for any of the three cases, there is an Lor-formula ϕ
(
x, y

)
(where in the cases

(i) and (ii) y is just one free variable) such that

(L,<,w) |= ∃y∀x
(
ϕ
(
x, y

)
↔ w(x) ≥ 0

)
.

By elementary equivalence, there is some b ∈ K such that (K,<, v) |= ∀x (ϕ(x, b) ↔
v(x) ≥ 0). In other words, ϕ(x, b) defines v in K, as required.

Theorem 8.54 is not a full characterisation of all Lor-definable henselian valuations

on an ordered field. Indeed, we can choose K = R((G)) for G as in Example 8.33.

Then vmin = v0 (see Notation 8.63) satisfies neither of the conditions of Theo-

rem 8.54, but v0 is even Lr-definable by Theorem 8.67 for p = 2. Moreover, not

every ordered henselian valued field which is not dense in its real closure satisfies

one of the conditions of Theorem 8.54. For instance, (R((G)) , <, vmin), where G is

as in Proposition 8.30, is not dense in its real closure by Proposition 8.44 and does

not satisfy any of the conditions of Theorem 8.54.

Corollary 8.55. Let (K,<) be an ordered field and let v be a henselian valuation

on K. Suppose that Kv is not real closed but dense in Kvrc. Then v is Lor-definable

in K.

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 8.54 (iii), as any point in Kvrc \Kv
is a limit point of Kv in Kvrc.

Remark 8.56. (i) Since any archimedean ordered field is dense in its real closure, a

special case of Corollary 8.55 is the following: Let (K,<) be a non-archimedean

ordered field. Suppose that the natural valuation vnat is henselian on K and

that (Kvnat, <) is not real closed. Then vnat is Lor-definable in K.

(ii) Theorem 8.54 (ii) implies a similar version of Corollary 8.55 if vK is non-

divisible and dense in vKdiv. However, we will see in Corollary 8.58 that under

this condition we already have that v is Lr-definable without parameters.
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(iii) The proof of Theorem 8.54 also shows the following: Let (K,<) be an ordered

field and let v be a non-trivial henselian valuation on K. Suppose that vK is

non-divisible. Then there exists a non-trivial Lor-definable convex coarsening

of v which is definable by an Lor-formula with one parameter. Note that this

coarsening is also henselian by Lemma A.4.24.

Comparison to Lr-Definability

We give a brief account of the following known Lr-definability result of henselian

valuations in the case that the value group is regular (cf. Hong [43, Theorem 4]) and

compare this to Theorem 8.54.

Theorem 8.57. Let (K, v) be a henselian valued field. Suppose that vK is regular

and non-divisible. Then v is parameter-free Lr-definable in K.

By Proposition 8.14, we obtain the following.

Corollary 8.58. Let (K,<) be an ordered field and let v be a henselian valuation

on K such that vK is non-divisible but dense in vKdiv. Then v is parameter-free

Lr-definable in K.

Example 8.29 (i) shows that there are discretely ordered abelian groups which are

not regular. Example 8.29 (ii) exhibits a densely ordered abelian group G which

is not regular but has limit points in Gdiv \ G. This shows that there are ordered

fields such that the cases (i) and (ii) of Theorem 8.54 are not already covered by

Theorem 8.57.

8.5. Almost Real Closed Fields

The class of almost real closed fields has first been studied systematically with respect

to algebraic and model theoretic properties in Delon and Farré [16]. Moreover, [16,

Theorem 4.4] completely characterises all Lr-definable henselian valuations in almost

real closed fields. In the following, we compare Lr- and Lor-definability of henselian

valuations in almost real closed fields.

Definition 8.59. Let (K,<) be an ordered field, G an ordered abelian group and v

a henselian valuation on K. We call K an almost real closed field (with respect

to v and G) if Kv is real closed and vK = G.

Depending on the context, we may simply say that (K,<) is an almost real

closed field without specifying the henselian valuation v or the ordered abelian group

G = vK. In [16], almost real closed fields are considered as pure fields, i.e. as struc-

tures in the language Lr. Note that due to the Baer–Krull Representation Theorem

(cf. Engler and Prestel [30, page 37 f.]), any such field admits (possibly several dis-

tinct) orderings. We, however, consider almost real closed fields as ordered fields
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with a fixed order. By Proposition A.4.30, any convex valuation on an almost real

closed field is already henselian. We thus make no distinction between convex and

henselian valuations on almost real closed fields.

Delon and Farré [16, Proposition 2.8] implies that the class of almost real closed

fields in the language Lr is closed under elementary equivalence. We can easily

deduce that this also holds in the language Lor.

Proposition 8.60. Let (K,<) be an almost real closed field and let (L,<) ≡ (K,<).

Then (L,<) is an almost real closed field.

Proof. Since L ≡ K, we obtain by [16, Proposition 2.8] that L admits a henselian

valuation v such that Lv is real closed. Hence, (L,<) is almost real closed.

Corollary 8.61. Let (K,<) be an ordered field. Then (K,<) is almost real closed

if and only if (K,<) ≡ (R((G)) , <) for some ordered abelian group G.

Proof. The forward direction follows from Theorem 8.10. The backward direction

is a consequence of Proposition 8.60.

Corollary 8.62. Let (K,<) be an almost real closed field and let G be an ordered

abelian group. Then (K((G)) , <) is almost real closed.

Proof. Let v be a henselian valuation on K such that Kv is real closed. By Theo-

rem 8.10, we have

(K((G)) , <, vmin) ≡ (R((vK))((G)) , <, vmin).

Now

(R((vK))((G)) , <) ∼= (R((G∐ vK)) , <),

which is an almost real closed field. Thus, (K((G)) , <) is almost real closed by

Corollary 8.61.

Notation 8.63. Let (K,<) be an almost real closed field. We denote by V (K)

the set of all henselian valuations on K with real closed residue field and by v0
the minimum of V (K), i.e. the coarsest valuation in V (K). (This exist by [16,

Proposition 2.1].)

Since any convex valuation in an almost real closed field is henselian, the natural

valuation vnat is henselian. Moreover, Proposition A.4.28 implies that Kvnat is real

closed, whence vnat is the maximum of V (K). By the remarks in [16, page 1147 f.], v0
is the only possible Lr-definable henselian valuation in V (K). Also in the language

Lor, there is at most one definable valuation in V (K).

Proposition 8.64. Let (K,<) be an almost real closed field and v ∈ V (K). Suppose

that v is Lor-definable in K. Then v is the only Lor-definable valuation in V (K).
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Proof. By Theorem 8.10, we have

(K,<, v) ≡ (R((vK)) , <, vmin).

Since v is Lor-definable in K, there exists an Lor-formula ϕ
(
x, y

)
such that

(K,<, v) |= ∃y∀x
(
ϕ
(
x, y

)
↔ v(x) ≥ 0

)
.

By elementary equivalence, there exists b ∈ R((vK)) such that

(R((vK)) , <, vmin) |= ∀x (ϕ(x, b) ↔ vmin(x) ≥ 0).

Hence, vmin is Lor-definable in R((vK)).

Let ψ
(
x, y

)
be an Lor-formula and c ∈ K such that ψ(x, c) defines a convex

valuation w in K. Assume, for a contradiction, that w is strictly finer than v, i.e.

Ow ( Ov. This implies

(K,<, v) |= ∀x (ψ(x, c) → v(x) ≥ 0) ∧ ∃z (¬ψ(z, c) ∧ v(z) ≥ 0).

By elementary equivalence, there is some c′ ∈ R((vK)) such that ψ(x, c′) defines a

convex valuation w′ in R((vK)) with Ow′ ( Ovmin . This contradicts the fact that

vmin is the finest convex valuation on R((vK)). Hence, v is the finest Lor-definable

convex valuation in K.

Let v′ ∈ V (K) be Lor-definable. Arguing as above, v′ is the finest Lor-definable

convex valuation on K. This gives us v′ = v, as required.

Comparison of Lr- and Lor-Definability of Henselian Valuations in

Almost Real Closed Fields

Definition 8.65. Let p ∈ N be a prime number. A valuation v on K is called

p-Kummer henselian if Hensel’s Lemma (i.e. the condition in Definition A.4.20)

holds for polynomials of the form xp−a for a ∈ Ov. A field L is called p-euclidean

if L = ±Lp.

Notation 8.66. Let Vp(K) be the set of all p-Kummer henselian valuations of K

with p-euclidean residue field. Denote by vp the minimum of Vp(K) (cf. Delon and

Farré [16, page 1126]).

The following result is due to [16, Theorem 4.4].

Theorem 8.67. Let (K,<) be an almost real closed field and let v be a henselian

valuation on K. Then v is Lr-definable in K if and only if vnat(Ov \ Iv) is Log-

definable in vnatK and v ≤ vp for some prime p. Moreover, v0 is Lr-definable if

and only if there is a prime p such that v0K has no non-trivial convex p-divisible

subgroup.
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Recall that v0 is the only possible Lr-definable valuation in V (K). If the ordering

on an almost real closed field (K,<) is Lvf -definable for v = v0 ∈ V (K), then we

obtain a complete characterisation of Lor-definable convex valuations in K.

Lemma 8.68. Let (K,<) be an ordered field and let v be a henselian valuation on

K such that Kv is 2-euclidean (i.e. root-closed for positive elements) and vK is

2-divisible. Then the ordering < is parameter-free Lvf-definable in K. In particular,

if v is Lr-definable in K, then any Lor-definable subset of K is already Lr-definable.

Proof. Let k = Kv and G = vK. Consider the Lvf -formula ϕ(x) given by

x = 0 ∨ ∃y v
(
x− y2

)
> v(x).

We show that for any a ∈ k((G)), the formula ϕ(a) holds if and only if a ≥ 0. Let

a = agt
g + s ∈ k((G)) \ {0} ,

where ag ∈ k \ {0}, s ∈ k((G>g)) and g = vmin(a). Suppose that ϕ(a) holds. Then

there exists y ∈ K \ {0} such that

vmin

(
x− y2

)
> g.

Hence, ag = y2g > 0, where yg is the coefficient of the monomial tg in y. Thus, a > 0.

Now suppose that a > 0. Let

y =
√
agt

g
2 .

Then

vmin

(
a− y2

)
= vmin(s) > g = vmin(a),

as required. By Theorem 8.10, (K,<, v) ≡ (Kv((vK)) , <, vmin). Hence, we obtain

(K,<, v) |= ∀x (x ≥ 0 ↔ ϕ(x)).

Proposition 8.69. Let (K,<) be an almost real closed field. Suppose that v0 is

Lr-definable and that v0K is 2-divisible. Let w be a valuation on K. If w is Lor-

definable, then it is Lr-definable.

Proof. Since Kv0 is real closed, it is 2-euclidean. By Lemma 8.68, any Lor-definable

valuation on K is already Lr-definable.

Remark 8.70. We obtain the following characterisation of Lor-definable convex valu-

ations in almost real closed fields with respect to a 2-divisible value group: Let (K,<)

be an almost real closed field. Suppose that the value group v0K is 2-divisible and,

for some prime p, it has no non-trivial convex p-divisible subgroup. Let v be a convex

(and thus henselian) valuation on K. Hence, by Proposition 8.69 and Theorem 8.67,

we have that v is Lor-definable in K if and only if vnat(Ov \ Iv) is Log-definable in

vnatK and v ≤ vp for some prime p.
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The final result of this section shows that any henselian valuation in an almost

real closed field satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 8.54 is already Lr-definable.

Note that any discretely ordered abelian group does not have a non-trivial convex

n-divisible subgroup for any n ≥ 2.

Proposition 8.71. Let (K,<) be an almost real closed field with respect to a

henselian valuation v such that either vK is discretely ordered or vK is not closed

in vKdiv. Then v = v0 and v0 is Lr-definable.

Proof. Recall that v0 is the unique henselian valuation on K such that Kv0 is real

closed and v0K has no non-trivial convex divisible subgroup. Moreover, v0 is Lr-

definable if and only if for some prime p, there is no p-divisible non-trivial convex

subgroup of v0K. If G = vK is discretely ordered, then both conditions are satisfied,

and thus v = v0 is Lr-definable. If G is not closed in Gdiv, then Corollary 8.32 implies

that G has no non-trivial convex divisible subgroup, whence v = v0. Moreover, by

Proposition 8.31 there is a prime p such that G has no non-trivial convex p-divisible

subgroup, whence v0 is Lr-definable.

8.6. Strongly NIP Almost Real Closed Fields

We now turn to strongly NIP almost real closed fields. In Subsection 8.6.1, we first

focus on dp-minimal ordered fields. Thereafter, we address the query from page 177.

In Subsection 8.6.2, we show that Conjecture 8.2 and Conjecture 8.3 are equivalent

(see Theorem 8.90) and prove further equivalences (see Observation 8.91).

8.6.1. Strongly NIP Ordered Fields

A special class of strongly NIP ordered fields are dp-minimal ordered fields. These

are fully classified in Jahnke, Simon and Walsberg [47]. In Proposition 8.77 below

we show that our query (see page 177) holds for dp-minimal ordered fields.

Definition 8.72. An ordered group G is called non-singular if G/pG is finite for

all prime numbers p ∈ N.

Proposition 8.73. An ℵ1-saturated ordered abelian group G is dp-minimal if and

only if it is non-singular.

Proof. Jahnke, Simon and Walsberg [47, Proposition 5.1].

Theorem 8.74. An ordered field (K,<) is dp-minimal if and only if there exists a

non-singular ordered abelian group G such that (K,<) ≡ (R((G)) , <).

Proof. [47, Theorem 6.2].
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Definition 8.75. Let L be a language and let M be an L-structure. Moreover, let

N be an |M |+-saturated elementary extension of M. Let n ∈ N. A subset A ⊆Mn

is called externally definable if

A = {a ∈Mn | N |= ϕ(a, b)}

for some L-formula ϕ
(
x, y

)
and some b ∈ N . The Shelah expansion of M,

denoted by MSh, is the expansion of M by all externally definable relations, i.e. by

all relations R(x) such that

{a ∈M | R(a)}

is externally definable.

Lemma 8.76. Let (K,<) be a dp-minimal almost real closed field with respect to

some henselian valuation v. Then vK is dp-minimal.

Proof. Since Kv is an ordered field, it is not separably closed. Thus, by Jahnke [48,

Theorem A], v is definable in the Shelah expansion (K,<)Sh of (K,<). By Onshuus

and Usvyatsov [83, Observation 3.8], also (K,<)Sh is dp-minimal, whence the reduct

(K, v) is dp-minimal. Since Kv is real closed, (Kv \ {0})/(Kv \ {0})n is finite for

all n ∈ N. Hence, by Jahnke, Simon and Walsberg [47, Proposition 6.1] also vK is

dp-minimal.

Proposition 8.77. Let (K,<) be an ordered field. Then (K,<) is dp-minimal if

and only if it is almost real closed with respect to a dp-minimal ordered abelian group.

Proof. Suppose that (K,<) is almost real closed with respect to a dp-minimal

ordered abelian group G. By Proposition 8.73, an ℵ1-saturated elementary ex-

tension G1 of G is non-singular. By Theorem 8.10, we have (K,<) ≡ (R((G1)) , <),

which is dp-minimal by Theorem 8.74. Hence, (K,<) is dp-minimal.

Conversely, suppose that (K,<) is dp-minimal. By Theorem 8.74, we have

(K,<) ≡ (R((G)) , <)

for some non-singular ordered abelian group G. Since (R((G)) , <) is almost real

closed, by Proposition 8.60 also (K,<) is almost real closed with respect to some

henselian valuation v. By Lemma 8.76, also vK is dp-minimal, as required.

As a result, we obtain a characterisation of dp-minimal archimedean ordered fields.

Corollary 8.78. Let (K,<) be a dp-minimal archimedean ordered field. Then K is

real closed.

Proof. The only archimedean almost real closed fields are the archimedean real

closed fields. Thus, by Proposition 8.77 any archimedean dp-minimal ordered field

is real closed.
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We now turn to strongly NIP almost real closed fields, aiming for a characterisation

of these (see Theorem 8.85). We have seen in Proposition 8.77 that every almost

real closed field with respect to a dp-minimal ordered abelian group is dp-minimal.

We obtain a similar result for almost real closed fields with respect to a strongly

NIP ordered abelian group. The following two results will be exploited.

Theorem 8.79. Let K be a perfect field. Suppose that there exists a henselian

valuation v on K such that the following hold:

(i) v is defectless.

(ii) The residue field Kv is either an algebraically closed field of characteristic p

or elementarily equivalent to a local field of characteristic 0.

(iii) The ordered value group vK is strongly NIP.

(iv) If char(Kv) = p 6= 0, then [−v(p), v(p)] ⊆ p(vK).

Then K is strongly NIP.

Proof. Halevi, Hasson and Jahnke [40, page 5].

Theorem 8.80. Let G be an ordered abelian group. Then the following are equival-

ent:

(i) G is strongly NIP.

(ii) G is elementarily equivalent to a lexicographic sum of ordered abelian groups∐
i∈I Gi, where for every prime p, we have |{i ∈ I | pGi 6= Gi}| < ∞, and for

any i ∈ I, we have |{p prime | [Gi : pGi] = ∞}| <∞.

Proof. Halevi and Hasson [39, Theorem 1].

Lemma 8.81. Let G be a strongly NIP ordered abelian group. Then the ordered

Hahn field (R((G)) , <) is strongly NIP.

Proof. If K = R((G)) is real closed, then we are done. Otherwise, let v be the

natural valuation on K. We will first verify that v satisfies conditions (i)–(iv) of

Theorem 8.79. Condition (iv) is trivially satisfied; (ii) and (iii) hold by assumption

(as R is a local field). The valuation v is defectless if every finite extension (L, v)

over (K, v) is defectless. Since this always holds in the characteristic 0 case (cf. F.-

V. Kuhlmann [66, Corollary 2.9]), (i) is satisfied.

Now K is ac-valued with angular component map ac: K → R given by ac(s) =

s(v(s)) for s 6= 0 and ac(0) = 0 (cf. van den Dries [27, Section 5.4 f.]). Following

the argument of Halevi, Hasson and Jahnke [40, page 5], we obtain that (K, v, ac)
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is a strongly NIP ac-valued field. Since R is closed under square roots for positive

elements, for any a ∈ K we have a ≥ 0 if and only if the following holds in K:

∃y y2 = ac(a).

Hence, the order relation < is definable in (K, v, ac). We obtain that (K,<) is

strongly NIP.

Proposition 8.82. Let (K,<) be an almost real closed field with respect to a strongly

NIP ordered abelian group and let G be a strongly NIP ordered abelian group. Then

(K((G)) , <) is a strongly NIP ordered field.

Proof. Let H be a strongly NIP ordered abelian group such that (K,<) is almost

real closed with respect to H. As in the proof of Corollary 8.62 we have that

(K((G)) , <) ≡ (R((G∐H)) , <). Since G and H are strongly NIP, also G ∐ H is

strongly NIP by Theorem 8.80. Hence, by Lemma 8.81, also (K((G)) , <) is strongly

NIP.

Corollary 8.83. Let (K,<) be an almost real closed field with respect to a henselian

valuation v such that vK is strongly NIP. Then (K,<) is strongly NIP.

Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 8.82 by setting G = {0} and

H = vK.

For the proof of Theorem 8.85, we need one further result on general strongly NIP

ordered fields, which will also be used for the proof of Theorem 8.90.

Proposition 8.84. Let (K,<) be a strongly NIP ordered field and let v be a henselian

valuation on K. Then also (Kv,<) and vK are strongly NIP.

Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 8.76, we obtain that v is definable in

(K,<)Sh. Now (K,<)Sh is also strongly NIP (cf. Onshuus and Usvyatsov [83, Ob-

servation 3.8]), whence (K,<, v) is strongly NIP. By Shelah [98, Observation 1.4 (2)],

any structure which is first-order interpretable in (K,<, v) is strongly NIP. Hence,

also (Kv,<) and vK are strongly NIP.

We obtain from Corollary 8.83 and Proposition 8.84 the following characterisation

of strongly NIP almost real closed fields.

Theorem 8.85. Let (K,<) be an almost real closed field with respect to some ordered

abelian group G. Then (K,<) is strongly NIP if and only if G is strongly NIP.

Remark 8.86. Theorem 8.80 and Theorem 8.85 give us the following complete char-

acterisation of strongly NIP almost real closed fields: An almost real closed field

(K,<) is strongly NIP if and only if it is elementarily equivalent to some ordered

Hahn field (R((G)) , <) where G is a Hahn sum as in Theorem 8.80 (ii).
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8.6.2. Equivalence of Conjectures

Recall our two main conjectures of this chapter.

Conjecture 8.2. Let (K,<) be a strongly NIP ordered field. Then K is either real

closed or admits a non-trivial Lor-definable henselian valuation.

Conjecture 8.3. Any strongly NIP ordered field is almost real closed.

In this section, we show that Conjecture 8.2 and Conjecture 8.3 are equivalent

(see Theorem 8.90).

Remark 8.87. (i) Recall that any definable convex valuation ring of a real closed

field is the trivial one. Thus, the two cases in the consequence of Conjecture 8.2

are exclusive.

(ii) Recall that the field Q is not NIP, as Z is parameter-free Lr-definable in Q (see

page 178). By Theorem 8.57, the henselian valuation vmin is Lr-definable in

Q((Z)). Hence, by Proposition 8.84 we obtain that (Q((Z)) , <) is an example

of an ordered field which is not real closed, admits a non-trivial Lor-definable

henselian valuation but is not strongly NIP.

Lemma 8.88 and Lemma 8.89 below are used in the proof of Theorem 8.90. For

the first result, we adapt Halevi, Hasson and Jahnke [40, Proposition 3.8] to the

context of ordered fields.

Lemma 8.88. Assume that any strongly NIP ordered field is either real closed or

admits a non-trivial henselian valuation27. Let (K,<) be a strongly NIP ordered

field. Then (K,<) is almost real closed with respect to the canonical valuation, i.e.

the finest henselian valuation on K.

Proof. Let (K,<) be a strongly NIP ordered field. If K is real closed, we can take

the natural valuation. Otherwise, by assumption, the set of non-trivial henselian

valuations on K is non-empty. Let v be the canonical valuation on K. By Propo-

sition 8.84, we obtain that (Kv,<) is strongly NIP. Note that Kv cannot admit a

non-trivial henselian valuation, as otherwise this would induce a non-trivial henselian

valuation on K finer than v. Hence, by assumption, Kv must be real closed.

The next result is obtained from an application of Halevi and Hasson [39, Propo-

sition 5.5].

Lemma 8.89. Let (K,<) be a strongly NIP ordered field which is not real closed

but is almost real closed with respect to a henselian valuation v. Then there exists a

non-trivial Lr-definable henselian coarsening of v.

27Note that this valuation does not necessarily have to be Lor-definable
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Proof. By Proposition 8.84, we have that vK = G is strongly NIP. Since K is not

real closed, G is non-divisible. By [39, Proposition 5.5], any henselian valuation

with non-divisible value group on a strongly NIP field has a non-trivial Lr-definable

henselian coarsening. Hence, there is a non-trivial Lr-definable henselian coarsening

u of v.

Theorem 8.90. Conjecture 8.2 and Conjecture 8.3 are equivalent.

Proof. Assume Conjecture 8.3, and let (K,<) be a strongly NIP ordered field which

is not real closed. Then (K,<) admits a non-trivial henselian valuation v. By

Lemma 8.89, it also admits a non-trivial Lr-definable henselian valuation. Now

assume Conjecture 8.2. Let (K,<) be strongly NIP ordered field. By Lemma 8.88,

we obtain that K is almost real closed with respect to the canonical valuation v.

As an observation, we give two further equivalent formulations of Conjecture 8.3

which follow from results throughout this work.

Observation 8.91. The following are equivalent:

(i) Any strongly NIP ordered field (K,<) is almost real closed.

(ii) For any strongly NIP ordered field (K,<), the natural valuation vnat on K is

henselian.

(iii) For any strongly NIP ordered valued field (K,<, v), whenever v is convex, it is

already henselian.

Proof. Since in almost real closed fields, a valuation is convex if and only if it is

henselian (see Proposition A.4.30), (i) implies (iii). Suppose that (iii) holds and let

(K,<) be strongly NIP. By Jahnke [48, Proposition 4.2], any convex valuation is

definable in the Shelah expansion (K,<)Sh, whence (K,<, vnat) is a strongly NIP

ordered valued field. By assumption, vnat is henselian on K, which implies (ii).

Finally, suppose that (ii) holds. Let (K,<) be a strongly NIP ordered field and

(K1, <) an ℵ1-saturated elementary extension of (K,<). Then K1vnat = R. By

assumption, vnat is henselian on K1, whence (K1, <) is almost real closed. By Prop-

osition 8.60, also (K,<) is almost real closed.

We conclude this section by showing that there are strongly NIP almost real closed

fields which are not almost real closed with respect to an Lor-definable henselian valu-

ation. By Theorem 8.80, the following are examples of strongly NIP non-divisible

ordered abelian groups.

Example 8.92. (i) Let

G1 =

{
a

pi11 . . . p
im
m

∣∣∣∣∣m ∈ N; a, i1, . . . , im ∈ Z and p1, . . . , pm ≥ 3 are prime

}
.
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G1 is p-divisible for any prime p ≥ 3. Thus, |{p prime | [G1 : pG1] = ∞}| ≤ 1.

This implies that G1 is strongly NIP. Moreover, it is dense in its divisible hull

Q but not divisible, as 1
2 /∈ G1.

(ii) Let 2 = p0 < p1 < . . . be a complete list of prime numbers. For every n ∈ N,
let

Bn =

{
a

pm1
i1

· . . . · pmk

ik

∣∣∣∣∣ k ∈ N; i1, . . . , ik ∈ N0 \ {n}; a,m1, . . . ,mk ∈ Z

}
.

In other words, Bn is the smallest subgroup of Q which is pi-divisible for any

i ∈ N0 \ {n} (so in particular 2-divisible) but not pn-divisible. Then

G2 =
∐

n∈N

Bn

is strongly NIP, as for any i ∈ N0, we have |{n ∈ N | piBn 6= Bn}| = 1, and

for any n ∈ N, we have |{p prime | [Bn : pBn] = ∞}| ≤ 1. Note that G2 is

2-divisible. Moreover, any convex subgroup of G2 is of the form

∐

n≥k

Bn = Hk

for some k ∈ N. Note that Hk is non-divisible but pi-divisible for any i < k.

Let G1 and G2 be as in Example 8.92. By Lemma 8.81, we obtain strongly NIP

almost real closed fields (R((G1)) , <) and (R((G2)) , <). By Proposition 8.71, vnat is

Lr-definable in (R((G1)) , <).

Sinc G2 has no non-trivial convex divisible subgroup, by Theorem 8.67 the natural

valuation vnat in R((G2)) is Lr-definable if and only if there is a prime p such that

G2 has no non-trivial convex p-divisible subgroup. However, for any i ∈ N, the

non-trivial convex subgroup Hi+1 of G2 is pi-divisible. This implies that vnat is not

Lr-definable. Moreover, since G2 is 2-divisible, vnat is also not Lor-definable by Prop-

osition 8.69. As vnat = v0 (see Notation 8.63), it is the only valuation with respect to

which R((G2)) is almost real closed. Thus, (R((G2)) , <) is a strongly NIP almost real

closed field which is not almost real closed with respect to an Lor-definable henselian

valuation.
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9. Further Work

We conclude this thesis by motivating and collecting open questions connected to

results throughout this work. First, we gather the equivalences regarding our main

conjectures.

Proposition 9.1. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field. Then the following are

equivalent:

(i) (K, exp) ≡ Rexp.

(ii)
(
K, exp

)
� (K, exp).

(iii)
(
K, exp

)
≡ (K, exp).

(iv) (K, exp) is model complete and Th∃(K, exp) = T ∃
exp.

(v) The valuation ring Ov of K with respect to the natural valuation is Th(K, exp)-

convex.

(vi) The unique prime model (dcl(∅; (K, exp)), exp) of (K, exp) is archimedean.

(vii) There exists (F, exp) |= Texp such that (K, exp) is densely embeddable into

(F, exp).

Proof. See Observation 4.56, Corollary 4.70, Corollary 4.77 and Proposition 6.28.

Recall that Tdc is the Lexp-theory recursively axiomatising the class of o-minimal

EXP-fields (see Theorem 4.30).

Proposition 9.2. The following are equivalent:

(i) The Transfer Conjecture.

(ii) Any o-minimal EXP-field satisfies one of the equivalent conditions in Propo-

sition 9.1.

(iii) The recursive theory Tdc axiomatises Texp.

(iv) Tdc is complete.

Proof. The equivalence between (i) and (ii) follows by Proposition 9.1. The other

equivalences were established in Proposition 4.55.
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Proposition 9.2 (iii) emphasises again the previously known result that the Trans-

fer Conjecture implies the decidability of Texp. We outlined in Section 4.2 how the

decidability of Rexp is equivalent to the recursive axiomatisability of its existential

and universal theories.

Proposition 9.3. The following are equivalent:

(i) Texp is decidable.

(ii) The existential theory of real exponentiation T ∃
exp is recursive.

(iii) The universal theory of real exponentiation T ∀
exp is recursive.

Regarding the existential and the universal theories of real exponentiation in the

light of the Transfer Conjecture, we have the following equivalences.

Proposition 9.4. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field. Then the following are

equivalent:

(i) (K, exp) |= T ∃
exp.

(ii) Rexp |= Th∀(K, exp).

(iii) For any p(x) ∈ Z[x]exp, if Rexp |= ∃x p(x) = 0, then (K, exp) |= ∃x p(x) = 0.

(iv) For any p(x) ∈ Z[x]exp, if (K, exp) |= ∀x p(x) > 0, then Rexp |= ∀x p(x) > 0.

(v) The unique prime model
(
eclR(Z), expR

)
of Texp is embeddable into (K, exp).

(vi) There exist an exponential exp on No and an ordered group complement A to

R ∐ o(1) such that (K, exp) � (No, exp) and exp(a + r) = expNo(a + r) for

any a ∈ A and r ∈ R.

Proof. The equivalence between (i) and (ii) simply follows from Lemma A.2.15. By

Lemma 4.48, (i) is equivalent to (iii), and by Lemma 4.53, (ii) is equivalent to

(iv). The equivalence between (i) and (v) was established in Corollary 4.89; the

equivalence between (i) and (vi) in Theorem 6.23.

Proposition 9.5. Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field. Then the following are

equivalent:

(i) (K, exp) |= T ∀
exp.

(ii) Rexp |= Th∃(K, exp).

(iii) For any p(x) ∈ Z[x]exp, if Rexp |= ∀x p(x) > 0, then (K, exp) |= ∀x p(x) > 0.

(iv) For any p(x) ∈ Z[x]exp, if (K, exp) |= ∃x p(x) = 0, then Rexp |= ∃x p(x) = 0.
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(v) (K, exp) is embeddable into (No, expNo).

Proof. The equivalences between (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) follow just as in the proof of

Proposition 9.4. Moreover by Proposition 6.25, (i) and (v) are equivalent.

Finally, the following proposition lists the equivalences of Schanuel’s Conjecture

established throughout this work (see Proposition 3.59, Remark 4.34, Corollary 4.95

and Corollary 6.26).

Proposition 9.6. The following are equivalent:

(i) Schanuel’s Conjecture.

(ii) Let (K, exp) be an o-minimal EXP-field. Let n ∈ N and α1, . . . , αn ∈ Ov be

Q-linearly independent. Suppose that spanQ{α1, . . . , αn}\{0} ⊆ Ov \Iv. Then

tdQ(α1, . . . , αn, exp(α1), . . . , exp(αn)) ≥ n.

(iii) Any ordered exponential field (K, exp) with (K, exp) |= T ∀
exp has the Schanuel

property.

(iv) Any ordered exponential subfield of (No, expNo) has the Schanuel property.

Recall that under the assumption of Schanuel’s Conjecture, we have Tdc ⊢ T ∃
exp

(see Proposition 4.57). This follows from the fact that Tdc proves TH ∪ TNA and,

under the assumption of Schanuel’s Conjecture, Trcf ∪ TH ∪ TNA proves T ∃
exp (see

page 76). It is worthwhile to investigate whether similar arguments as in Macintyre

and Wilkie [73] can be used to establish Trcf∪TH∪TNA ⊢ T ∀
exp (under the assumption

of Schanuel’s Conjecture). By Lemma 4.53 this would hold if and only if for any

exponential polynomial p(x) ∈ Z[x]exp such that

Rexp |= ∀x p(x) > 0

we had

Trcf ∪ TH ∪ TNA ⊢ ∀x p(x) > 0.

We pose this as a question.

Question 9.7. Let p(x) ∈ Z[x]exp = Z[x1, . . . , xn]exp such that p is strictly positive

on Rn. Does Trcf ∪TH∪TNA prove ∀x p(x) > 0 (under the assumption of Schanuel’s

Conjecture)?

In Section 7.2 we started with a model M of Peano Arithmetic and constructed

a v-compatible real closed EXP-field (KM , expM ) such that M ∪ (−M) is an integer

part of KM . We conjectured that (KM , expM ) is already a model of real expo-

nentiation and showed in Theorem 7.35 that this holds if M is already a model of

true arithmetic. Moreover, we showed that whenever (KM , expM ) is model complete,
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then it is o-minimal (see Theorem 7.32). Hence, if (KM , expM ) is model complete for

anyM |= PA, then the Transfer Conjecture implies that (KM , expM ) |= Texp. Recall

that the o-minimality of Rexp follows from its model completeness and Khovanskii

finiteness (i.e. that the solution set of any exponential polynomial equation only

consists of finitely many connected components). The following questions arise.

Question 9.8. Let M |= PA.

(i) Is (KM , expM ) model complete?

(ii) Let p(x) ∈ KM [x]exp = KM [x1, . . . , xn]exp. Does

{x ∈ Kn
M | p(x) = 0}

consist of only finitely many connected components?

In Lemma 7.14 and Lemma 7.15 we have seen that any ordered field K of infinite

transcendence degree admits a dense transcendence basis T and thus a dense subfield

F = Q(T ) such that Q ⊆ F is regular. Note that a non-archimedean ordered field

K with td(K) < ℵ0 cannot admit a transcendence basis dense in K. However, it is

still possible that K has a dense subfield F such that Q ⊆ F is regular. We pose

this as a question for a non-archimedean real closed field of transcendence degree 1.

Question 9.9. Let K = Q(t)rc ordered by 0 < t < Q>0. Is there a dense subfield

F ⊆ K such that Q ⊆ F is regular?

In Proposition 8.19 we have seen the following dichotomy for densely ordered

abelian groups: Any densely ordered abelian group G is (exclusively) either dense

in Gdiv or admits a proper non-trivial Log-definable convex subgroup. For ordered

fields, it is not known whether a similar dichotomy holds. Note that any archimedean

ordered field (K,<) does not admit a non-trivial convex valuation, as Z must be

contained in any convex subring of K. Hence, any ordered field with an archimedean

model does not admit a non-trivial Lor-definable convex valuation. However, we

have seen in Proposition 8.40 that there are non-archimedean ordered fields which

are dense in their real closure but do not have an archimedean model. In these

ordered fields, it may be possible to find non-trivial Lor-definable convex valuations.

Note that these cannot be henselian by Corollary 8.46. In Jahnke, Simon and

Walsberg [47] it is not investigated whether the two cases in Proposition 8.52 are

exclusive. We pose this as the following question.

Question 9.10. Is there an ordered field which is dense in its real closure and

admits a non-trivial Lor-definable convex valuation?

We have seen in Proposition 8.71 that for any almost real closed field with respect

to a henselian valuation v, if v satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 8.54, then it is
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not only Lor- but already Lr-definable. Although we have shown that Theorem 8.54

generalises known Lr-definability results of henselian valuations (see page 200), we

have not provided an example of an ordered field (K,<) and a henselian valuation

v on K which is Lor- but not Lr-definable. Since Theorem 8.67 provides a full

characterisation of Lr-definable henselian valuations in almost real closed fields, we

pose the following more specific question.

Question 9.11. Is there an almost real closed field (K,<) and a henselian valuation

v on K such that v is Lor- but not Lr-definable?

Conjecture 8.3 for archimedean fields states that any strongly NIP archimedean

ordered field is real closed, as the only archimedean almost real closed fields are the

real closed ones. Corollary 8.78 shows that any dp-minimal archimedean ordered

field is real closed. We can ask whether the same holds for all strongly NIP ordered

fields.

Question 9.12. Let (K,<) be a strongly NIP archimedean ordered field. Is K

necessarily real closed?

By Corollary 8.46, any almost real closed field which is not real closed cannot be

dense in its real closure. Thus, any dp-minimal ordered field which is dense in its

real closure is real closed. Moreover, if Conjecture 8.3 is true, then, in particular, a

strongly NIP ordered field which is not real closed cannot be dense in its real closure.

Question 9.13. Let (K,<) be a strongly NIP ordered field which is dense in its real

closure. Is K real closed?

Note that Question 9.13 is more general than Question 9.12, as a positive answer

to Question 9.13 would automatically tell us that any strongly NIP archimedean

ordered field is real closed (since every archimedean field is dense in its real closure).
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A. Appendix

A.1. Notations

We use the following symbols and notations:

• e, Euler’s number in R.

• ω, the first infinite ordinal.

• ω1, the first uncountable ordinal.

• c, the cardinality of the continuum, i.e. c = 2ℵ0 .

• N = {1, 2, . . .}, the set of natural numbers without 0.

• N0 = {0, 1, 2, . . .}, the set of natural numbers with 0.

• On, the class of ordinal numbers.

• For a set A, we denote the power set of A by P(A).

• For a linearly ordered structure (M,<) and a, b ∈ M with a ≤ b, we denote

intervals in M as follows:

(a, b)M = {x ∈M | a < x < b},
[a, b)M = {x ∈M | a ≤ x < b},
(a, b]M = {x ∈M | a < x ≤ b},
[a, b]M = {x ∈M | a ≤ x ≤ b},
(−∞, b)M =M<b = {x ∈M | x < b},
(−∞, b]M =M≤b = {x ∈M | x ≤ b},
(a,∞)M =M>a = {x ∈M | a < x},
[a,∞)M =M≥a = {x ∈M | a ≤ x}, and
(−∞,∞)M =M .

If the structure (M,<) is clear from the context, then we omit the index and

simply write (a, b), [a, b) etc.
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• Let (M,<) be a linearly ordered structure, a ∈ M and A,B ⊆ M . We write

a < A if a < x for any x ∈ A, and a ≤ A if a ≤ x for any x ∈ A. Moreover,

we write A < B if a < B for any a ∈ A, and A ≤ B if a ≤ B for any a ∈ A.

• Let (G,+,−, 0, <) be an ordered abelian group. For a tuple g = (g1, . . . , gn) ∈
Gn we denote by

∣∣g
∣∣ the maximum norm of g, i.e.

∣∣g
∣∣ = max{g1, . . . , gn,−g1, . . . ,−gn}.

• For a function f with domain A and a subset B ⊆ A, we denote the restriction

of f to B by f↾B.

• Let K be a field, let V be a vector space over K and let A ⊆ V be a subset.

We denote the linear span of A in V by spanK(A).

• Let K ⊆ L be an extension of fields. For any subset A ⊆ L, we denote by

tdK(A) the transcendence degree of K(A) over K.

A.2. Model Theory

Most of the relevant background from Model Theory can be found in Marker [75].

We start by giving a list of languages and theories to which we refer.

Example A.2.1. (i) The language of linear orders Llo is given by {<}, where
< is a binary relation symbol.

(ii) The language of groups Lg is given by {+,−, 0}, where + and − are binary

function symbols and 0 is a constant symbol.

(iii) The language of ordered groups Log is given by Lg ∪ Llo.

(iv) The language of rings Lr is given by Lg ∪{·, 1}, where · is a binary function

symbol and 1 is a constant symbol.

(v) The language of ordered rings Lor is given by Lr ∪ Llo.

(vi) The language of ordered exponential rings Lexp is given by Lor ∪ {exp},
where exp is a unary function symbol.

(vii) The language of valued fields Lvf is given by Lr ∪ {O}, where O is a unary

predicate.

(viii) The language of Peano Arithmetic LPA is given by {+, ·, 0, 1, <}, where
+ and · are binary function symbols, 0 and 1 are constant symbols and < is a

binary relation symbol.
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Example A.2.2. (i) The Llo-theory Tlo of linear orders consists of the following

axioms:

∀x ¬ x < x,

∀x, y, z ((x < y ∧ y < z) → x < z),

∀x, y (x < y ∨ x = y ∨ y < x).

(ii) The Llo-theory Tdlo of dense linear orders without endpoints is the extension

of Tlo by the following axioms:

∀x, y (x < y → ∃z (x < z ∧ z < y)),

∀x∃y, z (y < x ∧ x < z).

(iii) The Lg-theory Tag of abelian groups consists of the following axioms:

∀x 0 + x = x,

∀x, y, z x+ (y + z) = (x+ y) + z,

∀x x− x = 0,

∀x, y x+ y = y + x.

(iv) The Log-theory Toag of ordered abelian groups is the extension of Tag ∪ Tlo by

the following axiom:

∀x, y, z (x < y → x+ z < y + z).

(v) The Log-theory Tdoag of divisible ordered abelian groups is the extension of

Toag by the following axioms:28

∃x ¬ x = 0,

for any n ∈ N:
∀x∃y y + . . .+ y︸ ︷︷ ︸

n times

= x.

(vi) The Lr-theory Tcr of commutative rings with identity is the extension of Tag
by the following axioms:

∀x 1 · x = x,

∀x, y, z x · (y · z) = (x · y) · z,
∀x, y x · y = y · x,
∀x, y, z x · (y + z) = (x · y) + (x · z).

28Since we want Tdoag to be a complete theory, we have to exclude the trivial group {0} from

the class of structures satisfying Tdoag. Thus, strictly speaking Tdoag is the theory of non-trivial

divisible ordered abelian groups.
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(vii) The Lor-theory Tor of ordered rings is the extension of Toag∪Tcr by the following

axioms:

0 < 1,

∀x, y, z ((x < y ∧ 0 < z) → x · z < y · z).

(viii) The Lor-theory Tof of ordered fields is the extension of Tor by the following

axiom:

∀x (¬ x = 0 → ∃y x · y = 1).

(ix) The Lor-theory Trcf of real closed fields is the extension of Tof by the following

axioms:

∀x
(
0 < x→ ∃y y2 = x

)
,

∀y0, . . . , y2n+1

(
y2n+1 6= 0 → ∃x y0 + y1x+ . . .+ y2n+1x

2n+1 = 0
)
, for each n

∈ N.

(x) The LPA-theory PA of Peano Arithmetic consists of the following axioms:

the theory of linear orders Tlo,

∀x 0 ≤ x,

0 < 1 ∧ ∀x (0 < x→ 1 ≤ x),

∀x 0 + x = x,

∀x, y, z x+ (y + z) = (x+ y) + z,

∀x, y x+ y = y + x,

∀x, y, z (x < y → x+ z < y + z),

∀x, y (x < y → ∃z x+ z = y),

∀x 1 · x = x,

∀x, y, z x · (y · z) = (x · y) · z,
∀x, y x · y = y · x,
∀x, y, z x · (y + z) = (x · y) + (x · z),
∀x, y, z ((x < y ∧ 0 < z) → x · z < y · z),
the induction scheme: For any LPA-formula ϕ(x),

(ϕ(0) ∧ ∀n (ϕ(n) → ϕ(n+ 1))) → ∀n ϕ(n).

Definition A.2.3. Let L be a language and let M be an L-structure. Moreover,

let A ⊆M and let n ∈ N. A set B ⊆Mn is called A-definable in M if there exist

an L-formula ϕ
(
x1, . . . , xn, y

)
and a tuple a ∈ A such that

B = {(d1, . . . , dn) ∈Mn | M |= ϕ(d1, . . . , dn, a)} .
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An ∅-definable set is called 0-definable or parameter-free definable. If a set B ⊆
Mn is A-definable for some subset A ⊆ M , we also say that B is parametrically

definable or that B is L-definable. If the language L is clear from the context,

then we simply say that B is definable.

Definition A.2.4. Let L be a language, M an L-structure and m,n ∈ N. A family

(
Za

)
a∈Mm

of subsets of Mn is called definable if there exists a definable set B ⊆Mm+n such

that for any a ∈Mm we have

Za = {b ∈Mn | (a, b) ∈ B} .

Definition A.2.5. Let L be a language and let M be an L-structure. Moreover, let

A ⊆ M be a subset and let n ∈ N. A function f : Mn → M is called A-definable

if its graph

Γf =
{
(a, b) ∈Mn+1

∣∣ f(a) = b
}

is A-definable.

Definition A.2.6. Let L be a language, let M be an L-structure and let B ⊆ M

be a non-empty subset. The definable closure of B in M, denoted by dcl(B;M),

is defined as

dcl(B;M) =
⋃

{f(Bn) | n ∈ N and f : Mn →M is 0-definable} .

Moreover, the definable closure of ∅ in M is given by

dcl(∅;M) = {a ∈M | M |= ψ(a) ∧ ∃!x ψ(x) for some L-formula ψ(x)}.

Note that the definable closure of a set B in an L-structure M is always the

domain of an L-substructure of M, where the L-structure on dcl(B,M) is induced

by M in the canonical way (cf. Sarbadhikari and Srivastava [94, Proposition 1.10.1]).

Lemma A.2.7 (Overspill). Let M |= PA and let A ( M be a definable proper

initial segment of M , i.e. for any m ∈M either m ∈ A or m > A. Then there exists

a unique element b ∈M such that b ∈ A and b+ 1 /∈ A.

Proof. Kaye [50, Lemma 6.1].

Definition A.2.8. Let L be a language and let M be an L-structure. We call the

set

Th(M) = {ϕ | ϕ is an L-sentence and M |= ϕ}

the complete theory of M.
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Definition A.2.9. Let L be a language and let M and N be L-structures. We say

that M is a model of N if M |= Th(N ).

Theorem A.2.10 (Compactness Theorem). Let L be a language and let Σ be a set

of L-sentences. Then Σ is satisfiable if and only if it is finitely satisfiable.

Proof. Marker [75, Theorem 2.1.4].

Proposition A.2.11 (Tarski–Vaught Test). Let L be a language and let M and

N be L-structures. Suppose that M ⊆ N . Then this embedding is elementary

if and only if the following holds: For any L-formula ϕ
(
x, y

)
and any b ∈ M , if

N |= ∃x ϕ(x, b), then there exists a ∈M such that N |= ϕ(a, b).

Proof. [75, Proposition 2.3.5].

Theorem A.2.12 (Löwenheim–Skolem Theorem). Let L be a language and let M
be an L-structure.

(i) Suppose that M is infinite and let κ ≥ |M | + |L| be a cardinal. Then there is

an L-structure N such that M � N and |N | = κ.

(ii) Let X ⊆ M be a subset. Then there exists N � M such that X ⊆ N and

|N | ≤ |X|+ |L|+ ℵ0.

Proof. [75, Theorem 2.3.4 & Theorem 2.3.7].

Definition A.2.13. Let L be a language and let M be an L-structure. An L-
formula is called existential if it is of the form ∃x ϕ

(
x, y

)
for some quantifier-free

L-formula ϕ
(
x, y

)
. Likewise, an L-formula is called universal if it is of the form

∀x ϕ
(
x, y

)
for some quantifier-free L-formula ϕ

(
x, y

)
. The set of all existential

L-sentences which hold in M is denoted by Th∃(M) and called the existential

theory of M. Similarly, we call the set of all universal sentences which hold in M
the universal theory of M and denote it by Th∀(M).

Lemma A.2.14. Let L be a language and let M be an L-structure. Moreover, let

T0 be a model complete subtheory of T = Th(M). Then:

(i) T0 ∪ Th∃(M) axiomatises T .

(ii) T0 ∪ Th∀(M) axiomatises T .

Proof. We only prove (i), as the proof of (ii) works similarly by using universal

instead of existential formulas. Let N |= T0 ∪ Th∃(M) and let ψ ∈ T . We need to

show that N |= ψ. By model completeness of T0, there exists an existential sentence

ψ′ such that

T0 |= ψ ↔ ψ′.

Since M |= T0, we have M |= ψ′ and thus ψ′ ∈ Th∃(M). Hence, N |= ψ′. Since

N |= T0, we obtain N |= ψ ↔ ψ′ and thus N |= ψ, as required.
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Lemma A.2.15. Let L be a language and let M and N be L-structures. Then

M |= Th∃(N ) if and only if N |= Th∀(M).

Proof. Suppose that M |= Th∃(N ). Let ∀x ψ(x) ∈ Th∀(M), where ψ(x) is

quantifier-free. Assume, for a contradiction, that N 6|= ∀x ψ(x). Then N |=
∃x ¬ψ(x). Hence, ∃x ¬ψ(x) ∈ Th∃(N ). We obtain M |= ∃x ¬ψ(x), which contra-

dicts M |= ∀x ψ(x). This shows that N |= Th∀(M). The converse direction can be

proved similarly by switching the roles of existential and universal quantifiers.

Lemma A.2.16. Let L be a language and let M and N be L-structures. Suppose

that M |= Th∀(N ). Then there exists N0 |= Th(N ) such that M ⊆ N0.

Proof. Sarbadhikari and Srivastava [94, Proposition 2.4.2].

Proposition A.2.17. Let L be a language and let M and N be model complete

L-structures. Suppose that N |= Th∃(M) ∪ Th∀(M). Then N |= Th(M).

Proof. By Lemma A.2.15 we have M |= Th∀(N ). Hence, by Lemma A.2.16 there

exists N0 |= Th(N ) with M ⊆ N0. Now N0 |= Th∀(M), whence there exists

M0 |= Th(M) with N0 ⊆ M0. Continuing this procedure, we obtain an increasing

chain of L-embeddings

M ⊆ N0 ⊆ M0 ⊆ N1 ⊆ M1 ⊆ . . . ,

where for each k ∈ N0 we have Nk |= Th(N ) and Mk |= Th(M). By model

completeness, we have

M � M0 � M1 � . . .

and

N0 � N1 � . . . .

Let

M′ =

∞⋃

i=0

Mi =

∞⋃

i=0

Ni.

ByMarker [75, Proposition 2.3.11], the union of an elementary chain is an elementary

extension of each structure in the chain. Hence, we obtain that M � M′ and

N0 � M′. Thus, N ≡ N0 ≡ M′ ≡ M.

Lemma A.2.18. Let L be a language and let M and N be L-structures such that

M is model complete. Let

Σ =
{
∀x∃y ϕ

(
x, y

)
∈ Th(M)

∣∣ ϕ
(
x, y

)
is quantifier free

}
.

Suppose that N |= Σ. Then N |= Th(M).

Proof. Sacks [93, Proposition 9.3].
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Definition A.2.19. Let L be a language and let M be an L-structure. Let LM be

the expansion of L by a constant symbol cm for any m ∈M . The atomic diagram

of M, denoted by Diag(M), is the set of all LM -formulas of the form

ϕ(cm1 , . . . , cmn) ,

where n ∈ N0 and ϕ is either an atomic L-formula or the negation of an atomic

L-formula.

Lemma A.2.20 (Diagram Lemma). Let L be a language and let M and N be L-
structures. Suppose that NM |= Diag(M) for some LM -expansion NM of N . Then

there exists an L-embedding of M into N .

Proof. [75, Lemma 2.3.3].

Definition A.2.21. Let L be a language, M an L-structure and A ⊆M a subset.

Let LA be the expansion of L by a constant symbol ca for any a ∈ A and let MA

be the LA-expansion of M where each new constant symbol ca is interpreted by the

corresponding element a ∈M . Let n ∈ N and let p be a set of LA-formulas in n free

variables x1, . . . , xn. Then p is called a (partial) n-type over A if p ∪ Th(MA)

is satisfiable. Moreover, p is called a complete type if for any LA-formula ϕ with

free variables x1, . . . , xn, either ϕ ∈ p or ¬ϕ ∈ p.

Definition A.2.22. Let L be a language, M an L-structure, A ⊆M a subset and

p an n-type over A. We say that M realises p if there exists a ∈Mn such that for

any ϕ(x) ∈ p we have MA |= ϕ(a).

Definition A.2.23. Let L be a countable language, M an infinite L-structure and

κ an infinite cardinal. We say that M is κ-saturated if for any A ⊆M with |A| < κ

and for any n ∈ N, any complete n-type over A is realised by M. Moreover, we say

that M is saturated if it is |M |-saturated.

Theorem A.2.24. Let L be a countable language, M an infinite L-structure and

κ > ℵ0 a cardinal. Then there exists a κ+-saturated elementary extension N of M
with |N | ≤ |M |κ.

Proof. [75, Theorem 4.3.12].

Definition A.2.25. Let L be a countable language, T a complete L-theory, M an

infinite model of T and κ an infinite cardinal. We say that M is κ-universal if

for any N |= T with |N | < κ, there exists an elementary embedding of N into M.

Moreover, we say that M is universal if it is |M |-universal.

Lemma A.2.26. Let L be a countable language, T a complete L-theory, M an

infinite model of T and κ an infinite cardinal. Suppose that M is κ-saturated. Then

it is κ+-universal.

Proof. [75, Lemma 4.3.17].
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A.3. Real Algebra

Theorem A.3.1 (Cantor’s Theorem). Let (Γ1, <) and (Γ2, <) be two dense linear

orders without endpoints. Suppose that |Γ1| = |Γ2| = ℵ0. Then there exists an

order-preserving bijection from Γ1 to Γ2.

Proof. Marker [75, page 48 f.].

Definition A.3.2. Let (Γ, <) be a linearly ordered set. The order topology on Γ

is the topology τ on Γ generated by the base

{(a, b) | a, b ∈ Γ ∪ {±∞}, a < b},

i.e. τ consists of all unions of open intervals in Γ.

Definition A.3.3. Let G be an ordered abelian group. The divisible hull of G is

the ordered abelian group given by

Gdiv =
{g
n

∣∣∣ g ∈ G,n ∈ N
}

under the following relations and operations: For any g, h ∈ G and m,n ∈ N, we
have

• g
n
= h

m
if and only if mg = nh;

• g
n
< h

m
if and only if mg < nh;

• g
n
+ h

m
= mg+nh

nm
.

Definition A.3.4. An ordered abelian group G is called archimedean if for any

a, b ∈ G>0 there exists n ∈ N such that a < nb and b < na.

Definition A.3.5. An ordered fieldK is called archimedean if its additive ordered

group (K,+, 0, <) is archimedean.

Theorem A.3.6 (Hölder’s Theorem). Let K be an archimedean field. Then there

exists a unique order-preserving embedding of fields ϕ : K → R.

Proof. Hölder [42, Erster Theil].

Theorem A.3.7. Let (K,<) be an ordered field and let (R1, <) and (R2, <) be two

real closed algebraic extensions of (K,<). Then (R1, <) and (R2, <) are isomorphic

as ordered fields.

Proof. Prestel and Delzell [86, Theorem 1.3.14].

By Theorem A.3.7, we can identify all real closed algebraic extensions of a given

ordered field with each other. This gives rise to the definition of the real closure of

an ordered field.
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Definition A.3.8. Let K be a real closed field and let F ⊆ K be a subfield. Then

the real closure of F is the relative algebraic closure of F in K. We denote the

real closure of F by F rc.

Theorem A.3.9. Let K be a real closed field and let G be a divisible ordered abelian

group. Then the ordered Hahn field K((G)) is real closed.

Proof. Prieß-Crampe [89, § II.5, Satz 13].

Lemma A.3.10. Let K be an ordered field and let (Fi)i∈N0 be an increasing chain of

subfields of K. Let B0 ⊆ F0 be a transcendence basis of F0 over Q and Bi+1 ⊆ Fi+1

a transcendence basis of Fi+1 over Fi. Then for any k ∈ N0,

B′
k =

k⋃

i=0

Bi

is a transcendence basis of Fk over Q. Moreover,

B =

∞⋃

i=0

Bi

is a transcendence basis of

F =
∞⋃

i=0

Fi

over Q.

Proof. We first show by induction that for any k ∈ N0, we have that B′
k is algebra-

ically independent over Q. For B′
0 = B0 this holds by definition. Let k ∈ N0 and

suppose that B′
k is algebraically independent overQ. Let n,m ∈ N, b1, . . . , bn ∈ Bk+1

and c1, . . . , cm ∈ B′
k. By definition of Bk+1, the elements b1, . . . , bn are algebraically

independent over Fk+1. Since Fk ⊆ Fk+1, we have that b1, . . . , bn are also algebra-

ically independent over Fk. Since c1, . . . , cm are contained in Fk and, by induction

hypothesis, algebraically independent over Q, we obtain that

b1, . . . , bn, c1, . . . , cm

are algebraically independent over Q, as required. This establishes that B′
k is alge-

braically independent over Q for any k ∈ N0. Since any finite subset of B is already

contained in B′
k for some k ∈ N0, this yields that also B is algebraically independent

over Q.

Now we show that F is algebraic over Q(B). We do this inductively by showing

that for any k, the field Fk is algebraic over Q(B′
k). Note that F0 is algebraic

over Q(B′
0), as B

′
0 = B0 is a transcendence basis for F0 over Q. Let k ∈ N0 and

suppose that Fk is algebraic over Q(B′
k). Let a ∈ Fk+1 \ Fk. Then a is algebraic
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over Fk(Bk+1). Since Fk is algebraic over Q(B′
k), we obtain that a is algebraic

over Q(B′
k)(Bk+1) = Q(B′

k+1). Hence, Fk+1 is algebraic over Q(B′
k+1), as required.

Finally, for any a ∈ F , there is some k such that a ∈ Fk. Thus, a is algebraic over

Q(B′
k) ⊆ Q(B). This implies that F is algebraic over Q(B).

A.4. Valuation Theory

Most of the necessary background on Valuation Theory can be found in S. Kuhlmann

[68, Chapters 0 & 1] as well as Engler and Prestel [30]. We start by introducing

valuations on ordered abelian groups.

Definition A.4.1. Let (Γ, <) be a linearly ordered set and let (G,+, 0, <) be an

ordered abelian group. Let ∞ be a symbol satisfying ∞ > γ for any γ ∈ Γ. A

surjective map

v : G→ Γ ∪ {∞}

is called a valuation on G if for any a, b ∈ G and n ∈ Z \ {0}, the following hold:

(i) v(a) = ∞ if and only if a = 0,

(ii) v(na) = v(a),

(iii) v(a− b) ≥ min{v(a), v(b)}.

We call Γ the value set of G under v and denote it by vG. The pair (G, v) is

called a valued ordered abelian group.

Definition A.4.2. Let (G, v) be a valued ordered abelian group. Then the valuation

v is called convex if for any a, b ∈ G>0,

a ≥ b ⇒ v(a) ≤ v(b).

Every ordered abelian group admits a convex valuation induced by archimedean

equivalence classes. This valuation is called the natural valuation. It is a coarse

measure of the size of elements with respect to the corresponding order. We intro-

duce the natural valuation via archimedean equivalence classes, which are, in turn,

motivated by the archimedean property (see Definition A.3.4).

Definition A.4.3. Let G be an ordered abelian group. We define a relation ≪ on

G by

x≪ y if and only if n|x| < |y| for all n ∈ N.

We define the archimedean equivalence relation ∼ on G as follows:

x ∼ y if and only if there exists n ∈ N with n|x| ≥ |y| and n|y| ≥ |x|.
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The equivalence classes under this equivalence relation are called archimedean

equivalence classes. We endow the set of equivalence classes Γ = {[x] | x ∈ G \ {0}}
with an order < given by

[y] < [x] ⇔ x≪ y.

The map

vnat : G→ Γ ∪ {∞} , x 7→ [x]

defines a convex valuation on G, where [0] = ∞. We call this the natural valuation

on G.

Note that an ordered abelian group G 6= {0} is archimedean if and only if vnatG

contains exactly one element. A well-known example of ordered abelian groups with

a convex valuation are ordered Hahn products and ordered Hahn sums. Recall that

for a family of groups (Ai | i ∈ I), the group product
∏
i∈I Ai is the set of functions s

from I to the disjoint union
⊔
i∈I Ai, where s(i) ∈ Ai for any i ∈ I, under pointwise

addition.

Definition A.4.4. Let (Γ, <) be a non-empty linearly ordered set. For each γ ∈ Γ,

let Aγ 6= {0} be an ordered abelian group. Then the Hahn product over (Aγ |
γ ∈ Γ) is the subgroup of

∏
γ∈ΓAγ given by

H
γ∈Γ

Aγ :=



s ∈

∏

γ∈Γ

Aγ

∣∣∣∣∣∣
supp s is well-ordered



 ,

where supp s = {γ ∈ Γ | s(γ) 6= 0} is the support of s. The Hahn group Hγ∈ΓAγ is

an ordered group under the order relation

s > 0 ⇔ s 6= 0 ∧ s(min supp s) > 0.

The map

vmin : s 7→
{
min supp s if s 6= 0,

∞ otherwise,

defines a convex valuation on Hγ∈ΓAγ .

For any Aγ , fix a positive element 1γ ∈ Aγ . Any element s ∈ Hγ∈ΓAγ can be

expressed as a sum ∑

γ∈Γ

sγ1γ ,

where sγ = s(γ) and 1γ is the characteristic function on Γ mapping γ to 1γ and γ′

to 0 ∈ Aγ′ if γ
′ 6= γ.

The ordered subgroup

∐

γ∈Γ

Aγ =

{
s ∈ H

γ∈Γ

∣∣∣∣ supp s is finite

}
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is called the Hahn sum over (Aγ | γ ∈ Γ).

If Aγ = Aγ′ for every γ, γ′ ∈ ∆, then Hγ∈ΓAγ is denoted by HΓA or AΓ, where

A = Aγ for any γ ∈ Γ. This is called the symmetric Hahn product over (A,Γ).

Similarly,
∐

ΓA is the symmetric Hahn sum over (A,Γ).

Note that in Definition A.4.4, if each Aγ is archimedean, then vmin coincides with

the natural valuation.

Definition A.4.5. Let (G,+, 0, <) be an ordered abelian group and let v be a

convex valuation on G. For any γ ∈ vG, we define the convex subgroups Gγ and Gγ

of G by Gγ = {g ∈ G | v(g) ≥ γ} and Gγ = {g ∈ G | v(g) > γ}. The component

corresponding to γ is given by B(G, γ) = Gγ/Gγ . If the group under consideration

is clear from the context, we also write Bγ instead of B(G, γ). For each γ ∈ Γ, the

component Bγ is an ordered abelian group with the induced order

a+Gγ > 0 ⇔ a > Gγ .

If v is the natural valuation, then we also call Bγ the archimedean component

of G corresponding to γ.

Definition A.4.6. Let H ⊆ G be an extension of ordered abelian groups and let v

and w be valuations on G and H, respectively. We say that (G, v) is an extension

of (H,w) if wH ⊆ vG and for any a ∈ H, we have w(a) = v(a). If (G, v) is an

extension of (H,w), then we write (H,w) ⊆ (G, v).

Definition A.4.7. Let (H,w) ⊆ (G, v) be an extension of valued ordered abelian

groups. This extension is called immediate with respect to v if vG = wH and

for any γ ∈ vG,

ι : B(H, γ) → B(G, γ), a+Hγ 7→ a+Gγ

defines an isomorphism of ordered groups.

Note that for an ordered Hahn product G = Hγ∈ΓAγ , the component of G cor-

responding to some γ ∈ Γ is (isomorphic to) Aγ . The same holds for ordered Hahn

sums. Thus, the extension of ordered groups
∐
γ∈ΓAγ ⊆ Hγ∈ΓAγ is always immedi-

ate with respect to the valuation vmin.

We now turn to valued fields.

Definition A.4.8. Let (G,+, 0, <) be an ordered abelian group and let (K,+, ·, 0, 1)
be a field. Let ∞ be a symbol satisfying ∞ > g and

∞ = ∞+∞ = ∞+ g = g +∞

for any g ∈ G. A surjective map

v : K → G ∪ {∞}

is called a valuation on K if for any a, b ∈ K, the following hold:
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(i) v(a) = ∞ implies a = 0,

(ii) v(ab) = v(a) + v(b),

(iii) v(a+ b) ≥ min{v(a), v(b)}.

We call G the value group of K under v and denote it by vK. The pair (K, v)

is called a valued field. The ring

Ov = {a ∈ K | v(a) ≥ 0}

is called the valuation ring of v and the maximal ideal

Iv = {a ∈ K | v(a) > 0}

of Ov is called the valuation ideal of v. The residue field of (K, v) is given by

Ov/Iv and denoted by Kv or K. For any a ∈ Ov, we denote a+ Iv by a and call it

the residue of a.

Definition A.4.9. Let K be an ordered field and let v be a valuation on K. We

say that v is convex if Ov is a convex subset of K. If v is convex, then it induces

an ordering on the residue field given by

a > 0 ⇔ a > Iv.

Definition A.4.10. Let (K,+, ·, 0, 1, <) be an ordered field. By substituting (K,+,

0, <) for G in Definition A.4.3, we obtain the notions of archimedean equivalence

classes and the natural valuation on K. The addition on vnatK is given by

[x] + [y] = [xy],

where 0 = [1].

Definition A.4.11. Let (K,+, ·, 0, 1, <) be an ordered field and v = vnat the natural

valuation on K. We call the ordered group (Iv,+, 0, <) the ordered group of

infinitesimals of K. Let Uv = {x ∈ K | v(x) = 0}. Then (Uv, ·, 1, <) is the

ordered group of units of K.

Definition A.4.12. Let K be an ordered field and let G be an ordered abelian

group. Then the ordered Hahn field with coefficient field K and exponent

group G is denoted by K((G)). Its underlying additive ordered subgroup is the

symmetric Hahn product KG, where K stands for the additive ordered group of K.

Elements of s ∈ K((G)) can be expressed as sums of the form

∑

g∈G

sgt
g,
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where sg = s(g) and tg is the characteristic function on G mapping g to 1 and

everything else to 0. Multiplication on K((G)) is given by


∑

g∈G

sgt
g


 ·


∑

g∈G

rgt
g


 =

∑

g∈G

(
∑

h∈G

shrg−h

)
tg.

The map vmin(s) = min supp s for s 6= 0 and vmin(0) = ∞ defines a convex valuation

on K((G)) with residue field K and value group G.

In Definition A.4.12, if K is archimedean, then vmin coincides with the natural

valuation. In most sections of this work, Hahn products and sums are taken over

archimedean abelian groups and Hahn fields over archimedean fields.

Definition A.4.13. Let K ⊆ L be an extension of fields and let v and w be

valuations on K and L, respectively. We say that (L,w) is an extension of (K, v)

if vK ⊆ wL and for any a ∈ K, we have w(a) = v(a). If (L,w) is an extension of

(K, v), then we write (K, v) ⊆ (L,w).

Definition A.4.14. An extension of valued fields (K, v) ⊆ (L,w) is called imme-

diate with respect to w if vK = wL and Kv = Lw.

For the next definition, we recall the standard convention that the direct sum of

two abelian groups A and B can stand for two different notions: If A,B ⊆ C for

some abelian group C, then A ⊕ B denotes the group A + B ⊆ C and states that

A ∩B = {0}; otherwise it denotes the group product A×B.

Definition A.4.15. Let A and B be ordered abelian groups. The lexicographic

order <lex on the direct sum A⊕B is defined by

(a1, b1) <lex (a2, b2) :⇔ a1 < a2 ∨ (a1 = a2 ∧ b1 < b2).

We denote the ordered abelian group (A ⊕ B,+,−, 0, <lex) by A ∐ B and the lex-

icographic ordering on A∐B simply by <.

Definition A.4.16. Let A be ordered abelian groups and let B,C ⊆ A be sub-

groups. We say that B is an ordered group complement of C in A if A = B∐C.

Theorem A.4.17 (Additive Lexicographic Decomposition). Let K be an ordered

field and v = vnat. Then there exists an ordered group complement A of Ov in

(K,+, 0, <) and an ordered group complement A′ of Iv in Ov, i.e.

K = A∐Ov = A∐A′ ∐ Iv. (A.1)

Both A and A′ are unique up to order-preserving isomorphism, and A′ is order-

isomorphic to
(
K,+, 0, <

)
. Moreover, vA = G<0 and B(A, g) ∼=

(
K,+, 0, <

)
for

any g ∈ G<0, as well as B(Iv, g) ∼=
(
K,+, 0, <

)
for any g ∈ G>0.
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Proof. S. Kuhlmann [68, Theorem1.4].

Definition A.4.18. Let K be an ordered field. We say that K is root-closed for

positive elements if the multiplicative group (K>0, ·, 1, <) is divisible, i.e. for any
a ∈ K>0 and any n ∈ N there exists b ∈ K>0 such that bn = a.

Note that any real closed field is root-closed for positive elements.

Theorem A.4.19 (Multiplicative Lexicographic Decomposition). Let K be an or-

dered field which is root-closed for positive elements and let v = vnat. Then there

exists an ordered group complement B of U>0
v in

(
K>0, ·, 1, <

)
and an ordered group

complement B′ of 1 + Iv in U>0
v , i.e.

K>0 = B∐ U>0
v = B∐B′ ∐ (1 + Iv). (A.2)

An order-preserving isomorphism from B to G is given by −v, and B′ is order-

isomorphic to
(
K
>0
, ·, 1, <

)
.

Proof. S. Kuhlmann [68, Theorem1.8].

We now treat henselian valuations and state some useful properties regarding the

study of almost real closed fields (see Definition 8.59).

Definition A.4.20. A valued field (K, v) is called henselian if for any polynomial

p(x) =
∑n

i=0 anx
n ∈ Ov[x] and any b ∈ K which is a simple root of

p(x) =
n∑

i=0

anx
n ∈ K[x],

there exists a root c ∈ Ov of p(x) such that c = b.

Proposition A.4.21. Let (K, v) be a henselian valued field. Then Ov is convex

with respect to every ordering of K.

Proof. Knebusch and Wright [54, Lemma 2.1].

Proposition A.4.22. A valued field (K, v) is henselian if and only if every polyno-

mial

xn + xn−1 + an−2x
n−2 + . . .+ a0 ∈ Ov[x]

with an−2, . . . , a0 ∈ Iv has a zero in K.

Proof. Engler and Prestel [30, Theorem 4.1.3].

Definition A.4.23. Let K be a field and let v and w be valuations on K. We say

that v is finer than w if Ov ⊆ Ow and write w ≤ v. In this case, we also say that

v is a refinement of w, that w is coarser than v and that w is a coarsening of

v. If Ov ( Ow, then we say that v is strictly finer than w and that w is strictly

coarser than v.
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Lemma A.4.24. Let (K, v) be a henselian valued field. Then any coarsening w of

v is henselian.

Proof. Let p(X) = xn+xn−1+an−2x
n−2+ . . .+a0 ∈ Ow[x] with an−2, . . . , a0 ∈ Iw.

SinceOw ⊇ Ov, we have Iw ⊆ Iv. Hence, p(x) has a zero inK by Proposition A.4.22.

Again by Proposition A.4.22, we obtain that w is henselian.

Lemma A.4.25. Let K be an ordered field. Then K does not admit a henselian

valuation with algebraically closed residue field.

Proof. Let v be a henselian valuation on K. By Proposition A.4.21, we obtain

that Ov is convex, whence Ov/Iv is formally real. Thus, Ov/Iv is not algebraically

closed.

Theorem A.4.26. Let K be an ordered field. Then K admits a finest henselian

valuation v∗.

Proof. Apply Lemma A.4.25 and Engler and Prestel [30, Theorem 4.4.2].

Definition A.4.27. LetK be an ordered field. We call the finest henselian valuation

v∗ the canonical valuation on K.

Proposition A.4.28. Let (K,<) be an almost real closed field and let v be a

henselian valuation on K such that Kv is real closed. Let w be a convex refine-

ment of v. Then w is henselian and Kw is real closed.

Proof. Since w ≥ v, we have

Ov ⊇ Ow ⊇ Iw ⊇ Iv.
Let K = Ov/Iv, Ow = Ow/Iv and Iw = Iw/Iv. Note that Ow is a convex valuation

ring of K. Let w be the valuation on K with valuation ring Ow. Since K is real

closed, by [30, Theorem 4.3.7] w is a henselian valuation on K and Kw is real closed.

Now

Kw = Ow/Iw ∼= (Ow/Iv)/(Iw/Iv) = Ow/Iw = Kw.

Hence, Kw is real closed. Moreover, by [30, Corollary 4.1.4] also w is henselian.

Lemma A.4.29. Let (K,<) be an almost real closed field. Then Kv∗ is real closed.

Proof. Let v be a henselian valuation on K such that Kv is real closed. By Propo-

sition A.4.28, any convex refinement of v has a real closed residue field. Thus, Kv∗

is real closed.

Proposition A.4.30. Let (K,<) be an almost real closed field. Then any convex

valuation on K is henselian.

Proof. Let v be a convex valuation on K. If v∗ ≥ v, then v is a coarsening of

a henselian valuation and thus henselian by Lemma A.4.24. If v ≥ v∗, then by

Proposition A.4.28 we obtain that Kv is real closed and v is henselian.
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